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INTRODUCTION

It was Jane Austen's Emnia who said that half of the world does not understand
the pleasures of the other. The tendency of human beings to apostrophise or merely
to ignore those leisure activities which they do not or cannot understand and those
of which they disapprove, provides a fascinating perspective for tne study of human
differences in leisure behaviour. This tendency is illustrated, in party political
terms, by Mr. Jack Straw, M.P., speaking in the House of Commons on proposed increases
in bingo duty on 6 July 1981:

"It is an attack on women with families and on middle-aged women...
The Chief Secretary sneers at that. He has probably never seen a
bingo ticket in his life ..... It is a class issue and a sexist
issue. It is also, as the gambling statistics show, an issue
between North and South ....... "

In the same debate, another opposition H.P., Mr. welsh, in supporting Jack Straw's
objections to the proposed increase in duty, unintentionally revealed that the issue
is not so simplistic as to be explained merely by class, gender and region, when he
said:

"My wife plays bingo, I am pleased that she does. When Northern
Members of Parliament stop here six days a week, like most Labour
Members do, their wives are entitled to some sort of pleasure .....
My wife must now travel 2\ miles to Brodsworth to play binge, and I
do not complain about that. However, if the tax is further increased,
I shall have to put my foot down. I do not mind my wife playing bingo,
but I doubt whether I shall be able to afford the fare for her to go
from one area to another."

A woman's leisure behaviour is also influenced by personal relationships, by personal
spending power, by availability of transport, and perhaps above all, by her perceptions
(and those of others) of her duties in connection with her roles of wife and mother.

When this project began it attracted no little attention from the press, radio and
television. The idea of academic staff actually being interested in bingo was evidently
so unusual - bizarre, even - that the first six months of the project was spent stavine
off requests for interviews and information about the project. Gradually, however, the
media seemed to progress from the patronising, rather cheap attitude of the Daily
Telegraph : (1)

"Why do women play bingo? Because it is sociable (and they do not
like football?).... Bingo is now a fit subject for academic study
..... about why they are doing it, whether they really enjoy it,
and why they are not playing games or disco dancing.",

to David Ward's sensitive and well-written piece in the Guardian (2) wnen describing the
research as aiming

"to investigate the truth of the standard middle class assumption
that all bingo players are working class female morons and that
the poor dears would be better off with bridge or badminton or
flower arranging.... Working class women ... will be given the
chance to talk about an important part of their lives."

The tabloids, too, have been sympathetic to the aims of the research - although a cynic
might well wonder whether their recent circulation drive through newspaper bingo has had
anything to do with their apparent interest in academic research into bingo playing. The
keenest interest, however, has come from columnists of women's pages and presenters of
radio and television programmes aiming at audiences composed mainly of "captive wives"
at home. Their awareness that many of their readers, listeners or watchers, were in
fact bingo players, and that the media had frequently failed to make real contact with
bingo players, possibly made researchers an attractive intermediary between producers
and consumers of the media:

"It also makes bingo players pretty defensive, when faced with a
journalist." (3)

The defensiveness generally exhibited by bingo players was illustrated by .their enthusiasm
for the way bingo had been discussed with open tnindedness in television interviews:
usually, they said, they were made to feel guilty or stupid for playing.

Other reactions to the announcement of the commencement of the research project, like
those of the media, illustrated the "great divide" between bingo players and non-bingo
Players. One member of (non-academic) staff at the College, purple in face, banged his
fist on the table, declaring "It (bingo) should be stopped"! He had never been in a bingo
club, and he did not know personally any people who played.



These differences highlight some of the difficulties faced by any researcher
attempting to gain insight into women's leisure behaviour and the relationships
between men, women and leisure. "Leisure - an inappropriate concept for women?"
is the title of a government backed report published by the Australian Department
of Tourism and Recreation (4). The title refers to the problem, met by many
researchers, of attempting to use sets of meanings and concepts which seem relevant
to paid employment - leisure relationships, when dealing with women with and without
paid jobs, whose perspectives appear so distinctive - and yet who display as many
"leisure differences" within their gender group, as those displayed between them-
selves and men. In particular, the enormous differences in the extent and nature
of participation in leisure activities elicited by the leisure sociography data
mountain, between men and women, between working class and middle class women, and
between working class men and women, call into question the validity of any possible
generalisations or theory making based on simple structural or demographic variables, .
until the relationships between these people, their activities, and their social
milieux are examined in more detail.

This project, therefore, grew from an awareness of the importance of sex/gender
to understanding leisure behaviour, particularly in concert with social class; and
also from the apparent anomaly of men and women from the same social background, even
when married to each other, living different, almost totally separate in some cases,
life styles while still playing complementary roles within their life situations.
Some of the unquestioned assumptions about women's behaviour, it seemed, needed to be
questioned:

"A woman is expected to find sufficient interest and satisfaction in
her home and family whereas it is accepted that a man needs wider
interests extending beyond the home." (5)

"It was evident that the demands of the familial and occupational
obligations interfered with the leisure of these women. While
interference was acknowledged, none of the respondents felt deprived
in their leisure. These women accepted it as a natural element in
being a wife and mother." (6)

It was also evident that women themselves often do not see their behaviour as problematic,
in spite of its being treated so by policy makers and providers. It appeared from the
literature that women were in a "no-win" situation. Either women were ignored by
researchers and providers alike; or they were labelled as non-participants in leisure
activities and therefore as problematic; or they participated in 'deviant' or 'trivial'
leisure activities and again were labelled problematic - as in the case of bingo. Around
these definitions of women as problems, there grew a mythology which seemed ripe for
challenge -

"However, the fragmentation of research and concepts has led to 'myth-
making'; myths are often the basis of research projects, especially
when the subjects of the myths are seen to constitute a social problem.
An example of sucb a myth is the anxiety expressed by social commentators
about the effects on the children of working class women playing bingo:
'The Police Superintendents' Association feels that the (bingo) clubs
have been the cause of some family neglect and, in particular, that
children are too often left to their own devices when the father is at
the public house and the mother at the bingo club.'
What is significant here is the fact that it is the women's behaviour
which is seen to constitute the problem, and not the men's. The fact
that the findings of both the Hoyal Commission and Cornish largely refute
this myth will not immediately reduce public belief in it. The value of
both reports to researchers lies in the identification of the real social
functions served by the bingo clubs for working class women ..... These
social benefits, and the ways in which they axe provided by bingo, could
well be a useful focus for study by providers wishing to increase or widen
leisure participation by working class women: 'learning the language' would
be an essential prerequisite of such study." (7)

Bingo, therefore, stood out as a suitable activity on which to focus a study on women
and leisure. It appeared in the leisure sociography as the only activity which working
class women do, outside the home, in any great numbers; its'players are predominantly
female; and the little sympathetic literature about bingo which did exist seemed to
relate to problems in the lives of women which had also been identified in community and
family studies. These problems included women's experience of isolation and loneliness
(the 'privatisation of women') (8); women's low levels of participation in other leisure
activities; boredom; role strain; and lack of personal space, time and money.

The sociology of leisure has tended to exclude women:

",... concentration on male occupations, most frequently blue collar,
together with an insistence on viewing 'work' purely in terms of
wage labour, left out of account in almost every case the whole area
of women's leisure." (9)
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Not only was a new focus needed, but also a recognition that the work-leisure
relationship was not useful in the study of women's leisure - and, indeed, that
it could be positively misleading:

"Men's and women's priorities differ because men see themselves
choosing between paid employment and leisure; women more often
having to strike a balance between paid employment and their
domestic responsibilities." (10)

Women playing bingo was thus identified as the problem - the first of the four 'P's'
in the leisure provision process - problems, policy, planning and provision. It was hoped
that the findings from the research would help policy makers, planners and providers find
ways of closing the gap between recreational provision of facilities and services and women
themselves. Lynn Pearson (12) refers to this gap:

"A part-time cleaner from Weoley Castle played bingo once or twice
a week at the community centre, and really enjoyed it, but her
husband didn't seem to approve. He said to her, 'This young lady's
trying to get you better social facilities, and all you want is
another three bingo halls!' "

The policy maker does seek to know what people want, to aid in planning and provision. His
difficulty lies in the lack of articulation of "wants", especially from working class women.
Even if those wants are articulated, they may be scorned, as in the above quotation - or
they may be totally misunderstood or misinterpreted. It is this group of potential users/
consumers who often seem most out of step with potential suppliers. This lack of communi-
cation may not in fact lie with the women's lack of ability to articulate their needs.
Indeed, it is a rare occurence that they are given a chance to do so. The project aimed
to give working class women an opportunity to voice their worries, concerns and pre-occu-
pations, in a publication which, would inform policy makers, planners and providers.

However, Hilary Land (13) makes the point that many senior policy makers are not only
male, but are married to women who do not go out to work, and therefore are not in a position
to appreciate the constraints under which many women operate:

"A study of the family situations of, and assumptions about women's
family responsibilities of senior policy makers, the majority of
whom are men, might also be a revealing study."

The Sports Council has recently set targets for the next ten years, one of which is
to "close the gap between men's and women's participation" in sports (11): it aims: therefore,
to increase women's participation in indoor sports from 3.1 million to 4.1 million and in
outdoor sports from 4.3 million to 5.7 million, within the next five years. TVith 6 million
registered players of bingo, and many more playing in unlicensed premises, it seemed
reasonable that providers of other leisure activities might learn something from the reasons
why women play bingo. In particular, the ability of bingo to attract older women is not
shared by other leisure activities.

"However, during this time of isolation (being at home with young
children) ..... a woman can lose much of her confidence and
awareness of the community so that when the time comes for her to
re-enter society there appears to be little open to her." (14)

Rather than merely noting what bingo has to offer, however, it would also be necessary
to discover whether bingo per se was the attraction to women, and if so, what was attractive -
or whether other activities, if presented in similar ways or perceived as fulfilling the
same functions, could be as popular. Furthermore, given the continuing popular belief in
the 'myths' surrounding bingo, of family neglect and irresponsible spending, it would also
be necessary to explore the images of bingo held by different groups in the population - not
so that differences could be measured, but to try to establish why these differences came
to form the basis of social prejudice.

During the planning stages of the project, therefore, the only female member of the
Gaming Board was contacted for her advice on the kinds of approach which she felt would be
useful. Mr. Stephens, Secretary to the Board, replying for Mrs. Hunter Jones, gave helpful
advice regarding the need to consider in more detail the regional differences which had
already been identified by their own figures and by the NALBSC's census figures. His letter
also underlined the need to consider the non-licensed bingo played in various types of clubs.

The industry was contacted through personal correspondence with individual companies,
and through the British Bingo Association and the National Association of Licensed Bingo
Clubs. In the realisation (perhaps cynical), that the more traditional funding bodies would
be unlikely to support a research project on women and bingo, they were also "sounded out"
on the possibility of partial or whole sponsorship of the project. Subsequently, a meeting
was held at the London office of NALBSC to discuss possible co-operation on the project.
The objectives of the proposed project, to consider the benefits of bingo for woiren,
appeared to appeal to the members of the NAL3SC, who by law are not allowed to advertise
their clubs, and whose industry has suffered in the past from a hostile press and poor
public image. Ideas and information were exchanged, and the nature of the proposed
sponsorship arrangement was thoroughly discussed. It was agreed that the shape of the
research would be wholly under the control of the research team and that the NALBSC would
wholly fund the research, getting in return an objective, academic view of the industry,
and information which night be useful to market research through informal feedback from the
researchers. As Charles Stringer, then Vice-President of the Association, told "Coin
Slot" (15) the trade journal:

"..... a serious, academic and objective look at the game might help
to dispel the farcical and ludicrous image of bingo which is some-
times presented to the general public."



and later told David Ward of the Guardian:

"(they) have total control and
publish, warts and all."

publish what they want to

The Association has kept its word: the C28,450 budget has been provided without pressure
to alter in any way the shape of the proposed research. In addition, the researchers
have received a great deal of co-operation and help from the industry, in large part due
to the good offices of the Association.

age and other

Accordingly, the objectives of the research were listed thus:

1. To examine the composition of bingo audiences, in terms of sex,
social characteristics.

2. To examine the 'popular' image of bingo held by players and non-players.
3. To examine social relationships within bingo clubs (i.e. whether players

come alone or with family and friends; nature of contact with other players,
etc. )

4. To establish the relationship of bingo playing with women's family and other
commitments.

It was envisaged that data would be collected through observation, scheduled and structured
interviews, questionnaires and weekly timetables. In the event, all of these methods were
used.

The design, operation and reporting of the research has been achieved predominantly
by the Research Fellow, Rachael Dixey, whose previous experience in interviewing women was
invaluable. The ccncepticn and overall shape of the research has been the responsibility
of Margaret Talbot, along with the administrative details. Hilary Roberts was appointed
as Research Assistant and trained by the Research Fellow to assist with administration of
questionnaires in the national sample survey and with data processing.

All the research team were new to the industry, and none had played bingo before: it
could even be said that all had been brought up to believe that there were better things
to do than bingo! During the course of the research all gained an empathy with bingo
players, at the same time experiencing some elements of culture shock, in studying leisure
behaviour in a commercial setting for the first time, and recognising the profit motive,
while appreciating the appeal of the "razzamatazz" of some bingo provision. Above all,
perhaps, was the impression of warmth and friendliness given towards the researchers in all
but a few cases, by bingo players.

In the case of this project, then, it could be claimed that a real attempt has been
made for the ivory towers of academia to meet and understand "real people" - bingo players
and providers are "real people".

i

iv



BINGO, GAMBLING AND LEISURE

1. The Sixties - Two Gaming Acts and the Bingo Boom

It is rather more than 20 years since the 1960 Betting and Gaming Act came into force.
During these 20 years, commercial Bingo was not only 'born1 but has assumed the proportions
of very big business. Bingo was made possible by the Betting and Gaming Act which stipulated
that members of clubs could gamble. In what could then be regarded as a loophole of the Act,
those in the declining cinema business saw the possibility of using their existing premises
for a purpose which, would prove more profitable. Soon after the introduction of the Act
Newman reveals that "the first sets of premises started to appear with astounding, and to many
observers, highly alarming rapidity." (.1) In September 1961 The Times wrote "The bingo craze
has taken almost everyone by surprise... Cinemas, dance halls, piers, unemployment assembly
halls have gone over to it wholesale." (2) In the same month The Times noted that Mecca
showed an increase in its group trading profit in the first half of 1961 of £179,000 over the
previous year. "New types of entertainment can bring a fast return to companies aware of the
change in public taste." (3) Mecca was indeed one of the first companies to realise the
potential of bingo. By 1963 a National Opinion Poll indicated that 12% of the adult population
was involved in commercially organised bingo, and by 1966, 24%. (4)

Such rapid growth, was not confined to biago playing. The Betting and Gaming Act, which
had been designed to clear up the confusion and anomalies in Britain's gaming laws, actually
made the country, in legal terms, into one of the most permissive regarding gambling. The
gambling industry as a whole underwent a period of rapid expansion. The granting of licences
for betting shops began in 1961 and by June 1st of that year 8,800 had been issued. -By June
1st 1962 there were 13,340 licences in operation. C5) Official betting turnover increased by
154% in 1961. C6) William Hill's Trade Department increased its weekly turnover from between
£75,000 - £90,000 in 1960/61 to £250,000 - £300,000 in 1962/63. (7) Casinos were rapidly
established.

The early 1960's has been described as a time which saw "the greatest gambling boom outside
the State of Nevada:" (.8) Once the effects of the Act were known, concern mounted
whether it was too liberal. It was felt that Britain had gone from partial prohibition to
complete emancipation and a throng of press articles appeared describing "The Setting Shop
Society", England was "A Gambling Island". The Evening Standard asked "Why have the English
become Gambling Mad?" whilst the Sheffield Telegraph described Britain as "A nation of bingo
players, Premium Bond holders, tax-dodgers, speculators and take-over bidders". The woman's
magazine Nova added with disdain. "The amount we spend on bingo is equal to the entire national
budget of Uganda". (9)

In recognition of this concern, the Government passed tae Gaming Act of 1968 in an effort
to check the uncontrolled growth of gambling. Those who have been involved in the Bingo
industry since its inception regard 1960-1963 as the Golden Age of Bingo. It was a time of
frantic competition with other clubs, of daring promotional stunts, large prizes and the mixing
of bingo with other forms of gaming. The 1968 Act established the Gaming Board to enforce the
Act and to perform the role of watchdog over the gambling industry. Every aspect of bingo
became subject to strict regulations.

The Gaming Board displayed the tendency of the British legal system to wish to 'protsct'
women from themselves and it was firm la its view of how biago should develop. It wrote:

"Bingo is a very popular game, especially among housewives, and it soon
became apparent to ths Board that the half-a-million or so women who play each
day should not he exposed to the temptations of hard gaming. Parliament had
taken a benevolent view of bingo provided it remained a neighbourly form of
gaining played for modest stakes..... We felt that having separated bingo from
hard gaming we should encourage the bingo proprietors to develop the social side
of the activity. Competition would, it was thought, stimulate the development
of other amenities. Well run bingo and social clubs were already beginning to
meet a need for organised recreation and social life which had not previously
been catered for." (10)

By 1970 the Gaming Board could comment. "It seems clear that bingo has come to stay in
Britain." (11)

2. Bingo in the 1970:s and 80' s

The 1968 Gaming Act came into force in 1970, the year the Gaming Board observed that
bingo had come to stay. According to the Sunday Times, this yaar saw "marked changes and
ushered in the more salubrious, social-club atmosphere of the modern Bingo Hall; same old cards
certainly, and the monotony the outsider sees, but more plush and glitter for tne devotees and
better management", (12) The boom days of bingo were over; since 1970 the industry has
consolidated its earlier gains and upgraded its facilities in an attempt to maintain its market.

The Shape of the Industry;

The Gaming Act 1968 provided a secure legal framework within which the bingo industry
could work. Clubs now had to go througn a strict legal process in order to obtain a licence;
only about half the clubs in operation in 1968 acquired a licence. Before a licence is
granted, the applicant must prove the existence of demand in the vicinity of the proposed club.
The market is aot particularly easy to enter and the licensing system effectively filters
newcomers. It is felt by the industry that the system also protects inefficient clubs as it



Table 1 : Clubs Licensed for Bingo 1970-30

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1380

Licensed

1510
1672
1782
1813
1820
1780
1775
1740
1720
1697
1661

Operating

1687
1639
1690
1675
1634
1595
1599

(source: G.3. Statistics 1968-76
a G.B. Report 19SO)

The number of clubs in operation has declined slightly so that in 1982, approxinately
1,600 are in operation. The market is shared between individuals with perhaps one or two
licences and who own approximately 28% of the clubs, small organisations with approximately
11% of the clubs, and larger organisations with approximately 61%. Of the larger organis-.
ations, five 'giant' companies control one quarter of the clubs - Rank, Granada, Mecca,
EMI and Ladbrokes. It is likely that these companies have more of the market share in ter.Ts
of admissions and income than their share of club ownership would suggest.

Table 2 : Club Ownershia of the Five Maior Ooerators

Mecca
Rank
EMI
Ladbroke
Granada

1976
126
60
153
S3

28

1980
123
69
103
71
35 ((source: 1976 Sunday Mirror 8.S.76;

1980 personal communication)

The larger companies have arrived in bingo through two main routes - through the cinema,
variety theatres and dance halls business, or through the betting and casinos business.
EMI, Granada and Mecca fall into the former category and Zetters, Coral and Ladbrokes into ;:he
latter. Another important component is the sector which started in fairgrounds and amusement
arcades (.the colourful 'showman' tradition which livens up NALBSC meetings). The larger
companies also vary in their policy towards expansion. EMI, for example, suddenly found
itself in the business in 1975 when it acquired 158 clubs from the unfortunate Star Group.
It has since sold many of the poorer premises and now has approximately 96 clubs. Granada,
on the other hand, adopted a policy of slow, steady expansion, with a relatively snail number
C35 in operation! of high quality clubs. Ladbrokes and Corals decided in the early 1970's
to diversify and to expand their interests from bookmaking and gaming. Other important
bingo circuits operate more on a regional than a national basis - Hutchinson, Noble,
Caledonian, Top Flight, Jim Walker, for example. These tend to operate clubs in smaller
towns and rural areas, whereas the larger organisations tend to occupy the city centre sites
once occupied by large cinemas. Jim Walker, for example, based in Wakefield, has 44 clubs
scattered throughout the small mining villages of South Yorkshire. His clubs epitomise
bingo as a neighbourly game played for small stakes in former cinemas, whereas the larger
organisations have gone 'up-market' sometimes spending up to £-i million on refurbishing clubs.
Granada in particular have been bold in investing money at a time when the bingo market as a
whole is not seen to be expanding. Granada has been praised "for its record of maintaining
fine cinema buildings whilst others have been criticised for not doing so. Rank, for example
announced in June 1931 the closure of 29 cinemas around the country, some of which, it can be
speculated, may be converted for bingo. In the past Rank has disposed of bingo clubs which
had not admitted more than 3,000 people per week, although it has since changed this policy.
Certainly the larger organisations find small clubs unprofitable (in their terms) where
individual operators would make a reasonable living from them.

The profits which are made from bingo tend to be disguised by the accounting methods of
the large companies. Estimates may be made, however, of the pre-tax bingo profits of the
main organisations:
Table 3 : Estimated Bingo Profits

1980 1976 1930
£5.5m. Granada £0.75m. £2.So.
£4.Om. Zetters £0.22m. £'0.6m.
£ 2.5m.
£2.1m.
£1.5m. (source: 1976 Sunday .Mirror 8.9.76;

1980 cersonal communication)

Mecca
Rank
EMI
Ladbroke
Coral

1976
£5m.
£2. 2m.
£1 . 5m.
£1. 3m.
£1. 1m.
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90% of the money staked on bingo (i-e. spent on cards) is returned to the consumer, and
the remaining 10% goes to the government in tax. Profits are made only on entrance -
charges (usually between 15p. and 40p.), on the sale of drinks, snacks and on the fruit
machines and interval games such as mechanised cash bingo.

Trends in Bingo Playing:

A number of sources provide statistical descriptions of the bingo playing population.
Bingo companies collect their own data regarding admissions to their clubs, but these are
not available for public scrutiny. The Gaming Board is the principal public body which
provides figures on the number of people playing bingo in commercial bingo clubs. The
Board, however, is concerned primarily with observation of the 1968 Gaming Act, and is
not particularly concerned with the composition of the bingo playing population. It
monitors the number which plays bingo, the proportion of men and women, and the proportion
which, is aged less than 30 years. As the figures are published every two years, they
provide useful longitudinal data; but the Board itself admits that, fcr example, in
calculating that the number of players had fallen from 5.8 million to 5.7 million between
1378 and 1980, the sample was not large enough to claim complete accuracy. The Target
Group Index (.TGI) provides a more detailed picture of the socio-economic characteristics
of bingo players. The TGI, however, is primarily concerned with bingo players as a
'target group' of consumers and also.reflecting the costs of market research, their
published data is very expensive to buy. Two government publications, the General Household
Survey and Social Trends, provide additional data. Neither, however, is concerned
primarily with, leisure, and in the past playing bingo has been included in a single category
of activities with 'going out for meals' and 'dancing', thereby producing figures which are
insufficiently detailed. Social Trends now provides useful data on bingo players by sex
and age group.

The data that is available is not standardised. Some include bingo played only at
commercial bingo clubs and others include bingo played elsewhere. Some sources include
those who have played only in the four weeks prior to the survey and others operate over
a longer time period. A number of works, for example the Royal Commission on Gambling
and Downes et al's study provide additional data. All sources of data, however, include
bingo playing as part of a wider study and are limited in scope and depth. No study
has been carried out with the main aim of focusing on bingo players, or solely with compiling
a detailed statistical description of their activities. It was this "data gap" which the
present study hoped to fill.

The amount of bingo duty (.i.e. the 10% tax) received by the government is published
each month by the Customs and Excise department. They show that the amount of money
staked on bingo rose by £146.42 million between 1970 and 1980. Stake money rose by 50%
between 1978 and 1980 and trebled between 1972 and 1980. In real terms however, the.
amount of money staked fell. (Table 4).

Table 4 : Money staked on bingo 1970-80 (Emillions)

1970.
1971
1372
1973
1374
1375
1976
1377
1978
1973

Current

143
165
184
211
236
277
239
334
383
418

Prices

.4
• 5
.3
.1
.2
.0.
.2
.2
.1
.3

1978 Prices

402.
407.
423.
445.
429.
405,
375.
362.
383.
369.

0
0
0
0
0 ;

0
0
0
0
o

% Change
Money Terms

+ 10.8
+ 11.4
+ 14.3
+ 11.9

% Change
Real Terms

+ 1.4
+ 4.3
+ 5.3
- 4.2

+ 17.3
+ 8.0
+ 11.7
* 14.6
+ 9.2

- 6.
- 8
- 4.0
+ 5.6
- 4.2

The Gaming Board surveys show that daily admissions to clubs fell throughout the
1370.'s (.Table 5) and the number of regular players fell from 5.8 million in 1978 to
5.7 million in 1980. CThe Gaming Board does not claim accuracy for this figure).
In 1972 and 1S74 the Gaming Board estimated that 15% of the adult population played
bingo at commercial clubs, and this fell to 14.2% in both 1976 and 1978, and to 14.0%
in 1380.

Table 5 : Daily Admissions to Bingo Clubs

Year Number % Change
1372 461,254
1974 468,478 +1.6
1976 453,950 - 3.1
1973 424,038 - 6.6
1980 412,311 - 2.8
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The Target Group Index suggests that a smaller percentage of the total population
plays bingo than indicated by the Gaming Hoard. (Table 5).

Table 6 : The Bingo Plaving Population 1972-1980 as a proportion of the total
population of Great Britain

1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Men
11.3
10.9
10.8
11 .1
10.5
9.3
8.3
8.6

8.4

Women
14.8
14.0
14.0
14.0
13.1
13.3
12.6
13.3

13.1

Total
13.1
12.5
12.4
12.6
11.8
11 .3
10.5
10.9

Other sources offer different estimates. The Royal Commission on Gambling (1977)
found that 4% of the adult population (i.e. men and women) played commercial bingo
"regularly". The General Household Survey (1979) found that 3% had played in the four
weeks prior to the interview. Downes et al (1976) found that 11% of men and 10% of women
played "regularly" and 17% of men and 16% of women "occasionally or more". Newman's small
sample found that 17% of men and 34% of women played, giving a combined total of 21% (1.972)
A Daily Telegraph poll in 1972 found that 15% of women and 6% of men played.

One reason for the variation in estimates is the exclusion of non-commercial bingo.
The Royal Commission on Gambling suggested that there were 19,000 members' clubs in which
bingo could be played and that probably as much bingo was played in non-licensed clubs as
in licensed clubs. Downes et al, by including working-men's clubs, actually suggest that
more men play bingo than women.

Composition of the Bingo Playing Population

The Target Group Index provides a comprehensive analysis of the bingo playing populatio
(Tables 7 and 3). Table 7,1 shows that players are drawn from the older age groups; table
8.1 shows that 72.3% of m.als players and 82.3% of the female players are aged more than
35 years. Table 7.2 shows that 86 6% of male players and 82.8% of the female are drawn fro
social classes C2,D,E, whilst 49.7% of the men and 42.8% of the women left school aged 14 or
less. Chis is related to the age of the players. Downes et al comment, "it is, almost
exclusively, a working-class pastime". (14) (Their emphasis).

The Gaming Board showed that the proportion of male players compared to female players
rose from 16% to 17% between 1978 and 1980. Throughout the 1970's the proportion of women
players remained at around 64%. The Target Group Index however gives a breakdown of 37%
of players being male and 63% female.

Table 7 : PROPORTION

7.1 Proportion of M

Age Group
15 - 19
20 - 24
25-34

35 - 44

45 '- 54
55 - 64

65+

7.2 Proportion of e

AB
Cl
C2
D
i?

OF THE POPULATION

en and Women in eac

Men
2. 3
5.9
7.5
8.8

11 .5
10.7
9.6

ach social class wh
Men
1.5
4.1
10.4
14.2
12.0

WHICH PLAYS BINGO

h age grouD which rjlavs Bineo (%)

Women
3.9
13.6
13.1
13.5
16.1
15.3
11.2

ich nlays Bingo (%)
Women
2.8
7.8
17.0
20.7
15.4
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7.3 Proportion of Men and Women in each educational category which plays Bingo (<"„)

Still studying
Men
1.0

Women
2.5

Finished at -

14

Table 8

19+
17/18
16
15

or less

: COMPOSITION

8.1 Age composition

15
20
25
35
45
55

- 19
- 24
- 34
- 44
- 54
- 64
65+

0.9
2.4
6.0
10.6
14.0

OF THE BINGO

of the Bingo

Men
3.6
7.0
17.0
16.4
20.6
17.8
17.6

1.9
4.1

11.2
19.2
17.1

PLAYING POPULATION

playing population (%)

Women
6.6
9.0
17.1
14.7
17.0
17.1
18.5

8.2 Socio-economic composition of the Bingo playing population (_%)

AB
Cl
C2
D
E

Men
3.2

10.3
43.0
36.0
7.5

Women
3.5
13.7
37.9
31.7
13.2

8.3 Educational profile of the Bingo placing population

Men Women
Still studying 0.8 1.2
Finished at -

19+
17/18
16
15

14 or less

1.1
2.6

13.8
31.9
49.8

0.9
3.6

16.5
34.9
42.9

Regional Variations in Bingo Playing

Significant regional variations exist in the frequency and incidence of bingo playing.
Table 9 snows the proportion of the population in each of the standard regions which plays
bingo.

Table 9 : Regional variations : proportion of men and women in each Standard Region
which plays Bingo

Greater London
South East /East Anglia
South West
Wales
West & East Midlands
North West
Yorkshire a Humberside
North
Scotland

Men Women

5
3
4
15
10
8

11
19
9

.2

.6

.9

.2

.6

.4

.5

.3

.4

10
8
8
20
13
15
13
2S
16

.0

.8

.2

.2

.0

.9
_ 2

.6

.6 (source: Target Group Index 1981)



Table 10 : Proportion of Players which is Male, by

Greater London
South East
East inglia
Souta West
Wales
Test Midlands
East Midlands
North West
Yorkshire & Hujiberside
North
Scotland

19
25
21
16
10
16
10
13
12
21

rable 11 : Regional Distribution of Clubs

Column 1
% Total
Peculation

North 5.6
Yorkshire & Humberside 8.9
Scotland 9.3
East Midlands 6.8
Wales 5.1
North West 11.8
East Anglia 3 . 4
South 'Vest 8.0
West Midlands 9.3
Greater London 12.9
South East IS.3

Operating
Clubs

9.0
12.7
11.0
7.2
7.3

12.2
4 . 3
7.3
6.5
7.6

14.2

Column 3 : Index*
Column 2 4-
Column 1

160
142
113
105
143
103
126
91
69
58
77

Column 4
% Population
Playing Bingi
on One Sisht

2.40
2.13
1.93

1 .40
1.40
1.13
1 .11
.84
.79
.62

Column 1 shows the percentaga of the total population found in each region.
Column 2 shows the percentage of the total clubs found in each region.
Column 3* if clubs were distributed evenly throughout the population, the index

would equal 100 (the North has the most clubs per head of population
and Greater London the least).

Column 4 shows the percentage of the total population found playing bingo on the
night of the Gaming Board Survey (thus in the North, 2.4% of the region's
population was playing bingo on the night of the Survey).

In tae North standard region, one quarter of all women play bingo. This region also
has the largest ratio of clubs per head of population; with 5.5% of the national population,
it has 9.0% of the clubs. With 35% of the population in the northern parts of Britain, 45%
of the bir.go clubs are found here. Downes et al found that 13% of men and 12% of ivomen
played "regularly" in Sheffield compared with 9.5a- men and 9% women in Swansea, and 2% of
men and 1% women in Wanstead. This regional distribution of bingo playing mirrors the
distribution of the social classes throughout Britain.

3. Links with the Past

Whilst it can be said that the 1960 Act ushered in a new gambling age, it is not known
whether the level of gambling was radically higher than previously, or whether it was
simply more visible, more organised and involved larger amounts of money. Gambling, and
condemnation of it, have been present in British society for centuries: "like prostitution,
it is ancient, widespread and widely disapproved." (15) In Elizabethan and Georgian times
gambling in the form of lotteries were organised by the state and in effect were used as
a form of taxation as thay ensured the upward redistribution of wealth. During the 18th
Century gambling developed as a major cultural activity; amongst the aristocracy in
particular could be seen the excesses of gambling mania (16) but the mania was also prevalent
amongst "the very lowest orders of the people' (so described by Lord Seyon in 1796), with a
thriving gambling sub-culture amongst the urban poor. France writes that gambling was
"the chief amusement of women, as well as men" (17),whilst the West 5nd of London "literally
swarmed with gambling houses". (18)
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In the Nineteenth Century the situation changed. The embryonic capitalist class
adopted a moralistic condemnation of gambling and attempted to regulate it. Legislation
was introduced to close casinos and gambling houses. Control of gambling has never been
particularly successful, however, and from 1880 gambling, particularly among the working-
class, rose on a scale which was new in both size and character. (19) At the turn of
the century, Booth's social surveys of London reported on the phenomenon -

"All must bet, women as well as men. Bookies stand about and meet men as
they come to and from their work." (20)

In one year, 1910, £52 million was staked on horses and £48 million on football. During
the first World War there was a rapid increase in betting relating perhaps to the insecurity
of those years. One commentator notes that the increase was "mainly among women". (21)
(his emphasis). In 1926, the year of the general strike, 10,000 people attended a single
meeting at the newly opened Belle Vue greyhound racing track in Manchester. (22) By 1932,
£200 million was bet on horses, and approximately 10 million people did the football pools.
Fuller describes the situation which persisted until the Second World War:

"mass engagement in illegal betting by the workers, repressive legislation
combined with vociferous denunciation and tacit laissez faire from the ruling
class, and a consuming over-indulgence on the part of the aristocratic
appendage." (23)

By the 1950's, with the erosion of religious values and the introduction of Premium
Bonds by Macmillan's government, the time was- ripe for the official sanctioning of gambling.
The 1960 Betting and Gaming Act caa be seen as a recognition of the existing 'mass' nature
of gambling and the extent of illegal gambling. The government recognised the potential
revenue it would gain from taxes on gambling.

In the same way that the Act saw the acceleration of gambling activity rather than a
new trend, so too did it see the acceleration, not the introduction, of commercial
involvement in popular pastimes. Walvin (24) has shown that by the 1860's many of the old
forms of leisure had disappeared; as urbanisation and industrialisation reshaped leisure,
it was logical that new forms of leisure should grow from, and in response to, the new work
patterns. By 1900 many of the new leisure forms were infiltrated or controlled by
commercial interests. Innovations in technology (e.g. film) linked with infusions of
capital (e.g. cinema building) .allowed the leisure industries to capture mass markets
between the turn of the century and the Second World War. Between 1905 and 1920 75 cinemas
were built in Leeds alone. (25) Leisure that was commercially organised fitted in with the
structured week and the industrial work pattern; it also allowed casual usage and limited
commitment.

The involvement of commercial interests brought a fundamental change. Entertainment
was now "bought" rather than "made"; a dichotomy emerged between leisure producers and
leisure consumers. According to Meller, due to the growth of music halls," 'Popular taste
was being formed by commercial entertainment" by 1905 in Bristol. (26) Wild in Rochdale
documents how "leisure provision was increasingly removed from any kind of popular control."
(27) In the first days of cinema, films were imported and shown by individuals, and dance
halls were likewise run on a local basis. Wild notes how the first purpose built dance
hall in Rochdale became "inevitably part of the Mecca empire." The commercial opportunities
of the 1880's saw the birth of companies such as Mecca which have become, by the 1980's,
'giants'of the leisure industry. Mecca started in 1884 by selling coffee to men on their
way to work - the name 'Mecca' derives from the blend of coffee used. Through catering
the company entered dance halls and variety theatres and later was quick to penetrate new
activities as they arose. Mecca was the first company to run bingo on a commercial basis.

The 1960 Act then, saw the start of neither the commercial exploitation of leisure nor
of large scale gambling. In addition, bingo itself was not new. The bingo moguls
appropriated an old game and restructured it for a mass audience. The concept of a game of
chance with numbers dates back centuries, to tumbule in 17th Century Italy, lotto in Britain
in the 1880's, and housey-housey and tombola to the Army and Navy respectively ia their
attempts to occupy the troops. Its first commercial appearance was in the USA in the 1930's,
where it "reflected the forced economics of that unhappy decade"; people played in the hope
of "taking home a ham, a box of groceries, a tin of coffee or one of the rare money prizes."
(28) It was played in working-men's clubs in the 1940's and 1950's, whilst the Catholic
Church, not sharing the objections to gambling shown by Protestants, used bingo sessions to
finance entire school building programmes.

4. Breaks with the Past

Whilst it is possible to place bingo within an historical context and to see it
bringing together the historical pattern of working class gambling and the historical trend
of commercial provision for leisure, the 1960 Act did bring certain changes, apart from the
obvious change in making a former illegal activity legal.

Firstly, the control of the new gambling industry passed to a new group of neople.
There emerged

"..... a highly respectable entrepreneurial sector ...Perfect businessmen like
Cyril Stein of Ladbroke's with his accounting and banking background, took over
from Rogue Honest Joe as the men behind the emergent safe industry of huge turnovers
and high profits and low overheads .... the legalised gambling entrepreneurs had
come to stay." (29)
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The industry underwent a rapid ' respectablising ' process and it almost appeared that
the more the government placed taxes en gambling, the more it legitimised the activities
of the industry. The industry itself built a power base:

"During the 1960's trade associations, like the Casino Association, and
individual club owners themselves were prepared to hire distinguished
professional consultants and to engage in expensive litigation ia order to
safeguard their interests. The formation of further trade associations,
with influential top officials, together with the growth of conglomerates
has increased the pressure which the commercial gambling lobby, conscious
of its economic power, is able to bear on the government." (30)

Secondly, in the years since the I960 Act, (but not due to it) a small number of lar^e :
firms have come to dominate the leisure industry. The leisure industry has become a collusive!
oligopoly, with several large firms dominating individual sectors cf the leisure market, and
with the same firms having an interest in a wide range of leisure and aon-leisjre sectors.
Analysis of the leisure industry shows that the 'means of satisfying the demands of the
consumers .... is for the most part concentrated in the hands of comparatively small groups of
industrialists and financiers." (31) The Royal Commission on Gambling expressed concern at
the dominance of the 'Big Four' in the ownership of betting shops. (32) In 1966 the Monopolie
Commission felt that an investigation of the supply of films to cinemas was necessary. It
noted that the decision of the Kineamatograph Renters' Society to use premises for bineo would
"tend to affect the public's ability to choose its entertainment." (33) Just as in the early
1960's the number of small bookies dwindled as the relative importance of the large firms in
the gambling industry increased, so too have independent bingo club owners left the business
in the face of competition from the large companies.

5. Theories of Gambling Behaviour

The working class has been described as the gambling class (34) The working class has
significantly higher levels of involvement in gambling than the middle class; Xewman's study
of a working class community describes the gambler as the norm and the non-gambler as the
'deviant oddity'. (35) A number of sociologists have attempted to relate gamblers, non-
gamblers and disapproval of gambling to the social structure. It is suggested that through
gambling social tensions caused by the economic system are played out. Talcott Parsons has
written, "Gambling performs important functions for large classes in the population, very
similar to those of magic, as a kind of acting out of tensions which are symbolically at least
associated with the economic sphere." (36) Devereux provides a comprehensive attempt to
explain involvement in gambling, and sees modern capitalism as inherently frustrating and
necessarily generating dissatisfaction in order to expand. Gambling "offers a scapegoat
upon which to discharge the accumulated frustrations and resentments caused by the economic
system." (37) If this outlet for expressing dissatisfaction was closed, it might be diverted
into more dysfunctional channels such as opposition to the social and political order. The
theme of gambling as an antidote for frustration is continued by a variety of writers,
including Tec (38) who exolains the greater participation of the "lower socio-economic groups"
in forms of "status frustration" and Caillois, who makes the point that the operation of chancel
in gambling allows advancement for those lacking in the skill and ability to promote themselves]
in a competitive society. (39) At a societal level, the functionalist perspective emphasises
the positive role of gambling in maintaining social stability - "The lottery ticket represents
a tiny hole ia the closed system of tcil and budget*ing, a 'safety-valve' through which the
repressed wishes crowd to escape." (40)

Economic models of gambling behaviour focus on gambling as instrumental behaviour,
explaining the gambling of the poorer sections of society as due to their greater need for
money. A number of models have been put forward over the past forty years (41) based on the
objective evaluation of returns from gambling. Whilst giving research into gambling behaviour)
an important initial impetus, the explanatory value of these models is lirr.ited and does not
take into account subjective evaluations of returns. Cornish describes them as "-nithernatical
tinkering which obscures rather than provides explanation." (42).

General theories of gambling behaviour have failed to produce satisfactory explanations :'or|
the importance of gambling to subgroups of the population. Such theories regard gamblers as
significantly different in some way from non-gamblers and treat all forms of gambling as though)
they were alike. Emphasis on the psychology of gambling has meant that the situational
determinants of behaviour and the availability or prominence of gambling cutlets are not
analysed, whilst 'excessive' or 'regular' gambling is treated as part of a personality or
attitude maladjustment. The focus on individual behaviour and on those for whom g?jnbling is
a "problem" has obscured the ways in which regular, smaliscale gambling fits into the class
culture of particular communities.

Certainly, it can be suggested that a primary reason for the importance of gambling ir.
working class culture is an economic one. In 1911 Lady Florence Bell described women's
gambling:

"Systematic betting of the women.... is in many cases .... a deliberate effort to
add to the income. A man comes to the door of a woman who, either from her own
thriftlessness, or from stern necessity, is hard pressed for money, and presents
her with the possibility of spending a shilling and winning £5. How should
she not listen to him?" (43)

A letter in 'Woman's Realm' in 1980- echoes this:

"My friend, a bingo addict, told me that a few years ago, when they fell on hard
times and she hadn't been out for a month, her husband and sons clubbed together
and gave her £1 for an evening's bingo session. First she won a line - -:22 -
and then a full house - £100. She couldn't wait to get home and share it out
and she said seeing their happy faces was worth more to her than winning the
money!" (44)
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Many bingo premises have architectural merit in their own right: conversions from such diverse
as disused churches, cinemas, bowling alleys, and variety theatres, now house bingo.



Inside the Club.

Party bingo in the interval

'Only a game"?
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However, it will be argued later that the amounts of money won do not make a tangible
difference to lifestyles, and gambling is not looked to for salvation or economic advance-
ment. Meanwhile, the amount spent on gambling would not make a great deal of difference
to the family's economic position if saved. McKibbin's work on gambling before 1939 shows
that money spent on gambling was "a recurrent but strictly controlled element in such
disposable income as the working class had." (45) Saving requires both a regular income and
a surplus of income. The short time perspective of the working class compared to the middle
class, produced by working conditions and method" of wage payment, result in a short budgetting
period; "investment in betting or lotteries pays off much more quickly, during the same week,
than do investments in the form of savings or property. When the aim is to get through the
week on the income available, "the possibility of spending a shilling and winning 15" may make
economic sense.

Whilst the primary reasons for the importance of gambling may be economic, gambling
might not have developed in the forms that it has unless it also had importance outside
economic life. McKibbin has suggested that betting is organised so as to eliminate chance
as much as possible. Hence a great deal of information is made available about form, odds
and probabilities, so as to reduce uncertainty in an already uncertain environment. Newman
suggests that the importance of betting can be related to the fact that it compensates for
deficiencies in the work situation, and allows opportunities for decision-making, discussion
of options and the use of judgment - factors denied in much work. (This would appear to
denigrate the levels of skill and judgment required in many "traditional" working class trades).
It will be argued later that the essentially social nature of bingo as a form of gambling can
be related to the lack of opportunities for sociability in present day communities.

6. The Condemnation of Gambling and of Bingo

It was stated above that gambling was both widespread and widely disapproved. Back in
the 14th Century Geoffrey Chaucer wrote "Gaming is the mother of all lies, And of deceit and
cursed villainies", whilst the Charles Cotton classic "The Compleat Gamester" describes
gambling as an "enchanting witchery" (1674). More recently, Mackenzie's "The Ethics of
Gambling" written in 1911 contains such chapters as "Why Gambling Lowers Character" and
"Why Gambling Leads to Suicide" (47) The legalisation of gambling in 1960 did not reduce
the extent of disapproval. Furthermore, it appears that bingo has been almost singled out
for derision. As a form of gambling, bingo has suffered from general disapproval and also
from particular disapproval related to the nature of the game itself, and probably to the
fact that its players are female and elderly.

Bingo, along with other forms of gambling, appears to make a mockery of legitimate
economic behaviour, in that reward is given on the basis of chance and not on that of
discipline, hard work and rationality. This is the basis of the puritan opposition to
gambling. Gambling is seen to undermine disciplined work habits, prudence and thrift.
A religious theme within the puritan opposition is that gambling appeals to an outside force -
fate - whereas only God, within Protestantism is in a position to bestow favours. However,
ambivalence to gambling arises, as although it can be seen that gambling may erode the values
of the dominant economic system, some of the features of gambling - shrewdness, the
willingness to take risks, luck, initiative - are also found in spheres which are at the heart
of the dominant economic system (the obvious example is business). Ambivalence also occurs
as it is recognised that gambling serves useful functions for society. Gambling acts as
a "safety valve"; it gives hope to those with little chance of acquiring their desired
life style through education and career, that this will be acquired through winnings. More
importantly perhaps, for society as a whole, the "illusory expectation" of a win "encourages
the lowly to be more tolerant of a mediocre status that they have no practical means of
ever improving." (48) Whilst gambling plays a number of important functions for society
as a whole, so too does the condemnation of gambling. It is necessary that the dominant
ethic of hard work, rationality, etc. is emulated.

Within gambling, bingo is seen as a "low" form. According to Newman, bingo and lotteries
are "despised and derided as mechanical and mindless" by those who bet on horses, as the former
do not require the skill of the latter. (49) Other games of chance, such as roulette, are
not treated in the same way, probably due to the social class of those who play such games
and their association with sophistication and wealth. Bingo does not conform to acceptable
ways of spending leisure time and players are presented as decadent or socially inadequate.
According to Downes et al, bingo has "come to epitomise the 'dead end' use of leisure to which
a newly 'affluent' working class has resorted in the absence of anything better to do with their
time." C501 One newspaper in the mid-1960's reported, "To the uninitiated, bingo seems
utterly dull and pointless, yet people still flock to it in thousands, in many ways the only
way of filling a huge vacuum in their lives." (51) Earlier, the Times had been particularly
scathing. "Those who hopefully scan the social scene for growing evidence of the 'creative
use of leisure', one of the promised fruits of universal education,are bound to be depressed
by the success of this cretinous pastime." (52) The Soviet paper Izvestia proclaimed the
new leisure activity in Britain a "national catastrophe". (53) Bingo players are the ones
who failed to "make it". Writing of life in a small town, one novelist notes, "any rare
soul with a zest for living beyond bingo halls and a take-away curry shop had got the hell
out with a swift chop of the umbilicals." (54) Chaucer's theme reappears even in the
1980's. The Glasgow Evening Times wrote in 1&80:

"As cinemas and dance halls close, bingo palaces take over. More and more women
are being drawn into the world of gambling. It is a world of deceit and ruin ...
where the prayed for 'big win' is worshipped with all the anticipation of the
second coming. And where nothing is sacred if it can be sold for betting
money." (55)
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Bingo received a great deal, of adverse publicity in 1976, when the Police
Superintendents' Association gave evidence to the Royal Commission on Gambling.
Headlines such as "How Bingo became the Scourge of the Poor" and "Bingo! It's
your Money Gone, say Police" (56) introduced quotations from the Police Superintendents'
Association suggesting, "there is no doubt that much family hardship results from
haoitual attendance at these places, very often persons with low means." The Association
also drew attention to the "huge profits" which appeared to be made by bingo companies.
Only the Times and the Sun printed a defence by the then Chairman of °Vecca, Eric Morley;
the trade paper Coinslot pondered on the fact that the tabloids "seem to take a
masochistic delight in insulting its readers" who were probably bingo players. (57) Any
reply to the allegations made by the P.S.A. in the press did not point to the positive
features of bingo. Rather, they pointed to the other supposedly negative aspects of
social life which were present but which were not victimised as bingo was. Thus the
Daily Express commented, "there are plenty of men whose gambling on horses and dogs is
addictive and whose activities deprive their families." (53) The Burnley Evening Star
likewise commented that it was no more possible to close bingo clubs than to close pubs,
betting shops or cigarette sales, "where people spend more than they should on indulging
their various fancies." (59) Even those defending bingo appeared to agree with the basic
criticisms of it.

7. "An Agreeable Flutter"

In spite of the persistent ridicule and concern about the harm which bingo might
cause, bingo playing did become more of a legitimate pastime in the 1970 's. It was even
defended in an academic journal. (60) In 1972 the readers of New Society were treated
to a well written article which adequately summerised bingo's attractions. This paragraph
is worth quoting fully:

"The pleasure of bingo seems to lie in its being an exceptionally relaxing
occasion. Together you're all engrossed in an activity which is never-
theless undemanding and non-competitive. You're carried along by the
possibility that you'll win; and there's a sort of virtuous logic in it,
because the stakes are small and virtually all of the stake money has got
to be returned to the gamblers. And there's no skill involved: other
forms of gambling have their requirement of homework or belief in a
complicated system, so the ego wilts if you lose. Not here. It's pure
luck. And there's an unvarying rhythm to the sessions, with comfortable
pauses between games, just long enough for you to exchange experience of
that game with friends or neighbour. "We're all working class, so there's
no pretentious conversation", a printer says.

Bingo may be an escape, but compared with the available alternatives, it's
a realistic and sociable escape."

The Royal Commission on Gambling recognised bingo clubs as "popular and useful
institutions". They "catered for a genuine social need by providing places where people -
mostly women and often lonely or elderly - could meet in a neighbourly way and enjoy an
agreeable flutter." (61) In analysing why bingo should have become so attractive to
sections of the working class, and particularly to women, it is necessary to consider some
approaches to the study of leisure.

I
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APPROACHES

1. Leisure Studies

It is not surprising that the question of why bingo should attract millions of
working class women had not been addressed, let alone answered, before. Leisure as
an area of academic study has received attention only relatively recently; it remains
the poor relation to the sociology of work, industrial relations, the family and other
well developed foci of sociological inquiry. It is only with the realisation thai
leisure has an important role in an industrial society undergoing rapid change due to
technological innovation and economic recession, that attention has been focussed more
squarely upon it. "The Collapse of Work", if inevitably followed by "The Leisure
Shock" (1) requires an infusion of thought and planning in order to capitalise on the
contribution which leisure can possibly make to a stable "post-industrial" society.
The government has become increasingly concerned about, and therefore willing to finance
research into, efforts to ameliorate the effects of "enforced leisure", i.e. unemployment.
The trend of policy-related research in leisure studies, however, emphasising the
desirability of participation in particular activities and of constraints to involvement
in them, both detracts from leisure as part of an holistic experience and simplistically
suggests that if a process of removing constraints were initiated, involvement would
increase. Early surveys (i.e. in the 1960's) of leisure activities, whilst introducing
useful quantitative data, focussed on patterns of participation without providing any
understanding of the processes involved, that is, of why people took part in certain
activities and what such activities meant to those people. Thus in 1968 Sandford and
Law could remark,

''we may be struck by the amazing absence in Britain of any real thinking
about leisure, any real orientation of education towards "leisure, any real
attempt at planning for it." (2)

In the 1970's, a number of academic works appeared which have become basic texts in the
study of leisure. These called for attention towards "genuinely sociological processes"
(3) and away from "activities and facilities". These texts adopted definitions of leisure
as the absence of work., and as activity freely engaged in by individuals. Any number
of working definitions allude to these dimensions:

"Leisure consists of a number of occupations in which the individual may
indulge of his own free will - either to rest, to amuse himself, to add to
his knowledge or improve his skills disinterestedly or to increase his
voluntary participation in the life of the community after discharging his
professional, family and social duties." (4)

"Time not sold, one's own time, free time, is thought of as leisure, no matter
what one does with it." (5)

"Leisure is time ic which our feelings of compulsion should be minimal. It
is discretionary time, the time to be used according to our own judgment or
choice," (6)

"Time which an individual has free from work or other duties and which aav be
utilised for purposes of relaxation, diversion, social achievement, or personal
development." (7)

Whilst a number of researchers acknowledge that all leisure is subject to some measure
of"social obligation and constraint (8), in general leisure studies can be criticised thus:

"Naiveties exist in the field of leisure studies, stemming from an under-
estimation of the effect and complexity of the economic and political
realities of the world. The power factor is ignored, practical results
are expected too quickly, it is assumed that values and interests do not
clash in the field of leisure in the same way that they do in the field of
work, and the dynamism of the situation is underestimated." (9)

It can be suggested that the equation of leisure with freedom and the lack of recognition
of 'the power factor' obscures an understanding of why people become involved in some
activities and not others. The focus on individuals and not on structures obscures che fact
that many people are unable to regard themselves as individuals when it comes to decision-
making. More importantly, the structure of provision of leisure is not critically analysed
but it is assumed that suppliers of leisure ara "neutral, gift-giving Gods". (10) In
addition, sex and class divisions (with differential amounts of power allowed to male and
female, bourgeoisie and working class) are likewise not critically explored with relation
to leisure. These constraints, of sexual divisions, class culture divisions and the control
of provision will be discussed separately.
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2. Sexual Divisions

It was only publicly acknowledged in the 1970's that there was "a growing awareness
that some women never experience the creative,self-actualising type of leisure activities
so valued by policy-makers and providers". (11) It was later still that researchers
set out to "discover the social reality of their leisure as perceived by ... women". (12)
Such attempts are dependent, to some extent, on constructing more adequate methods of
conceptualising women's experience of leisure. The relevance of the concept of 'leisure'
has not been fully questioned by the (male) leaders in the leisure studies field.
Parker realises the difficulties, and places housewives in a category with the idle rich,
the unemployed and prisoners as one where the divisions between work and leisure are
blurred! (13) This may not be particularly helpful, but with few exceptions feminist
academics too have been slow to recognise that inequality in leisure is significant and
important and is related to other areas of women's oppression.

This tardiness is not difficult to understand. In the 19th Century, middle class
women began their call for equality with men with a revolt against their exclusion from
the world of work and their confinement to that of non-work or leisure. These concerns
remain central to the women's movement to-day, together with calls to reappraise the
contribution of "women's work" in the home and in childrearing. Thus "women and work"
has received a great deal more attention than has "women and leisure". Few studies, too,
have focussed solely on working class women:

"Women of the labouring classes are mute figures in our cultural landscape ....
what happens to them and what they make of it is by common consent devoid of
interest and goes unrecorded." (14)

In many ways however, leisure can be seen as a natural arena in which to discuss sex
role differences and antagonisms. Leisure activities are used in the gender socialisation
process throughout childhood; sexual identity is gained from particular leisure activities,
and there may be more discrimination in the area of leisure than in other areas, such as
work. (female engineers and male hairdressers are more acceptable than female rugby
players and male knitters.) As such the area provides rich material for those concerned
with sex role stereotyping and the mechanisms of sexual inequality. This has been
recognised by Deem (15), Middleton (16), Whitehead (17), Talbot (18).

Much of the essential reading for an understanding of women's experience of 'leisure'
comes from works concerned with the home, family and children (19), the socialisation of
girls (20),"cultural studies" (21) and "community studies" (22). An example of the latter,
Young and Willmott's "Symetrical Family", inadvertently shows how inadequately the title
describes present day family life. Their chapter on Leisure is dominated by descriptions
of the husband's leisure, with one short paragraph stating that in general, the wives "did
less things than the men". (23)

The leisure activities which women are involved in, their inequality with men in terms
of leisure experiences and indeed, the invisibility of women in the leisure studies
literature, are only the outward manifestations of women's position in our society. In
other words, to understand women's leisure experiences it is fruitless to commence with an
investigation of a leisure activity, or of levels of involvement, or even with the ways in
which women conceptualise "leisure". Rather, the aim should be to grapple with those
factors which have resulted in particular leisure outcomes. Juliet Mitchell provides a
starting point:

"Quite simply, how do we analyse the position of women? What is the woman's
concrete situation in capitalist society? '."hat is the universal or general
area which defines her oppression? The family and the psychology of
femininity are clearly crucial here. However inegalitarian her situation
at work (.and it is invariably so) it is within the level of her feminine
psyche and ideological and sccio-economical role as mother and housekeeper
that woman finds the oppression that is hers alone. As this defines her,
so any movement for her liberation must analyse and change this position." (24)

Long before the upsurge of feminist writing in the mid 1960's, the particular oppressio
of women was seen to be rooted in the relegation of women to the domestic sphere. Thus
Engels wrote;

"The emancipation of women and their equality with men are impossible and must
remain so as long as women are excluded from socially productive work and
restricted to housework." (25)

It is possible to assert that "A study of housework is consequently a study of women's
situation" (.261 and it may be argued that the role of housewife is one which unites the
majority of women in British society. Oakley quotes one survey which shows that 85% of
women aged between 16 and 64 in a random sample of 7000 were housewives - housework is
clearly the major occupational role of women to-day. Employment does not itself alter
the status Cor reduce the work) of being a housewife." (27) Longitudinal data indicate
that the amount of time spent on housework has not decreased over the years, despite the
emergence of labour-saving devices. An average of 77 hours per week was reported in
1971 as the typical working week, for housewives. (23) It is not merely the workload of
housewifery which constitutes the problem, however.
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The biological role of women as producers of children is used to determine their
social role as mothers and home-makers. This culturally-specific arrangement results
in the exclusion of women from the (paid) work fores and in dependence on male providers.
This economic arrangement is underpinned by an ideology which assigns unequal values to
male and female roles and to the type of work which they do. Women's "natural" vocation
is that of bearing children and bringing them up. Mitchell notes, "The causal chain
then goes: maternity, family, absence from production and public life, sexual inequality."
(29).

The response from the women's movement has been twofold; firstly, to gain recognition
for women's work and worth in the home and to demand "wages for housework", and secondly
to demand that more women enter the paid work force. Gains have been made in both
directions but these gains are not without qualification. Within the home, many house-
hold chores have been taken over - not by job sharing but by the technological trans-r-
formation of tasks backed by an advertising machinery. The physical labour taken from
housework has been replaced by the strain cf maintaining certain standards and of consuming
certain items. Within employment, the involvement of women in the paid labour force has
increased over time. In 1921 3.8% of the workforce was made up ofmarried women, compared with
25.9% in 1979. Description-of the types of work women do and their differential rates of
pay make depressing reading, however. Women are penalised when they drop out of the
work force to have children. Furthermore, women, upon becoming paid workers, do not
cease to be unpaid housewives (unless they are wealthy enough to pay other women to keep
house).

It is not intended to discuss why or how women are excluded from positions of power.
Neither is it intended to discuss why relegation to the home is the most successful strategy
for that exclusion. Others have already done this with varying degrees of theoretical
depth. The intention rather is to mention the main ways in which women's roles as house-
wives impinge upon women to result in women's experiences of leisure being different from
men's.

The rubric "housewife" subsumes a number of roles - wife, mother, housekeeper; it
assumes a legal arrangement with a man and usually, a position of economic dependence.
Most women, at some point in their lives, assume (and usually aspire to) all or part of
the role. According to Fransella and Frost -

"study after study has reported that the overwhelming majority of girls and women
expect and wish to get married and have children. They formulate this intention
earlier and in greater numbers than boys and men, and usually well before they
have views on the possible work they may do. In fact, it is rather misleading
to speak of marriage as an intention since it does not occur to most women that
there is an option.(30) (emphasis added).

Just as women's tripartite role as houseworkers, wives and childrearers is taken for
granted, in the same way it is assumed that this role will take priority over roles in the
labour force. It is an economic necessity for the state that women provide their labour
without payment in the home and that they reproduce and socialise fu±ure.generations.
For labour to be given without payment, it is necessary that it is seen in a different way
froas other forms of work. It is therefore given the status of non-work - the Registrar
General classifies housewives as "others economically inactive". (31) It is also
necessary that it is seen to contain its own intrinsic rewards, that it is done for "love"
and is a woman''s "natural" role. For this to be believed, it is necessary that the
apprenticeship for housewifery is very long indeed,starting from early childhood. After
a process of sex stereotyping and social conditioning and the successful workings of "the
cultural plot" (.321, there is "little alternative (for women) other than to sink their
identity into their ascribed role in life-caring for those closest to then." (33)

A reajor goal of leisure time during the teenage years is to acquire a male partner.
A battery of aids exists to reach, such an end, notably the range of teen magazines aimed
at a female audience. One such magazine, "Jackie", gives advice:

"Another useful expression though, is the pathetic appealing look which brings
out a Boy's protective instinct and has him desperate to get you another drink/
help you on with your coat/ give you a lift home. It's best done by opening
your eyes wide and dropping the mouth open a little, looking (hanging your
head slightly), directly into the eyes of the boy you're talking to. Practise
this." C341

Upon engagement and then marriage, courtship activities cease and patterns of leisure,
based on them, change. Women tend to withdraw from peer group activities and from those
with the opposite sex unless accompanied by husbands. The arrival of children brings
further changes. A woman is no longer an individual but part of a unit with respons-
ibility for others. Sharpe notes;

"Caring for (children) has many rewards but it can also be overwhelming and •
intermittently depressing, as their constant demands leave women no time
to themselves, no time to think, no time to give expression to their own
individuality." (35)
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Economically, woman's role is vicarious. She does not produce commodities which are
of direct use to the economy, but rather services the economic activity of others. Like-
wise, her leisure activity is vicarious; the housewife and mother services the leisure of
her children and husband in the same way that she services their other needs. Because her
work is 'non-work' she does not require rewarding with leisure in her own right. Although
it can be said that husbands and children afford housewives opportunities for "leisure" -
husbands take their wives out, children are an excuse to go swimming, "to the pictures, etc.-
the housewive's leisure is structured by them and is not the result of "free will", is not
"one's own time", "time to be used according to our own judgement and choice". Mothers
never discharge their "professional, family and social duties" - they are socialised not
to do so and society severely sanctions those who do.

The status of housework, that it is work yet is designated non-work, that the home is
the site of work yet also that of leisure and re-creation for the family, together with the
fact that women's status and much of their self-esteem comes from their indispensibility
to the family, form the crux of the problem.

Whilst women may be the "essence of locality" (36), isolation within the privatised
sphere of the home has been described as a major way in which women experience oppression.
The separation of residential areas from industrial and commercial areas in modern society
and the resultant decline in importance of the home as a centre of production (and of the
status of homeworkers) has resulted in the limitation of women to the residential environment
This environment is also women's work environment, and the means to move physically from it
are restricted compared with the mobility of men. Women are physically restricted to the
home, are actually "captive wives". (37)

"Each age group, each social class, each racial group, each sex, has a different
sized daily "prism" in which to operate. For the lowest class and the most
discriminated against groups, the prism closes into a prison of space and
resources." (33)

Although Oakley suggests that the restriction is more psychological than physical (39),
restriction is structured by the physical facts of the costs of transport, the location of
leisure and other facilities, shortage of child-care facilities, the physical lay-oat of
redeveloped housing and housing estates, and simply by the lack of cash. In a more subtle
way, a number of other factors restrict women's capacity for leisure. The ideology of
maternal deprivation, fuelled by Bowlby (40) has placed greater emphasis than ever before
on women'.s performance as mothers. In the 1970's Comer wrote, "the hand of motherhood lies
heavier on women now than ever before". (41) The centrality of children within the family
has perhaps never been so pronounced, whilst support networks for young mothers have perhaps
never been so fragmented. The loss of female support networks based on the extended
family and higher standards of child care limit the amount of time spent away from children,
whilst the physical isolation of young mothers does not bring recuperation in social
exchange with others. The trend towards greater consumption of leisure items (drink, video,
television games etc.) in the home means greater blurring of women's time between 'work' and
'leisure', whilst Gavron's study snowed that 44% of her working class sample of women
'never' -.vent out in the evenings.

To summarise: inequality between men and women ia leisure is based on the assignment
of mutually exclusive male and female personality traits to men and women, the allocation
to each of different activities en the basis of this assignment, and the higher value
placed on "male" qualities. The assignment to women of economically dependent house-
keeping and child care roles and of the qualities of deference, passivity, decorativeness,
and so on, collude to limit women's power, their spatial mobility and the amount of time
and money available to them.

3. Class Divisions

Much leisure research is successful in showing class differences in leisure behaviour.
The distribution of the Registrar General's socio-economic groups between activities
ranging from golf to pigeon breeding, bridge to bingo, is well documented. Bingo excludes
the middle class more effectively, as a working class pastime, than it excludes men as a
female pastime. Leisure research is less successful in suggesting reasons for class
differences, except to refer to occupational categories. With a model which defines
leisure in relation to work, such "class" differences in leisure behaviour are regarded
as determined by the type of work engaged in:

"To the extent that occupation determines class position, the inequalities
in leisure are those of various occupational groups.... But, involved in
stratification, there are also cultural and educational elements, which,
while they may unite for leisure purposes individuals with the same cultural
or educational experiences, serve also to divide those who do not share
these experiences." (42)

Such an approach fails to provide an adequate definition of class, although it may
accept that "one aspect of social structure, hierarchical position, is related to almost
everything about men's lives." (43) The approach often regards 'differences' as
'inequalities' and fails to grapple with the differences between working class and middle
class culture, of which patterns of leisure are only one manifestation. Williams
provides a useful starting point in the discussion of class cultures:
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"The primary distinction between bourgeois and working class culture is to
be sought in the whole way of life and here again we must not confine
ourselves to such evidence as housing, dress and modes of leisure.
Industrial production tends to create uniformity in such matters, but the
vital distinction lies at a different level. The crucial distinguishing
element in English life since the Industrial Revolution is not languages,
not dress, not leisure ... The crucial distinction is between alternative
ideas of the nature of social relationship." (44)

In the same vein, Clarke writes that the leisure activities around which much of
working class culture has been shaped, are not "only simply institutions or even values
expressed in particular activities, but forms of expression of the whole experience of
class". (45) A handful of writers have attempted to relate leisure forms to the values
and experience of the working class, notably Charles Critcher, Paul Willis, Geoff Munghaai
and Geoff Pearson, Mott,, and Dennis et al's seminal work. (46)

It is not the intention here to provide an exhaustive account of what cultural
differences mean in terms of leisure outcomes, but to mention a few factors which seem
relevant in the context of understanding the role of bingo.

The experience of class and perhaps even the "whole way of life" have undergone
profound changes in the last thirty years. Social changes in the 1950's and 60'3 saw
a shift of emphasis away from work, craftsmanship and production to non-work, leisure
and consumption, amidst the emergence of an ideology of affluence and classlessness.
More women were going out to work, real disposable incomes were higher and working class
participation in property ownership increased. These real material changes led to the
idea that "we're all one class now", or at least that the potential was there to reach
this position. The welfare state had emerged to take care of, or camouflage, those who
could not participate in the new affluence., whilst the 1944 Education Act and later the
move towards comprehensive education ostensibly removed class barriers to education.
Class could no longer be blamed for failure at school; the failure was with the individual.

Most importantly, in terms of changes to the cultural homogenity of working class
communities, were the vast rehousing schemes which physically disrupted communities and
reassembled them into housing estates and blocks of flats. The neighbourhood in its old
form, a central institution of working class culture, was destroyed. Replacing the old
communal street, with its pub and corner shops, "there was only the privatised space of the
family unit, stacked one on top of the other, in total isolation, juxtaposed with-the
totally public space which surrounds it." (47) Semi-public space in which interaction
could take place was lacking and the social costs were high. The "loss of community", the
weakening of neighbourhood ties, the decline in importance of the extended family and
individual loneliness are recurrent themes in the literature.

The removal of public space from the community was particularly significant,
provides a now well known picture of "traditional working class life":

Lockwood

"The existence of such closely-knit cliques of friends, workmates, neighbours
and relatives is.the hallmark of the traditional working class community.
The values expressed through these social networks emphasise mutual aid in
everyday life and the obligation to join in the gregarious pattern of leisure." (43)

Alien's review of the literature (49) however, questions the nature of the gregarious
conviviality which supposedly characterises traditional working class communities. He
makes a number of points about social interaction which have implications for the organisation
of space within the community and for the way in which principal areas for leisure - the
pub, club, bingo club, home - are used. Alien notes a number of significant differences
between the middle class and the working class regarding the nature of social relationships
and interaction:

"The essential issue... concerns the social construction of non-kin relation-
ships. I am arguing that the way these relationships are normally developed

in working class culture differs markedly from the middle class pattern." (50)

Alien argues that working class "friendships" are confined to particular settings, and
also that the way in which relationships are conceived ensures that this is so. Youag and
Willmott demonstrate the point when they quote a respondent, "I've got friends at work and
friends at sport aad friends I have a drink with". (51) The relationship is structured by
the setting; it is the activity which is paramount rather than the individual. As such,
Alien argues that these relationships are better characterised as "mate relationships"
than as friendships. Mate relationships are engaged ia frequently and regularly but are
not arranged or planned. Sociable activities are engaged in for their own sake and not
for that of interacting with particular others. The emphasis is not on particular
individuals but on a group. As such, individuals are interchangeable to a large extent.
The middle class, in contrast, stress the importance of personal relationships independ-
ently of the settings in which they occur, the importance of particular individuals and
the planning of activities so as to deepen friendship, with the aim of greater intimacy.
The greater difficulty expressed by working class respondents compared to middle class
respondents in saying who is and who is not a friend arises from the lack of emphasis
on the individual, and from the ambiguity over whether the enjoyment arises from inter-
action with particular others or from the activities engaged in.
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A further major class difference with regard to social interaction is in the use of the
home. Few community studies do not comment on the working class use of the home: it is a
private space, the preserve of the extended family and of one or two close friends. The
restriction of interaction to particular settings and the maintenance of privacy means that
greater control can be exerted over the demands made within a relationship and the degree
of commitment to a relationship:

"working-class sociable relationships are limited to something less than
friendship in order that the demands others make of a person can be
controlled. Restricting access to the home is one element in this as
it increases the control a person has over what is revealed in relation-
ships .... Each area of life is segmented and, in a sense, protected from
other areas. In any one, other aspects of self are held to be private." (52)

Non-intimate companionship is sought in a variety of semi-public settings, such as the
pub and club or the street. It is for this reason that the physical reorganisation of the
traditional community which destroyed semi-public places, leaving only 'privatised space' and
'totally public space' was so disruptive.

Women are less likely to share the mateships enjoyed by working class men.

"Group sociability of this sort is a predominantly male phenomenon. No
mention is made in the literature of females being: equivalently involved in
'group' relationships with non-kin .... largely this is because females are
less involved than males in externally organised sociable settings like pubs
or clubs. Overall, they have less access to explicitly sociable contexts
in which comparatively large numbers of people come together, and consequently
less opportunity to form such groups." (53)

The neighbourhood played a limited role in friendships; Klein notes, "The oft-expressed
belief that women spend a lot of their time 'popping round next door' to mere neighbours
receives little factual support." (54) However, the neighbourhood was important to non-
intimate 'mateships', particularly for women. Physical reorganisation of communities
(particularly into blocks of flats where few people are seen to chat to) dramatically
affected the opportunities for women to engage in non-intimate interaction with familiar
faces in semi-public settings.

Leisure facilities in the traditional neighbourhood, the club, pub and cinema provided
important foci for interaction, even though not always open to women on their own. Change
has been brought about not only by the physical removal of facilities, the closure of cinemas
and the failure to provide meeting places on new estates. It has also been brought about by
the emergence of the "leisure consumer", a creation of the new affluence and supposed class-
lessness of the late 1950's and 60's. The leisure industry focussed on a market which it
perceived as demanding new standards due to their new affluence, increased mobility and
limited commitment. The redevelopment and standardisation of cinemas, pubs and other
leisure outlets, has been facilitated by the concentration of ownership in a small number
of large companies. The process by which 'the local' becomes a 'drinking venue', by which
users become consumers not members, has been documented with regard to pubs (55), football
(56) and greyhound racing (57). "The Times" provides an example of the process with regard
to greyhound racing. It reported in 1962 the- need to "change the image of greyhound racing
to attract a younger and more prosperous age-group". A move was necessary from "the cloth
cap and spittoon era" in which the dog track "with steam from breath and from the jellied
eels and mash ... is more like the bowels of an immigrant ship" so that it became "social
entertainment". (58)

The appropriation and restructuring of leisure forms is one manifestation of the
"unending struggle about control in the area of working class leisure". Clarke continues,.
"The activities aimed to control, discipline and 'improve' the working class have often
been exerted most forcefully in this area." (59) It was noted above how, by the beginning
of the Twentieth Century, the new leisure forms which had evolved in response to new work
patterns, were infiltrated or controlled by commercial interests. By the 1980's, leisure
has become "the time when that money is spent which keeps the economy working....";
without it, "modern industrial, capitalist society will be undermined or ruptured." (60)
As such, leisure is too important to be left as activity expressive of class.

4. Control of Provision

Leisure behaviour is constrained by norms of what is appropriate to, and what is learned
by, each class and sex, and by the physical resources each has available to them. It is
also constrained by the fact that the provision of leisure is outside the control of large
sections of the population, and is provided within a politico-ideological framework. For
the majority, leisure in its modern context is synonymous with commercial provision for it.
The commercialisation of leisure, which has resulted in a dichotomy between leisure oroducer
and leisure consumer, means that although choices are made (within cultural and sexual
constraints) of what will be consumed, the consumer has little control over the overall
shape of provision.

Although the leisure industry sees itself responding to public tastes and demand, what
is profitable and marketable is not always what subsections of the population want.
Facilities may be closed or restructured without particular reference to the local community.
Facilities nay be expanded to cater for new groups thereby excluding -the old. Garvey
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points to the power of the leisure industry, suggesting that it may overcome the sexism
found, for example, in pubs:

"The real acceptance and integration (of women) will cone, but I suspect
it won't be through a sudden and generous act of egalitarianism on the
part of men. It will be at the discretion and decision of the commercial
powers-that-be. It was they who decided to promote the Youth Cult, when
they saw that they had money. Now a growing number of women have. There's
a killing to be had there." (61)

More importantly perhaps than the fact that decisions are not made by local communities,
is the fact that, within a consumer culture, alternative ways of living are forgotten:

"People who have been shaped by the marketplace no longer demand anything
other than what the market offers, for they have forgotten, and eventually
will never even have learnt, that any other possibility exists." (62)

Whilst this may be true to a large extent, "rituals of resistance" (63) do exist - people
do seek ways in which to make their lifestyles meaningful.

The answer to Lowenthal's question, posed in 1961, "Tho makes decisions about the kind
of entertainment and art offered in a certain society?" (64) appears paradoxical in a number
of respects. The Frankfurt school offers one answer. The term 'culture industry' was
first coined by Adorno and Horkheimer to refer to the commodification of culture, its
standardisation, and the rationalisation of production and distribution. The phrase is
used in preference to 'mass culture' which implies a culture rising from the masses, to stress
that "culture to-day is not the product of genuine demands; rather it is the result of
demands which are 'evoked and manipulated' ." (65) Indeed, the "man with leisure to-day
has to accept what the culture manufacturers offer him." (66)

The pressures of industrial society, resulting in the need for leisure which is fun,
relaxing and entertaining and in the consumption of what the culture industry offers, is,
according to Marcuse, a false need. (67) Consumers, shaped by the marketplace, are not
in a position to describe what are their real needs. Entertainment offered by the culture
industry is routine and non-creative, and hence resembles many types of work. The simil-
arity between work and leisure, it is argued, affords the worker less stress and does not
result in rebellion from work:

"except during brief revolutionary periods, the quality of leisure tirae
activity cannot vary too sharply from that of the work day. If it did
the office or factory worker would be exposed to those terrible dualities
that make it so difficult for the intellectual to adjust his job to
himself. But the worker wants no part of such difficulties, he has enough
already. Following the dictum of industrial society that anonymity is a
key to safety, he seeks the least troublesome solution: mass culture.
Whatever its manifest content, mass culture must therefore not subvert the
basic patterns of industrial life. Leisure time must be so organised as
to bear a factitious relationship to working time: apparently different,
actually the same. It must provide relief from the monotony without
making the return to work too unbearable." (68)

The leisure scholar Max iCaplan puts forward a similar view, that leisure activities
lose their essential qualities when used to provide escape from work: "when sport and games
come to be valued as means of escape, they lose the capacity to provide it." (69)

The Frankfurt school has been criticised for its "pessimistic dismissal of the working
class as the too-willing victim of an over-powering reification." (70) Consumers of what
the entertainment business offers are not always passive and uncritical. Some recent
writers however share the pessimism:

"The evolution of western society begins to look less like an age of
leisure and repose for the working class (as it is sometimes represented)
than a time of drugged somnolence." (71)

Paradoxically, whilst some would argue that the leisure offered by the culture industry
is instrumental to the Icag term goals of a western, capitalist state, the types of activity °
offered by government agencies, the Sports Council, the Arts Council, local government, etc.,
are exactly opposite to the mass relaxations and mass culture offered by the culture
industry. The public school ethos of character building activities, the virtues of being
out in the fresh air, preferably taking physical exercise, plus a narrow conception of
"culture" pervades the hierarchy of values regarding suitable and unsuitable ways of using
time. Merely to pass the time and not put it to productive use is contrary to this ethos.
The public providers have a set of assumptions regarding what the public should want:

"If, in reply to all the questionnaires we said we wanted bingo, old films on
television, to get drunk, smoke pot or watch soccer rather than play it, our
'servants' would not contentedly provide more not parlours, gin palaces, comedy
programmes and seats in football grounds. The certain knowledge that such
things are not good for us would intervene." (71)
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Pearson's working class sample in the West Midlands indicated resignation to a
situation in which their forms of leisure were not promoted or subscribed:

"Although it would seem that the Sports Council and the Arts Council
spend a great deal of such people's money in promoting and subsidising
activities in which they are not interested, or for one reason or another
cannot use, nearly everyone interviewed thought sports centres, theatres
and such like are a 'good thing'. In the circumstances this seems to be
a very public spirited view." C73)

The cultural hegemony of the middle classes is preserved by such support and by the way
in which "cultural capital" (74) is passed on through the education system.

The public spiritedness and acceptance of the situation is similar to acceptance of
the structure in other spheres. Sharpe notes that, in their adaption to their role as
women, her working class sample of girls in Haling were responding in a realistic and
rational way to a. social structure over which they had little individual control. (75)
Likewise, Rex comments that amongst the English working class, certain preferences are
not expressed simply because they are unrealistic. (76) Important examples can be put
forward, however, of communities and groups which attempt to exert power over the structure
of leisure provision. In the last century, the working class used its purchasing power to
withdraw custom from leisure facilities to achieve certain aims. (77) More notably, the
Working Men's Clubs movement was taken over by workers in 1884, and has remained a central
institution of (male) working class culture. Other societies, clubs and sports (pigeon-
racing, dog-racing, bowls, etc.) have a solidly based working class organisation. The
struggle to gain access to the countryside for working class ramblers has been documented
recently. (78) and also re-enacted in the repeat of the 'mass trespass' on the moorland
of large land owners. Gay people last year decided to form co-operatives to run their
own night clubs in the face of perceived commercial exploitation. (78) The recent
organisation of campaigning groups to prevent closure of cinemas in London appears to have
had some success (80), whilst the growth in popularity of activities which allow relative
autonomy, such as angling, may be related to their lack of dependence on commercial provision

Summarv

The aim of this short section has been to demonstrate that leisure is not an independent
autonomous sphere divorced from the influence of society's institutions. Parker in 1976
made the point that people who are exploited at work may find it difficult to avoid being
exploited in their leisure. It is logical that the same power structures exist in both
spheres. This logic rarely provides the starting point for the discussion of "leisure"
however. Those sections 01 society with limited economic and political power are no more
free to "choose" how they spend their leisure time than they are to "choose" their jobs,
housing, income levels, education or form of medical treatment. Leisure activity is
structured by rules of access; spatial, economic and social access combine and collude
such that only a minority has the power to overcome all three.

It can be suggested that working class women operate under a dual set of constraints -
of class and sex - which limit their access in a particular way, so that their range of
leisure choices is especially narrow. The 'prism' of space and resources within which
working class women operate provides a limited range of material from which to construct
meaningful lifestyles. This does not mean, necessarily, that their lives are less mean-
ingful, or 'deprived'. It does mean, however, that working class women do not share the
involvement of middle class men and women and of working class men in the full range of
leisure activities available in the suooosed "leisure explosion" of the 1980's.
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The research project commenced
simply, was that:

based on two personal convictions. One, quite

"Bingo is not the unimportant mindlessness that even women intellectuals
dismiss it as being. It may be the thin edge of a thick wedge -
asserting not only a right to share in the gambling interests of men,
but also the right to a night out of the house and to spend money as
one pleases." (1)

The other conviction concerned the research methodology to be used. Personal
experience of research in an African setting, where questionnaires and survey methods
were inappropriate, had confirmed the value of anthropological approaches, of participant
observation and informal interview techniques. The peculiar lifelessness of much leisure
research was a further incentive to inject alternative approaches. The particularly
"masculine" approach of much American leisure research, where leisure behaviour is reduced
to distance, decay and gravity functions (2) was especially unappealing.

It was felt that, since an aim of the research was to investigate the meaning of
leisure for women, then it was appropriate to develop methodologies suited to women as
respondents. The notion of a feminist methodology was not articulated at the outset and
unfortunately Roberts et al's useful book (3) had not been published until after the field-
work had been planned and begun. Helen Roberts points out that feminist research should
question each aspect of the research process:

"Feminist research, then, is concerned not only with making women visible,
but with theoretical and methodological issues, with problems of sexual
divisions in the research team and the research process, and with the
language of research findings and the way in which these may be used when
they are published." (4)

The book provides theoretical coherence to some of the issues with which women
researchers grapple. It also demonstrates that"'taking account of gender' is by no means
a simple operation." (5)

It was felt important that the research report should be written in straightforward
language. Academics criticise the fact that their work is not applied by others. However,
if no-one except academics can understand it, research findings and reports will not be used.
It was also felt that the most fruitful way to record what women felt about leisure was in
their own words and in their own way. It appeared logical to adopt a face-to-face, personal
approach to data collection, and to interview women using a tape recorder and a semi-
structured interview schedule.

In 1953, Doris Rich had stated that analysis of a person's leisure should start with
their position in the family, family relationships and contacts with neighbours and the
community. (6) In a similar fashion, Lynn Pearson in 1976 suggested that the most promising
line of research was to look at people's environment and their place in the community, and
to ask basic questions about how people spent their time, and how- they connected work and
leisure, rather than imposing statistical explanations from the outside. (7)

It can be suggested that leisure research collects data on behaviour and on the use of
time which have already been adapted to the limitations of the situation. It is, therefore,
as revealing and interesting to find out what people do not do as to find cut what they do.
Investigation of the limitations, or structures within which leisure takes place is essential.
Such an approach necessitates putting 'leisure' to one side for a proportion of the time, to
focus on the community, patterns of friendship, work, children, the family. Indeed, an
investigation of the entire structuration (to use Giddens' term) of society is rendered
necessary. However, in order to delimit the study, it was decided to carry out a community
study.

Initial publicity which the project attracted resulted in contact being made with the
community education officer, Martin Whillock, in Armley, Leeds. His warm offers of help
and introduction to the community led to Armley being "chosen" for the study. Over the
following year, five main approaches were used.

Firstly, a number of informal contacts were made with people in Armley. Tne community
centres, old age pensioners' groups and mother and toddler groups were visited. Voluntary
work was undertaken at the Armley Advice and Information Centre. This gave valuable
insight into problems with housing, unemployment and the law. Individuals were visited in
their homes, usually elderly people. (Such visits began to take up more time than they should
have done, in terms of completing the work, and demonstrated how easy it is to cross the line
from "professional researcher" to "concerned individual" and that "respondents" might never
have perceived the difference in the first place.)
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Secondly, a number of discussion groups were arranged, some of which were taped.
Some discussions brought together women who would otherwise not have met,and others
drew on existing groups, such as women who met for regular meetings in church halls.
Some groups met once, and others were reconvened after one week. The discussion grouns
highlighted many points which were discussed individually with women later in the study.
It was interesting to note which topics women could talk about in groups, and which only
in private. The groups varied in size from two to twenty-two. Th-is was too large to
allow any control or order, and only half the women spoke; the ideal size for a group
discussion turned out to be approximately eight. The most difficult discussions to
control were those with teenagers. They would suddenly leave the room to do something
else if they felt like it, or new faces would appear in the middle of a discussion. By
"controlling" a discussion, it meant that steps are taken to ensure that everyone speaks
who wants to speak, that one person does not dominate, and that all the topics are covered.

Thirdly, interviews were arranged with individual women in private, most of which were
taped. Interviews were arranged in women's homes or at a more neutral venue such as a
community centre. The women interviewed alone ranged in age from 20 to 73 and the inter-
views varied in length from forty minutes to two and a half hours.

Fourthly, a lengthy questionnaire was constructed which was to be filled in by women
in their own time and to be returned. (The interviewed sample and the questionnaire sample
did not include the same individuals.) The questionnaire was piloted and revised, but it
is felt that the final version (Appendix) was somewhat long. The questionnaire was
given out at three old age pensioners' groups, seven mother and toddler groups, one women's
group, to staff at three retail outlets (Woolworths, Makro and Asda) , and one mill, one
engineering factory, three schools (to non-teaching staff), and to clerical staff at two
firms. The questionnaire was also given out to individual women met through a variety of
channels. The questionnaires were collected at a later date. (The quickest way of
reaching women in full time employment, it was felt, was to approach factories, shops and
firms in Armley and to ask if they employed any women. It was interesting to see how many
establishments employed no women at all.)

Fifthly, bingo was played at a number of clubs and at St. Bart's Church. Playing
bingo provided information of great value which could not be obtained in any other way.
It allowed first hand experience of the friendliness of bingo players, of concentrating on
the numbers being called, of the tension of waiting for one number, and of winning. (8)

These five approaches yielded a considerable amount of data. 212 questionnaires were
used in the final analysis, together with transcripts of conversations with 72 women. The
intensive study of Armley, which included bingo players and non-players, was followed by an
extensive, national survey, which included only binso players. The community study had
looked at a wide range of factors and a range of leisure pursuits. The second half of the
research was intended to focus squarely on bingo, to investigate regional variations in
bingo playing, to analyse the composition of the bingo playing population and to discover
the extent to which bingo players in Armley were typical of players in general.

A questionnaire, drawing on some of the issues discussed in the course of the
community study, was written and piloted. It was revised considerably (i.e. shortened),
and consisted of 31 questions on two sides of A4 paper. The aim was to produce a question
naire which could be filled in quickly. Most of the questions required only a tick, and
it could take less than five minutes to fill in. After negotiations to obtain permission
and co-operation to visit a number of clubs, arrangements were made with managements to vis
clubs in nine regions on a range of busy and quiet days. Eighty bingo sessions were visit
between January 25th 1982 and March 17th 1982, either by the research fellow or by the
research assistant, Hilary Roberts.

The procedure was to arrive at the bingo club one hour before the session started, to
hand out the questionnaire to players, and to collect them at the interval or at the end of
the session. The best strategy, it was found, was to approach each player individually
when they were seated, to explain the purpose of the questionnaire and to ask for their
co-operation. (Details of the national survey are given in the introduction to Chanter V)

7,166 questionnaires were completed and returned,
the data typed into computer files by the researchers,
data.

The questionnaires were coded and
SPSS was then used to analvse the
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IV

THE COMMUNITY STUDY

ARMLEY

Arnsley is an old community, mentioned in the Domesday Book, and described in 1853
as a "large ancient clothing village." (1) Through the enterprise of the Gott family,
which pioneered the introduction of machinery and steam in the cloth industry, mills
were built which provided stable employment for the area. The community expanded in
the Nineteenth Century such that the two miles between it and Leeds was rapidly filled
with houses and factories.

Armley's long history gives it a strong sense of local identity. To-day it
straddles the boundary of Leeds City and is described by planners as partially a "static
zone" of physical and social stability with large proportions of established families and
older people, and partially as a "redevelopment zone". This describes areas which "are
liable to change. The zone is united by its socio-economic character which is essentially
working class, with an emphasis on unskilled labour." (2)

To-day Armley's economy is based on textiles and light engineering. It has a number
of industrial estates and new housing estates interspersed among the Nineteenth 6entury
back-to-back housing and brick factories. It still contains the large number of open
spaces and parks created due to the exemption of cloth drying areas from the 1793 enclosure
of land act. The comnunity is divided into neighbourhoods by the residents - Arraley
Lodges, Armley Heights, etc., and some are more prestigious than others. In the higher
ground near Gotts Park, for example, "you were considered quite classy if you got up there."

Most of the interviewees had always lived in Armley and if they had moved house it
tended to be within Armley. Some families had been rehoused out of the area but made
attempts to move back:

"We moved up to Kirkstall (2 miles away) and me Mam wasn't happy up there
so we moved back to one of those new houses - well she was used to it around
here, you know, you get used to one way."

"My muni knew everybody since we'd been babies and she didn't want to make aew
- friends."

Armley is regarded with a great deal of affection, as a friendly place:

" There's a lot of people in a small area because it's mainly back-to-back
houses. It's a fairly friendly area...."

"I'd say it was about 17 years since we moved up to Artnley, but it was a
place where the first day you settled in. As soon as you walked into the
area, everybody started being friendly with you and there was always
something to do there...." *

"It's such a nice place. I tnink in Armley everybody is nearly on the same
level. Sven if you have got money they're not snobbish. They're not like
when you go up to Headingley - 'got to keep up with the Jones's'. And
everyone's friendly and everybody makes you welcome in Armley. You can go
all over and you won't find any place like Arnley. As I say, you can go on
Town Street shopping and it will take you four hours just to go to shop
(because of talking to people). There's not many places you can go that are
like that."

There is considerable community activity. The wider area of Leeds 12, which includes
Armley, Farnley and Wortley, has nine community centres, fourteen junior and eight senior
youth clubs, seven boy scout and thirteen brownie or girl guide packs, plus ten other
uniformed groups for youngsters. It has twenty-one women's organisations, most of them
church-related but also including such groups as the Ladies' Harmony Club, Women's Bright
Hour and the Townswonien's Guild. In contrast, there are three men's organisations, a
Methodist Church group, the Toc-H and a men's community centre guild. There are eleven
groups for senior citizens, which usually meet at the community centres.

The twelve churches, community centres and schools in Leeds 12 provide space for
organised activities. The area boasts fourteen soccer teams plus five junior teams, a
senior and a junior rugby team, a tennis club, a junior gymnastics club, and badminton is
played in St. Bart's hall once a week. The four old time and sequence dancing groups are
popular. They meet in church halls. The Armley Society is a group for those interested
in the history of Armley; it collects information and oral histories about the area and
has published the "Armley Album", a series of recollections about Armley from older members
of the community. A Community Festival is held every other year.

Although the level of community action is high, the Area Community Education Officer
is not slow to admit tha.t many individuals are untouched by activities offered within the
community. Commercial ventures such as the bingo club have a pull to be envied when
cortain evening classes falter due to lack of numbers.
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Armley has been disturbed by "he demolition of entire streets and neighbourhoods.
Whilst it is accepted that the newer houses are "nicer", there is a feeling that parts
of Armley have changed out of all recognition, there are more "problem" families and
less friendliness. The placing of elderly people in blocks of flats is severely
criticised by members of the community. However, Armley retains a relatively well
established population and a strong sense of local identity and pride. In our opinion,
there are certainlv olaces where women would be worse off in terms of outlets for leisure.

I
THE HOUSEWIFE IX ARMLEY

la the earlier discussion C"Sexual Divisions" in Chapter Two) the status of women as
houswives was seen as the key to understanding the position of women in industrial society
and as a factor which united women. It was seen that the label 'houswife' subsumes a
variety of roles; of mother, wife, homemaker and servicer of the family. It was also
seen that women do not cease to be housewives when taking up paid employment. The role
of housewife, the fact of her economic dependance and the contradiction that housework is
work, yet is not rewarded in the same ways as other work, in wages and leisure, has a
number of consequences for women's leisure.

All the women who were interviewed, either in groups or individually (apart from the
teenagers),were housewives, with some also working in paid employment. Likewise, the
majority of the questionnaire sample were housewives. Only 8% were single and not living
with a partner. The rest were, or had been, married and most were responsible for running
a household. In investigating their leisure, the constraints emanating from the housewife
role will be discussed first. These constraints are clustered around housework itself,
paid work, husbands and children, mobility, finance and "power".

Analysis of housework involves three aspects - the type of work; the location of work,
and the status of the work. These three impinge upon leisure in particular ways to make up
the complete picture.

The Type of Work

Housework differs significantly from most other types of work:

"it is private, it is self-defined and its outlines are blurred by its
integration in a whole complex of domestic, family-based roles which
define the situation of women as well as the situation of the house-
wife." (3)

That the work is self-defined is seen as advantageous by housewives; work can be done
in "your own time", there is no-one "breathing down your neck" to see that the work is done.

B: "I mean if you are at home all day, alright it's hard, but if the sun shines
you can go for a walk in the park and you have no boss to complain that you're
not doing the work, you can do what you like so long as you get the basics done."

F: "You know if I'm feeling down I'll just drop everything... I'll leave my
washing and I'll leave my ironing and I'll so out, and I'll go see a friend
or something and just take myself out of it because I don't see any point
in sitting at home being miserable."

The autonomy felt and described by the women has another side to it. ^omen in fact
seldom "just drop everything". A boss is not needed to regulate the amount of work done -
the women themselves have such standards that they keep themselves in line, and the problem
is knowing when to stop. One woman said:

"I don't mind doing it (housework). I know it's got to be done; I don't have
a strict routine; if it doesn't get done, it doesn't get done".

She then explained, apologetically, that she didn't hoover more than twice a day: Another
said:

"I sit and look at things and I think that needs doing and that needs doing and
I get up and do it and then you do too much".

The inability to stop derives from the blurring of the housewife role with other "family-
based roles" outside which it is impossible to step.

Women themselves define the standard they wish to achieve, within the standards laid
down for them by society's expectations. In the attempt to reach the self-imposed
standards, excellence is rarely achieved; if it is, it is temporary, as the work starts
all over again the next day. Job satisfaction and self-esteem arise from reaching certain
standards and thus satisfaction and self-esteem are also short lived. The work is never
finished:

W: "I always think when I'm doing the washing:
a few days' time".

this will be dirtv again in

C: "In a morning Russell's at school so I get tidied up in here; Richard's
playing with his toys, so after dinner Richard goes to bed and Russell helps
me to clear up; then Richard gets up and it loois like a bomb's hit it again'
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Increasinglv, women are caught in a situation where labour-saving devices remove
skill and cut back on the amount of time required for certain jobs, yet replacement
sources of self-esteem and alternative activities are not present. There are two ways
around this: to dispense with labour-saving devices or to set even higher standards of
cleanliness and order.

T: "I have a washing machine but I never use it. I always wash by hand.
I love washing by hand. It takes a long time but I enjoy it. I know
it's stupid really - he goes mad at me not using the machine. I enjoy
getting things clean. When you wash things in the washing machine, like
socks, they never come really clean. I'd rather wash them by hand and
have them really bright clean."

P: "I prefer to get down on my hands and knees. You get the floor a lot
cleaner than you can with a hoover. I do it with a hand brush, down on
my knees. It seems a lot brighter and cleaner afterwards."

B: "The clothes look better by hand, lovely white and clean and they even
smell better .... when I'm not in the mood sometimes and I wash sheets
in the washer - not very often - the kids seem to notice the difference.
If I change Marilyn's bed Caged 9) she'll say, 'you didn't wash the sheets
by hand, did you?' "

Housewives are reminded each day of the standards they are expected to reach. If
not from husbands and children, from the television, magazines, hoardings and from other
women; housewives are bombarded with images of standards which they cannot reach.

Few of the women positively enjoyed housework, but then 'housework' involves so many
different jobs that it was difficult to generalise. Some simply stated "I hate it".
One said, "No, I don't like it, I think it's boring. It drives me mad."

The Location of Work

More than ever before, women's work of running a home takes place within the four walls
of the home. In the past, activities associated with running a household, of producing
food, clothing and shelter took place outside the home and often with other women. The
housewife of to-day is not a producer but a consumer of goods, and shopping is the main
activity which takes place outside the home. Opportunities for social contact whilst
working are limited. This was not the case even 20 years ago, when chores such as
washing were done in public places, such, as at Armley wash-house:

A: "You could go in there and it was the dreariest looking place, it really
was dreary, the walls were horrible, but you'd walk in there and all your
troubles would go away from you. And your washing, when it came out of
there, it really was beautiful, it boiled everything, you know. You could
walk down there with all your washing in an old pram, because everybody had
an old pram, and it was piled high, all neatly ironed, and you know you felt
right proud ... There were people there who'd been going for 40 or 50 years.
You met everybody... whatever day you went on."

Such job satisfaction and contact with others is not described by younger housewives.
Confinement to the home and the attendant loneliness is seen as a major hazard by the
women. One woman described being a housewife as a "pretty solitary job", whilst all the
women who were interviewed individually voiced their feelings of periodic depression and
aloneness. In group discussions, this was skirted around; it was a public admission of
failure, covered up with cliches - "you've got to make the best of things", "you can't
have everything you want in life."

An admission of boredom is even worse than one of loneliness. It is commonly
assumed that women find total fulfillment in running their homes - "However good a mac
may be at making a home, it is unlikely that he will find domesticity as fulfilling and
time consuming as a woman may do" wrote a group of women in 1972. C4) Full time house-
wives may know this as a fallacy yet in public maintain the pretence - "sha has to
capitulate to her housewifely role or be labelled a social deviant." (3)

Isolation within ta,e privatised sphere of the home has been described as a major way
in which women experience oppression in the 1980's Co). Yet loneliness is seen as the
woman's fault: "Loneliness is aggravated by the boredom of young wives who get no
satisfaction out of homemaking, often due to a complete lack of knowledge of the basic
skills required to make or keep a home." C7). Television and radio are used as contacts
with the outside world but these are one-sided and often non-local contacts. Borneo, may be
unaware of what is happening in their locality and afraid to admit to their loneliness and
boredom:

A: "I found the first months after I'd had Joanne really boring - I hated being
at home and I thought there must be something else to being at home and having
kids to this. I did my housework and then I thought who can I ring up, who
can I go and see, what can I do, and I just didn't know what was available."

T: "Women used to cotae in Cto the Mum's and Toddlers' Group) and say they
didn't know there was such a place. They used to sit at home, with nothing
to do, bored, crying. There's a'tremendous amount of people bored."

N: "When John was a baby
depressed."

I used to sit at home and I used to cry, I was that



Informal contacts are eagerly grasped. Women would arrive three-quarters of an
hour early when picking up their children from school in order to chat with other mothers,
and shopping was done more often than was necessary in order to make contact. It is
difficult for many women to take the next step, of arranging to meet people or dropping
in at the community centre:

8: "Sometimes when I was meeting Marilyn (from school) I would speak to some
lady and we'd have a chat, and than she used to say that she'd to rush off,
she was going to some friend's for coffee. I used to wonder why I couldn't
have somebody like that I could go and have coffee with. It was really bad."

D: "I stood outside the door (of Hall Lane Community Centre) and I was shaking.
I didn't have the courage to come in ... I thought 'If I go in they won't
talk to me and I won't talk to them.1 I walked away again. I couldn't go
in, but the following week I came back again."

A legitimate way for women to break out of their homes and to meet other women is
through their children. Children are a vehicle to public life, through school, play
groups and mums' and toddlers' groups. . Such groups relieve the guilt which women feel
about their loneliness, as by attending they are also 'doing something' for their children.

The location of women's work within the home has another major effect. The home is also
the place where family leisure takes place. For husband and children the home is a retreat
from work and school. For the housewife it is the site of both work and leisure. The
primacy of the housewife role means that within the home time allocated to work and leisure
is necessarily blurred. One woman explained the problem by referring to the television:

F: "Television isn't getting you out of the house. And you're sat watching •
television and you're thinking 'well I should be doing that', and you feel
guilty, you know, you can see it all around you."

Some women even defined leisure as "anything which takes you out of the home", whilst
others gave their reasons for doing particular things as "just more or less a need to get
out of the house."

The Status of Housework j

"A schoolboy was recently asked to write down what he thought was the '
difference between "work" and "non-work". He wrote, "Work is what
men do. Non-work is what women do." (8)

That housework is.work yet is not seen as work provides a central contradiction in
the lives of women. Not only does the contradiction undervalue and minimise the contri-
bution of housewives, but it throws up ambiguities in relation to leisure, in a society
where leisure is seen as a reward for work. The 'blurring' between work and leisure for
housewives is legitimated by their work not being valued as work. The necessity for
leisure is therefore reduced. Women themselves internalise this view and see their men-
folk as in greater need of leisure: ;

C: "In most houses it's the man who goes out to work full time and they need j
their leisure."

During the course of the research,a number of women described themselves as "just a
housewife", and therefore expected to have little value to the project. However, on the
whole, women were aware of the significance of their contribution and of the fact that
their work was not as valued as it should be. There was an overwhelming "No;" when asked
the question whether men understood the difficulties of running a home and bringing up
children. Husbands who had looked after children for a spell "look right relieved to
see you when you get in"; "they're glad to go back to work - it's easier."

Paid Work

Employed women are still housewives. As Oakley says, "Employment does not alter the
status (or reduce the work) of being a housewife." (9) 63% of the questionnaire sample
had a paid job. 33% of the total were in full time employment and 30% in part-time. The
percentages approximate to the national figures. Of women aged 16-59 in Britain, 34% work
full time and 26% part-time. Involvement of married women in the workforce represents
one of the major social changes in the past 50 years. In 1921, 2.8% of the workforce was
made up of married women; in 1979, the proportion was 25.9%. In Stacey et al's two
studies of Banbury, in 1958 and 1967, "one of the major changes" between the two studies
was the number of working married women. They note however,

"Upon closer investigation we found that the family is still the central life
interest for women and women still tend to undertake different work from men
and for lower pay." (10)

None of the women interviewed in Armley had a "career" in paid employment. Rather,
motherhood was the career and paid employment was undertaken at intervals and for particular
reasons. The women's experiences with work were discontinuous; jobs were taken not
because of their intrinsic qualities but because they fitted with familial duties:
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E: "I used to be a nursery nurse really. But I've done all sorts.
I've done home helps; I've done school crossings; I've done
anything. You see nursery nursing they don't have part time, so
that really puts that out of it."

Jobs to do with the schools - dinner ladies, "lollipop ladies" - were popular.
The servicing role of women's paid work is exemplified by the type of work done by the
employed women in the questionnaire sample. 27% served food, either as dinner ladies
or in a works canteen. 16% served in shops and 30% performed a service function in
offices. 1% were in nursing and 5% looked after children. 13% had jobs in factories
and 4% were cleaners. One woman was an accountant, one was in charge of catering
services in a large school, and one was a nursing sister. Thus the majority of jobs
were related to a domestic and family servicing role. Lack of qualifications was often
referred to as an obstacle to acquiring other work. From their mid-twenties and
thirties women looked back to lost opportunities at school, when the consequences of
leaving school without formal qualifications was not realised. The 13-18 year olds who
were interviewed showed the same lack of cognition. Their thoughts on work operated at
two levels. On the one hand there was optimism and hope for careers which were seen as
exciting or fulfilling, hopes which if voiced by middle class sixth formers would not
have been unrealistic:

"Nursing".
"I want to be a computer technician".
"I want to do something with art ... make-up, stage-work".
"I'm going to America".

On the other hand, there was a realistic appraisal of the job market. It was known
that there were few jobs, and the girls expected difficulties in finding employment.
Considerable time was spent by those who had left school looking for jobs.

"Half of them Cjobs) you phone up for out of the paper are all taken anyway.
Or if you go for an interview they take one look at you, realize you're a
woman and turn you down. They say no experience necessary, and -when you
go in they expect you to have some. They don't give you a chance to get
experience."

Those who had not left school did not spend.a great deal of time thinking about their
futures. Towards the tine of leaving, the girls appeared to "knock off" en masse - "we
knock off every day, either morning or afternoon. They catch you sometimes but they don't
say owt." Those who had left had done so without qualifications:

R: "Did you take any exams at all?"

"I left straightaway. I had a job already so I left,
let me stay anyhow. They said 'oh you won't pass'."
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Descriptions of the work carried out by those with jobs and wanted by those without
prophesied future roles:

"Look after little kids in a morning ... and then I'm in the kitchen,
washing up in an afternoon." (work in a community centre).

"I'd like to go into hotel work, room service and that, start off as a
chambermaid, but there isn't a right lot going."

"It's tiring" is all one girl had to say about her job. The lack of satisfaction
gained from work meant limited job commitment. (One woman had 10 jobs between leaving
school at 15 and having her first child at the age of 20.) This in turn was the result,
superficially, of the lack of career guidance and the acceptance of those in education
and the teenagers themselves that the function of work was to fill in the years between
school and marriage. 3y the time that marriage did appear as a possibility, women were
not unhappy to leave unsatisfying jobs. The pattern therefore was to leave school
without qualifications, pick up whatever work was available until marriage and children,
regret lost opportunities when the children were toddlers or approaching school age, and
return to work which demanded no qualifications, which simulated a service role, and whica
fitted with family duties.

The primacy of the family was often resented, either because the benefits of work
were lost, or because women knew they were being exploited. One woman mentioned that
the bingo club was an important employer of women:

"Because it's at a time when the husbands can watch the kids, until they
can get something that pays better because it's not very well paid. They
don't keep their staff long, but it's an ideal going back to work job when
you've been at home for a while having kids. Well it's a slave market
really. They know that women are desperate for the money. It's like
these evening cleaning jobs. They know they are desperate for a bit of
extra money so they think "Ye"11 pay the least we can get away with; some-
body will take it'."
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Married women work for a variety of reasons, but usually it is out of necessity:

S: "I don't think it's so much want to work as need to work to keep up with
the basic cost of living. To have more than the absolute basics you need
to work. You can't possibly afford nights out and holidays and things like
that unless the woman's working as well.'

Women are prevented from working whilst they have young children, yet this is the
time when extra income is most needed. It is also the stage when women most need a break
from home. One woman had given up her job in an old people's hospital and was at home
with, two young children:

A: "I liked it and geriatrics are nice once you get used to them. I miss the
company and getting away from the kids all the time. Nowt else to talk
about but how many teeth have they got, them sort of things, drives you
crackers."

A job provides social contact, the opportunity to present oneself publicly, to
"get dressed up", to "get out and meet different people". Apart from financial necessity
and social contact, some women saw a job as part of a search for "meaning". These mothers
expressed the desire to "do more":

J: "I think a lot of people are willing to settle to being a housewife,
having a family. A lot of people find this all they want in life,
they're just happy doing that and having a bit of social life ... I
haven't the qualifications, but I'd like to get into ... community work."

P: "I'd like to do more. I'd like to get really involved in something. i
I am interested in medicine but I haven't the qualifications to go in '
for nursing or anything like that. I'd love to go in for nursing."

Whilst paid employment gives both a wage and a feeling of entitlement to leisure, there
is less time in which to enjoy non-work activities. This woman explains why she has never
been able to attend evening classes: ;

E: "When I was working I used to work while 6. I never had time for owt
really. I used to work from 3 while 6 and if any rush jobs come up I
used to work while 8 at night."

Husbands

Husbands affected the leisure of their wives in three major ways: by their willingness
or lack of it to help in the home, thereby reducing the housework-load; by their own work
and leisure behaviour; and by their attitude to their wives' leisure.

Of the questionnaire respondents, 10% said that their husbands 'never' helped them
ffith housework, 19% 'rarely', 50% 'sometimes' and 21% 'always'. Respondents were also
asked whether they wanted their husbands to help more often than they did. 59% said 'no'
and 41% 'yes'. None of those interviewed lived in a situation where all jobs were shared
or where roles were exchanged. The usual pattern was for the wife to take responsibility
and for husbands to step in at crisis points to help with children or with specific tasks:

A: "He helps with the children at desperation stage, but he helped a lot
more with Gemma (1st child) than Charlotte (2nd child). I don't know
if he's ever fed her or attempted to change her.'1 1

P: "He never offers, but he dees if I play heck."

One woman, whose husband is a qualified chef, said;

"I don't think he has ever been in the kitchen, except when I have been poorly
he has made some meals."

Husbands were most likely to help in jobs which involved machinery:

"My husband will get the vacuum out and he loves the new washing machine."

Even if husbands help with certain tasks, the responsibility for seeing the task done
always remains with the woman. This responsibility may be as great a burden as is actually
carrying out the work. Men's ability to 'switch off' from responsibility is resented:

A: "He hoovers on a Sunday, that's his little bit for the week. He occasionally
washes up. It wasn't so bad when I was working, he helped a bit then. He
doesn't seem to understand - like when he goes out on a morning, I've got it
all day. It gets on his nerves after an hour at home, on a night, and I've
had it all day. He can forget, just turn off when he goes out."

Husbands tended to feel that if they were at work all day and their wives were not
in paid employment, she should do all the housework. If a women was working outside the
home, the husbands expected to share more of the housework, but the responsibility still
rested with the wife. Over half the sample did not want more help from their husbands.
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Two main reasons were put forward for this.
properly or to the wife's standards:

One was that husbands didn't do the job

"Never criticise; and when they're not looking, do it over again."

Secondly, thera was the fear of what others might think:

"I said get away from the window - don't let everyone see you (vacuuming)...
I don't like people to see him doing it - people will think I make him
do it."

An underlying reason, however, and for full time housewives especially, is that it is essential
that she maintains the knowledge that she does the housework best, that she is indispensible,
for she has no replacement role or source of self esteem. To see one's role taken over
effortlessly would be too much - the 'helplessness' of the husband in a domestic role is
therefore partially perpetuated by housewives themselves. It was those in full time work
who were most likely to want help from their husbands, and they were the most likely to
receive it.

Daily life for housewives in Armley revolves around the routine of the breadwinner and
the children; women in paid employment slot their own work into this routine. The work
patterns of men are accommodated, as are their leisure patterns:

"Most days he's out (to work) at half past seven at the latest and God knows
when he'll be back. You never know when to expect him. Some days it'll be
3 o'clock... and other days it could be 9."

"I can't get a routine and get on... I can't make the tea for, say, 5 o'clock and
hope he'll be home... you've got to wait until he comes and then make it, so it
puts you out a bit."

"(he) has football Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning, which doesn't really
leave much time."

Few men brought work home, in contrast to middle class men; 72% never did, 20% some-
times did, and S% often brought work home. Wives were not particularly involved with their
husbands' work and tended not to discuss it with them. Most were vague about their husbands'
work - "He sells bearings and things like that. I don't know much about it." There was
equal vagueness about "their father's occupation in most cases - "He used to work at Oxygen;
he was nowt in particular, he just used to work there. I don't know exactly what he did."

The husband's work role sometimes caused conflicts of interest, whether it was because
work was brought home:

"he's work mad. Sat in there last aight messing about with some bloomia'
microchip boards, soldering this and soldering that and I'm sat there
knitting...." ; •

or because the husband needed to switch off to recuperate;

"when he does come home I say,
sick of talking to people;1"

'oh will you talk to me?' and he says, 'oh I'm

Either way, the wife was excluded. Most of the husbands were involved in manual work
and by the end of the day wanted to relax, usually in front of the television, whilst the
wife wanted company, or to get out of the house.

The questionnaire sample was asked, "Would you describe your husband as a 'family man'
who likes to spend his free time at home with the family?" 61% said their husbands were
"very like that", 32% a "little like that", and 7% "not at all like that". Men's leisure
has become increasingly privatised and centred on the home. The impression was that
husbands spent most of their free time at home, going occasionally to the pub or club with
male friends, and with their wives once a week to pub, club, or bingo club. The situation
found in Armley was far removed from that described in Ashton in the 1950's:

"A man's centres of activity are outside his home... He works and plays, and makes
contacts with other men and women outside his home." (11)

The trend for hone consumption of alcoholic drink, films and other home entertainments,
mainly due to the cost of going out, is acceptable to men who wish to recover from a day's
contact with the outside world. For their wives it is lack of contact with that world
which is braising.

Respondents were asked whether their husbands went out without them. 17% replied
"never", 56% "sometimes" and 27% "often". They were also asked whether their husbands
went out more often than they did. 6% of the husbands went out "much more", 35% "more",
46% "the same" and 13% less than their wives did. Thus 41% of husbands went out more
often than their wives, and only 17% of husbands only went out when accompanied by their
wives. (The leisure of nusbands is discussed more fully on pp.60-63.)
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Some women, when asked whether they -.vent out in the evenings, proceeded to describe
what their husbands did, particularly if husbands were involved with committees or clubs.
Many women deferred to their husbands' preferences:

"It's my husband who likes films ... he'll watch anything and I have to tag
along y.ou see ... I like to see a film that I'd really like to see, but I
see some which I don't really want to see (laugh)."

49% of the questionnaire sample said that they and their husbands "sometimes" had
disagreements about how to spend their leisure time, 6% "often" did, and 45% "never" did.
Upon being widowed, such conflicts were obviously resolved and in a minority of cases
for the better:

D: "Unfortunately the sort of things I liked were symphony concerts and things
like that. Well if there was anything on the radio or television, it was
"I'm not having that bloody row on" and so I got a lot of things on tape and
retired to the back kitchen...."

In addition to wives deferring to their husbands' preferences, some women were
actively constrained by their husbands:

"My husband's one of these who doesn't like me going out on my own ....
that's jealousy."

"even in your spare time, if you do get a chance to go out on an evening,
say you go out with the girls, if you go dancing the men usually say 'huh,
going dancing, you mean going to pick someone up, I know*.... a friend of
mine really loves dancing and even if we get a night out, she has to really
get round her husband to let her go."

"Last Tuesday I went bowling and out for a meal,
myself ... he sulks that I do."

I thought I'd treat

Some men did not see their wives as in need of any leisure:

"my husband sees my six hour job as my leisure time, as that's the only time
I get from the kids."

Other women felt held back from trying new leisure activities by the conservatism of
their husbands:

"My husband doesn't like foreign foods, he's a very beef and Yorkshire pudding man...
He's predictable. He'll never have owt that's a bit different."

"My husband will not go abroad. He's a person who believes in the traditional
English breakfast and he definitely will not go abroad. He says 'there's far
better places in England' and you can't talk him out of it. I don't think I
shall ever go abroad."

It is difficult to generalise about relationships between husbands and wives; a
great deal of variety was found in Armley regarding the ways in which leisure was organised.
Common to all the women, however, was that considerable changes had occurred in leisure
behaviour upon marriage, and especially on the arrival of a family. One woman said of
marriage, "it's a drastic change - I don't think you realise just what a change it is."
Women know that their life will change upon marriage; one 23 year old with 3 young
children said, "fair enough now, I've lived now, I've had what I call my freedom."
Teenagers, 14-17 year olds, anticipated the loss of freedom too. A group of girls
talking about getting married said:

"I don't want to really. Not for a long time. Have a bit of fun before I
get married."

"You want to enjoy yourself while you're young."

"You want to go on holidays and what have you."

"If you're with your husband, you can't go out and have a laugh at others."

It was acknowledged that friendships between girls altered when "going steady" with
a boy-friend or when married. The ideal time to get married was seen as between 25 and
30, "hopefully". It was expected that they would in fact marry before then. There were
good reasons for putting it off:

"All men do is go out to work, spend all the money on beer and there's nowt
left for the rest of the family."
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Children

Becoming a mother is an initiation rite - it creates a bond between mothers and
generations of mothers. The initiation is to a group which has special knowledge:

"The realisation - and it is shattering - that a lifetime spent in a
school, in a shop, factory or office, does not endow them with maternal
insights." (12)

Few women expressed the contentment during pregnancy which expectant mothers
are supposed to feel.

"Did you enjoy being pregnant?"
"Not this time. Not with Charlotte; well not with Gemma either."

Although the birth is an achievement, a beginning about which joy and excitement
may be felt, it also signals a commitment to a way of life which will continue for many
years to come. It is also, therefore, a time to mourn lost alternatives. Anxiety
about coping, coupled with physical tiredness, are acknowledged under the acceptable
rubric of 'post-natal depression'. It is legitimate for women to feel this, iseilst
real anxieties and feelings of failure are retreated from. Most women are thus seen
to settle down to their vocation as mothers and to their new routines which revolve
around their offspring. It is not so much that babies take up time -

"it is the totality of responsibility for a new life which is over-
whelming. Even if the baby is good (i.e. sleeps), she can't enjoy
her free time. She has to jump up every ten minutes to check that
the child is breathing." (13)

All the women interviewed had given up paid work on the arrival of children. Women
either felt pressure from external sources that they should stay with their children, had
internalised the ideology of maternal deprivation; or simply preferred to stay with
their children:

"a lot of people won't employ you because you've got a young child. I
once applied for a part-time job... and they sent me this letter
saying because I had a young child they thought it advisable that I
didn't work. So they more or less told me I should stay at home with
my daughter, and she wasn't at home anyway, she was at school:"

"it comes from the professions too - you've only to listen to doctors
that will say babies need their mother's love - the doctor would never
say the baby needs its father's love.'

P.: "So you wouldn't have kids and go out to work?"
17 yr. old: "It brings your kids closer to you if they're with you
all the time as they're growing up."
25 yr. old mother: "I don't like leaving her anywhere much if I can
help it. I'd rather take her with me."

"I don't want to have latch-key-kids, or other people to look after
them. I don't want that. I love my kids and don't want anything
to happen to them. If I wasn't there and Samantha fell or Peter
fell I'd feel terrible. I'd feel responsible. I shall stay at home
to look after them."

A small number of women questioned the ideology of maternal deprivation; and did
not equate waiting some space away from their children as correlating with not loving
them or neglecting them.

"I think we're brainwashed to think that because you love somebody
so much that eventually you would want something from both of you."

"I was reading something in the paper - were it yesterday? - something
about - you know how they say it's just instinct for women to want
babies and they're saying it's not at all" - they're saying that's just
something men and doctors put over."

Whilst the benefits of employment are lost, the full time housewife does not feel
the same sense of being 'rushed' as does the full time employee and mother:

E: "I was 33., but it wasn't just that. It was having sc big a difference
(in the children's ages). I'd got used to having money again - going
out to work for longer hours, and being able to leave her (not on her own -
my mother was always there) - but I didn't have to think as much as what I
have now with him. I've appreciated him more than I did Julie because I
used to work longer when I had Julie than I have with him. I seem to have
had more time with Daniel."

However, the physical isolation of the home and the psychological isolation of being
alone with young children reduce confidence and social skills:

"Now I don't get out as much as I liked to and get involved in different
conversations. Me and my husband, we used to argue about all sorts,
you know, different subjects: now I never seem to get people talking
about ... things that come up in the papers or on the telly."
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"You tend to lose touch ....."
"You get very staid and bored

Children are full time work,
let alone enjoy some 'spare'time:

They make it difficult to carry out housework tasks,

3: "I tend to do the ironing at night when he's gone to bed, because if
you don't he's pulling the iron down. Even cleaning windows with him
is a day's job."

R: "Do you ever feel that she's too much and you want to get a break?"
A: "Yes, frequently. She's very demanding. She'll play out for half-
an-hour and she's fed up with her friends. She would rather have me
sit and read stories to her and draw with her or do something with her
but she won't let me get on with housework. If I'm washing, that's
out of the question. I mean I hate washing anyway so that only makes
it worse; so I'm stood there hating what I'm doing and she's coming in
saying 'Mummy, read to me, tell me a story, play a game, do something' -
anything:but don't leave her on her own to play with her toys;as long as
I'm giving her my full attention, she's O.K. But as soon as my back's
turned and I start doing anything else she starts causing trouble."

Interviews with women with young children, as other researchers will know, take far
longer than those with women who have no children present:

R: "What, this one is 3 months now?"

P: "She is - crawling and into everything. It's her starts you know.
One minute she's O.K. and I think maybe she's playing me up-Colder child
interrupts 'Mum'.'It's all right, I'm watching her') and I think 'right
then lady, you can moan', and then I think she might be poorly, let sie
get her picked up, have a bit of peace."

Time off is rare:

"It's lovely to-day; I mean, one's in bed and the other two are out (with
grandparents). It's not often that I get such peace. I enjoy it; I
mean I just like being on my own sometimes, you know, just that bit of
peace and quiet and I get Sack to myself."

Time off may be used for relaxation, but more often it is used to get on with housework:

"In that hour she was gone I got all room done, kitchen done, beds made."

Women are not able to be unequivocal in their criticisms of children and child rearing1.
Megative statements about how demanding children can be are invariably followed by a positive
comment:

"everybody that I see has got children, and it's 'are they crawling?',
'are they sleeping?', 'are they eating?'. I get bored with it all.
I wouldn't have it any other way; I'm glad I've got them."

"the other week, they were all at it, there were all three of them just
crying and whining; he (husband) was doing his nut and I was doing my
nut ... he says, 'if you fall on, never nind the doctor giving you an
abortion, I'll bloody give you one' .... just unbelievable you know...
you just ... then other times you go upstairs, in bed and they look like
little angels ... the good outweighs the bad you know."

Women are conscious of their importance to their children and of the new child-centred
ideology; they have taken in enough of the popularised versions of the child psychology
literature to know that they should be encouraging the child in certain ways. At the same
time, mothers in Armley did not always have the resources or the time to come up to what
they thought was expected of them. They knew just enough to know that they had failed to
reach certain standards, but not how to reach them. Mothers themselves locate the blame
for children's problems - "difficult" children, bed-wetting, delinquency, inability to read
and write - firmly with parents and not witn external, structural factors:

"A lot of parents don't bother. They just let children watch anything.
They let them stay up late and roam the streets."

"A lot of it is to do with their parents at home. There's no way my child
could get through school without learning to read and write ... you wouldn't
let it get to that stage, surely, if you took an interest in your children."

Lee Comer comments: —

"do they (the child psychologists and teachers) imagine that they have
nothing more urgent to do than play and talk all day with their children?
Society's expectations of good motherhood, besides being contradictory,
are also totally unrealistic." (14)

I
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One of the taken-for-granted
a "leisure explosion". Another
of leisure time." (15) Whilst i
has been assumed that mobility is
decisions are made accordingly.
countryside) has become, through
"people have the ability to trave
freed the family" (17) are made.

assumptions of leisure scholars is that there has been
is that "car ownership has revolutionised people's use
t is obvious that levels of mobility have increased, it
spread evenly throughout the population, and planning
Statements such as "for every city dweller, it (the
the motor car, an integral part of his environment," (16)
1 further to better facilities" and "the automooile has

In Armley, it was abvious that mobility is not spread equally through the population,
and particular groups (the elderly, mothers with young children) were greatly constrained
by their lack of mobility, whilst others were not mobile in their own right but dependent
on that of others. There were three levels of access to a car: first was the ability to
drive, second was the ownership of a car, and third was availability of the car, i.e. even
if a family owns a car, it is the husband who normally has first priority on its use.
67% of the women in the questionnaire sample could not drive and 43% of the households did
not own a car. 96% of the households of old age pensioners had no car.

Compared to travelling by car, a great deal more effort is required when using public
transport. Often the effort is not seen as worthwhile, or public transport is simply too
expensive:

"You have to study your transport before you can do anything."
"It's not easy getting on a bus with two kids."
"It's not far I suppose, but if you've got some kiddies - a couple of
little ones - it's quite a long way to walk, in the sense that it's
uphill, or else there's your bus fares."

Distance is measured in different ways by people with unequal levels of mobility. On
public transport distance is measured by the time taken to reach a destination, the number
of bus changes, the cost of fares, modified by the extent of knowledge of the route and
destination. Thus twenty minutes ia a car for a middle class women with children safely
strapped to the back seat is translated into Ij hours for the woman who travels by bus,
one change cf bus, adult and children's fares, the extra effort of boarding children and
pushchairs, plus the time taken waiting for the bus to arrive.

Walking is a common way to get around.
go to a keap-fit class:

One wom-an explained why she didn't want to

"No I wouldn't (go). I do that much exercise. You see I walk up to school
in the mornings, then I walk home again. Then I walk back to pick him up and
then I walk home again. Then I walk up to school to pick her up and then I've
to walk home again. So I do enough without any more .... it's 4 miles from our
house to the school." '

The removal of facilities from within walking distance through closures of local
swimming baths, cinemas and the ice-rink in Armley has not resulted in facilities in
other areas being used instead. Women simply stop going unless it is with husbands in
cars:

It was smashing for this"Just at the bottom there was a swimming bath.
area but they've closed it down."
"I can't go so much now myself without my husband because we go in the car."
"There used to be Kirkstall baths and there used to be Arnley baths but now
there isn't any. You've got to go to the International, and by the time
you've paid your bus fares and you've paid to get in, and now they've put
the prices up, and that's getting out of the reach of the ordinary person."

There ŝ_ an awareness of "mobility deprivation" and that "Next to people's homes,
nothing affscts the quality of their lives so much as their own travel and that of other
people." (13) Yet recognition of the fact that the siting of facilities and provision of
easy access to them has an important influence on their use, exists side by side with the
attitude found for example anongst sports centre managers that "people will get there if
they want to." (13)

There is less awareness of the deprivation caused by lack of knowledge of the physical
environment, which can be related to lack of mobility. The mobility of men is related to
their work roles; they leave the local environment and travel to work, whereas house-
wives work and live in the same locality. As Hayford says, "Women are universal in spacs
and women are central ia. space. Men are universal in space and mobile in space." (20)

The physical environment of the housewife shrinks to encompass the walk between home,
school and shops. In such a "shrunken" world the perception of distance in the calcula-
tion of actual distance from horae to a given point (say a sports centre or children's
fun park) may come co represent an insurmountable obstacle. To a mobile car owner used
to travelling longer distances, no obstacle is perceived.
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Finance

In addition to the spatial constraints which women saw themselves operating within,
financial constraints were also prominent. The problem of finance emerged repeatedly
when discussing leisure activities. Money is needed to overcome spatial constraints
and vital trips take priority over leisure trips:

"I've taken her to the dentist this morning; it cost me 90p. She's
to go back a week on Tuesday and every four weeks for the next eighteen
months. They talk about free Health Service ....."

The worry of spending too much discouraged women from taking the family out for the
day, to an annual show or to a fair. The cost of restaurants, cinemas, sports centres
and bingo likewise deterred women, particularly if the whole family was to be involved.
Men can more easily spend the cash which they have earned; they do not need permission
to dispose of their own gains. The position for women is different. Garvey comments:

''The easy flow of cash from a man's back pocket is the gesture of
generations of financial dominance .... A woman's enforced caution tends
to compulsively translate six pints and two gin-and-tonics into new
socks for the children." (21)

Women do not control the cash which comes into the household and therefore cannot
dispose of it as they wish. When the situation is modified by a woman having her own
income from paid employment, it is still not money which she feels able to spend exactly
as she wishes. Although ostensibly there is a choice, there is not so long as the
children need essential items:

"It (job) means I have a few pounds in my pocket which I wouldn't other-
wise have. I just use it for myself. If I need some new clothes or if
Joanne does I usually spend it on that."

"I'm trying to save a bit for a holiday but just now, like, the children
need shoes."

A job is seen as an escape from the total economic dependence of the housewife state:

"I'm a person who likes to earn my own money. I don't like to be without
money. I like to earn it, to earn your own money - to be independent."

Pahl offers a three part typology of systems of organising finance within the house-
hold. (22) The whole wage system where the man's entire wage is handed to the wife was
found to be more common in the north of England. The husband received a small amount of
money back for his own use. The 'allowance system' is perhaps the most common, with the
wife receiving an allowance, the "housekeeping", related to the needs of the family each
week. A number of studies have shown that wives often do not know how much their husbanc
earn and therefore are ignorant of the proportion allowed to them. (23) A third system,
a "pooling system", is more characteristic in households where both partners are earning.

That income is a sensitive issue is reflected in the dearth of data about control of
household income. Michael Young noted this lack in 1952, commenting that it was taken
for granted that some family members could not be rich and others poor. (24) In 1973
he and Willmott made a similar point:

,._ "The Welfare State has certainly brought about some redistribution of
1 , income from men to women and children ... about the disposal of earned

income inside the family, the evidence is more circumstantial." (25)

It cannot be assumed that income is distributed "fairly" within a family or that
equal amounts are allocated to each family member for leisure spending. With more
certainty it can be said that "control of the cash is a crucial factor in domestic
power relationships." (26)

Most of the women in Armley budgetted not monthly or even weekly but in shorter time
periods:

"Well by Tuesday morning I'm ready for some more money. We live from
one pay time to another. What I get on a Thursday lasts me through
'til Monday and then my Family Allowance lasts me through 'til Thursday
again."

"I tend to go from day to day ... I get paid on a Saturday night before
I leave work and the only money I spend is when I go and get my weekend
stuff from the shop at the end of the street, and then I buy in every day."

Families in Armley are not wealthy. Most have enough to "get by", but others only
just get by. "If it-wasn't for getting things given we wouldn't be able to manage".
One woman explained that from Thursday (pay-day) to Monday she had £20 for housekeeping
and on Tuesday she collected £14 Family Allowance which lasted until the following
Thursday. Her husband paid the bills but from her £34 she had to feed and clothe-three
children and two adults. Another estimated that she needed between £60 and £70 at the
minimum to run her household, with three children aged between 9 and 14 and two adults.
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She brought home less than £20 a week from her job as a "lollipop lady",
are expensive:

Children

i

wives

"We definitely wouldn't have had any more - as I say we couldn't
afford any more. Julie's going to the High School in September
and it's going to cost me about £2 a week for her bus fares; she's
just out of the 3-oiile limit. She has packed lunches and I worked
it out to-day, it'll cost me 56p for a packed lunch. You get £4
a week family allowance but that is just the bus fare and packed
lunches. When I go out I can pay £12 or £14 for a pair of shoes
for her which hardly last her more than two or three months. I pay
£9 for a pair of shoes for Daniel and he's only 3. He grows out
of them and it's the same with Julie; she's just growing and growing.
The amount of money we spend on clothes for children is just terrible.
Julie's not a child - they count her as an adult and there's VAT on
adults' clothes. It's not right, but they do. You see she takes a
size 6 in a shoe which is an adult's size. So, as I say, I can pay
anything up to £14 and they can't wear anything modern, you see,
because it's school uniform where they go - strict uniform which I
quite like. Nobody objects to it at school either and I think it's
good for them to wear school uniform. But they can only wear, like,
certain types of shoes."

The hardships of 1981 are relatively light compared with those remembered from
childhood:

"We were really poor .... we couldn't afford cups, we had to drink out
of jam jars." (34-year old)

"On a Monday morning you'd see people with big parcels going to the
pawn shops. There used to be pawn shops everywhere ... (they'd)
take their husbands' suits and pawn them just to get some money to
buy meat." (72-year old)

"Two double beds in the bedroom. You'd climb over one to get to the
other; boys slept in one and girls in the other bed and niy parents
slept on the living room floor for years and years." (36-year old
with 10 brothers and sisters)

"My mother didn't go out. Full stop. Once ... she says 'we'll go
to your grandmother's' and it was raining. It was Sunday and I said
'why do we always have to go to my grandmother's when it's raining?
VFhen sun's shining we don't go anywhere! I didn't realise at the
time that she had no Sunday clothes to go out in; when it was raining
she could put her mac on and go out." (48-year old)

Although the standard of living for these women had risen, all the woman sponta-
neously brought up the problem of inflation and how difficult they found household
budgetting in the 1980's. This made their job as housekeepers more difficult:

"My family like a lot of meat. John won't have a meal of fish and chips
or beefburgers or things like that. Every night he's got to have steak
or chicken. I just can't afford to buy that and keep them decently
dressed as well."

"I will walk from one shop to another shop to another shop (to find the
cheapest) .... and I'll economise. I won't go on the bus if I can walk
it. Many a time I'll go into town and I'll walk it."

Leisure spending is affected first; it is the wife's leisure spending which is cut,
due to the internalised view that leisure is a reward for paid work:

R: "Do you find if a family has to squeeze a bit it's the woman who
stops going out before the man?"
"Oh definitely. Mind you, there again, In most houses it's the man
who goes out to work full time and they need their leisure."

In relation to leisure spending, households in Armley could be classified by their
ability and willingness to save money. There were four groups: those who found saving
"virtually impossible" due to low incomes ; those who could save but preferred to spend
surplus cash; those who regarded themselves as upwardly mobile and were saving hard to
reach certain targets; and those who were relatively established and middle-aged, had
acquired a certain standard of living and had surplus cash.

More than half the questionnaire sample felt that there was not much point in
saving. 45% agreed that "you've got to plan ahead" but 28% felt that "sometimes
planning ahead gets you nowhere" and 27% "there's no point in planning ahead."' Of the
interviewed women, many felt there was no point saving up for old age as they could
observe others who had not saved receiving supplementary benefit and being as well off:

"We've both worked all us bloody life and not got that much out of it
... when I get to pension age they're going to keep me. I'm not
saving up. Why should I? If I've some money I'll spend it."
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The upwardly mobile were prepared to make sacrifices in order to save, to move
out from the core of Armley with its older, 19th Century housing and small new "town-
houses" to the edges of the community or to adjoining neighbourhoods with better
housing. Two indicators of potential .-nobility are the extent to which, husbands are
ambitious in their careers and the degree of willingness to move from the community
to better housing. Of the interviewed women, more described their husbands as "happy
just driving" or "not ambitious to go higher" than as impatient for promotion and change.
Of the questionnaire sample, 27% described their husbands as "very keen to get ahead",
26% "fairly keen" and 47% as "content to stay where he is". 15% of the questionnaire
sample said that they would like to move from their present area, and 27% said where
they lived was "all right for the time being". The remainder were happy in Armley;
the aspiring families were therefore in a minority. Those happy to stay in Armley,
however, may simply have been responding in a realistic way to a situation where it
was not possible for them to move even if they wanted to.

The key to upward mobility is in the husband's career and income, and the measure
of mobility is the type of house which can be purchased. The aspiring group had a
pecuniary model of society - class divisions could be breached by working hard and
saving. Some,however, still expressed ambiguity regarding saving: j

"We are desperately saving up and we're hoping to move into a detached
house in about six years. If you are really determined to work, then
yes you can make it .... Sometimes I say to my husband 'I don't think
it's worth saving up for your old age' because I've seen so many people
save up for their old age and they can't get anything, and others who
haven't saved up getting really made out for."

The goal of owner-occupancy had consequences for leisure spending and for priorities:

"Christine would spend all her wages on going to the bingo, but our
priorities are different. We are having all the staircase done.
We'd rather do something in the house, or have a holiday."

Other things are sacrificed too -

"we couldn't afford to have any more kiddies ... when we plan on moving
into our own house, when I can afford to go out to work, earn some more
money .... If we do have any more kids we'll have to stay here for the
rest of our lives because we couldn't afford to buy a house on his wage ".
alone." (24-year old with one child). .

This future-orientation was missing in non-aspiring families. "The future? I prefer
not to think about it" was a frequent comment. Often the wives in non-aspiring households
had more money and time to spend than those in aspiring households. In the latter,
husbands tended to work late and help less with the children and housework. This was
accepted in the knowledge that a goal was to be reached:

"I don't mind as he:s working just as hard as me, if not harder, and
he's doing it for us - we're working for something."

Families which had moved into their own house had quite a different "leisure profile
to those in council or rented accommodation, or in shabby older housing. As Young and
'fillmott noted, of the families which had moved from the traditional working class
community of Bethnal Green to the new suburbs of ffoodford:

"Their lives outside the family are no longer centred on people; their
lives are centred on the house. This change from a people-centred to
a house-centred existence is one of the fundamental changes resulting
from the migration." (27)

Such a move has a number of implications for leisure spending, the allocation of
time and the relationship between husband and wife. The house provides endless
opportunities for improvement and maintenance and therefore expenditure. Often this
entails both partners working together and carrying out the work together too. Although
Young and Willmott say that "Her role is to admire her husband's skill" (28) it was
found in Armley that in "aspiring" families, husband and wife had more joint leisure
activities.

Power

It was noted above that one of the naivities of leisure studies is that the implication1
of the economic and political realities within which people operate are not explored. In
Armley, therefore, it was necessary to investigate the women's perception of the social
structure and' their position within it. It was not systematically set about to locate
women within a typology of responses to the structure, for example, to use Parkin's
typology of "dominant", "negotiated" or "onpositional" responses. (29) Such frameworks
were found useful, but the aim of the questioning' was simply to explore and to report what
working class women feel about the political structure, government, the monarchy, unions
and other elements or the structure within which they have little nower.
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Glastonbury makes an observation about women which points to reasons for
'conservative":

women being

"The habit of compliance, the avoidance of conflict, the unremitting
demands of the immutable human needs which they strive to satisfy, all
tended to reinforce the conservatism in the women and make them sceptical
of the possibility of political change." (30)

Women in Armley presented seemingly contradictory views. In terms of inter-
personal relationships the women were found more receptive to change than were their
menfolk. They expressed interest in boys and girls changing roles (boys doing cookery
at school for example) whilst stating that husbands became angry at sons playing with
dolls or daughters being too tomboyish. Women felt less threatened on a personal level
by change. At the societal level, however, they were more concerned than men about
sudden change and militancy. They presented both deep seated resentment at a system
which produced class divisions, but also concern about moves to fundamentally change the
status quo. Individuals expressed both acceptance of the system and opposition to it.

There was a large amount of frustration about the present government. The teen-
agers were particularly vehement; for them unemployment was the only index of the nation's
wellbeing. They personalised their anger on to the Prime Minister:

ies:

"You should get Margaret Thatcher out of the shop.
I can't stand her. If I had a gun I'd shoot her.
stab her. It was all ri«?ht before she got in."

She's a right 'un her;
If I had a knife I'd

hefer
tholds

At a more local level anger was projected on to the immigrant community, whose presence
was not particularly visible in Armley:

"They should send the immigrants back. They take 45% of our jobs."

"We'll all be Pakis soon. The place is swarming with them. Look at
Bradford."

R: "What do you think about the future in this country?"
1st: "Not a lot. Very bad if you don't get rid of all the immigrants."
2nd: "There isn't no future."
3rd: "They sight as well blow the world up."
4th: "There's nowt to be done though, is there?"
1st: "Not until Maggie gets out, then it's too late to do owt."
R: "How could things change for the better?"
1st: "Get Maggie out straight away. Fetch Labour in.
send immigrants back."

Then they aight

In

ks
"What
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From the older women there were strong feelings too. Some felt that they had worked
all their lives, for example in the mills, and had achieved little at the end of it. In
some women, frustration took the. form of racism. A redundant weaver said:

"Don't get me wrong. I didn't used to be colour prejudiced. I am
now. I really am because- coloured people can just come to this
country and just get what they want and the whites are shoved to the
wall."

Considerable anger was expressed about the government, that things which they felt
were important - health and education - were being decimated, and at rising costs and
unemployment. In general it was felt that the Tories had no understanding of the lot
of ordinary people. Criticism of the government did not necessarily entail support for
the opposition. There was a feeling that whichever party was in power the situation
would be the same, and that whilst it was important to vote, the "ordinary person" had
little control over events:

R: "Do you think ordinary people have much power to change things?"
J: "No because I don't think they listen to them. I think a lot of it
is that they want to know what the people want, but they don't want to
do anything about it."

R: "Do you think we'd be any different under a Labour government".
Ch.: "Different, yes. Whether we'd be better off or worse off is highly
debatable. But it would be different."

R: "Do you think people worry about the country becoming too left wing?"
Ch: "I don't honestly think there are people in our walk of life who do.
You just sort of accept 'Oh well, the bloody government'11 do as it
pleases and we just have to put up with what they decide to do."

C: "You've certainly got to vote when elections come up, but when it
comes down to the crunch,they'11 do as they please."

T: "When the general election comes along I don't vote, because I don't
believe in governments, because all governments are the same. It
wasn't really any better when the Labour government was in. The
ordinary working class people have no control. They're just like dogs,
they've got to obey the top people. It's really bad and it'll get worse.
Eventually there'll be riots everywhere for just ordinary common rights."
(This was before the riots of 1981).
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Despite these feelings about government, there was still the assumption that the
structure was correct - the problem was that the occupants of powerful positions were
not altruistic enough. There was agreement that leaders were necessary - "it's nice
to look up to them". One woman suggested:

"I don't think they ought to have Tory, Labour, Liberal and all those.
They ought to get a selection of people together like a jury and let
them decide on what the majority wants."

In the same way that there was a need for a "jury", so was there a need for the
monarchy; and for a "boss" -

" but I don't think you can run a place without a boss. I think you are
always going to have somebody who won't work."

"I don't nind the Queen. England has always had a monarchy so people
expect the Queen to be there and Prince Philip...."

The monarchy was accepted as given:

R: "Did she (communist friend) want to abolish the monarchy?"
"Oh yes; atheist as well."
R: "Would you agree with that about the monarchy?"
"No, I've never given them a second thought. They're there and that's it."

The cost of the extended Royal Family was criticised however, as was the cost of the
Royal Wedding:

"The ordinary working class people are paying for that wedding. The big
house they'll live in - all our husbands are paying for that. I think
there should be a King and a Queen, but the rest of them - no."

All the interviewees criticised expenditure on the non-immediate Royal Family, but only
one woman was in favour of abolishing the whole institution.

Whilst their powerlessness w.as expressed in class terras, the reasons for class
divisions were not seen in terms of political power. Approximately half felt that it
was possible to leave working class origins through hard work and saving. Class was
also seen as a matter of attitudes:

"There are class barriers still and a lot of snobbery about class by
people who like to think of themselves as upper class or middle, and
I think it'll always be there as long as people are in that frame of
mind - they associate with people of their own background and education
so there'll always be a class barrier."

The lack of power and class barriers are felt in two ways in relation to leisure.
Firstly, decisions about leisure facilities are obviously out of the hands of the
community; facilities are closed or restructured without reference to former customers.
Armley baths, the skating rink and the cinemas have disappeared to the dismay of the
residents. The baths with the attached washhouse was an important focus in Armley,
but:

"The Corporation wanted it out. They got you out because what they
did was they put the money up to £1.50, so a few bought washers, a
few stayed on and they just shut it down, and they ended up having
it as a skateboard place, which didn't last more than a year, and they
spent a load of money doing it up converting it into that - it lasted
a year and then faded out. So what they did was pull it all down and
make it into a Sports Centre. It's been shut for two years. But
the washhouse were a place on its own...."

The same lack of control over facilities is present in other spheres of life, such
as housing. The process engaged in by owner occupiers is completely different to the
way in which many people in Armley move house. One woman, who had lived in a house
which she described as:

"no kitchen, outside loo and no bath, well only one thick with rust,
and two bedrooms and we lived in there about eighteen months, and oh
in winter the pipes used to freeze..."

also described the way in which she "moved":

"about a month later we just got a letter out the blue saying we'd
got some keys ... it was smashing."

Women never know if their husbands might be laid off, temporarily or permanently.
As one of Benyon's Ford workers said of the management, "They tell you nothing. All
your pay can be stopped and they tell you nothing." (31) One woman talking of her
father said, "He was put on the sick and because he was off for such a long time,they
made him redundant." In such an environment, the lack of control over leisure is
simply seen as part of a larger powerlessness.
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The other way in which class barriers are experienced is in the exclusion from
certain activities. One woman describes the squash club and the bingo club, which
are next door to each other, and owned by the same businessman:

"The squash club is very privileged. When I had to take some change
into the squash club they looked at me as if to say 'what are you
doing in here9' Nobody spoke. It's a very unfriendly atmosphere.
When the bingo have parties or anything like that, if any of the
squash players have walked through, they have taken one look and gone
straight back."

Perception of the participants in a particular activity can be a barrier. For
example, of evening class goers, one woman said:

"I must admit at certain times I find myself thinking of them as
them rather than as people like us ... and I still do think at
times that they must know better how to do things than I do."

Theatre and ballet were also seen as 'not for us'.

R: "Why do you think people don't go to the theatre and ballet?"
P: "I don't know. I think if you are brought up with it. Because
I don't find it ... when it's on the telly for hours and hours -
opera - I don't see how people like it. I think it must be an
acquired taste."

R: "So you think it's the way you're brought up?"
P: "Yes. They seem to be that end of the scale don't they?
My next door neighbour went to see Ipi Tombe; but she's in
Amateur Dramatics you see. Maybe not, maybe it's not the
way you're brought up..."

Constraints are seen at the immediate level, such as being too tired to go out at
night, not being able to get baby-sitters, not having certain skills and so on. The
questionnaire sample was asked to consider how important nine factors were in preventing
them going out during the evenings. (Table 1) Thus women were conscious of some of the
more immediate factors which limited their leisure time and which constrained them using
leisure' time in the way that they preferred.

Some women, particularly the younger ones, asserted that they had a right to leisure.
Whilst greater rewards (i.e. more leisure time) within the existing structure were seen as
desirable and possible, no-one questioned the structure itself. Government policies were
criticised but radical changes to the power structure were not considered. Likewise, the
content of television programmes was criticised but the rights of those in control of
the production of programmes to produce what they thought the public wanted were not
questioned. The lack of questioning may be partly due to the fact that the working: class
has always worked within a structure which is not of its own making-. Also it may be
a function of attempts to maximise harmony within the neighbourhood; talking politics
"leads to unpleasantness", whilst a premium is placed on privacy and "keeping yourself to
yourself". Information on how to deal, for example, with officers from the DHSS or
other figures is not shared, with consequences for the development of an articulated
solidarity. Questions are not asked for fear that the answers will be too unpleasant.
Thus, one young woman said, "My dad, he had an operation ...I think it was something near
his heart. I don't know just what it were and I didn't ask my mam or I'd have got upset."
The response from a middle class family may have been quite different, with demands to know
exactly what was wrong and then to demand that treatment was adequate for the complaint.
Knowledge about one's situation is necessary before questions about it can be asked.
Women in Armley were not in full possession of knowledge of the factors which structured
their situation; lack of access to knowledge is fundamental to their lack of power.

Table 1 : Factors which constrain going out in the evenings

• ' % Prevented

Very oiten Sometimes Never
Can't afford to go out more 36 44 20
Too busy at home 19 46 35
No-one to go out with 6 34 60
Don't like to leave the children 19 37 44
Afraid of being mugged or attacked 17 25 58
Can't get baby-sitters 22 28 50
Have nowhere to go 13 24 63
Husband doesn't like to do
the things I like to do 15 21 64
Too tired to go out at night 21 58 21
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What is "Leisure"?

It has been established that women's leisure takes place within a framework
related to her role as housewife. Before finding out what the women actually did
in their leisure time, it was necessary, in view of the concern regarding the
applicability of the current definitions of leisure to women, to establish what women
in Armley felt about the term "leisure".

The women who were interviewed found it difficult to describe "leisure". The
initial, off-the-cuff, response in group discussions was to say that they had no leisure.
"Leisure" was not a subject which was consciously thought of - all the women had to sit
and think very hard what it meant to them. The married women with full-time employment
may have had no "leisure":

"You've got housework to do, and your meal to do;
get up and you go to work"

you go to bed and you

was one description of a typical day. Yet 33% of the questionnaire respondents
disagreed that they "never have any free time." Conversely, 89"- disagreed that they
"often .have free time on my hands which I don't know what to do with"; 74% described
themselves as "busy" and 72% felt that they didn't have enough time to do all the things
they would like to do. So the majority do have free time but not as much as they would
like.

Discussion of time is complicated by the fact that not having any free time is
often seen as a virtue, as is "being occupied". As one woman said, "I think people are
afraid of admitting they've got leisure time." A second woman inadvertently confirmed
this by stating with obvious pride:

"Well I'm 72 and I get up every morning around about 8 o'clock and I
never sit down all day until 6 or 7 in the evening, and then I might
watch the TV but I'm always knitting at the same time. I don't seem
to have any spare time."

This was particularly so for the elderly and middle-aged, born before the ''recreation
boom" of the 1950's. A housewife in her twenties explained,

"we have a different attitude .... we think we're entitled to something
different to just housework, to have other pleasures apart from just
looking after kids...."

Even so, most women liked to "be occupied". Of the questionnaire sample, 70" agreed
"I can't sit and do nothing; I like to be occupied."

It is commonly assumed that housewives are one category of people for whom work and
leisure are blurred. The women themselves did not think so - 88% disagreed with the
statement, "I can't really tell what's "leisure" and what's "work"." Thilst women may
switch from "work" to "leisure" more frequently and quickly than men, and whilst ivhat is
"work" to some women is not to others, the women themselves are able to distinguish the
two.

The majority did not feel that housewives deserved more leisure than those out at
work all day; 69% disagreed with the statement, "r'eople who are out at work all day
deserve more leisure than those who are at home all day". The'people' element of
leisure was important. 78% agreed with the statement, "Who you do things with is
more important than what you do." Leisure was certainly not, as described in one much
used definition, "a number of occupations in which the individual may indulge of his
own free will.... after discharging his professional, family and social duties." (32)
Family duties may not have been engaged in of "free will" yet they would be seen as
leisure; 68% of the questionnaire sample disagreed with the statement, "I can never
really be "at leisure" when the family is around."

The sample was divided between those who saw leisure as 'diversion' and those who
wished to be 'stimulated'. 51% agreed that they "like leisure activities which are
intellectually stimulating" and 55% said "I like leisure activities where I can relax
and don't have to think."

Few of the women could offer their own definitions of "leisure":

"I class leisure as something that you enjoy doing ana which you get
pleasure out of. I don't think it matters who you're with or what
you're doing."

"You don't have "leisure"... but ... I do things which I like doing
best, which isn't housework (laugh) but you can't do that with a
family, you've got to liave a routine or there'd be no meal on the
table."

The word "leisure" is not in common usage. Surrogate words were "pleasure" and
"rest". The women did not discuss leisure in terras of time or use a "residual"
definition of it. Rather, they referred to leisure as a quality: cooking a meal
without pressure from children and the demands of other work could be carried out in a
"leisurely" fashion: rushing to get a meal ready for a husband's return whilst the
children demand attention is "work", A sybaritic bath when the children are asleep
is "pleasure" and "rest"; a hurried bath whilst rushing to do something else is not.
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As "leisure" had not consciously been thought about before, the discussion
groups acted, in part, as consciousness raising sessions about leisure and work.
In only one discussion however did the group come to the conclusion that women did
have needs in their own right, which were not being met. The next step was to
discuss how to meet these needs, even though the needs themselves were only semi-
articulated. The question posed by one woman, "well, what dp we want?" drew a
blank.

A Typical Week

It is difficult, using a questionnaire, to get away from an "activities approach",
where leisure becomes a list of activities which the respondent does or does not do.
Not only is leisure more than 'activities' but also respondents tend to have an image
of themselves as participants in certain activities when this may or may not be so.
The difficulties of finding out how people spend their leisure time is illustrated by
these sample conversations:

R: "What do you do in your spare time?"
E: "I haven't all that much spare time (laughs), but when I have any
spare time I go to my caravan."

R: "Where's that?"
E: "At Eadingron again Withernsea. Or else I help with the Scouts.-
Whenever they want I go and help them and I'm a supporter of the band
at Church. That's the Scout band."

R: "How many nights a week do the Scouts take up?"
E: "Well it just depends if there's owt on. Once a month there's
Group Council meeting - that's for parents. And then if there's
any jumble sales or anything like that we go up and organise jumble
sales or anything like that."

R: "Through the week do you tend to be out every night?"
E: "Oh, no; I'm never cut. I go to bingo on the Wednesday night up
at Church, but that's the only night I go out."

R: "You're act out at weekends?"
E: "If he isn't working at weekends we go to the Caravan. we don't
go now because he has got to work at weekends because they want
things out."

The first activity this women, Edie, thought of was going to her caravan. After
mentioning two other activities, the Scouts and bingo, it transpires that "we don't
go now"to the caravan. The second activity which is mentioned, the Scouts, accounts
for perhaps one night a month, depending "if there's owt on". The statement is then
made "I'm never out", but then she says she plays bingo every Wednesday at the Church.
One difficulty arises as playing bingo, or going regularly to a social club or pub, is
not seen as "going out" - these activities are simply part of a weekly routine of which
respondents are unconscious.

The problem is illustrated again by this conversation, where Anne says that she
goes out once a week, every Wednesday. Later it appears that she goes out sore often
than this:

R: "Do you go out at all in the week?"
A: "You mean pleasure? Yes, I go out once a week. I go to the Hall
Road club, but I don't go before quarter to nine, and I have a game of
bingo and a couple of glasses of lager and then I come home."
R: "What time do the bingo sessions start?"
A: "Half past nine, so if you go in about quarter to nine there's some
music on, but nobody goes in before nine o'clock and I wait for my niece
because she goes to the Church bingo there, then she comes at half past
nine. And then we leave at half past ten. She plays at St. Bart's
first; she's a bingo fanatic. I normally go out on a Sunday, sometir.es
I do, sometimes I don't. Probably when the weather gets a bit warmer I
might do."
R: "Does your husband ever go?"
A: "Oh yes, we go on a Sunday together."

There is no indication, before asking a direct question, whether she went out alone
C"i normally go out") or with others.

Another type of statement which could not be taken at face value came from mothers
who took their children to activities yet it sounded as though they were active
participants:

R: "You go dancing as well?"
T: "Yes, Irish dancing; I go every Thursday night and every Sunday
afternoon."

An additional question is necessary:
R: "Do you dance?"
T: "No, I don't dance - just Marilyn .. It's not for adults, it's



on a Wednesday night, so we've quite a busy week!"

Few statements could be taken without further probing. One respondent had a
large motor boat in the back yard, which conjured up leisurely cruises on the canal:

R: "You've got a boat...."
P: "Yes...." *"
R: "Has it ever been in the water?"
P: "It never goes anywhere. It's a dry water boat is that (laugh).
I wouldn't go out in the bloody thing, would I hell. We went out
and got bloody stuck."

In the interviews, such probing could take place.. On the questionnaire, however,
the effort to produce a realistic picture of a week's activities took the form of
asking the respondent to write down everything she had done in the previous seven evenings.
Respondents were also asked whether this was a typical week.

The number of times which a particular activity was mentioned was added up to give
a total number of 'mentions' for each activity. Television was the single activity
which was mentioned most often, and therefore is categorised separately. Other
activities were categorised into six groups. (Table 2). The respondents are organised
into four groups; old age pensioners, part-time workers, full-time workers and housewives.
The full-time workers group is sub-divided into those with children and those without.

Of the total sample, television accounts for a full third of the activities mentioned.
Together with other activities which take place in the home, home based activities account
for 65.5% of the activities mentioned (i.e. with housework and a proportion of "friends
and relatives"). 10.3% of the activities mentioned were housework and a further 3.2% were
paid work. Roughly speaking, one third of the time is spent outside the home, one third
watching television and one third engaged in other activities at home, (see Table 11).

Table 2 : Proportion of "mentions" given to categories of activities (from Questionnaire')

OAPs Part-time
Workers

Full-time
Workers
with

Children

Full-time
Workers
without
Children

Housewives Total

Television 48.0 30.7
Other Activities:
In home 17.7 19.9
Out of home 19.3 19.3
Housework 0.7 15.3
Friends and
relatives 14.3 9.3
Work - 5.5

31.4

14.8
24.8
20.0

5.6
3.4

29.2

11.3
34.9
10.3

9.4
4.9

34.8

16.2
30.2
6.9

11.9

33.6

16.3
25.6
10.3

11.0
3.2

The effect of stages in the family life cycle on leisure activities has been well
documented. The Rapoports in particular have adopted the life-cycle framework as a
useful tool. (33) They propose that individuals develop their lives along three lines -
work, family and leisure - and that a "career" evolves in each of the three spheres. (34)
Whilst an approach which acknowledges the relationship between leisure and the family
life-cycle can be used to highlight the way in which "the family" impinges on women's
time and space (35), the idea of an individual "career" may detract from this. As
Talbot notes, "It could be argued that the majority of women follow family leisure
patterns, with only men and a few, more privileged, women having the supportive net-
works and freedom to follow individuated leisure patterns." (36)

The typical weeks of 91 questionnaire respondents are reproduced here, in order of
chronological age, to demonstrate the stages of the family life-cycle. The leisure
activities of teenagers and the elderly is discussed in more detail than that of other
age groups as they are less easily discussed under the label "housewife".

Teenagers

The activities of adolescents have perhaps received more attention than have tnose
of any other age group. Adolescence, as a time of turbulence, exploration and coming
to terms with an adult identity, often results in leisure behaviour which is appealing
to those concerned with leisure as a "problem". Football hooliganism, glue sniffing,
teenage drinking, youthful sex, provide rich pickings as subjects of study. Women in
Arrnley too, isolated teenagers, particularly teenage boys, as being the age group with
the worst "leisure problem":
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"They drive us round the twist on a night, playing football on here ...
windows broken. My husband spends half his life with his head OUT: the
window watching his precious car ... Most Wednesday nights at the Youth
Club we've got seniors hanging about as soon as the juniors go home, 'Can
we come in for half an hour? - we've nowt else to do, we're bored'."

The presence of gangs of boys in the streets was often cited as a reason for older
women not venturing out at night, whilst the mothers of teenagers expressed a great
deal of concern:

"She wanted to do to a disco last night and I didn't want her to go.
I'm frightened now for her - it's not like when I was a kid. We
used to go on to the streets and never used to worry about it, but
you can't do that now."

"Each year we're going to have something new to combat ... you think
that your child wouldn't do that ... our Jane seems quite an intelligent
kid - she's no need to build up her confidence by smoking (dope)."

From the age of 13 onwards, mothers worried about their sons breaking the law and
about their daughters breaking sexual taboos. The level of provision for this age
group was severely criticised:

".... we used to take him to the Social Services Department but they
couldn't do anything, which to me seems wrong because there should
be something they can do for him."

"There doesn't seem to be any counselling for the lads. I know at the
centre we have the Youth Club which does help because it gets them off
the streets which keeps them out of trouble by giving them something to
do."

The Youth Clubs in Armley were lively, well attended places, which did not present
the dilemma to youngsters of being cast as 'clubbable' or 'unclubbable' as did the
youth clubs of the 1960's, which offered wholesome activities as an antidote to what
"youth" would get up to if left to its own devices. The observations of non-youthful
visitors are not accurate descriptions of what happens; one describes the scene:

"Young people, mostly boys, cluster round the walls, smoking and staring
into space, and the wide dance floor remains empty. That's all there
is to it - nothing else will happen. Eventually the music will be
turned, off and everyone will go home." (37)

It is not the aim of this research to find out what "happens" when large numbers of
young people interact, but it is certainly not the case that "nothing happens". Space
is all that is asked for: t

R: "What makes a good youth club?"
14-year old: "Being big and lots of room."

There was little alternative to the youth club:

"(We) play table tennis, listen to the records, talk to friends. It's
on Wednesday, Thursday, Friday and Sunday. I come every day. There's
nowt else to do. You're just out on the streets if you don't come."

"Drinking, drinking, drinking. There's nowt else to do for our age group.
Maybe a disco in town once a week but all the discos in town are for over
13s."

3ingo was for "old biddies". Only one girl, aged 18, played, at a workingmen's
club, to which she went with her father. What the teenagers wanted to talk about was
their experiences with drugs, with sex, and changing relationships with parents. It
is perhaps true to say that, just as Roberts sees recreation for adults revolving around
the 'big five1 of television, drink, tobacco, sex and gambling (38), the recreation of
teenage girls in Armley revolved around the 'big three' of drink, boys and discussion.
The latter was usually about adults, themselves, boys, jobs, sex.

16-year old: "....we've talked violence, let's talk about sex."
H: "Do you see the two as going together?"
1st: "Yes, violent sex." Cgiggles)
R: "How old are girls when they first start ....?"
1st: "About 12 or 13."

• 2nd: "You get a bad name if you sleep with somebody - like "slag" ....
if he's a blabbermouth he'll tell his mates."
1st: "You want to get somebody who doesn't tell anybody and who's really
ashamed afterwards."

2nd: "You go out with one boy and you think they might not be going out
with you for what you are, they're going out to see what they can get
from you."
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R: "So how old do lads tend to be when they first go out with girls?"
"Well, boys tend to mature a lot later than girls, I'm mature and
I'm 16."

At this stage girls find they still have more in common with other girls than with
boys; experiments with drugs tend to be carried out in single sex groups:

"we all ate these huge mushrooms and half of us were sick and the
other half, including me, thought we'd nix a bit with drinks and
ate all these magic mushrooms and .... all of a sudden I saw these
huge massive pigs flying about .. this tree flew down from the sky
and asked me for a light...."

Nearly all the teenagers interviewed lived with their parents, in varying degrees of
harmony. Some said that their relationship with parents had changed for the better
during adolescence, and that of others had deteriorated. ''Adult-baiting" was a source of
amusement:

"There was a woman on the bus tonight. I did a little dance for her;
oh,I do it because people look at me. I like to stand out, I like to
think I'd getting the attention of people in the street that stop and
stare at you and think "How disgusting! How terrible! How smelly I"
And I feel good."

Few of the questionnaire respondents were teenagers. The leisure time of the
youngest, aged 15 (case one) revolved around "the boyfriend"- he was seen every night
of the week. Case two, aged 19, but without a boyfriend, is a bingo player, probably
initiated by her mother. Case three provides what many leisure planners would regard as
a "good example", spending time learning new skills, not watching too much television,
playing no bingo, participating in pub gaaes and seeing friends. By the age of 20, more
women were living with partners, or married. Up until the late teens, leisure activities
are motivated by a group dynamic:

"To show off - it's like smoking. You start smoking to be big and
to be part of the crowd. To be part of the people that you go around
with. I mean if you went round with a group of teddy beys - I can't
say punks - oh yes, say punks - and they sniffed glue and took heroin
and you were just a. straight, normal person, natural coloured hair,
natural clothes, didn't swear, didn't smoke, I asean you wouldn't fit in.
And you see all your mates smoking and they say 'Go on', you say 'oil no'
and they say ' go on have one' and you say 'oh all right, just this once'
and you do it because you don't want to feel as if you daren't; you know
you don't want to feel a chicken ... you daren't smoke because you know
what harm it'll do to you and because if you get hooked on it then you
spend your money on it, but you do it to be part of a crowd. It's obvious
that people who do glue-sniff (I've done it myself) do it to experiment, to
see what it's like, to see if all the rumours are true, plus to fit in with
the crowd so you don't look odd because you aren't glue-sniffing, or some-
thing like that."

With the presence of a steady boyfriend, or the prospect of an engagement, same-sex
friends are seen less often: w „ ~>.

"You see less of each other. You think'I'11 go out tonight with
so-and-so and I'll go up and see her tomorrow,'and you don't go,
it just gees down the drain."

No longer teenagers, non-teenage behaviour is expected. The transformation is
remarkable. "What happens to Municipal Youth? As far as I can see most of them
marry young, settle into jobs and become ordinary grownups, acquiring good manners and
brains in their twenties." (39)

The Twenties

Women in their twenties made up 24% of the questionnaire sample. As a group, it
contained more variety than any other age group; 33% were unmarried and their leisure
revolved around courtship activities or trying to make contact with the opposite sex.
67% were married and 55% had young children. 47% worked full-time, 29% part-time,
and 23% were full-time housewives. As a whole, however, this group placed emphasis on
"socialising". Over one third said that their favourite way of spending an evening was
simply "with friends". Drinking at home and playing records was important, as was
"curled up with boyfriend watching t.v. after being out for a drink". 35% said that
their favourite way of spending an evening was at a restaurant. 37% visited a restaurant
once a month or more often, and 82% visited a pub at least once a month. (Tabla 3)
37% described themselves as "busy" and 43% said that they would like to go out more often
than they did. 57% were satisfied with the number of times they went out. The married
women with children aged less than five years, and the married women without children
spent a similar number of nights out of the home; those with children went out on 531* of
the evenings covered in the sample week, and those without children on 57%. Those with
children of school age went out far less, on only 20% of the evenings.
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The teenage years were looked back on in an ambiguous way. Respondents were
asked to specify at which age they had most enjoyed their leisure time and at which
they had enjoyed it least. Of all the least enjoyable periods, 61% were teenage
years, yet of all the most enjoyable periods, 72% were teenage years. When asiced
which leisure activities would be most missed if the respondent suddenly had to give
them up, one third mentioned physical activities - swimming, keep fit, "exercise",
squash - and a further 16% mentioned dancing. One mentioned bingo, but this occupied
only 23% once a month or more often. 62% never played and 13% rarely. Bingo was
described as "a moron's game of pure chance", "a game for older people", a waste of
money and time, dull and boring. One said "I've plenty of other things to do"; the
twenties age group did go out more often than any other group, apart from the teenagers.
CTable 3).

The Thirties

This age group comprised 29% of the sample, the largest group. They were all
married and 92% had children. They spent fewer nights out of the house (33%) than any
other group, and 61% said that they wished they could go out more often. 87% described
themselves as "busy", not busy going out but busy with home and children. 32% worked
full-time, 36% part-time and 32% were full-time housewives. For those in paid employment
especially, a large proportion of evenings is spent on housework (see case 29 in particular).
Over 80% of the women in their thirties had children of school age; this is the age at
which children appear to be most expensive to keep and at which more work - ironing and
washing - is associated with them. Favourite ways of spending an evening reflect the
workload; physical activities are no longer favoured, but "reading quietly", "relaxing
when possible", "with a good book and some chocolate", "drink at home listening to music"
are. 47% mentioned an activity which took place quietly at home, 14% mentioned dancing
and 25% a meal at a restaurant as favourite ways of spending an evening. Of activities
which would be missed, more mentioned reading than any other activity. Evenings out are
dependent upon baby-sitters or on husbands minding the children - case 23 takes it in
turns with her husband to go to the bingo and watch the children.

Compared with the twenties age group, fewer visit the pub (71% once a month or more),
fewer play bingo and fewer visit discos. (Table 4). This age group was more likely to
find bingo expensive than boring. Again, teenage years were looked back on in an
ambiguous way; one 30-year old said that the teenage years were the most and the least
enjoyable - "all that moping around and waiting for phone calls, etc." 86% of the worst
times were specified as the late 20's or 30's, whilst 80% of the best times were specified
as the teenage years and early 20's. Only 4% said that they enjoyed their leisure time
in their 30's more than at any other age. One divorced woman stated that the worst time
was "when living with my husband."

The Forties

This age group comprised 18% of the sample, and in many ways bore out the cliche
"life begins at 40". Whilst for those with young children, with full-time jobs,
evenings were spent doing housework (e.g. cases 51,54), for others, children were
sufficiently independent to allow mothers evenings out. More of this age group had
paid employment than any other group - 71% had part-time jobs, 25% full-time, and only
4% were full-time houswives, 37% of the sample's evenings were spent outside the home,
and 72% of the age group were satisfied with the number of times they managed to get out.
There was more involvement of this group in evening classes, community organisations and
with friends. All described themselves as busy and more than in any other age group
described their situation now -as the best period for leisure. The worst was again the
late twenties, "when kids were young." Eating out was again given high priority as a
favourite way of spending an evening, and this group more than any other did visit
restaurants. 56% ate out once a month or more often, and 44% visited a pub once a month
or more often. (Table 5). Involvement with bingo increased, as did visiting working men's
clubs. More activities were undertaken on a regular weekly basis in this group than in
any other, apart from the oldest age group, the 70 and 80-year olds. Spare time becomes
more "leisurely", it becomes possible to choose when to arrive home, whether to call in
at a pub for a drink and whether or not to go out at all.

The Fifties

The fifties age group comprised 8% of the total sample. The Rapoports characterise
this stage as overlapping with the end of the "mid-establishment phase" and the beginning
of the "pre-retirement phase". It is a time when children have perhaps left home to
lead independent lives, when the first signs of old age appear, and when, in some people,
there is an "unaccountable malaise". (40) "Quite often there is a feeling ... that they
have everything they want yet they are not happy...On the other hand, the period may be
grasped by husband and wife to change their lives away from the home as a central focus
and to develop new interests outside." Such a revival of interest in activities has
been noted in other surveys. (41)

The fifties age group did emerge as unsure of their leisure roles and relatively
dissatisfied. 87% said they wanted to go out more often than they did, with only 13"-
satisfied with the number of times they went out. Yet this group spent more evenings
out of the house (they went out on nearly half of all the evenings in the sample week)
than did the thirties or forties age groups. None specified their present age as the
one in which leisure time was enjoyed the most, and answers to open-ended questions
were vague. Some wrote "not sure" when asked what was their favourite way of spending
an evening.
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Most of the women in this age group had independent children, 40** had full-time
jobs, 40% part-time jobs, and 20% were housewives full-time.

It can be hypothesised that disengagement from dependent children and from paid
employment (relative to the forties age groun) brings a re-orientation and entails
adjustments which are difficult.

50% of this age group plays bingo once a month or lore often, but eating out,
going to the pub and the cinema are indulged in less often than the forties age group.
Women's groups associated with the church were largely made up of women ia their late
forties and fifties, but in addition to teenagers, it was the forties and fifties age
groups which were pointed to as having difficulties in finding things to do:

R: "What about women in their forties and fifties - what do they do?"
C: "Oh, goodness knows."

The Sixties

By the age of sixty, the period of re-orientation experienced in the previous decade
appears to have finished. This age group appeared to have adjusted to the physical
changes of aging, and to new roles, perhaps as grandmothers. The age of sixty is viewed
as a milestone, when change is expected. 66% of this group were content with the number
of times they went out in the evenings. Involvement in social clubs, working men's clubs,
and bingo is higher in this group compared to the fifties age group. 50% described the
period between 40 and 60 as the worst for leisure, and the best as either "when young",
"courting days" or "after sixty".

After the age of sixty, women can participate in the nany activities for old age
pensioners. Their activities are subsidised; at one community centre a group of women
ia their forties and fifties folded as a result of increased room hire charges, whilst
the GAP'S group simply became subsidised to a greater extent. Dancing re-emerges as a
favourite way to spend an evening; modern and old-time dancing is arranged at a number
of community facilities. This age group spent 57% of their evenings out of the home.
The only group to spend more evenings out was the teenage group. More activities were
undertaken with husbands than was so for the-fifties age group, and friends wera mentioned
more often.

Seventies and Eighties

The relative paucity of literature on the leisure of the elderly has been recognised
(42) but much of the research which has been carried out has been on the milestone of
retirement, of coping with the abrupt change in lifestyle and adopting meaningful activities
for a. retirement which could last more than 25 years. One enthusiast wrote recently;

"Retirement can be the start of "The Time of Your Life". That's the
theme of an exciting new handbook for retirement .... written to show
that being retired need not mean pottering about or getting ia the way
at home:" (43)

Another commented,

"Retired people, with time to spare, should go out and enjoy themselves,
says the Health Education Council, whose new booklet "Living with Age",
points out that retirement and old age can be a time of "enjoyable
leisure, when interests can be expanded and hobbies enjoyed to the full."
(44)

The trauma of retirement are real enough and women in Annlev certainly agreed
that they were not prepared for it:

"we could do with being educated before we retired."
"when you're getting near to retirement you think, oh, it's going
to be lovely, all day to myself, but this first year ....."

Thilst such a focus may be justified, retirement is only oce aspect of "leisure and
the elderly". Cocnenting on retirement. Joyce Grenfell remarked that it was like
"coming off the inter-city and getting on to the local". (45) Many women of present
post-retiring age never got on to the inter-city in the first place, and their concerns
may be quite different.

There appear to be three problems with the approach taken thus far by leisure
scholars. Firstly, old people themselves have little say in the planning of activities
designed for them. As the Director of Age Concern has written, "Perhaps the most
important perception to be missing is that of the elderly themselves." (46) One GAP
with a voice, Gladys Elder, is pessimistic about researchers hearing it and interpreting
it correctly: all too often, she writes, researchers are "class-bound, generation-bound
and intellectually bound .... Their academic training and lifestyle totally unfit them
for an undertaking of the lives a greater pronortion of the elderly have led. Experience
is the only reality." (47)
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Secondly, the economic position many old people find themselves in does not allow
much leisure expenditure. Whilst "old age appears to be the principal cause of poverty"
(48) and whilst elderly people do not turn on their heating so as to save money, they
are unlikely to spend money on hobbies and expanding their interests. Gladys Elder
writes, " 'Enjoy Your Age - don't look it' runs one advertisement. My aged friends are
fortunate if they can afford a lipstick from Woolworths." (49)

Thirdly, whilst elderly people are presented with possibilities for involvement in
physical activity, in classes and organised social activities, none of these "is likely
to satisfy one of the deepest needs of human beings - the need to be needed." (50)

Leisure for the older people, i.e. the seventy and eighty-year olds, in the question-
naire sample revolved around the television, with breaks to go to the club or to play bingo,
and to visit relatives for those with families. Television received 48% of the total
'mentions'. 70% of the older people lived alone, often in high-rise flats where they did
not know their neighbours. The isolation and loneliness of old people has been well
documented, isolation referring to measurable circumstances (possession of a car, telephone,
friends) and loneliness to feelings of aloneness. In one Age Concern Survey, 82% of the
elderly said loneliness is a major problem of old age. (51) One group of older people in
Armley was asked:

R: "Do older people expect to be lonely." "•'"..
"Well yes, you've had your life .... you can't expect to ...."
"Well you can sew and knit and embroider and what-not, but you're by
yourself, aren't you...."
"You've got to keep yourself going, you've got to get out, that's the
main thing, getting out. We've found that January and February are
the worse months, depressing - if you can get out, that's everything."

All too often elderly women do not "get out". 96% did not have a car in their house-
hold, and 73% of the activities which they mentioned took place in the home. Whilst time
may be spent outside the home during the day, all the elderly women expressed fears about
going out at night:

"There's a gang on Town Street that scare me a little bit if I go along
down to the bingo, a gang of lads all with cropped hair and bicycles,
and they ride along the pavement and if you don't get out of the way it's
just too bad."

The fear of violence and the fear of coming back to a burgled home keep up the
evening television viewing figures.

The 11 groups for OAP's in the area have their full quota of members and there is
unsatisfied demand for places. Senior citizens' clubs are the highlight of the week
for many, providing the opportunity for contact with others in a similar position, and
for a game of bingo, dominoes or cards.

That the social role of the elderly has changed was brought out by the women. One
elderly woman stated, "well there's nobody old these days". What she meant was that
no-one played the role of being old these days; a woman in her 30's clarified:

"My granny, when she was what, say 70, she was an old lady; she wore
a black dress. Well you wouldn't catch an old lady in a black dress
and sitting in a corner - I mean, she'd be up and doing."

The problem is that, whilst the role of the elderly has changed, with their useful-
ness in the extended family and the respect paid to them diminished, no positive role is
afforded them unless they themselves have the resources and ability to be "up and doing".
The 70 and 80-year olds spent only 24% of evenings out and 48% said they would like to
go out more often. Some spent every evening alone, watching television. The public
leisure life of the very old revolves around the social clubs and bingo; 72% play bingo
once a week or more, and 45% visit a social club once a week or more often.

Whilst the proportion of the elderly in the population is not expected to rise
dramatically between 1980 and the end of the century, the number of very elderly, as
a proportion of the elderly, is expected to rise, from 2.9% of the total population
in 1977 to 3.6% in 2001, and from 30% of all old people in 1977 to 38% in 2001. (50)
It is the very old, the 70, 80 and 90 year olds, who pose the greatest problems and
the greatest dilemmas.
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Table 3 : Visits to Selected Facilities by women aged 20 - 29

% Visiting

Restaurant
Pub
Cinema
Social Club
7ori:ing Men's

Club
Theatre
Disco
Bingo

Table 4 : Visits

% Visiting

Restaurant
Pub
Cinema
Social Club
forking Men ' 3

Club
Theatre
Disco
Bingo

Table 5 : Visits

% Visiting

Twice a
week

or more

_
23
-
6

_

-
6
3

to Selected

Twica a
week
or more

_
10
-
-

_

-
-
5

Once a
week

3
25
-
3

10
-
8

14

Once a
ronth

34
34
26
S

s
4
8
5

Facilities bv Women

Once a
week

2
22
5
5

12
-
-
10

to Selected Facilit

Twice a
week
or more

Once a
week

Once a
month

31
39
13
10

8
-
5
3

ies bv Women

Once a
month

Once or
twice a

year

43
8
41
22

14
22
26
6

apred 30

Once or
twice a
year

41
13
40
13

13
19
24
—

aged 40

Once or
twice a
year

Rarely

14
10
29
2C

20
25
31
9

- 39

Rarely

23
14
37
26

25
43
28
15

- 49

Rarely

Never

w 6
-
4
43

48
49
21
62

Never

3
2
5
46

4'?
38
43
67

Never

Restaurant
Pub 13
Cinema -
Social Club
forking Hen's

Club 13
Theatre
Disco
Bingo 13

8
18

9

8

48
14
13
9

9
4

19
2Q
18

13
34
30
8

5
18
47
14

5
23
18
4

13
18
20
50

52
39
52
63

Table 6 : Visits to Selected Facilities by Women aged 50 - 59

% Visiting Twice a Once a Once a Once or RarelyTwice a
week
or more

Once a
week

Once a
month

Once or
twice a
year

Never

Restaurant
Pub 10
Cineaa
Social Club 10
Working Men's _ 10

Club
Theatre
Disco
Bingo 10

10
10

20

10
10
5
25
20

10

20

40

10

20
20

10
30
25
5
10

15
30

30
40
60
SO
60

55
50
50



% visiting Twice a Once a
week week
or more

Restaurant - 10
Pub - 12
Cinema - -
Social Club 33
Working Men's

Club 22
Theatre ->,
Disco

Once a
month

12
-
-
-

_

-
-

Once or
twice a
year

22
-
-
-

_

23
-

Bingo 24 31 12

Table 8 : Visits to Selected Facilities by Women aeed 70

% Visiting Twice a Once a
week week
or more

Restaurant - 8
Pub 5 20
Cinema
Social Club 15 30
Working Men's

Club
Theatre
Disco
Bingo 27 45

Weekly Evening Timetables

Monday Tuesday Wednesday
1.
Watched Went to Went for a
TV with Youth Club walk and
boyfriend with boy- watch TV

friend with boy-
friend

2.
Watched Watched Watched TV
TV, went TV, went
to bed to bed

3.
'ent to Went to Went out
ballet college driving
school 4 for City
driving a Guilds'
lesson Fashion a

Design

Once a
month

21
-
-

10

..

-
-

Thursday

Went to ,
boyfriends
house and
watched TV

Watched TV

Went to
music coll.
for piano
lesson and
had driving
lesson

Once or
twice a
year

8
5
5
5

_̂
13
-
4

Friday

Went for
a walk &
watched
TV with
boyfriend

Went to
disco

Went to
boyfriends
4 watched
TV after
having
dinner

Rarely

45
78
78
12

10
44
-

- 83

Rarely

55
IS
5
5

5
43
-

Saturday

Went to a
party with
boyfriend

Watched TV
went to
pub

Went to
dinner
with
friends

Never

11
10
22
55

68
33
100
33

Never

3
55
90
35

95
44
100
24

Sunday

Went to
boyfriend's
for tea

Went to
pub and
social
club

Went to pu
with boy-
friend arid
friends.
Played
darts

Details

15.receptionist,
single,lives with
parents. Non-
driver, non-bingo
player

19,insurance
clerk, single,
lives with
parents. Non-
driver, bingo
player

assistant,lives
with parents.
Drives, non-
bingo player

with his
oarents
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Monday
4 .
Did my
washing
as usual ,
stayed in
watched
TV with
husband

5.
Made tea ,
washed up ,
tidied up.
Watched
TV. Bath

6.
Gardening,
housework

7.
'Stayed in
sewing &
reading

3.
Knitting,
watched
TV with
husband

9. -
Watched
TV by
myself

10.
Went to
a shoe
party

11.
Went to
Tupper-
ware
party

12.
Cooking,
housework
& watched
TV

Tuesday

Stayed in,
did house-
work,
watched TV
with my
husband

Same as
yesterday

Gardening,
swimming.

Went to
local for
a drink

Same as
yesterday

Played
records
with
husband

••

Went to
bingo

Put 1000
lottery
tickets in
envelopes
for
husband ' s
stall at
Bramley
Carnival

Went to
squash club
Sc watched
TV

Wednesday

Visitors
for tea.
Stayed in
all night ,
watched TV

Same as
vesterday
and did
washing

Swimming ,
housework,
ironing

Had hair
cut . Went
to local ,
game of
darts

Went to
bingo at
WMC with
husband
and Dad

Watched
TV by
myself

Watched TV
with
husband

Cleaned
front room
windows .
made tea
for
husband as
he was late
Ironed

Worked as
skin-care
demon-
strator

Thursday-

Went to my
Mother's
for tea

Same as
Monday

Swimming ,
housework.
Watched TV

Went to buy
bicycle.
Did some
sewing

Cleaned
room and
listened
to records

Went to
slimming
club

Played
cards with
husband

Knitted
& ironed

Visited
parents &
watched TV

Friday

Had a
night out
with
husband a
friends

Did all
housework,
made tea,
washed up.
Bathed.
Ironed.

Swimming,
housework,
washing

Swimming
and went
for walk

Knitting
watched
TV

'•Tent to
Mother ' s
house

Baked

Played
cosmic en-
counters
with
friends &
had drink
a supper

Watched
TV with
husband

Saturday

Had night
out with
rav family.
Had a few
drinks

Tidied up.
Shopping.
Made tea,
washed up.
Did washing
Watched TV

Read ,
watched TV

Went for
drink with
friends

Sewing
husband ' s
trousers
& watched
TV with
husband

Watched
TV with
husband

Went to
friend's

Fell into
bed

exhausted

Went to
scuash club
with
husband

Sunday

Went to my
sister' s.
Had quiet
night just
talking

Hung out
washing .
Titiied up,
cooking,
ironing,
bath.
Went out .

Enter-
tained
parents.
sister &
husband

Met friends
for a drink

Ironing &
watched TV
with
husband

Watched
TV by
myself

..',****=.>.-> >.#=* •

?7ent to
Mum and
Dad's

Knitted
while
watching
TV with
husband

Went to
church,
then
watched TV
with
husband

Details

20, light
engineer ,
married.
Rented fljt
no car, nan.
bin?ro plays

21 , press
operator,
married.
Own house,
one car,
bin^o
player

22 .personal
assistant,
lives witl
boyfriend.
Own house,
drives , not
bingo playt

23, clerk/
typist ,livi
with boy-
friend. 0»i
house , drivi
non-bingo
player

23, office
clerk pan-
time.marrii
children
under 5. 0
house , non-
driver , bin!
player

24,housewif
married,
children ui
5. Own honi
no car , noi
bingo playi

23,assistai
cook part-
married, a
children.
house, not
bingo play

25,playgro
assistant,
part -time,
married,
children 51
Own house,1
non-bin?"
player

25, secret*1
full-tii««'
married, *
children."
house, e*
non-bingo
player
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Monday
13.
Visited
relatives

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Went to
a gym

Went to a
dancing
class

Went
gym

to a Went out Watched
TV

Sunday

'."atched
TV

14.
Watched
TV

15.
Watched
TV with
husband

16.
Went for
car ride
with
family

17.
Watched
TV with
husband

18.
Dancing

Friends
called

Read Went out
for drink

Watched
TV

Watched
TV

Bingo Club on
own

Pub with
husband

Pub with
husband

Bingo and
pub with
husband

Went out
for meal
with
husband

Out with
husband

Visited
Grandad

Did some
gardening
then
watched TV

Watched
TV with
family

Shopping Went out
for drink
with
husband

Had friend Washed, Watched TV Same as Washed,
for supper, watched TV with yesterday watched TV
watched TV with husband with

husband husband

Rehearsal
for play

Appeared
in play

TV TV Dancing

Visited
sister-
in-law

Went to
pub,
watched
TV with
husband

TV

19.
Watched
TV

20.
Reading a
watching
TV

21.
Sunday
school
corres-
pondence
course
lesson

22.
Ironing.
Relatives
for tea

Friend
came for
evening

Ironing ft
watching
TV

Ironing
whilst
watching
TV with
husband

Dog to
vet ' s

Art pre-
view and
drinks with
friends

Can't
rein ember-
Watching
TV?

*

Bible
class

Sorted out
jumble.
Open night
at school

Watched
TV

Reading,
watching
TV

Vi

.#*

Meeting at
home of
colleague
from
Church

Gardening,
washing

Visitors Watched TV
Husband
working

Visited
my parents

Visitors Visitors

Ironing. Out with
Washing husband 8
hair a friends
bath
night

Housework Went out
with
friends

Watched
TV with
husband

Evening
Church
service.
Listened
to
records

Watched
TV with
family

Details

26.playgroup
leader part-
time, married,
children under
5 and 5-14.
Own house, car,
non-bingo
player

26,housewife,
married,
children under
5. Own home,
no car, bingo
player

26,housewife,
married,
children under
5 and 5-14.
Own house, no
car, bingo
player

26,housewife,
married,
children under
5. Own house,
car,non-bingo
player

27,housewife,
married,
children under
5. Own house,
car, non-bingo
player

27,housewife,
married,
children under
5. Own house,
car, non-bingo
player

28,housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car,
non-bingo
player

31.housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car,
non-bingo player

31 .housewife,
married,
children under
5, Own house,
2 cars, non-
bingo player

31, admin,
assistant, •
part-time,
married,
children 5-18.
Own house, car,
non-bingo player
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Monday
23.
Watched
TV with
husband

Tuesday

Watched
TV with
husband

Wednesdav Thursday Fridav Saturday

Watched
TV with
husband

'Vent to Took Went
bingo while children walking,
husband to cinema then
looked after to see watched TV
children. 'Superman' with
Watched TV Husband husband

went to
bingo

24.
Typing
class

Out Typing
class

Housework Typing
class

Bingo

Sunday

Went
walking
after tea.
Bath and
to bed

Visited
parents

25.
Ironing Watched
& watched TV and
TV read book

Housework
& did some
reading

Had dress
party

Had friend Watched
round for TV
drink of
sherry

Altered
two
dresses

26.
Washing Watched

TV with
family

Ironing Sewed Watched
TV-

book Went out

27.
Walked TV, read
dogs, book,
household walked
chores dogs

Out with
friends

2.8.
Open Uni.
study.
Went 1:0
pub with
husband

29.
Did the
washing

Darts &
dominoes
ream at
local pub
- lost;

Did the
ironing

Open Oni.
study.
Pub with
husband

Did the
bedrooms a

Open Uni.
study.
Watched TV
friends
called so
hs.d drink
with them

Did the
main

Walked Wrote TV, read
dogs, letters, book,
read book, read, walked
watched TV listened dogs

to records

Open Uni. Went out
study. for meal
Went to with
bed early husband

TV, read
book,
walked
dogs

Open Uni.
study.
Went tc ..-.
pub with
husband &
friends

Did the Did a very From 8p.m.
shopping hard jigsaw watched TV
a watched with the with the
TV with children family
family

30.
Work, Work,
slimming watched
club TV

31.
Washing, Read
wat ched 'Woman's
TV, read Own' and
papers papers

Went to
friend's
for a
chat

Work,
watched
TV

Work,
watched
TV

Watched
ironing

Watched TV
with
husband

School Open Sat talking Housework,Read papers Cooked for
Night. Read to father- read novel, ' relatives,
papers in-law. Did read Had drink

crossword, papers at home
read paners

Details

32.housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car
bingo player*
32, housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Council house,
one car,
bingo player

32, kitchen
assistant,
part-time,
married,
children 5-14.
Council house,
no car, non-
bicgo player

32,playgroup
assistant,
part-time,
married,
children 5-14.
Council house,
no car, bingo
player

32,secretary.
full-time,
married, no
children. Own
house, no car,
aon-bingo
player

Jfc

32, cashier ft
wages clerk,
full-time,
married, no
children. Own
house, no car,
noa-bingo
player

32. canteen
assistant, full
time, married,
children 5-14.
Council house,
car, non-bingo
player

33. unspecified
job, part-time
married, child'
under 5 - 14.
house, no car
bingo player

33, nursery
nurse, part-
time, married,
children 5-14.
Own house, no
car, non fain?0'
player
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Monday
32.
Watched
TV

33.
Ironing

34.
Pictures
St reading

35.
Watched
TV, read
a book

36.
Ironing,
read

37.
Watched
TV

38.
Night
school &
watched
TV with
husband

39.
Watched
TV

40.
Ironed,
made tea,
had bath
3k went to
bed

41.
fatched
TV

Tuesday

Ironed,
listened
to records

Watched TV

s

Knitting

Watched
TV, read
a book

Chatted to
neighbours,
read,
gardening

Watched
TV

Swimming
club with
children

Ironed &
watched
TV

Made tea,
watched
TV, went
to bed

Read a
book

Wednesday

Watched TV

Open even-
ing at
School.
Watched TV

Watched TV
with
husband

Watched
TV, read
a book

Gardening ,
read

Watched
TV and
went to
Open night
at school

Watched
TV

Went to
pottery
party

Tea, had
bath, went
to bed

Out with
friends

Thursday

Keep-fit
class

Played
squash

Went to
club with
my mother

Tent
shopping.
Watched
TV and
read book

Took Mum-
in-Law to
supermarket
she spent
evening
with us

Watched TV

«

Slimming
club

Watched
TV

1 "* . s .*

Went to
club

Watched
TV

Friday

Watched
TV

*.

Went to
caravan

hatched
TV with
husband
and did
knitting

Went to
pub

Took
children
to cubs
Jt visited
brother

Watched
TV

Knitted
& watched
TV with
family

Cleaned
cooker &
washed

•'•'••- ""
Did week-
end
shopping

Out for
a meal

Saturday

Visited
parents

Went for
a walk.
Watched TV

Went to
club with
husband

Watched
TV and
read book

Had friends
for supper

Went out
for drink
with
family

. • •:' 1*

Watched TV
with
family

.
', " T' *•• • ' '

Went for
drink

T *"

Tent for run
in car, had
supper , went
to bed

went to the
club

Sunday

Visited
in-laws

watched
TV

Watched
TV and
knitted

"'atched
TV and
read book

Had Mum St
Dad for
tea and
evening

"atched
TV

Late
return from
day out , &
then
watched TV
with family

Visited
family

Did
garden

r»

Did some
knitting

Details

33 .housewife,
married .
children 5-14.
Own house , one
car, non-bingo
player

33 .housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house , one
car, non-bingo
player

34, cleaner,
part-time,
married ,
children 5-14.
Own house , no
car, bingo
player

33, cashier,
full-time,
married ,
children 5-18.
Council house,
no car, bingo
player

35, housewife,
married,
children 5-14.
Own honse , car ,
non-hingo
player

36, dinner lady,
part-time,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house , no
car, bingo
player

36, works in
husband ' s
shop , part-
time, married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car,
non-bingo player

36, dinner lady,
part-time,
married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car,
bing'o player

37, housewife,
married,
children 5-18.
Own house , car ,
bingo player /

37, housewife,
married,
children under
5-14. Own house,
car, non-binfro
player
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Monday Tuesday Wednesday
42.
Watched TV Watched TV Watched TV

Thursday

Tatched TV

43.
Watched TV hatched Went to

see father
Went for
a walk

44.
Watched TV Sewing on

machine
and TV

Gardening Washing
watched TV and TV
with family

45.
Watched TV Went
with visiting
husband friends

46.
Watched TV Watched TV

47.
Watched TV Walking

with
husband

48.
Watched Listened
TV with to nusic
husband 4 with
family husband

Went to
Ladies'
Night at
Liberal
Club

Watched TV

Went for
a walk

Watched
TV with
husband

Went to
a club

Watched
TV

Visitors

49.
Went out
for drive

Went out Went to
for drive nusic
with evening
husband

50.
Watched TV TV TV

Went to
visit
parents
with
husband

Watched
TV and
ironed

Bingo

51.
Delivered
Avon
cosmetics

Visited Watched
sister-ia- TV and
law and ironed
friend

Keep-fit

Friday Saturday Sunday Details ,jj

Watched watched TV Watched 37,shaft lifter
TV TV full-time,

married,
children 15-18.

w Own house, one
car, bingo player

Watched Pub Cinema 37, factory
TV worker, full-

time, married,
children 15-18.
Own house, one
car, non-bingo
player

Shopping Went for a
£ ironing drink with

husband &
friends

Went to Went to
Conser- Conser-
vative vative
Club Club

Travelled 38, machine
home from operator, part-
caravan time, married,

children 15-18+
Council house,
car, bingo

Went to
Social
Club

Watched Watched TV Went to
TV a club

Went for Gardening Went for
a drink a drink

Talked &
listened
to music
with
husband

Went out
with
friends

Visitors

Went out
with
husband

Talked fc
listened
to music
with
husband

Watched
TV

Bingo Went out "ent out

Read
book

Ironing
sewing
watching
TV

Prepare
for Play-
School
(work)

»ent for Went to
a walk, bingo
called in watched
at pub TV

Went to
club,
played
bingo Sc
had drink

Watched TV
with
husband £
read book

Watched
TV, read
library
book

Went to
club

Went to
club

39, job not
specified, full-
time, married,
children 5-14.
Own house, car,
bingo player

39, cleaner,
part-time,
married,children
18+. Own house,
car, bingo player

40, clerk, full-
time, married,
children 15-13.
Council house,
no car, bingo
player

40, shop asstnt.-
part-time .married
children 5-18.
Own house, car,
non-bingo player

41, wag-es cleric,
part-time .married
children 15-18+
Own house, car,
non-bingo player

40, weaver,full-
time, married,
children 18+
Own house, 2 cars
bingo player

42, playgroup
leader, part-
time, married,
children under 5
£ 15-18+. Own
house, no car,
non-bingo player

43 .school meals
supervisor , full'
time, married,
children 15-18+
Rented house, BO
car,bingo plays'1
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Monday
53.
Gardening Watched TV
Watched TV

Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Fridav Saturday Sunday Details

54.
Wash Iron

Park with
daughter
watched TV

Wash

Gardening
watched TV
with
daughter

Iron

Visited
a friend

Clean

Visited
mum & dad

Watch TV

Itfatched
TV with
family

Work all
day

55.
Night
school

56.
Cleaning
a ironing

Worked in
garden

Knitting

Went to Baby-sat
friend's to for
watch video daughter
last episode and
'A Town Like husband
Alice'

Watched TV
a knitting

Met friend
and went
for drink

Had Baby-sat Watched
friends for friend TV
to stay
over for
weekend

Ran bingo Went out Went out
for church for meal for meal-
funds with son's

friends- birthday
anniversary treat -
celebration party of

six

43,housewife,
married,
children 5-18.
Own house, one
car, bingo player

44-, catering
manageress, full-
time, married,
children 5-13+.
Own house, no car,
non-bingo player

45, office work,
part-time, married,
children 18+
Own house, no car,
bingo player

45,wages a accounts
clerk, full-time,
married,children
15-18. Council
house, one car,
bingo player

57.
Ironing
to 9pm
husband ' s
supper
bed

Out for
a meal

Went for
drive a
drink &
Brownies

Ironed a
watched TV

Housework Out for
crossword meal
and TV

58.
Ironing, Went to
put it park,TV
all away, and read
read

59.
TV TV

Baked 2
cakes a
tarts,
watched
TV, read

TV

60.
Visited Cleaning,
house-bound TV
lady, TV,
ironing

61.
Watched TV Ladies'

night
at club

62.
Did part- as
time work Monday
(cleaning)

TV
washing

Club with
husband

Evening
class,
dress-
making

Cut lawn,
watered
flower-
beds

Keep-fit
class

Shopping
at super-
market ,
ironing

TV

Cleaned watched TV
bedrooms, trimmed
bathroom, roses
stairs

Washing Cricket
club

Cleaning, Played
washing badminton

63.
Singo Gardening 3aby-sat

Part-time
work

Gardening,
watched TV
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Visited
friend

Watched
TV with
daughter

Club with
husband

Watched TV
with
husband

Housework Watched TV

Ironing 45,shorthand-
and TV typist, part-

time, married,
children 5-14
a 18+. Own house,
car, non-bingo
player

Watched 47,dinner lady,
TV, did part-time,
week's married,
washing children 5-14 &

18+. Own house,
no car,non-bingo
player

TV 47,cook, full-
time, married,

"" ••-. * children 5-14.
Own house, oar,
non-bingo player

Sewing, 48, kitchen
TV supervisor, full-
ironing time, married,

children 18+. Own
house, 2 cars,
non-bingo player

Club with 48,press operator,
husband a full-time,married,
friends children 18+. Own

house, one car,
bingo player

Watched 49, cleaner,part-
TV with time, married,
husband children 15+.

Own house, no
car, binpo player

Watched 51, despatch clerk,
TV and full-time, married,
ironed children 18+. Own

house, car,
player



Monday
64.
AGM Scout
Ass ' a .
meeting

65.
Night
school,
then TV
with
family

Tuesday

Stayed in
Sk washed
& pressed
Guide
uniforms
for band

Went with
husband to
local to
meet friends

Wednesday

Helped at
3t .Bart ' 3
church
bingo

Drink at
local,
watched
TV with
husband

Thursday Friday Saturday

Watched TV Girl- Played
with family Guide binge

night

Sunday Details

66.
Went to Knitted, Went to
Naturalist watched TV, ladies'
meeting read book meeting
with at Chapel
husband

67.
Ironed Biago TV

Went to
local,
friends
husband

Knitted
watched
with
husband

Read a
book

Went out
met with
with husband

& Sewing,
TV knitting,

watched
TV with
husband

Baked

Went out
for meal
with
daughter
a son-in
-law

Reading,
knitting

Washing

Went to
local
with
husband

Went to
Chapel
with
husband

TV and
played
cards

68,
Pottery
class

69.
Wacched
TV with
husband

70.
Biago

Knitting &
watched TV
with
husband

Visited
friends

Watched

Sequence
dancing

Watched
TV with
husband

Church

Played
dominoes

Visited
daughter
& family

Met

Enter-
tained
family

TV

Biago

Watched
TV and
read

Went for
drink with
friends

Visited

Walking

Watched
TV with
husband

Church

71.
Watched
TV with
husband

TV

Biago at
Church
hall

72.
Whist Modern
drive with sequence
husband dancing

with
husband

73.
Went Co
Morecambe

74.
Watched
TV

I O,
TV

Ladies'
club

Toe H
meeting

TV

bingo

Watched
TV with
husband

Church
bingo
with
husband

Watched
TV

TV

Bingo

friends

Watched
TV with
husband

Modern
sequence
dancing

Over-60'
club

Visited
friend

Visited
friend

friends

Watched Bingo at
TV with club with
husband husband

Meeting 52,school meals
at my supervisor,
home with time, married,
Leaders children 18+. i
of Scouts house, car,
& Guides olaver

52.housewife,
married,children
15-18+. Own hous,
no car, non-
bingo player

54, housewife,
married, no
children. Own
house, no car,
non-bingo olayer

58, cleaner,part
time, children
18+. Council hom
no car, bingo
player

59.housewife,
married,
children 18+. 0»i
house, no car,
non-bicgo player

64. housewife,
married,
children 18+.
Own house, no
car, non-bingo
player

65, housewife,
widow, children
18+, lives alons
Own house, no ot
bingo player

Bingo at 66, housewife,
club with married,
husband children 18+. 0«

house.no car ,bin{i
player

Visited Played Watched 66, housewife,
friend, bridge with TV married,
collected husband and children 13+.
by friends Own house, car,
husband bingo player

Watched Visited Bingo
TV friends

TV Visited Church
friend

TV TV

57, single,
lives alone.
Council flat,
no car, bingo
player

63, widow, no
children, lives
alone, Council-
flat, no car,
bingo player

71, widow, livei
alone, children
18+. Council
flat, no car,
bingo player
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heals
Monday

76.
Watched
TV alone

77.
TV

Tuesday

Went to
bingo,
prizes

TV

Wednesday

Dancing

TV

Thursday

Stayed in,
watched TV

TV

Friday

Prize
bingo

TV

Saturday

Watched
TV

TV

78.
Watched TV,
TV, club, knitting
knitting

TV,club

79.
Watched
TV

80.
Watched
TV, sat
in garden
read book

81.
Morecambe
all day

TV

Went out

Visited
daught er

TV

Sat in
garden,
watched
TV,read

TV

TV,
knitting,
shopping

TV

Read book

TV

TV, TV,
gardening,gardening,
knitting knitting

Sunday Details

Watched 73, widow, lives
TV alone, children

18+. Council flat
no car, bingo
player

TV 73, widow, lives
alone, children
18+. Council flat,
no car, non-bingo
player

TV, 73, widow, lives
knitting, alone, children
gardening 18+. Own house,

no car, bintro
player

TV

Watched
TV,read

TV

TV

Watched
TV, read

Spent with
neighbour

TV

Watched
TV, read

Church

82.
Reading, Monthly
watching meeting
TV of W.I.

Read the Happy
paper & Circle,
watched TV TV

Went baby Went out
sitting for tea

with
friends

Had
friends
to tea,
watched
TV •

73, married,
children 18+. Own
house, no car,
bingo o layer

73, widow, lives
with children 18+.
Own house, no car,
bingo player

73, widow, lives
alone, children
18+. Council flat,
no car, bingo
player

73, widow, no
children. Council
house, no car,
bingo player

83.
Played
cards

84.
Watched
TV

Knitted a
crocheted

Read

Coach trip Watched
TV, read

TV Went out

85.
Ironed &
read
paper

Watched
TV and
read paper

Watched
TV and
read paper

Watched TV
and read a
book

Watched
TV and
read
paper

Watched TV
and wrote
letters

86.
TV with
husband

87.
Watched
TV alone

88.
TV

Women'3
guild

Watched
TV alone

TV

Watched TV
with
husband

Watched
TV alone

TV

Church
meeting

Watched
TV alone

Chat with
friends

Played Went to Enter- 74, widow, lives
cards a gala tained alone, children

family 18+. Own house,
no car, bingo
player

TV Went out Visiting 77, widow, lives
alone, no children.
Council flat, no

" car, bingo player

Chanel 77, married, ao
children. Own
house, no car,
bingo player

Watched Watched Visited 77, married,
TV with TV with son children 18+.
husband husband Own house, car,

non-bingo player

Watched Watched Watched 78, widow, no
TV alone TV alone TV alone children. Council

flat, no car,
bingo player

TV TV TV 78, widow, lives
alone, children

. , < - . . . " • 18+_ Council flat,
' no car, bingo

player
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Monday Tuesday
89.
Watched Watched
TV TV

Wednesday Thursday

90.
Went to
Community
Club

Watched
TV

Went to
Armley
community
Club

Watched
TV, read

Watched
TV

Club

91.
Played TV,
cards with crochet,
friends, radio
radio

Watched TV,
TV, • radio
crossword
puzzle,
radio

Friday

Watched
TV

Watched
TV,read

Friends
in my
home,
radio

Saturday Sunday Details

Watched went to 79, widow, lives
TV Canal alone,children

Gardens 18+. Council flat
no car, binsro

*• player

Watched Went to 82, widow, lives
TV Club alone, children

18+. Council flat
no car, bingo
player

Visited Went to S3, •'idow, lives
relatives, christen- alone, children
crossword, ing party, 18+. Own house,
radio radio no car, bingo

player
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The Activities

Roberts has written, "Leisure is not so much a matter of sport, the countryside
and the arts, as television, alcohol, tobacco, sex and gambling." (53) It was
certainly the case in Armley that leisure for women was far removed from sport, the
countryside and the arts. The following section, "women and sport" illustrates the
low involvement of women as participants in sport, whilst tries to the countryside were
not at all common. Seven years ago, in 1975, amongst a working class sample it was
found,

"Days out in the countryside seemed to be a thins? of the past for
those with, as well as those without, cars .... even going to the
park could turn out to be expensive in terns of food, ice-creans,
and entertainment for the children." (54)

A more recent survey, in 1981, showed that the recession had brought "a major change in
the way we spend our spare time" with regard to day-tripping. Admissions to historic
buildings, zoos and museums fell against price increases of 243* in visiting a Department
of the Environment property, 118% in visiting a National Trust property and of 113*̂  in
visiting privately owned property (since 1977) (55). The proportion of the population
which makes such visits is small, as is that which supports "the arts".

Visits to art galleries, opera, ballet and the theatre were not popular pastimes
in Armley. Lack of involvement in "the arts" can be related to the lack of what Bordieu
terms "cultural capital":

J: "I think if I got the chance I would go somewhere other than the bingo.
Like if there was a good play on - but I've never been and I'm one of
these people who's afraid of going somewhere new, going for the first time.
When you get the paper and you see what's on and who's in it, they don't
say what it's about, so you can't decide whether to go or not."

R: "So you tend not to go to the theatre in Leeds?"

J: "No, I've never been. I've been to the pictures but I don't
go there very often either."

Another woman describes taking her bingo playing grandmother to the theatre:

"My grandma enjoys it (bingo). A lot of her friends go there and it's
probably the only time she sees them during the week, and she meets
different people. I think old people tend not to enjoy going to the
pictures quite as much. I've said to my grandma 'I'll take you to the
theatre'; in fact, last Wednesday I took her to a concert that was on
at Park Lane College - Ivor Novello's 'The Dancing Years' - and she
came with me; she didn't seem all that pleased to go. I booked for us
both and we went there and sat (Gary ran us down in the car) and we sat
all the way through it and there were muffled groans every so often of
disgust and I don't think she enjoyed it at all. It was only an amateur
production but I thought they were quite good for amateurs and my grandma
was quite disgusted at some of the actors and some of the things they said
in it and she was tut-tutting rather loud, and rattling her sweet papers,
and by the end of the evening I wished I'd never bothered. I thought, 'I
should've taken her to bingo; she'd have enjoyed it far more.' "

Thus the majority rarely or never went to the theatre. (Table 9)

Table 9 Attendance at the theatre - by age group

Twice a
week
or more

Once a
week

Once a
month

Once or
twice a
year '

Rarelv Never

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69

70 - 83

5
10

23
19
34
20
23

13

25
33
22
20
44

43

49
48
39
50
33

44

Neither is leisure a matter of sport or physical activity -

Women and Sport

The effect of sports involvement on levels of well being has perhaps never been
as emphasised as it is in the 19.80's. "Sport involvement is a stronger predictor of
well being than are age, education, occupation and general social participation." (56)



Greater involvement in sport is seen as inevitable in an age of ''leisure explosion"

"We are moving towards an exciting and unexpected change in our life-
styles , a change brought about in the coming decades by our leisure
activities and sports and athletics. We are moving towards a climate
that will breed another more physical, and because of that, more
intellectual and spiritual man." (.57)

It is significant but not surprising that this last quotation is couched in masculine
terms; whilst the benefits of sports participation are recognised, the fact remains that
certain sections of the population are much less involved in sport than others, notably wom
"We" are not moving towards "an exciting and unexpected change in our lifestyles" - only
some of us are.

It has become a cliche in the literature that women's position with regard to sport
sums up every aspect of their position in society at large. The last quotation itself
demonstrates the "invisibility" of women. Others have shown how:

"sport ia our society is male-dominated. It is a male preserve. As
in so many other aspects of social life, males predominate, not because
of physical superiority, but because the whole society is organised on a
basic family unit which restricts female identity and classifies as non-
female the qualities which are required to be successful in sport." (53)

It is not intended here to explore the reasons why women are excluded from sport, but
to provide examples of that exclusion, in the non-participatory roles which women olay.
Talbot and others (59) have stressed the importance of discussing women and sport rather
than women ia sport. Women are more likely than not to be outside soort, whilst women
and sport acknowledges the range of roles which women play in relation to sport, as
participants, spectators, on-lookers, sports widows, servicers and so on.

The Participant

Respondents were asked a number of questions regarding sports involvement - whether
they belonged to a sports club, or took part in any sport, what these sports were and how
often they were engaged in., whether they went to watch sport and how much they enjoyed
watching sport on television.

Baldly stated, the figures for involvement in sport are misleading. 37°?, of the
questionnaire sample said that they took.part in some sport. A total~of 14 outdoor and
5 indoor sports were mentioned (Table 10). However, an analysis of the frequency of
involvement shows that less than 5% incorporate active sport into their weekly routine;
also respondents who were involved in one sport were likely to be involved in others.

The most frequently mentioned sport was swinning - mentioned by 27", though this
often meant supervising children in the pool or teaching them to swim.

Table 10 : Sports involvement and frequency of participation

Sports and
activities
mentioned:

"Outdoor"
Swimming
Badminton
Judo
Tennis
Golf
Jogging
Horse Hiding
Bowling (crown)
Bowling (10 pin)
Walking
Water Skiing
Squash
Pot Holing
Keep-Fit
"Indoor"
Dominoes
Pool
Snooker
Darts
Table Tennis
Billiards

Participating

27
3.3
0.6
2.5
1.8
1.8
3.1
0.6
0.6
3.9
0.6
3.2
0.6
1.9

1.2
3.3
1.2
2.4
0.6
0.6

% Participating

Several
times a
week

2.6
0.6
0.8

1.2

1.3

0.8

1.3

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

Every one
or two
weeks

7.4
1 .8

1.8
0.6
0.6
0.6

0.6

1.3

0.6

0.6
2.1

1 .2

Every
few

months

11.9

1.9

0.6

0.6

0.8
1,3

Infrequently

4.6
0.9

0.6

1.9

0.6

0.6
0.6

0.6
0.6
0.6
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2.6% went to the swimming baths several times a week, 7.2% every one or two weeks and
11.9% every few months. Other sports were engaged in by much smaller numbers.
Badminton and squash ranked second, excluding 'walking'. The survey was carried out
during the months of April, May and June, when it could be expected that involvement
in 'summer sports' such as tennis would be increasing. Involvement in "indoor" sports
and games was no greater; 3.3% played pool and 2.4% darts. As active participants
the involvement of women is minimal. Women are much more likely to play one or more
of the following roles:

The Past Participant

For many, sports involvement began and ended with school. For all the women,
school leaving (usually at 15) abruptly halted any participation. Involvement may have
recommenced at a later stage and in a different form, but for all there was a lack of
continuity, with skills once learnt lying unused or forgotten. In discussion with
teenage girls, some of whom were still at school, interest in sport was low. Amonpst
the reasons for disliking P..E. lessons were:

"You think, I'm going to work (soon). I'm too old to do that.
Just think of all the other things I can do."
"Then you do it at school you're part of the team and you want to be
treated as an individual and the teacher doesn't have the time."
"We used to go. She (P.E. Teacher) wanted us to enjoy ourselves and
we did what we liked doing. That made it better all round."
"We think it's good to knock off." (play truant)

Towards the end of their school career, the girls would "knock off" as much as
they could. P.E. lessons were perceived as being easier to truant from than other
classes. Truanting allowed the girls to pursue their long term careers - marriage:

"When you've knocked off, what do you do?"
"Just go t'park or talk t'lads."

A small number of the teenagers who had recently left school had been highly involved
in competitive sport:

"I swam for Great Britain. I was in the trials'for trampolining for
Great Britain and I was in the trials for swimming for Great Britain."
"Why did you give it up?"
"Because my dad left my mam and took the car and we didn't have no
transport to get to swimming."

This girl, too, had been involved at a competitive level and described the feeling of
achievement:

"And when you get through to things like that, like national, and the -
photographer's there you geel good because you feel you've done something
for your country and Leeds. You feel good because ... it just makes you
feel good."

She had given up her sport as "it's expensive and I couldn't afford it." Thus, for
superficially trivial reasons, two promising sports careers had been curtailed, whilst
their classmates had gone through a process of gradual disengagement from sport
culminating in leaving school. The older age groups (22 - 50), looking back to their
school days saw any sport which they might have been involved in then as unrelated to
their present experience. In asking about "past sports involvement" sport played at
school would not be recalled without further probing. Former participation would be
downplayed:

"I've never been a participator in sport. Well .... those days are long
past - I used to play in Leeds City netball team when I was a gangling
schoolgirl." ^ '

Evaluation of sports experience at school tended to be in terms of how good they had
been, and not how much they had enjoyed it. It was felt that if one was not "good"
at sport, one could not enjoy it. The facilities at the schools attended militated
against becoming "good":

"I used to like rounders and netball. Mind you, our P.E. at Armley Park
(school) was going running up to Gotts Park and back and that were it."

, # ̂ '
Parent and Servicer

The parental role of child bearing and child rearing restricts women's own sports
involvement in a number of ways. The physical changes brought by pregnancy, together
with attitudes towards the body (36% of the sample described themselves as "overweight")
generate inhibitions which are difficult to overcome. Full-time responsibility for
children means that when a woman does have time off from her children it is used for
essential chores, not physical recreation. The children's needs come first:
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"You tend to do things that you can take the children to, like swimming,
whereas with these sports centres you've got to arrange for a babysitter."
"You spend a lot of time taking them (children) and doing what they want
to do."

The other, male, parent is less likely to have his leisure activities interrupted by
the arrival of his offspring:

"My husband can afford to go to Elland Road but he can't afford to give me
a bit extra."
"Do you ever go with him?"
:'I used to go before I had these two. I used to enjoy it. I used to go
to away matches, but it's taken for granted that you'll have to stop at
home, and any arrangements they've made you have to stop at home."

34% of the questionnaire sample with husbands replied "Yes" to the question "Does your
husband play sports regularly?" The husband's sports involvement is serviced by his
wife's "willingness" to continue the job of running the home and looking after children,
sc enabling him free time. Where husbands are heavily committed to a sport, conflict
often arises:

"He goes training on a Thursday night and plays on a Saturday afternoon
and a Sunday morning. ^Ve have endless arguments about that. He does
work late quite often so he doesn't get to see Joanne (child) during the
week and I think weekends, at least one full day at the weekends, should
be with the family."

This woman had managed to persuade her husband to spend one day with the family, but:

"It was so hard to do it, to tear himself away, and all the way to
Whitby he was saying "I could be playing football now"."

Often women tamper their irritation at being "sports widows" by convincing themselves that
"it's good to have other interests":

"I mean I have other interests and hobbies, so I don't see why he shouldn't
have."
"What do you do then?"
"Well actually I like dressmaking and things like that, so it's mainly
within the home."

This woman saw it as fortunate that her interests could take place within the home:
the point is that it would not be possible for her to spend a similar amount of time
training or playing or to expect the husband to service her involvement in the same way.
For some of the women, however, children presented new opportunities and a re-discovery
of sport:

''Children help you discover all sorts of things. You wouldn't dream
oi going cut and putting a pair of ice skates on but when you've got
children with you you don't think twice about it."

For others, involvement is vicarious or fired by the determination to give a child
opportunities denied to the parent:

"I was 12 or 13 when I learnt to swim and I always hated it because I
wasn't in with my friends - they could all swim and I couldn't. Once
I learnt to swim it was OK but while I couldn't swim and all my friends
could, it was awful. I'm determined she's going to at least get used
to the water, even if she can't swim. She can at least get used to
going to the baths, and it will be a pleasant experience for her rather
than something she hates doing."

For this woman, the inability to swim came across strongly as an exclusion from a social
group rather than as exclusion from a physical skill. *

The Spectator

This category includes two types of sports watcher - the active spectator, the person
who goes along to watch a cricxet or a football match, and the by-stander - the observer
of others . Perhaps the first can be called a positive role and the latter a negative one,
which is summed up by this woman:

"Men can go into working men's clubs and play snooker, billiards. If
a woman goes in with her husband she just has to sit there while hs
has his game."

27*3 Of the sample said they went as spectators to sports events. A more usual
form of spectating (or"by-standing"?) was through the television. 25% said thev liked
watching "most" sports, 52% liked watching "some" sports and 13% 'none". Wat'ching sport
on television, however, may or may not be an indicator of interest:

"I'm not all that keen on football, but I watch it."
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Most of the contact women have with sport is through the television. The effect
of seeing professional sportspeople, and the poor coverage of women's sports (apart from
those which reinforce a feminine role such as gymnastics) means that women are conscious
of the highest levels of skill compared to their own attempts and of the masculinity of
sport. This masculinity is sometimes used to explain non-involvement:

"(Squash) is mostly for men isn't it - you don't get many women
playing squash. It's an energetic game."

Women slip into the role of spectator so easily that they assume that inquiries about
their interest in sport refer to their spectator role:

T: "I like snooker, that's my favourite. I watch a lot of snooker."
R: "Do you play snooker?"
T: "No, I don't play it, I Just watch it. I'd like to be able to
play snooker.... I've tried a few times but I wasn't any good at it...
I've never managed ... the ball always manages to come off the table
(laugh). I'm not much of a sporty type."

The Big Five

If leisure in Armley is not about sport, the countryside and the arts, it is about
being with people, watching television, reading, drinking and playing bingo. These
constitute the "big five" for women in Armley, together with a host of subsidiary
activities. All the activities which were mentioned in the sample weeks of respondents
are listed (Table 11) together with the percentage of "mentions" received by each.
These are then discussed separately.

t

1

n

1

Television

|

oth_er home based:
Knitting
Sewing
Gardening
Games (chess, ludo,

crosswords, etc)
Hobbies
Study
Reading

Total:

Housework :
Ironing
Washing
Cleaning
Baking
Others

Total:

Non-Home Based:
Club
Bingo club
Pub
Cinema

L Theatre
p Whist drive

Dancing
L Disco
P Meetings

Church
Watching sport
Restaurant
Evening class
Parties
"Out"

Total:

of Total

33.6

3.3
2.5
1.9

1.3
0.08
0.4
5.3

15.3

4.2
2.4
1.0
0.3
2.4

10.3

3.3
2.3
4.4
0.4
0.2
0.08
0.8
0.4
1.4
1.1
0.2
0.3
1.9
1.1
2.8
21.2

% of Total

Physical activity:
Walking 1 . 0
Swimming 0.5
Ice Skating 0.08
Badminton 0.1
Jogging 0.08

, "Exercises" 0.2
— . Total: 1.96

"People" :
Friends ' 6.3 (ô t

h°me 4'̂ )

-4 T , . * — t A"t born© 2.3,.Relatives 4.7 (,>,,.». 04)
\.l\i \, & e ̂

Total: 11.0

Other Activities:
Shopping 1.0
Parents Evening

(school) 0.4
Babysitting for

others 0.4
Work 3 . 2

5.0
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It can be argued that the leisure of women with husbands and children accommodates
the leisure of other people more than does that of any other group. It is perhaps not
surprising that women stressed the importance of "people" in their perception of what
leisure meant. as they are not faced with a choice of with whom to spend their leisure,
and neither have they particular experience of solitary pursuits. Leisure surveys are
not particularly adept at capturing the "people" dimension of leisure; the focus is on
activities and not on people who undertake particular activities in order to interact in
particular ways. Interaction with others may be played down by respondents themselves;
"chatting" or talking to a range of people is aot regarded as "doing something". In the
"sample evenings" people were only mentioned, with a handful of exceptions, when action
was involved - "visited mum and dad", "friends came and had drinks". Talking with
husbands and children was never mentioned.

The ways in which women interact with other members of the household, and the way
the family is organised, structure whatever leisure women enjoy. Bott's series of
comments about household organisation, made in 1957, provide a working model that is
still useful 25 years later. (60) She classifies the organisation of family activities
into "complementary", "independent" and "joint organisation".

"In complementary organisation, the activities of husband and wife are
different and separate but fitted together to form a whole. In independent
organisation, activities are carried out separately by husband and wife
without reference to each other, in so far as this is possible. la joint
organisation, activities are carried out by husband and wife together, or the
same activity is carried out by the other partner at different times. All
three types of organisation were found in all families. In fact, familial
tasks could not be carried cut if this were not so. But the relative amounts
of each type of organisation varies from one family to another. The phrase
'segregated conjugal role-relafionship1 is here used for a relationship in
which complementary and independent types of organisation predominate. Husband
and wife have a clear differentiation of tasks and a considerable number of
separate interests and activities. They have a clearly defined division of
labour into nale tasks and female tasks. They expect to have different leisure
pursuits, and the husband has his friends outside the home and the wife has hers.
The phrase 'joint conjugal role-relationship' is here used for a relationship in
which joint organisation is relatively predominant. Husband and wife expect to
carry out many activities together with a minimum of task differentiation and
separation of interests. They not only plan the affairs of the family together
but also exchange many household tasks and spend much of their leisure time
to-gether. In activities such as recreation, including here entertaining and
visiting people as well as hobbies, reading, going to the cinema, concerts, and
so forth, there was so much variation that it is impossible to say that one form
of organisation was consistently dominant in all families."

Variation was also the key word in describing families in Armley. However, it can be
said that more households were organised on a "joint" basis than on a "segregated basis".
It emerged strongly in the "typical weeks" that the leisure time of married women revolved
around the marriage partnership. The impression is very different from that gained from
community studies of the 1950's where leisure time was almost totally segregated:

"The culturally established centres of leisure time activity are located
outside the home and for the most part they are exclusively male
institutions." (61)

In the Aralay questionnaire sample, only a quarter of the husbands went out "often"
without their wives. 61% were described as men who "like to spend free time at home with
the family."

When *omea are not working and not doing housework, by far the most time is spent with
the nuclear family; 28% spent most of their spare time with their husbands, 30% with both
husband and children and 13% with children only. Thus 71% spend most of their leisure time
with their families. ( 1% said they spend most time alone, 7% with friends and 1% with one
special friend). Pair bond activities form the basis of most leisure activities and the
marriage relationship has come to occupy a unique position. As Dennis comments, "marriage
has become the only place in which the individual can demand and expect esteem and love."
(62) Most men did not express a wish to seek out other men:

R: "Has he any friends?"
T: "Oh yes, he's a lot of workmates, but he doesn't mix with them
socially. He only meets them at work,
easily. He likes to be by himself."

He doesn't mix very

R: "Does he go out on his own?"
A: "No, he doesn"t. A few times he has in t'tiaie we've been married
seven years - but not very often, not regular."

R: "He doesn't go out for a drink with 'the lads'?"
A: "No. He doesn't seem to bother once he gets home.
he'll go out on a Friday with his friends,
was the last time he went out."

R: "Would he mind you going out on your own?"
A: "Well he sulks that I go."
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Whilst this may work well for those who are happily married and enjoy each other's
company, it is not as satisfactory for those who are less happy with their partners.
Other marriages are organised separately, not due particularly to an inability to "get on".

R: "Does he go out on his own much?"
J: "Yes, he goes out on his own every Saturday and Sunday night.
We don't go out together. If I have any plans I'll go out, and
he goes out every Saturday and Sunday, so if I want to go out (then)
we have to get a babysitter. We sort of go our own ways. It seems
to work for us."

C: "It just works out that way. A lot of it is we have separate
interests. He likes a drink and I don't. And then of course you
have to get babysitters ...."

N: "My husband's got a Friday night out and he goes down to the local
pub, and that is sawdust on the floor and spittoons, and I've got
Wednesday and I go to bingo, so it's not so much that you go your own
way, but you've got to relax when you've got children ...."

Husbands appeared as willing babysitters; women tended not to go out when children
were very young anyway, but later, when children were perhaps of school age, husbands were
the most likely babysitters and some encouraged their wives to go out. Often, with tiring
jobs, they were happy to stay at home:

R: "Does his work tire him out a lot, then?"
C: "Yes; of course getting up at half nast five doesn't help.
It's handy in one way because he finishes at four, which means
he sees plenty of the kids and plenty of home life. It means
that I have three hours with him before I go out, which is as
long as some women have when the husband's coming in from work
and you are staying in together. We get as much time together
with him finishing work so early."
R: "So he doesn't mind you going out, then?"
C: "No, he encourages me. If I'm sat here and my purse is emnty
and his wallet's not, it's 'Are you stopping in tonight? f.'hy?'
"I can't afford it.' 'Here, there's a couple of quid; off you go.'
As I say, we still have as much time together as most families do,
because a lot of husbands don't get home until six or seven at
night which means that they don't see anything of the children and
two or three hours later they are in bed. Whereas we get two or
three hours before I go out and then, with him stopping up late,
there's another couple of hours when I come home so it keeps us
both happy."

The type of relationship with husbands, resulting in either joint or separate leisure
activities, had implications for the leisure facilities visited. Men were a passport to
the "culturally established centres of leisure time" which are still "male institutions".
Women on their own had little choice of which facilities to use; in all households where
men and women took their leisure separately, the women visited one "female institution" -
the bingo club.

Apart from the marriage partner, leisure time was spent with two other significant
groups of people - friends and relatives.

Friends

For the most part the situation described by Alien predominated in Armley. Friend-
ships tended to revolve around work or around a specific activity. Friends were rarely
invited into the home but were met in public places, the pub or club. Few of the women
interviewed had a circle of friends; some could name one friend with whom a friendship
existed which was recognised by the community - a "best friendship" - which was based on
being in a similar situation at the same time. One woman describes such a friendship
which started from the two women working together, not because they were neighbours:

"Christine used to work there as well. They were totally inseparable...
there was only two houses between theirs. When Christine stopped work
to have Graham, Jane was already at home with Nicholas and it just sprang
from there."

Where husbands fitted the typical working class model of friendship, with 'mateships'
which were 'situation-specific', and non-home based, their wives were likely to be more
neighbourhood and family orientated with friends who were "less a conscious choice than...
acceptance of those who are available." (63)

Thus this women describes her husband's mates:

"He's got quite a few people - I wouldn't particularly call them friends -
but people that he knows and they go tinkering with their cars on a
Saturday morning and then they go into the pub and then back to do a bit
more messing .about with the cars, and that's his idea of-a fun weekend.
It's not mine, but ..."

She had no "friends" but a wide circle of people whom she knew "to talk to", in the
neighbourhood, at the community centre, and at the binfto club. She knew "most of the
people in this street". She never had people to her home, apart from her extended family.
Her mother had been rehoused out of Armlev bat was anxious tn return: t;



Another woman, who had moved to the outskirts of Armley, had quite a different
pattern of friendships.

A: "I've two or three friends from school who I still keep in touch
with regularly, plus I've one friend in particular who I see every
week; she's just had a baby and we sort of go to town once a week
or we find something to do - I'll go and see her or she'll come to
see tne . . . . " s

R: "Do you see your friends more than your family?"
A: "Yes. It tends to be fleeting visits to my mum's - I'm popping
in and out for things but I don't actually sit and spend an afternoon
with her. When my friends come I drop everything and we sit down and
have a cup of tea and a friendly chat, which I don't seem to have a
lot of time tc do with my family."

Here friendship does not revolve around an activity but is focussed on the
individuals; a friend is a person for whom ''everything is dropped" and who is made to
feel special. This woman had not fully adopted the middle class norm of having joint
friends; they had 'a few of my friends and a few of his friends" for "dinner" at their
house. Involvement with the neighbourhood was minimal -

"I don't really know that many of them (neighbours); if we pass in the
street I say "hello"; they seem nice enough just to say "hello" to in
the street ... but we don't have a lot to do with them."

The interviewed women fitted either of the two types of friendship pattern, but none
approximated the one style of friendship described by Gavron, where a great deal of time
is spent with friends. Gavron describes the working class family in her sample as "an
inward looking unit" whilst the middle class wife "clearly felt the right to look to the
world outside." (64)

Relatives

Although friends were mentioned more often than relatives in the list of evening
activities (friends received 6.3% of total 'mentions' and relatives 4.7%) this does not
necessarily mean that relatives are seen less than friends. Visits to relatives occurred
more frequently during the day than in the evening, and generally in Armley there was
evidence of close intergenerational relationships.

14% of the questionnaire sample with parents still living saw them every day, and
26% saw them "a few times a week". 28% saw parents once a week; thus 68% made contact
once a week or more often. 19% saw parents once every few weeks, 6% once every few
months, and 7% rarely or never saw their parents. These figures suggest slightly less
contact than that found by Gavron, in whose working class sample 28% saw their mothers
every day and 52% saw them at least twice a week. (65)

Of those with grown up children, 39% saw then every day, 13% a few times a week and
28% once a week. 11% made contact every few weeks, 2% every few months and 2% rarely or
never.

There is a tendency in Armley for grown up children to settle near to their parents,
if not "only a few streets away", then one or two miles away.

"(people) tend to stay in the same area. There must be something
about this area that they like because they keep moving around in
the same area. They doc't seem to move out."

81% of the questionnaire sample had a telephone, but the impression from the interviewed
women was that the telepnone was not used to keep in touch. Rather, standing arrange-
ments existed between parents and grown up children which were usually kept.

Neighbours

There was a definite feeling from the older people that social contacts based on the
neighbourhood had changed. In the past, "the community was here - you didn't have to ?o
and look for it." Now, "I doa't think people mix like they used to." That the neighbour
hood of the past can be idealised has already been discussed. However, the informal, non-
intimate contact is much missed, and played an important part in relieving the loneliness
of housework:

"Before they pulled the houses down a lot of people used to pass my
gate and it was "Oh, how are you? what you doing?" you know, if
you're hanging your washing out but there aren't so many now because
the streets have gone down."

In discussion groups there was an overwhelming "no" in response to the questions
about help received from neighbours. Even people in their 70's who had the same neighbour*
for a generation spoke of never having been inside their houses. Visiting between neigh-
bours in the old people's council flats was rare; neighbours were concerned not to seem
to be scrounging cups of tea or to be intruding. One younger woman who lived in a neigh*
bourhood with a large number of old_people said:

"In an area like this .... people tend to keep themselves to
themselves. They don't want anybody knowing what's going on
in their house, or their family.'1
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The questionnaire respondents were asked how well they knew the neighbours on their
road. Only 8% said they "know them well"; 40% said they "know a few very well";
38% said they "know them fairly well" and 14% "didn't know them".

>fone of the interviewed women whose homes were visited were used to having strangers
in the house. In fact, interviews were sometimes arranged elsewhere as it was obvious
that the women werenot anxious for visitors. It was apparent that neighbours, even if
they subsequently became friends, were not used to meeting in each other's homes. Thereas
their middle class counterparts might spend a great deal of time discussing home furnishings,
extensions and schemes, homes in Armley were never discussed in this way. They were private
except to the family and close friends. The evidence from Armley supports that from other
community studies regarding use of the home. Families in Armley had not adopted the middle
class norm of using the home to entertain friends or to deepen relationships with non-family.

Television

"Watching television is the main evening pastime for all groups,
except young men, who are probably out drinking. The average
time spent watching in 1980-81 by those aged five and over was
20 hours a week. Less than half is spent listening to the radio.
Ninety-two per cent of households have a television set, and on
the rare occasions when it is switched off, the probability is
that the man of the house is in the pub while his wife is reading."
(66)

The dominance of television watching is undisputed; however, in the light of interviews with
women in Armley, it is difficult to know exactly what the "20 hours a week" of viewing
actually means. Young and Willmott can be criticised for devoting only one page to tele-
vision in "The Symmetrical Family" and for categorising it as "television viewing and other
passivities." (67) Pearson comments, "The number of viewing hours might be high, partic-
ularly among housewives but this does not necessarily imply impassiveness or the absence
of any other activity." (68)

It may be that women's viewing habits are as misunderstood as was Peter Sellers'
ingenuous comment "I like to watch" as the television watching simpleton in "Being There".
All the questionnaire respondents had a television set. Only 2.5% "rarely" had the
television on, 25.5% switched on "only for certain programmes", 61% had it on "half the
time" and 11% "all the time". Having the television on and watching it are two separate
things:

"Yes, it's on morning 'til night. I don't sit and watch it."

The television is switched on for two reasons apart from wanting to watch,
switched on for children or husbands:

"Well I don't (watch) but it's switched on because either Tracy's
watching or Gerry's watching it, but personally I prefer to sit
and read a book or sew...."

Firstly, it is

Women would often have preferred the TV to be switched off;
restrict their children's viewing:

some felt it important to

"I don't particuarly worry about it but .... I don't want her to be
one of these kiddies who sits in front of it all day with square eyes."

Women, especially housewives, also switch the TV on to provide background noise and movement:

"I like to have something in the background. Even if I've got records
on I like to have the TV on - if I'm on my own it feels as if there's
someone else in the room. Because I'm not very good at being on my
own. As long as I've got the TV on ... there doesn't need to be any
sound on as long as there's movement there. I feel alright if that's
on. Otherwise I can get really depressed. I think a lot of people
can in their house on their own."

Both the TV and radio provide a link with the outside world, aa "array of synthetic
friends". (69) They provide comfort:

"An old woman tells me; 'when the man on the Telly says goodnight, that's
when I feel so close to him, so happy; I feel I needn't worry no more." (70)

Only at certain times do women (apart from the elderly and the young) actually sit
down and watch. These are at times which women allocate themselves, when they feel they
'deserve' to sit and watch:

"There's only one night a week I really enjoy to watch TV and that's a
Friday. For some reason Friday night I've done my shopping - I've a
busy day as a rule. I put all my shopping away, make the tea and clear
away and I enjoy to sit down in front of the tally with my feet up."
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Few women showed the very positive enjoyment of television that this woman did:

"I love television ... I'll turn it on at night at Playschool at
5 to 4 and if I wasn't going out I'd leave it on 'til 11 or 12
o'clock. I love it. No matter what's on I'll watch it."

She had earlier described herself as a "typical housewife" who was happy to stay in
rather than go out. However she had recently sent back her colour television due to
the cost - "black and white's as good and the kids enjoy it as much" she rationalised.

In some households, dislike of television drove women out of the house, usually
to bingo:

"I can't do with stopping in and staring at that thing in the corner.
And the rest of the family are addicts. Really and truthfully they
walk down the stairs on a Saturday morning, on it goes and it doesn't
go off until there's nothing on."

The television could be deeply resented if the rest of the family wanted it switched
on all the time whilst the woman wanted to do something else. TV was seen as a cause of
lack of communication within the family:

"When we were growing up we didn't have a TV and we used to sit and
talk to us parents. I'm at fault as well, because my child's got
a portable TV upstairs - that was to stop arguments, so really I'm
in the trap as well."

A further source of resentment was the content of programmes:

"I think it's offensive when it comes into your own home ....
you can switch it off, but by then it's too late",

I know

said one woman of films and plays which portrayed "blatant sex". Older women in
particular voiced concern; for many of them, although TV provided a link with the outside
world, it was a world which was foreign to them, in constant change and with new styles of
language, relationships and fashion, of "Bad News" (71) and "Really Bad News". (72) Thus
it served to reinforce a sense of isolation and of being "past it". For others, the trend
in TV fiction whereby "stories don't have proper endings" caused frustration - ''you don't
know what they were on about when you've watched them". In a community like Armley, hit
by recession and unemployment, the non-fictional affluence of others was resented:

-'0u a Sunday they have that programme "Wish you ?.-ere Here" and I could
scream because it's fantastic prices for these holidays and you can
have 'this in' and 'that in' and it's only £1000 or £750 and they're
'cheap' holidays, like, and you think 'well who can afford these holidays
with half the country on the dole' you know.- somebody must be earning it."

Of the questionnaire sample, 55.5% said that the channel they most enjoyed was ITV,
37.5% preferred BBC1 and 7% BBC2. Programmes that were enjoyed were serials - "Elizabeth
R" was a favourite - and documentaries:

"I like "Sons and Lovers". I like owt like that. But I'm not a mad
Coronation Street fan or Crossroads fan or owt like that that I specially
sit down to watch."

In all, the women were surprisingly indifferent about television, particularly in view of
the fact that it occupies approximately one third of leisure time, and that, as one woman
put it,

"You live your life through the box - we all-do."

Other Home Based Activities:

When the television is not on, according to the quotation at the head of the last
section, the husband is likely to be at the pub and the wife to be reading. The import-
ance of reading to women has not received much attention. Academics interested in
cultural studies have directed themselves to the literature which is provided for the
female market, and analysed it from the perspective of the ways in which it reinforces
women's existing roles, or helps women and girls to achieve a socially acceptable identity.
Thus magazines such as "Jackie" have been analysed as a "system of messages, a signifying
system and a bearer of a certain ideology". (73) The semiology of women's fiction has
an important contribution to make; the sociology of women's reading has yet to be
investigated.

The novelist Rachel Billington recently asserted, "women not only read but need
fiction .... for them the novel is just an extension of everyday life". (74) By the
age of 7 girls read more than boys and both sexes have a clear picture of what they want
to read. Magazines for teenage girls have no male equivalent in terms of the fiction
which they supply. From magazines such as Jackie and Boyfriend, the way is open to
more adult reading in Woman, Woman's Own, and other such magazines.
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In 1979 a survey of reading habits showed that women were substantially more likely
to read than men and that female readers read more fiction than male readers. Frances
Donelly, researching a recent Radio 4 programme on reading habits, was struck by the
"positive relish with which women approach reading". (75) This emerged in Armley too.
Only 5% of the questionnaire sample said that they "don't like to read" and a further 5%
said they had "no time to read". 41% said "now and again I read a book" and 49% said
they "always have one book which I"m reading". 48% said they read magazines regularly.
The women were not particular about what they read; the important thing was to be reading:

R: "What sort of books do you read?"
A: "Nothing in particular. Whatever I can lay my hands on ...
whatever happens to be around at the time. I don't go out of
my way to buy new books. A lot of my friends pass them round,
you know, we buy one or two each and swop them round."

E: "I do quite a lot of reading. I like autobiographies and
romances really. I like Agatha Christie. I like a variation
really. I like period costume ones ...."

Ch:"I read anything I can get my hands on; morning paper, night
paper, weekly paper, magazines, books - you name it, I'll read
it. I never go anywhere without something to read on me."

Reading is such a part of everyday life that it is overlooked by tte women themselves in
their daily routine:

M: "For someone like me who's always got their nose in a book, I
can't imagine life without books."

It is probable that the 5.3% of the activities mentioned as reading in the sample weeks of
the respondents is an underestimate for this reason. Even so, reading is mentioned more
often than any other leisure activity inside the home, apart from television, and more than
any single leisure activity outside the home. (Table 11)

An important aspect of the appeal of reading is that is is a private activity. Privacy
is rare and therefore highly valued:

"although isolated, the housewife is never alone; her domain is
the kitchen, the most communal room, and even the possibility of
sleeping alone is denied her." (76)

Women are denied solitude as and when they choose it. Comer notes that "everyone else's
need for occasional solitude and time to themselves is recognised and catered for." (77)
Husbands and adolescents use solitary pursuits - fishing, golf, a lonely pint, playing
records in one's room - to gain privacy. If a housewife wishes to go off alone she is
regarded as being disturbed - something must be wrong for her to reject her family and
obligations, even for only an hour or two. Reading is one way to simulate privacy, to
"switch off" and be absorbed. "The more communal pleasures of watching television paled
beside those of a quiet book" for the women observed by Donnelly. It was noted above that
women in their thirties, subject to the greatest pressures from children and housework, were
most likely to mention reading as a favourite activity.

Magazines, with short stories and articles, fit more easily into the short spaces of
time which women have between tasks in their daily routine and answering demands from children.
Reading too, is subject to being "allowed" to read:

"If I sit down to read, either one of the kids comes up; the other
day Richard came up to me and took the paper off me and gave me one
of his books as if to say 'don't read that, read this to me'."

In other cases, husbands choose books which their wives then read:

"I don't get the chance to go to the library. He goes and I usually
read whatever he reads. He usually gets things like "Papillon" and
things about the Mafia.."

|ity.
ng

Newspapers: Only 6.5% of the questionnaire sample read no newspapers. Of those who read
daily papers, 60% took one, 20% two, 14% three and 6% four. Of those reading Sunday papers.
79% read one and 21% two. Local papers were the most popular and of the national dailies
Armley can be said to be Daily Mirror territory. (Table 12) The Sunday Mirror was the
most read Sunday paper. 10.3% of the sample read papers but did not specify which.

Table 12 : Newspapers

Yorkshire Evening Post
Daily Mirror
Sun
Star
Daily Express
Daily Mail
Daily Telegraph
Morning Star

% of those reading
Daily Paper

43.4
27.5
15.9
5.7
2.8
1.9
1.4
1.4

Sunday Mirror
Sunday People
News of the World
Sunday Post
Sunday Express
Observer

% of those reading
Sunday Paper

27.6
21.2
21.2
17.3
10.6
2.1



2. Knitting, sewing, "hobbies"

A number of leisure surveys include 'female' pursuits such as knitting, sewing and
cooking as "hobbies". In order to assess the extent to which women see such activities
as hobbies or chores, they were asked to categorise six activities, some of which could
be described as hobbies and other which definitelv were not.

Table 13 : Respondents' Categorisation of s-ix Activities

Knitting
Sewing
Cooking
Decorating
Gardening
Ironing

A hobby

15.5
3.5
2
2
7

Something
you enjoy

34
26.5
54
20
22.5
8.5

Something you
don't mind

doing

25
22
28
21
24.5
26.5

Something you do
only because you

have to

4
30
16
31
27
63.5

Something
you never

do

21.5
13

26
19
1.5

Ironing is definitely disliked! The point, however, is that few respondents
described activities as hobbies, although such activities were not disliked. Knitting
is most likely to be seen as a hobby, followed by sewing. Almost one third only sewed
because they had to. Over half enjoyed cooking, but only 2% elevate it to the status
of a hobby.

Hobbies engage a small proportion of the national population - approximately 3%
of women and 7% of men. (78) Hobbies which spring to mind - collecting, painting,
making things - are not only often expensive but require individual time and concentration
and also considerable physical space. Only one woman claimed to have a hobby - woodwork -
whilst other activities which could be called hobbies took place at evening classes, to be
dropped at the end of the course due to lack of resources, time and money at home.

Little, if any, time was spent on games such as Scrabble, Monopoly and cards. One
woman played chess and another bridge; one did jigsaw puzzles with her children but, for
most, interaction around a Ludo board had been replaced by interaction with and through
the television set.

Outside the Hone

The majority of non-home based activities were catered for by commercial concerns.
70% of non-home based activities took place in commercially run facilities, 24% were
locally organised (e.g. "meetings", evening classes or church activities) and 6% were
arranged at the homes of others. Araley thus appears to conform to the model put forward
above, that social interaction outside the home occurs in semi-public places, centred on
an activity such as drinking, whilst the homes of others are infrequently used for inter-
action.

clubs - •" - . : •••"•• ••**•':* :

A number of clubs existed in Armley - workingmen's clubs, clubs based on the church
cr on the workplace, the Conservative and Liberal Clubs and sports clubs. 45% of the
husbands of the women in the questionnaire sample were members of workir.gmen's clubs;
31% of the women were members of social clubs and 8% of sports clubs. The clubs provide
a variety of entertainments, summed up concisely by this woman:

H: "What do you do at the Irish Club?" '-'"'"'" - ~
T: "We go more or less for the kid's sake. We sit and talk. His sisters
go there and we have a natter and a game of bingo and a dance."

Under one roof it is possible to drink, to take the children, to meet relatives, to play
bingo, to dance and chat. Another describes a workingmen's club:

R: "What's the club you were talking about?"
A: "Hall Road. I like going there, it's only an ordinary workingmen's
club, nothing exciting. But I've been going there a long time. I
don't mind playing bingo in there because it's not your whole life,
you're not doing it the whole time. And I like to" talk and drink."

Clubs were either visited by women on their own, or in couples where the man would
go to the tap room whilst his wife played bingo or spent time with women, or the club was
frequented only by men:

"He goes to a club called the Con. Club. He likes it in there, in
fact he loves it. A lot of fellows go in there as well and it's
the cheapest place for the beer. It's a man's place, a place where
all the fellows go.' Women can go in but it's mostly for men."
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The clubs were act physically conspicuous in Armley. As Jackson suggests, of
workingmen's clubs, they belong "to that huge stretch of working class life that exists
below the 'public' level". (79) The clubs lie at the heart of the working class
community and are essentialy social rather than political. Batley notes that union and
political activities are "carefully excluded" (80) - the emphasis is on sociability.

Table 14

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Frequency of Visits to Social Clubs - bv Age group %

RarelyTwice a week
or more

10
33
15

Once a.
week

Once a
month

3
5
9

30

6
10
9
25

10

Once or
twice a
year

20
13
18

17
25
13
5

16
5

Never

43
47
51
60
55
35

Table 15 : Frequency of Visits to Workingmen's Clubs - by Age grout) "a

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Twice a week
or more

13
10
22

Once a
week

10
12
8

Once a
month

8
9
9

20

Once or
twice a
year
14
12
13

Rarely

20
25
5
10
10
5

Never

48
42
52
60
68
95

4

The Pub
The centrality of alcoholic drink in British life has been commented on from a

variety of sources; over the last 20 years consumption of beer has -increased by 40%,
of wine by 250% and spirits 135%. (81) A recent study of teenage drinking showed that
30% of boys and 20% of girls drank on a regular weekly basis (82) whilst a survey of
middle-aged men showed that in various northern cities such as Hartlepool 72% are
moderate to heavy drinkers. The increase of drinking among women has been cause for
particular comment, related to the easy access to drink in supermarKets. Although
information on such things as national consumption rates are available at an aggregate
level, there are gaps in our knowledge; one researcher comments on the "little factual
evidence about the real extent of drinking in young adults." (83) The same can- be said
of women, for although women consume ever increasing quantities of alcoholic drink, and
there is a small but developing "female drinks" market, they are still excluded as
individuals from the single most important drinking vanue in Britain, the public house.
Women drink in private, whereas their drinking in a public house is subject to a number
of regulations.

The pub was the most frequently visited leisure facility in Armley. (Table 16)
However, in the 'typical weeks' of respondents, visiting the pub was mentioned only as
often as ironing. 15% "never" and 19% "rarely" went to the pub. 13% went twice a
week or more, 22% once a week and 22% once a month and 9% once or twice a week. Whilst
the frequency of visits by men to pubs may no longer differ enormously from that of women,
it is in the differential usage of pubs that the significant difference lies. Women have
traditionally played a peripheral role in pub culture; in the past women who frequented
pubs alone were either associated with the profession of prostitution or were obviously
unavailable older women. Working class women more than middle class women regard the pub
as a male environment, which is related to class differences in the use of pubs. (34)
Whilst men are relaxed in their use of pubs, women are restrained; none of the women in
Armley would go into a pub on their own. They have to be escorted or have arranged to
meet someone there. It is not possible to drop in casually .

R: "Do you go to the pub at all?"
J: "Depends. I won't go on my own. If one of my mates will go
with me I'll go. Generally if I have nothing planned, I go down
to the bingo." -,-»„•

The need for women's groups in Armley and the absence of a male counterpart was
explained as being because "the men do it all (i.e. socialising) in pubs". The reasons
for not going into pubs unescorted was not articulated; women simply said they felt
'uncomfortable' and would be 'pestered'-
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The masculinity of the pub is maintained on two levels. There is the immediate
level, where "women on their own are intruders in this highly evolved man-to-man
encounter. They're made to feel miserable, out of place and unwelcome." (85) This
immediate rejection is paralleled by the possibility of a long term rejection - "the
commonsense wisdom deeply inscribed in most women's consciousness (is) that boys don't
like girls who drink." (.86)

Whilst most women were taken to the pub by their husbands and boyfriends, women
who either had no male companion or didn't pursue joint leisure activities with husbands,
had to find alternatives in social clubs or the bingo clubs. Others simply did not
drink:

"There's often I think 'ooh, I'd love to go for a drink'..."
"It's so easy for men and not for us."

Table 16 : Frequency of Visits to the Pub - by age group

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Twice a week
or more

23
10
13
10
-
5

Once a
week

25
22
18
10
11
20

Once a
month

34
39
14
10
-
-

Once or
twice a
year
9
13
19
-
-
5

Rarely

9
14
18
30
77
15

Never

2
18
40
12
55

Restaurants

Going out for a meal was the one activity which was most often mentioned as one
which women would love to do but couldn't-. Four women in one discussion claimed:

"If we get the chance I think for me the greatest treat - I have
to admit it - is to be taken out for a meal. That is real pleasure
for me, to be taken out."

"I enjoy that but he doesn't."
"I love it when the waiter comes and takes the pots away."
"You're not going to be interrupted and you can be together."

Another said,
"There's nothing more I'd like to do than to go into town to t'pictures •
and have a meal, you know, and take one or two of the kids with me, but
I can't afford it, it's too.dear."

It is "real pleasure" for women to eat a meal which they have not prepared and which
they do not have to clear up after. It is this reason why eating out appeals less to men.

R: "Do you ever go out for a meal?"
11: "No, you can't really afford it.
meals at home."

My husband says he gets better

Eating out tended to be instigated by the woman:
"It's usually me that suggests meals. It's just on a Saturday when
we go out anyway,
book or owt."

Bibi's is pretty cheap and you don't have to

Table 17 : 7reauencv of Visits to Restaurants - by age group

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Twice a week
or more

-
-
-
-
-
_

Once a
week

3
2
8
10
10
8

Once a
nonth

34
33
48
15
13
21

Once or
twice a
year
43
37
23
40
22
8

Rarely

14
25
*
15
45
55

6
3
12
20
10
8
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The Cinema

The cinema did not play a prominent role in the leisure lives of the questionnaire
respondents. 24% never went to the cinema, 32.5% rarely, 27% once or twice a year,
15% once a month and 1.5% once a week. (Table 18) Armley once contained six cinemas.
The Providence Sunday School was converted into a cinema in 1912, but closed in 1931.
The Palace also opened in 1912 and was visited by 1000 people on its opening night.
People were shown to their seats by "young ladies who have electric flashlights." (87)
The Palace closed in 1964. The Pictodrome opened in 1913 and was demolished in 1958,
and the Crown opened in 1919 but has been used for bingo since 1968. The oldest, the
Pictureland, was opened in 1910; it changed its name to the "Western Talkie" in 1933,
closed in 1956, reopened as the New Western in 1957 and then converted to bingo in 1960.
The one remaining cinema which is still a cinema is the Lyric which opened relatively
later in 1922 with a showing of "The Three Musketeers", starring Douglas Fairbanks.
It was closed twice in the 1970's, reopening after intervals of ten and eight months.
It is not a modern cinema and shows films several months after they have been shown in
the city centre. However, it is cheap compared to city centre cinemas. A recent
showing of "Gone with the Wind" attracted people who had not been to The cinema for years,
but the Lyric is never particularly full.

In the 1940's and 50's, women in Armley remarked that there were picture houses
"everywhere". In a study carried out in the 1950's in an area similar to Armley, the
author notes the lack of places for women to "chat", and remarks on the use of the cinema:

"The main recreational activity for women is the cinema. Going to
a show is an occasion for active neighbouring; it expresses an
established relationship, and also provides the opportunity for
greater intimacy. As for the men, the cinema has little effect on
neighbouring. They attend less often than the women; "the fathers
have to stay at home with the children". Occasionally they will go
together to a show, but this is rare; for the most part they accompany
their wives or drop into a cinema on the way from work." C88)

A survey in 1946 showed that 35% of women visited the cinema once a week or more,
and only 25% never went. (89) The annual total of 1,500,000,000 attendances in 1951
provides a figure for cinema owners of the 1980's to envy. The popularity of the cinema
in the early 1950's has been described as "staggering". It is commonly assumed that
television "killed off" the cinema trade. Since the 1950's the number of cinemas, has
declined; analysis of cinemas in Leeds shows that of the 107 built, only 14 still exist
as cinemas. 42 have been demolished, 19 are used for bingo, 25 for businesses, 1 as a
casino and the remainder for other non-recreational uses. The boom in building occurred
in the first two decades of the Twentieth Century - 69% of Leeds' cinemas were built before
1920 and 98% before 1939. 25% were closed before 1939 and 57% after that year. (90)

The rationalisation of the industry continues - in 1979 Rank announced that it wanted
to close 29 of its cinemas. (91) The remodelled cinema business appeals to a new type of
consumer, considerably younger than the audience of the 1940's and 50's. Three factors
were seen as off-putting for women in Armley. First, the cost was seen as prohibitive.
Secondly, there was a great deal of concern about the type of films shown and the lack of
information about films. The fear of ending up watching a violent sexual film was great.
The way in which most women found out about films was through television advertising:

E: "Until you've seen them advertised on television you don't know
what they're about. It was seeing it on television that made me
want to see "The Elephant Man". It never showed you his face ....
and I wanted to know what he looked like, but I really enjoyed it,
it's a beautiful picture."

Whilst television may be blamed for the decline in cinema attendances, it is also
useful in inducing attendance. The third factor was related to the changed audience;
cinemas were no longer seen as safe places for women to go to alone.

Table 18 : Frequency of Visits to the Cinema - by age group

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Twice a week
or more

Once a
week

Once a
month

26
14
11
10

Once or
twice a
year
43
38
20
10

Rarely

29
38
49
20
78
5

Never

3
5
20
60
22
90

One woman sums up the whole picture:

Mrs. E: "(television is) a lot cheaper than going to the pictures.
That's why people have television now ... my husband and I, when
we were younger, well I used to go to the pictures five nights a
week. I lived there. Where I lived in Beeston there was about
six picture houses all in the vicinity of a quarter of an hour,
and you could go for about fivepence in old money. And you could
sit there and get a three hour show. Get your Flash Gordon to
start with. Mow there's all these sex films. I've nothing against



musical or a good laugh,
in your own life ....."

Something that probably wouldn't happen

Evening classes

Attendance at evening classes, according to a recent writer has "for 100 years been
one of the main means by which manual workers have gained the qualifications needed to
climb into better paid, more agreeable work." (92) Whilst the initial aim of classes
may have been to provide for "serious and sustained study", research into students at
evening classes suggests that they are used more for leisure than for educational purposes;
moreover "as leisure (they) may perform functions for which no other forms of leisure are
a substitute." (93) In part of the country, 30% of evening class users are women - "the
night school has been one of the few respectable 'nights out' for women unaccompanied by
husbands and boyfriends." (94)

A recent study in south-east Derbyshire found that in the five years from 1976, fees
for classes rose 240%, and the number of students fell by 28%, even though the population
of the area was increasing. One result according to the writers of the report was "to
tighten the grip of the middle classes and loosen contact with the working classes." (95)
The proportion of working class students fell from 39% to 24%.

54% of the questionnaire sample had attended an evening or day-time class since leaving
school. As some of the questionnaires were given out at classes, this proportion will
probably be inflated. However, Armley runs an excellent series of evening classes and
publicity for them is comprehensive. 88% said that they knew where to find out about
evening classes if they wished to attend.

There were two barriers to attendance: social and economic. Although evening classes
were held in schools and other buildings which were in the geographical centre of Armley and
not inaccessible, they did not feature in people's "mental maps" of the area. This woman
is not only referring to physical distance:

R: "Do you ever go to Thornhill (for evening classes)? Have you ever
been to a class there?"

J: "No. I know it's not far away, but to me it's too far away."

Another woman describes those who enrol for evening classes:

Ch: "I must admit at certain times I find myself thinking of them
as "them" rather than as people like us .... where you think they
are better educated than we are, they must be better people than
we are. And I still do think at times that they must know better
how to do things than I do."

For many of the women, schooling was not recalled with a great deal of pleasure, yet
there is much latent demand for learning. These three bingo players independently said:

J: "If I can keep my mind going then I am all right. I know I'm
not that bright but I'm not daft either. I just like to learn
things."

Ca: "I'd like to do biology ... I don't think I've got the
determination now to sit and study. I don't know whether I
could do it ... it's like starting all over again." (aged
23 with 3 children under the age of 3 in a small house)

* ""'" Ch: "I wanted to go back and do my '0' levels and for the past
two years I've planned it, but when it comes to the crunch I
just couldn't afford it."

It is not so much the lack of money which constitutes the problem, but the fee payment
structure. The total for the course must be paid at the outset, and some women cannot
afford to pay out a lump sum:

N: "As I say, these '0' level classes I would certai-nly have taken
up by now had it not been that you had to fork out all at one go ...
I can't afford to part with all that all at one go ... we live from
one pay time to another." ., . - .

The same woman who described an "us" and "them" situation between the community and
teachers and "educated" participants had attended classes twice a week when a policy was
adopted where it was possible to attend as many classes as one liked for only £4 a year.
Thus cost appears as the main prohibiting factor. For women there is an additional
complication. Women are unwilling to make a commitment to a course as they know that
their first commitment is to the family. There is the possibility of "wasting" the
outlay on classes due to the likelihood of not being able to attend:

P: "When you're talking about the kinds of activities that are
organised.... it means they'll be at specific tines - say Thursday
at 8 o'clock for two hours - well when you've got a family you
can't commit yourself to that - you never know what's going to <
happen on a Thursday night at 3 .... several times in the past few
years I've enroled in evening classes and in the end I've had to
drop out."
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One way to off-set the cost is to regard it as an investment and to take courses
which are useful to the family or to a paid job, rather than courses which are simply
recreational. Indeed, this was probably the reason for initial involvement of the
working class in classes, whilst the middle classes can afford activities which are
primarily leisure. One woman had taken up sewing, hairdressing and soft toy making
and "saved a fortune". The class which proved the best attended of all those provided
in 1980/81 was a knitting machine class where it was demonstrated how to make up knitted
garments. "Vocational" courses, particularly those which involved examinations were
expensive; "recreational" classes were seen as frivolous, which left courses which were
"useful" in some way.

Evening classes are enjoyed enormously and have an important contribution to make.
There is unsatisfied demand for classes, but for a number of reasons the formula for
attracting women (and men) on a large scale in places like Armley is not quite right.
Instead, nationally it is the middle classes which benefit most from this relatively
cheap, subsidised leisure activity. One woman, a three nights a week bingo player,
who doesn't now attend evening classes due to the pricing policy, said:

"I had some great times at night school .... we really had fun...
there was a right good bunch of women that all got together. The
teacher was smashing and we learnt a hell of a lot...."

The Church

The position of the church in Armley is ambiguous. As physical structures the
churches play an extremely important role. They are used as physical reference points
in moving around the community and are an important part of the landscape. The massive
St. Bartholomew's church is particularly important in this respect. More importantly,
church buildings house the majority of youth organisations, old time dancing sessions
and a variety of other groups and meetings. People take advantage of a large number of
activities based on the church without the concomitant church-going. Bingo is a good
example here. There was a service at St. Bart's every Wednesday before the bingo session
in the hall. The service drew an average of 5, the bingo an average of 150.

20% of the questionnaire sample went to church "regularly". (This approximates the
national figure. (96)) Only 11% "never" went to church, 17% "sometimes" went and for
52% the church was visited "only for special occasions". Thus the church was still seen
as an important social reference point, for marriages, christenings and funerals.
Respondents were asked how much church activities contributed to their social life. 10%
replied "a great amount", 11% "a fair amount", 38% "a little" and 43% "nothing- at all".
It is perhaps noteworthy that over half at least gain some social activity from the church.

A quotation from another leisure researcher describes a situation similar to the one
found in Armley with regard to the church:

"When investigating clubs and voluntary associations, I was struck by
two contrasting opinions. Talking to the organisers of clubs I had
the impression that the whole area was buzzing with activity, jumble
sales, bazaars, and that the whole area was involved in communal leisure
activities. However, when doing house-to-house interviews, I gained
another impression of apathy and lack of activity." (97)

Those who were involved at St. Bart's, particularly with the restoration fund (for the
church) were extremely energetic and enthusiastic and many events were organised. There
was a feeling that "the church has gone out to the people". However, of the women who
were interviewed in their homes, few were regular church goers, whilst the majority could
not even recall anyone they knew who went to church. The Roman Catholic community was
perhaps more active than other denominations, though it was more insular, with church related
activities appearing to exclude non-Catholics.

Holidays

By the mid 1970's holidays were described as a "social need". Research by the
English Tourist Board in 1974 showed that holidays "are treated more as a necessity than
a luxury." (98) Finch notes, "The importance of holidays is neither clear nor conclusive,
but there are strong indicators of their value in contributing to both physical and mental
well-being." (99) The research of the English Tourist Board was carried out amongst 'wage
earners'; the leisure studies literature likewise sees the evolution of holidays as a
response from employers to demands from paid workers for rewards for their labour. The
literature documents the longer holiday entitlements of paid workers, the changing character
of holidays, the holiday preferences of different social classes and the needs of the
"socially disadvantaged" for whom local authority provision is made. As holidays are
undertaken in family units, no reference is made to the holiday preferances of either sex,
or of unpaid workers.

The British Tourist Authority reveals that 48.5 million holidays were taken by Britons
in 1980. (100) An ETB survey in 1982 indicates that a third of the population will not
take a holiday this year. (101) Those not taking holidays tend to be drawn disproportionately
from "disadvantaged" groups. In 1973 in one London borough, 61% of fatherless families had
no holiday that year. (102) The research shows that those most in need of a holiday are
least likely to get one.
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The profile of holiday making in Armley was not too bleak, with a majority taking
a holiday at least once a year. The questionnaire sample showed that 69% took a holiday
"at least once a year", 16% "almost .every year", 8% "every few years", 5% "very rarely"
and 2% "never". 65% went away for short breaks or weekends.

Holidays were not spontaneous events - there was no notion of simply "taking off and
seeing where we get to". Father, holidays were carefully controlled and planned for and
people were conservative in their choice. Resorts in the north of England, Bridlington,
Scarborough and Blackpool were the most usual destinations. Holiday camps were popular,
due to the entertainments offered and to the fact that every aspect of the holiday is
catered for. Caravans were popular; 13% had their own caravans, usually permanently
sited at an East Coast resort. One woman had tried a different kind of holiday, boatine
on the Norfolk Broads, and had not enjoyed the experience:

"if I'd known how petrified he (husband) were while we were there,
I'd have come home, but I thought "oh it's just me that's stupid".
It'll be Brid next year I"

Collective holidays, taken with friends or relatives at holiday camps, caravan or
camp sites, were the norm. The cost of boarding houses and hotels meant that more women
were prepared to try camping, where in previous years they would not have entertained the
idea. "Camping" however, took place at a fairly luxurious level - one woman had bought
a portable television and a heater for the expedition; another explained that their camp-
site would have "a swimming pool, bars, cabarets and things." It is only on such organised
structured holidays that women are allowed a break from household routines; the national
trend towards holidaying in self-catering accommodation means that women still have to work
whilst on holiday.

Some of the women had travelled abroad whilst younger but it was not thought wise to
take young children abroad. "Up to the year I got married I used to go quite a bit" and
"we haven't had a proper holiday since before Joanne was born" were typical comments. A
woman's individual preferences took second place to those of the family unit, even if it
was primarily the woman who made the decisions as to destination, and made the arrangements:

"When you go on holiday with children you always tend to think of what
you, as a family, want. You don't think; 'well I want this' - you've
got to think of what your family wants or it'll be a miserable holiday."

"Last year we went to Cleethorpes for a.week.
The kids liked it

I didn't really enjoy it.

Women were often constrained by their husbands having to take holidays at awkward times
or not during school holidays:

"He always gets his holidays in May, so if I go any other place I have to
go on aiy own (with the kids)."

Apart from travelling for holidays, some women had not left Leeds. Their first hand
experience of the "outside world" was gathered in Victorian seaside resorts:

"I've only been to Blackpool, Bridlington, Scarborough and York. I'd love
to travel ... to find out what other people are like. I'd like to go
mainly to find out how other people think, but I doubt that I ever will."
(24-year old)

Gambling

Pigures on the extent of gambling in Arraley would support Newman's assertion that the
aon-gambler is the deviant and the gambler the norm. (Table 19) Over half the sample and
over half their husbands gamble in some form. All forms of gambling were not seen in the
same way. For example, 37% did not regard doing the football pools as gambling at all.
(Table 20) Often involvement is minimal and doing the pools does not make a "betting
person".

R: "Do you do the pools?"
J: "Yes, but I have no idea what numbers I do because we have a
pools agent acd he bets for us. He does all for us that are
married and he bets for us. He says there's more chr.nce of
winning. My husband does his at work. He does one separately."

R: "Does he go to the betting shop at all?"
J: "No, he isn't a betting person, he never has been. He isn't
one for wasting his money actually. He tries to save as much as
he can, which isn't very much with running a house you know. we
managed to save up to get ourselves a new bathroom suite and things
like that. We try and save before we buy anything if we can."

Whereas betting and bingo are seen as the opposite of saving, doing the pools is seen
as 3. form of saving, as an investment which will ultimately pay off. it is the pools, not
other forms of gambling which hold our hope of a "miracle". The miracle is expected:
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"We do the pools but oh we don't get anywhere on them, but it might
come one day if we..... my dad's been doing them for a long time
and he gets a bit annoyed when he doesn't win and I say 'well, we
will do, it just takes time you know'."

"If you're right good you'll get it, you know, put the luck on you
like, you know, if you do your work and you haven't been bad or
anything like that, I think the luck comes on."

It is also the pools which is most likely to perform the "safety valve" function
discussed earlier. "Anyone can win. This illusory expectation encourages the lowly
to be more tolerant of a mediocre status that they have no practical means of ever
improving". (103) People in Armley know that a large win is the only way to achieve
certain goals:

"If he'd a couple of thousand he'd open his own electrical shop, or
he'd like to have his own garage. But if he doesn't win the money
he couldn't do it."

Those who regarded themselves as upwardly mobile continued to do the pools, but saw
betting and bingo as incompatible with a changed lifestyle, both socially and from the
point of view of trying to save. One third of the women and nearly half the husbands
bet on horses or dogs. These figures are significantly higher than those documented in
"Social Trends"; only 6% of men and 1% of women placed a bet in the four weeks prior
to the survey. 28% of men and 12% of women did the football pools, and 5% of men and
10% of women played bingo. (104) These aggregate figures obscure the extent to which
gambling is an integral part of social life and leisure in particular communities.

Harrison's thesis that ''for the ordinary working man in Britain, much of life remains
a gamble. So betting isn't just a dreamland: it's a part of the everyday world" was true
in Armley. This relates back to lack of power. As Harrison says, "Gambling is not
really, for these people, an attempt to redress the balance of destiny, a small dream of
escape, fame or fortune .... winning the pools is a remote mirage deep in the back of a
working man's mind. Winning on horses or bingo just doesn't bring in enough money to make
any difference. And when people do win, the money is fed straight back to bring small
comforts or gifts into their ordinary lives." (105)

Table 19 : Involvement in Gambling

:imes

ind

che
knd
pe

Football Pools
Betting - Horses
Betting - Dogs
Bingo
Lottery Tickets
Casino

% Women
44
30
5
47 .
56
3

% Husbands
67
42
6
30
40

Table 20 : Perception of Certain Activities as Gambling

Playing cards for matches
Playing cards for money
Playing on a one-armed bandit
Doing the football pools
Playing Bingo
Putting money on a horse
Playing Roulette

% who think Activity is Gambling
6 . , . . . :

92 ••»' • ' ;• "• ''"
78 ,
63 '
68
•92
100

ben
[not

Bingo was brought up spontaneously in every group discussion and every individual
interview, even though the interviewees did not know that the aim of the research was
to investigate bingo, and bingo was rarely mentioned first by the researcher. On asking about
leisure facilities in Armley, common responses were:

"Well, there aren't a lot of facilities for leisure - there's bingo,
there's swimming baths, .... um .. . ."
'I mean if you don't play bingo, there's not much
picture houses now ...."

. there's few
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Outlets for playing bingo were numerous in Armley, so much so that one woman was
prompted to remark, "yes, it's everywhere you go - bingo, binpo, bingo". The social
clubs, workingmen's clubs, old age pensioners' groups, St. Bart's and St. Mary's
churches, the community centres, all ran bin?o sessions, in addition to the two bingo
clubs, the Western and the Crown.

47% of the questionnaire sample played bingo, and it was the single activity which
was most engaged in outside the home. A proportion of every age group played on a
regular basis. (Table 21) In the youngest three age groups, approximately two thirds
never play, half of the 50-year olds do not play, one third of the 60-year olds and only
one quarter of the 70 and 80-year olds. Table 22 ranks facilities according to how
frequently they are visited on a weekly basis. "Bineo" comes near to the top or at the
top for each age group. At this stage, however, respondents were not asked to specify
where they played bingo, and not all the mentions of "bingo" refer to bingo which was
played at a bingo club. More people played at bingo clubs than at other venues but more
bingo was actually played in working men's clubs. In other words, bingo was played by
a slightly smaller number at working men's clubs than at bingo clubs, but it was played
more frequently at working men's clubs than anywhere else. It was possible to play at
five types of venue - commercial bingo clubs, social and working men's clubs, churches
and community centres. Only 1.5%.chose to play at all five. The majority played at one
venue only - 61%; 23.5 played at two venues, li.5% at three and 2.5% at four. 61.5% did
not play at bingo clubs at all. Only 14% played only at bingo clubs, and 38.5% played at
bingo clubs and at other venues. There were 23 combinations of the five venues. (Table 24)

Table 21 : Involvement in Bingo by Age group

20 - 29
30 - 39
40 - 49
50 - 59
60 - 69
70 - 83

Twice a week
or more

3
5

13
10
24
27

Once a
week

14
10
4
20
31
45

Once a
month

6
3
3
20
12

Once or twice
a year

Rarely

9
15
4

Never

62
67
63
50
33
24

Table 22 : Ranking of Visits to Facilities on a Weekly Basis by Age Groun

20's
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Pub
Bingo
Disco
Social Club
Working Men's

Club

30's
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Pub
Bingo
W . Men ' s
Club
Social
Cinema

Club

6. Restaurant 6. Restaurant

40 's
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Pub
W. Men's
Club

Bingo
Social Club
Restaurant
_

50 's
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Bingo
Pub
Social Club
tf. Men's
Club
Restaurant
_

60 's
1.
2

3.

4.
5.

Bingo
Social Club
w . Men ' s
Club

Pub
Restaurant

6. -

70's 4 80's
1. Bingo
2. Social Club
3. Pub
4. Restaurant

Table 23 : Venues for Playing Bingo

Bingo Club
Working Men's Club
Social Club
Church
Community Centre

% Playing
24.5
23.5
19
17
16

' Rank
1
2
3
4
5

% Admissions*
21
21.5
20
19.5
18

Rank
2
1
3
4
5

"calculated by % playing x frequency
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Table 24 : Combination of Venues for Playing Bingo

% Cumulative "-.
1.

\ 2-
I 3

7
A

re

one
did
at
e 24)

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

Bingo Club only
Working Men's Club only
Social Club only
Community Centre only
Church only
Bingo Club a Social Club
Bingo Club & Working Men's Club
Bingo Club a Church
Bingo Club a Community Centre
Bingo Club, Social Club a Working Men's Club
Bingo Club, Social Club a Church
Bingo Club, Social Club a Community Centre
Bingo Club, Working Men's Club & Church
Bingo Club, Working Men's Club a Community

Centre
Bingo Club, Working Men's Club, Social Club

a Church
All five
Social Club & Church
Social Club a Working Men's Club
Social Club, Church a Community Centre
Social Club, Working Men's Club, Church a

Community Centre
Working Men ' s Club a Community Centre
Working Men's Club a Church
Church a Community Centre

14
16
7
14
10
4
2
1
1
4
1
1
1

1

1
1
5
5
1

1
1
1
1

.6

.6

.3

.3

.3

.3

.3

.3

.3

.6

.6

.3

.6

.3

.3

14

30
37
51
61
65
68
69
70
74
76
77
78

80

81
82
87
92
94

95
97
98
100

.6

.6

.6

.6

.6

.2

.5

.8

.8

.1

.4

.7

.3

.9

.9

.9

.5

.8

.4

.7

Figures for the frequency of playing show that women either play very frequently or
rather infrequently. (Table 25) 66.8% play once a week or more often. 1.4% play every
day, and 8.6% three or more times a week. >

Table 25 : Frequency of Playing Bingo (Bingo Players only)

Every Day
3 or more times a Week
Twice a Week
Once a Week
Once a Fortnight
Once a Month
Not very often

1.4
3.6
16.8
40
4.1
8.3
20.8

Why do Women play Bingo?

There are a number of features which make bingo clubs unique. The bingo club is often
referred to as "the only place where I don't have to have anyone with me"; it is the only:
place into which women can walk on their own and feel comfortable. It was often described
as the "only place to go":

"I've got three kids and I've nowhere else to go."
"It's the only thing I get to do."
"When you were a youngster you'd go to the dancing and the pictures_
yourself and now you'll not go yourself, so I cone here.1'
"It's one place where you can go without a male escort; there's no
question of 'oh, what's she doing here on her own?' I started going
after my husband died."
"For some people it's the only way to get company. One old lady turned
to me and said 'well look, my husband died and I don't like Co go to
pubs, so where else have I got to go?' "
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It is one of the few places where women feel comfortable buying drinks:

"Does the bar not take any money?"
"No - the bar's pretty good there. It's on the go sort of all night."
"Is it mainly the men who drink?"
"No, it's women as well. In fact you'll find in there they've got
single seats in the middle and on one side you've got all tables and
chairs, and near the bar there's tables and chairs, and then there's
like a lounge with tables and chairs, and you'll find it's mostly
women who sit near the bar. The men that do go try and get near the
bar and there's a space near the bar where you can stand, and I like to
stand near the bar so I can talk to the bar staff, but it's mostly
women who sit there and quite a lot of women drink more than the men."

"Do you think they drink there because women don't like to go into pufas
on their own?"
"Probably, yes. When you go in there you can go in on your own. That's
why I go in there. I know I'm not going to get accosted by a perfect
stranger. And I think a lot of women think the same because you get a
lot of women going in on their own. When you get in there it's sort of
like going to a meeting you know, you sort of know everybody that's there.
And you all sit round together. You can drink and you can have a laugh,
and you're safe from anyone coming up and pestering you, not like if you
go into a pub, especially round here. The only pub I have gone into on
my own - and that's because I've been meeting somebody - is the Nelson
down the bottom, and it's not too bad in there because the bar staff are
friendly and if you go to the bar they'll talk to you. They are women
bar staff and you feel all right, but I wouldn't go in there alone for all
night. It's not too bad if you're meeting somebody.

Apart from bingo being the "only" thing to do or place to go, players found it difficult
to articulate the reasons for playing. Reasons centred on social contact and winning, but
priority could not be given to either one. One player suggests:

They do come socially, but they all cone to hope to win some money, you know
... it all balances out - it's not a question of winning money or losing
money, it's more somewhere to go."

Another talks of both reasons:

R: "Do you think it's only a small minority who get addicted? You hear v
a lot about that."

J: "Yes, there are a lot of people addicted to it but I think it's just
a minority of people. Some people just go for the company; some just
go for a natter with a friend. It's a night out you know. You get a
group of women together - "Oh, come on, we'll go to bingo." And a lot
of people go there and then go for a drink afterwards. But there are a
few people that go just because of the fact that they want to win, and
they get very upset and very angry if they don't win. They'll say that
the number they were waiting for isn't in and have them check it all and
everything, you know. They get very angry and nasty if they don't win.

u,,. But I think it's just a minority though. I don't think it's sort of
(':.'"••• going to get everybody."
..';'.:" R: "In a way it's understandable people getting upset if they don't win.
. . • There is a lot of unemployment and a lot of hardship."

J: "If they are that hard up they shouldn't go in the first place to waste
it, because it costs a lot of money to go. When I go - let's see, what
does it cost me? - about £1.60 to get in, and I only play two tickets.
There are some people going in and they are playing a book of six."

Whilst the social contact and the prospect of winning are inextricably bound together in
practice, in theory they can be discussed separately.

Social Contact

Younger women tended to discuss their involvement in bingo in negative terms, as a
diversion from home and children:

"I usually go for a bit oi sanity."
"It's just more or less - need to get out of the house."

The importance of getting out of the house, and that bingo is a refuge, is exemplified by
this story: —

"I walked out, think it was a bit of post-natal depression. It was a
Saturday night, the baby'd done nothing but cry all day and I was crying,
tears streaming down my face and I woke up Sunday morning crying. I came
down, made a cup of tea, went back upstairs and got dressed and he said,
"There are you going?" and I said, "I'm off, if I don't get out of here
I'll do my nut" and I walked over to the park and went to my brother's
for the day, and our Dave run us back and he said, "I won't come in 'cos
he might go potty with you", and I come in and all he says was "Are you
going out to bingo?" and I said, "I've no money" and he said "Well here
you are then." "
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Most go on their own to the club and meet friends there:

R: "Do you usually meet friends there, or do you just go there
and play on your own?"
C: "I usually go up on my own, but there's always that many people
that I know that there's always some one that I can talk to.
Sunday nights Carol usually comes. Ron used to come a lot before
he was poorly. Tuesday night Jane comes and if anybody else turns
up they all know where to find me. I know that many people there
that I just feel I'm among friends anyway."

The club is used for both casual contact and for regular, organised meetings with
relatives and friends:

"My night out is Wednesday and I have to come to bingo - well I don't
have to come but I come to the bingo and I meet my friends and my
sister, my relations and that."

For some women, it is simply contact with other women that is sought:

"The reason I come in the afternoon is to get women to talk to. I've
got a house full of men; I've got two sons and a husband at home and,
well, men don't talk as much as women do."

The elderly in particular use the bingo club as a point of contact, often their only
point of contact, with other people:

"I was going out of my head living in the flat rcos I was stuck there all
day on my own .... and it (bingo) was the only way I'd get out of the
flat."

"But you get a lot of the older people going, and they just want someone
to talk to. When I worked there we had one very old lady called Mrs.
Guy - everybody in this area knew her - and she came every night. She
never missed a night. I think she was in her 90's. It didn't cost
her anything because they used to give her a bingo ticket, and she used
to miss half the numbers anyway, but if she wasn't there - if she was
poorly or anything - people used to say "Where1s Mrs. Guy?". It wasn't
the same without her. Everybody used to speak to her and I think she
just went for the company. But she got knocked over one night on the '
way to Bingo up on the High Street, and she died. They've got photos
of her up in the Foyer of the Bingo Hall." . .- .

"Basically the only alternative is the pub. Quite a lot of elderly people
go (to bingo) because it's just a break for them, it's a pleasant change."

As was discussed earlier, the other environment in which women feel comfortable, the home,
is not used for social mixing. The bingo club provides an opportunity for non-intimate
companionship, for a type of interaction which is found in few other ways. Playing bingo
is one of the "easiest" ways to be with other people:

"Bingo is one of the easiest places to start to be sociable."
"You don't notice one person coming in on her own to bingo."
"You can sit down and if you're not a person who does mix easily, you can
sit down and you don't have to mix. If you come to a place like this
(Housewives' Group) and you don't mix easily, you feel uncomfortable,
because it's a place where you come to mix."
"It doesn't come natural to mix with folk when you've worked all your life."

In spite cf the ambiguity surrounding the reasons for playing, the possibility of
winning is an essential component. Most do not expect to win:

"I'm not here to win really.
company and relaxation."

If I win, good enough, but I'm here for

Players are more prepared to accept that they have not won, as they have also had a pleasant
night out:

R: "How important is winning the money?"
3: "Not at all. You go for a night out. The money is just an added
thrill on the very rare occasion that it happens."

R: "Do you ever win?"
P: "I think I've won once, (laughs) No - I've been going in there for
two years and I've only won twice, and it's only been a couple of pounds
each time. But it's just a bit of excitement and you say "oh well, it's
not cost me anything to go out to-night", so - that's the way I look at it
anyway. I don't go out expecting to win. If I win then it's going to
make me feel good but I don't go out to win. I don't see how anybody can
expect to win when there's hundreds of people there and only a certain
amount of things you can win. It seems impossible that everybody can win.
But it's nice for you if you do win."



R: "Do you think at bingo that people are attracted by the possibility
of winning some money as well? And they wouldn't go unless they
could win something?"

J: "Yes - you find that out easy enough because there are certain games
down at the Western where you have like a jackpot which they hold once
a week, and the one they've got on at the moment, they tell you it will
go if you get it on a certain amount of numbers, and so on - say a
Tuesday night, it will be 'roller' night (which is what they call the
game - a 'roller'). It's for about £200 usually. On that night you
find that it's quite busy - that can be during the week, and it's quite
busy. I think a lot of them do go hoping they are going to win something."

It was the younger players who were most likely to mention winning as a primary reason
for playing bingo. They tended to 'follow the money', to frequent the larger city clubs
which gave large prizes. Thus, certain clubs were favoured for 'the money' and others for
'friendliness'. One 20-year old describes nearly winning £1000:

R: "Do you ever go to the Western Bingo?"
B: "Well, I've been there a couple of times, but I usually to to that
one down City Square. There's good money there if you can win it."
R: "Is that the attraction, do you think?"
B: "Well it would be nice if you won summat you know. It would be nice
for your Mam if she found out. About 3 weeks ago I went one Saturday
night and I were waiting for number 6 for a thousand pounds, and I just
sat there and I was getting excited. I was thinking 'If I win this
I'll call for my Dad to bring me and I'll go home and I won't bother
playing any more.' And he said, 'On it's own, number 7' and I was
thinking 'Oh number 6 please' and I was shaking. And he started to say
'On its own...' and I got ready to shout and he said 'Number 5', and the
lady next to me shouted it, and I couldn't stop shaking. My heart were
going 'boom, boom' with getting all excited and all that. And I went
horns and my 5tam said, 'Did you win owt Beverley?' and I said, 'I nearly
won a thousand pounds''and she says, 'Calm down, you haven't won it.'
It would have been lovely if I'd have had it, you know."

The possibility of winning is seen as the factor which makes people return:

"People will go to bingo and if they won a big house, say they won £1000
on a Wednesday, right, so they'll go back next Wednesday and say 'Maybe
I'll get it again' - well, that's human nature. You think 'Maybe I'll
be busy, maybe I won't'."

R: "Would the fact that you came so close make you want to go again?"
B: "Yes, it would. If I ever won any big money, I'd always fro again.
I won at the Regent where I went. I won - it wasn't much - but it was
£80 in 1979, or something like that. It were a surprise though, so I
shared it with my Mam and give her half. And at St. Mary's about a
month ago I won £50 worth of vouchers. But you have to spend them at
Asda you see, so I shared that, and I got some clothes at Pudsey and my
Mam spent hers on food."

People often said that they had winning streaks and then did not win again for months or
years. Certain individuals are regarded as "lucky" and "always winning". Tinning, for
the majority, is not a frequent occurrence:

R: "Does he ever win?"
T: "Well, not really. He won £11 last night, but he never wins big money.
About two years ago he won every night, £5, £10, every night for about a
month. And then it all stopped. He hasn't won for ages until last aignt.
His luck's run out."

R: "How often do you win?"
C: "Well, of course it varies.' I usually have a winning spell and then
twice more during the year. I don't know how it works out but I've been
going there since I was expecting our Rick and he's 14 a week on Tuesday,
and every October since then I've had a winning spell where I've won 2 or
3 times and then I can go another year sometimes without winning, but I
usually have an odd touch in between. But I certainly wouldn't stop
going if I never won agaia; I'd keep going."

R: "But you have to think you might win to keep going?"
C: "No. I don't know about the others, but I go for the night out. My
husband does - he always goes 'Are you going to win to-night?' and I
always say 'No'."

R: "Why, is it unlucky if you say 'Yes'?"
C: "No. Because I don't expect to win. I go just for a good night out.
When you consider what you spend there it's only the price of four pints
of beer. If you go to the pictures you expect to spend a couple of quid
and you don't get owt back out of that, so why expect to get something
back out of bingo?"
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Winnings are usually shared amongst family or friends. Often women write the
name of a member of the family against each card, and if a winning house emerges, the
prize goes to that member.

"You see, I'm comfortable enough; I'm not here to win - to need
it - if I win I always share it out with my daughters."

R: "So you'd always share it then?"
B: "Yes, yes. If it's only a little amount of money like four
or five pounds, she says "Oh cnly give me a pound", but if it's
bigger, I share it. I'm right good to my Mam but she's right
good to me. I don't know when I get a bit older when I'll be
needing her, if I get married and that, but I've always looked
after me Mam, you know."

Soraetiraas agreements are made between groups of players to share whatever is won.

"If we go we usually share. We say, "are we sharing?" if there's
three of us. If you win a line you get £3-odd each; it pays for
your night out, but it's very rare .... Ron, the caretaker at the
community centra, and Christine and I went ... and he won £300 - ooh,
we were all shaking."

Winnings are used to buy essential, but everyday items - even from a large win, there
may be little left by the time it is shared:

"I got a dress, shoes, two quilts, two quilt covers and an electric
kettle."

"I got a new dress for me mam's silver wedding and new shoes."

Gambling

Although 61% of the bingo players did regard bingo as gambling, it is not seen in the
same way as betting or playing on the one-armed bandit. ''ost did not gamble in other ways:

"I wouldn't bet on a horsa in my life. I wouldn't go to a betting shop."
"No way would I put a pound on a horse."
"They can turn round and say they've lost £12 (playing on one-armed bandits),
well there's no way I can lose £12 sitting here."
"What working class person can afford to go into a casino? There's a limit
here - £2.50 to £4 at the most, but when you start on them machines, it's
£8 or £12."

The minority who play en the one-armed bandits are regarded as the gamblers; women
who spend a lot on them and on mechanised cash bingo are heavily criticised - "for any
grown woman with a family to lose-money like that" - in the same way that non-bingo players
criticise bingo players. A great deal of money is spent on the two jackpot machines
allowed in each club; the same minority play on them in the hope of winning the jackpot.

"A lot of people just like to take the chance because there's the chance
of the jackpot. There are some people who never miss a night on it;
they run to get to it before anybody else. The others just don't bother.
I suppose there are a lot of people who just go for the gambling side of
it. You do tend to find people like that who are heavily into gambling.
They go for the bingo, and then when the bingo's finished, they are at the
slot machines or on that game like seaside bingo, and during the day they
are at the bookies all day. It's only people like that who do that."

Cost

For most players, then, playing bingo is not a gamble. The same amount is spent each
session; the outlay is known aad is not exceeded. The fear of spending too much stopped
many women from playing mechanised cash bingo in the interval or after the main session.
Entry charges range between 15p and 40p. At' the Western the charge is 27p. Most clubs
offer reduced rates for pensioners, often as little as 5p. It is the cost of the main
session books which maks up the bulk of expenditure. Depending on how many cards are
played, a full session can cost between £1.50 and £4. Usual expenditure for an evening
is about £3, and rather more in city centre clubs. One woman said that she plays four
books, at a cost of £2.50. She played four times a week - "I work all week so I fesl I'm
entitled to that £10."

The cost of bingo is not off-set ^gainst winnings. Although some players sum what they
win and compare it with "losses", most do not. They are aware that it is unlikely to win a
larger sum than is spent and they are unconcerned about this. Instead, costs are offset
against the cost of other activities:

"What it costs me to go tc bingo, it would cost me a lot more to go into
Leeds."

There was the feeling that they had a riprht to spend"money as chey wished, and
was as good a way as any:
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"I don't believe you should come and spend money you can't afford, but
I do believe that any woman or man rearing a family these days is
entitled to a bit of relaxation, and if they would come here for a night
or two or whatever they can afford instead of spending it in pubs -
they'll get something in here. They have a chance - there's no chance
in pubs."

Another woman makes some interesting points, and touches on the amount spent, for
example, in more middle class pursuits such as going to the theatre:

R: "In the newspapers, Bingo is often really put down - that they
(the companies) make a big profit out of it."

J: "I think it's put down because it's a waste of money. People
are just throwing their money away and because a lot of people are
going in one place. Well, you could say the same for betting and
things like that. That's just throwing your money away on the same
basis when it's just chance whether you are going to win or not, but
because betting shops are lots of little places and not as much
publicised as bingo and things like that, they don't put it down as
much. But it's the same thing. Any people will go out and spend
that much money on the theatre, say, and it's not regarded as throwing
your money away."

Responses to the Structure

By and large, an 'us' and 'them' attitude existed between players and owners or
management. This was so even when relations v/ers good between management and their clientele,
The type of relationship between the two is structured by the fact that money is involved;
it is accepted that those in the bingo business make their living (often a healthy one) from
the expenditure of players. Owners are not resented for this but it prevents them ever
being accepted as "one of 'us'". Many players can remember bingo before it became a money-
making venture:

R: "Why do you think bingo really took off when it was first introduced?
So many people go, and like bingo."

A: "Well, I think actually the Catholics started the bingo. I'm almost
sure they did, because we used to call it Tombola, and when I were a
kid I remember all the churches used to have Tombola, but they did it
with prizes, the first ones, and that was for the church funds then,
I suppose like they do round there now. And then it sort of clicked
from there; then they started doing it for money. Gradually you found
bingo halls starting up all over, once they found it clicked."

Few regard bingo club owners as providing a social service, or a place for people to
meet, which is often how bingo companies and owners present themselves. Primarily, the aim
is to make money. The way in which profits are made is sometimes misunderstood, with players
believing that the company first takes its "cut".

R: "Do you think the big bingo companies make a big profit?"
L: "The big ones will, yes. I even think the small places are
bound to make a profit, because they put their profit first and
then what's left over is shared out for the prizes, isn't it?"

The intervention of money creates distance between players and owners; possible friction
is contained through a "joking relationship". Talking about a club owner, one player said:

"Well, they say he's just been to Israel on our money, when he comes
back with his lovely tan .... (but) it's just a joke .... We know
that we spend our money there of our own free will. It's just a
standing joke when he comes back with his tan. We say it about
anybody, (like) these people on social security - 'oh, we're bloody
working for a living and look at the tan they've got'. It's just ————
one of those things you say."

Callers and other staff are regarded as 'us' working for 'them'. Whilst it is importam
for the caller to establish rapport and a good relationship with the players, poor callers ari
not tolerated, no matter how friendly or good-looking. The important thing is to hear the
numbers loudly and clearly. Poor calling, resulting in wrong claims, breaks in the game and
hesitant decisions, are unsettling and disliked:

R: "Does the caller make a lot of difference?"
J: "Yes (laugh). They have got to be very thick-skinned have the callers.
I—know down at the Western there's Colin and there's Brenda, and Brenda has
been there for years. • Everybody knows Brenda and everybody still shouts
at her if she doesn't call their numbers out, and as I say, you've got to be
really thick-skinned because they can really shout you down. ' Colin's a
fairly weak one and they don't like him. They like him to a certain extent,
but they like to pull him to pieces. If you get a caller that you can't hear
the numbers right, or if he calls too fast, they don't like it. The customers
tend to rule in a place like that. If they say they can't hear the numbers,
then it's got to be altered, or if they are too fast, then they have to slow
down. It's run by the customers, mainly."
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Flexibility

Although people usually go to bingo on the same night/s of the week, and the session
begins and ends at the same time, there is a large amount of flexibility afforded to
players. It is possible to vary the frequency of playing:

"How often do you go there?"
"It depends if I've got any money or not. But about once a
fortnight. I couldn't go down every week. I would get bored
with it. I get bored when I go down now.'1

And it is possible to vary the choice of playing companions and the level of interaction
inside the club:

"Well, sometimes my Mam'11 come with me, but sometimes she won't.
I just go myself or with my mates or I just go myself. I don't
bother."

R: "Do you think some people like to go and not have to be bothered
to talk to people?"
C: "I'm sure they do. There are certain times that I do just totally-
ignore anybody; well, say hello and that, but don't encourage them
to chat. And other times it's handy to have somebody to talk to.
But some people do like to go and not be bothered and it's easy enough
to get that message over without offending anybody."

Further, there are choices involved in how aiany games are played, whether drinks are
bought from the bar, and the time of leaving the club:

R: "That's one good thing about bingo; it finishes really early."
S: "It's up to you then, how early you want to come home. It
finishes about quarter past nine during the week, but you can
stay and play Prize Bingo and such, or you can just stay and have
a drink with your friends there and not get home till half past ten,
eleven o'clock."

R: "Do you ever go and play anywhere else?"
M: "I did at one point. I went with Christine to the Majestic. That
was when I was working at the Western, because we weren't allowed to
play bingo there, so we used to go to the Majestic on a Wednesday night,
and we were made members there and I think I only went about twice. If
I've gone to a club or anything with my dad, and there's been any bingo
there, I've had a game of bingo there, but I never go out of my way like
some people do. They go to the Western and then if it's not open, they'll
go to the Majestic, or if there's something special on somewhere else,
they'll go there. A lot of people do tend to go round from place to place.
I know a lot of people who go to the Western go to the Regal, which is owned
by Jack (at Bradford). He owns them both. A lot of people go to both."
R: "People travel quite a long way then?"
M: "Oh, yes; people who go to the Western will come from York Road. There
are some people who come from Seacroft. Some come quite a fair distance.
A lot of people, if they find somewhere they like, they are willing to
travel there. We get people coming from all over."

Ritual

Whilst there is considerable flexibility, and the possibility of limited and casual
commitment, biago is also an immense ritual, with a great deal of routine behaviour. The
game itself is routine, with precise starting and finishing times; there are complaints
if the game is running too slowly:

"Yes, yes. As I say, it's routine; you know exactly what's going
to happen. What time this is going to finish and what tine tha.t
is going to finish. You can sort of plan your night out you know,
because you know there won't be any change unless something drastic
happens, of course, but you don't think of things like that of course."

The routine of bingo is not resisted. Rather, people create their own precise routines
which fit the already highly structured game. People arrive at a certain time each week;
managers can recite the times at which regular players always arrive. Inside the club, each
person has their own routine:

"So do you know most of the people who go-?"
"Well, I know enough to talk to. They're all regulars that go. And
particularly if you go into the other room rather than the main session.
There's the ones that play the one-armed bandit at certain times. Some
that always play it before and some that go in the interval and some that
go afterwards but they won't go at any other time. And then you get the
ones that go into the Party Bingo room and some that only go spend the
first pound, and some that only go spend the last pound. So you get to
know each other's routine."
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One of the most important aspects of the ritual is concerned with seating,
majority of players like to sit in their "own"seats:

R: ''Do you always sit in the same bit?"
C: "Yes, my own seat. It's almost got my name on."
R: "The seat I saw you on?"
C: "Yes, that is my seat and I always sit on it. It's very, very
rare that I sit anywhere else and if I do it's only one or two >.
rows away from it, if someone else is sitting in it."

R: "Do you mind that?"
C: "Not particularly. It's not my seat as such, it's just that
I like to sit round about there."

The

R: "Why do people have special seats?"
C: I sat there a'I've no idea, because I didn't used to have,
couple of times and another couple I know sat in front of me.
If I wasn't there they started saving that seat for me. So now
it's automatic that I do sit there. I don't know why because
it's not at all comfortable."

R: "They're not, are they, those cinema seats?"
C: "The table's more comfortable, but you can't occupy a table all
to yourself. If you want to be on your own, you can sit in those
seats and put your bags down and such, so that no-one will come
and sit with you, but at a table you'd always get somebody pestering
you."

That people have their 'own' seats can cause friction. One manageress recalls being
called to a dispute one evening where another woman was sitting in a regular player's seat.
Rather than take another seat in the near empty club, the regular player went home.

"You do tend to find that if you go for the first time and you want
to sit in a seat that somebody else has sat in for years, you can
cause a big argument. There are signs up saying that no seats are
reserved but that doesn't seem to follow. People do moan-if you
happen to sit in their seats. It's the older generation that_do that."

Wanting to sit in a particular seat is given as the reason for arriving at the club long
before the session begins:

R: "Do you find that some people go very early to the sessions?"
J: "Oh, yes, especially on a Sunday night. The doors open either at
half-past or quarter-past six and you will find there are people standing
outside the bingo queueing at six o'clock. During the week the doors
open at half-past six and people will queue from half-past five, (laugh) "
R: " Why do you think they do that?"
J: "I don't know, unless it's just to get special seats. It's getting back
to this that they all have their own seats, because when the bingo first
opens there is nothing going on. You caa get a cup of tea and that's
about it, because there's no bingo or anything, because it doesn't start
until a certain time. They can buy their tickets but that's all. They
have just got to sit and talk, and I think it's just so they can get their
own seats. A lot of them are the pensioners who have been sat in home all
day and want to go down early. The majority are the older ones, but you
do get some younger ones who just stand in the queue. It seems daft to me.
They just want to get a seat, but first thing on a night you can always get
a seat. During the week when I go I leave here at half-past seven because
it starts at eight. I can get a seat if I want one. But they just want
their own seats; they want to get things sorted out and get their own
tables in the corner. It's like being at home - it's home from home sort
of; they move the furniture around."

Arriving early and sitting in a particular seat allows the player greater control over
whatever social interaction takes place. In a near empty hall, players sit dotted all over
it, with large spaces separating individuals. Even friends often sit with an empty chair
or two between them. C. above says that she prefers the more uncomfortable cinema seats
rather than the unit seating of table and four chairs, as she can 'put her bags down' on
adjoining seats and won't be 'pestered'. Busy, crowded clubs are sometimes disliked as
physical distance is minimised:

B: "Well they do get a lot in at night, but I think it's on a Wednesday
that it's packed. It's really packed so they must take a lot. And,
same as Top Rank in town, it's absolutely packed with it being for a
thousand or two thousand - it's absolutely packed. It opens at half-
past six and if I go I've to go at half-past five to get a seat, because
if you go a bit late you have to squash in with somebody - it's right
crowded. You get a load on a Wednesday or a Saturday night down there.

«' * • They're all queueing at half-past five or twenty-to six to get a seat.
It's like a football match."
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H: "Do you try and get the same seat?"
B: "Well, sometimes I do anci sometimes I don't, but- I'm not
bothered and I just go and sit somewhere else."

Having to 'squash in with somebody' - somebody who is not known - is not at all desirable.

Ritual is essential. Going to bingo is probably the only public ritual engaged in by
the players. One woman explains its function:

"I think people feel safe. I think people get frightened at too
much change. From what I've seen of people, because people talk
to me, they are frightened of change. When they put the new garae
in there it took a few weeks for people to actually go in. The
curious ones would go in first and then they passed the word round,
and now you can always tell when that game's on because everyone
goes in. t think people are a bit frightened if things are altered
too much. People tend to just want to stay as they are. • Every-
body wants more money and to be able to live a bit better, but they
don't want to see things change too much. You get all these
computers and things like that and it frightens people because they
are losing control - microcomputers and things like that - they can't
follow it at all; they get confused."

"Safety" and feeling "safe" were mentioned many tines in describing a night at bingo:

"It's a pleasant evening, you have a chat, you have a laugh, and you're
sort of safe with people."

R: "Vfhy do you think people have such a. routine in bingo?"
"I've no idea. I think we're all creatures of habit. I think
you're just brought up from the cradle so that you do certain things
at certain times and you're secure in a routine. I mean, with little
kids, the ones that cry and carry on are the ones with no routine,
whereas if you know what's coming next you feel a lot safer."

One reason for routine is to do with luck. Luck plays an important part in winning; this
is particularly so in a game which ostensibly requires no skill, and the outcome cannot be
influenced except by "luck". Most of the players believed in luck of some kind:

"Well, put it this way. A lot of people don't believe that there's a
God up there, but I do. If you're right good, you'll get the luck
put on to you. Do you know what I mean? If you do your work and
you doa't do anything bad, the luck cones on."

Individual ideas about ways in which to make luck "come on" contribute to individual routines:

R: "They really believe in luck?"
J: "Oh, yes. I think that's why a lot of them like to sit in the same
place. They don't like to move, or they will always use the same pen,
or a lot of people always wear the same pair of shoes. You get a lot
of that. People have their own superstitions. It doesn't always work
but then they think 'I'll try again next time, and then I'll try again
next time'. Where they always use their own pen. they hate to throw
them away when they run out. It's a laugh when you see it because it
seems strange. Sow that I am one of the crowd I am among them, but when
I used to work there I could stand away from them and see what people were
getting up to. We used to sit and laugh for ages. It's just one of
those things. I think everybody has got something like that."

"I won the link one night on a Saturday wearing a green blouse and a green
jumper, and funny enough I won the link again the next night, and people
said, "oh, are you wearing your lucky stuf.f?"" ;

''Some people won't buy a ticket as soon as they come in, or they won't go
after a certain person to get a ticket. Some think the first ticket is
going to be lucky." - , , - ,

Bingo at the Church

Bingo at 3t. Bart's was played not for cash but for prizes. The game is played in che
church hall, on rows of seats assembled for the purpose. The caller, Jack, sits on a small
stage and has the same 'professional' equipment as found in the bingo clubs - a square box
from which the balls are blown. The atmosphere is more relaxed than in the commercial clubs.
There is less at stake, and there is not a 'professional relationship' between organisers and
players. The game may be interrupted more easily, therefore, by players losing a pen or not
having the right cards. There is also more banter between the caller and players, and there
is more likely to be variation in the way the numbers are called, with the patter, "Number 10,
Maggie's den", "Number 22, a pair of ducks", and so on, which tends not to occur in bingo clubs.
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Although the church bingo is more relaxed, the differences between it and the way
the game is conducted in commercial clubs are not enormous. The perception of players,
however, is of very different 'atmospheres' in the two venues.

R: "Do you think that some of the people who play at St. Bart's wouldn't
go to the big bingo clubs because they think that that money's going
towards the people who own the club, whereas at church the money's going
towards something?"

W: "I don't know but it's a different atmosphere up there. It's like a
social club. Everybody knows each other, you know. You can go up and
have a chat and after bingo if you're a member you can go into the bar.
We always go into the bar and have a drink. We have a nice night."

These two women discuss the differences:

0: "And if you get somebody else's seat they can ?et to bloody fighting
you if you sit in somebody else's seat."

R: "Does that not happen at St. Bart's?"
0: "Oh, no,no."
R: "And I suppose there,as well, you can take the whole family."
0: "Oh yes, kids can play because there's prizes. Well you go up there
and you know where you sit; you have your own places. Except at
Christmas. We have the choir come in at Christmas and we have band
play, and if you aren't up early you don't get a seat; you can't get
in your own seats that you generally sit in every week. It's a different
atmosphere, you know."

R: "Do you think that's the biggest difference?"

You can spend a lot
0: "Yes, oh yes." .
R: "I suppose it's cheaper than going to the western.
of money there."
0: "Oh no, no. I think at the Western his books are 25p and they are 30p
up there, and sometimes the prizes that are on aren't worth winning - they
aren't worth tuppence. I go, but whatever I win I give away if I don't
want it. There might be something on one week that I might want, and if
I win it I'll keep it myself, but biggest part of the time I give it away.
I just go for the game of bingo - I like the bingo and to be with all my
friends."

R: "Why do you think bingo is associated with older people? You think of
older women playing it."

0: "I think it's 'cause it's something old people can play and not be rushed.
They can take their time. They're not rushed and pushed to get things over.
We have a lot of old people come up. There's a lot of young 'uns an all but
there's a lot of old people - well, I'm saying old - they're in their late
50's and 60's. It's just all friends, that's all."

R: "Is the church bingo different from the bingo at the Western?"
K: "Oh well, this is to raise money for the church."
R: "A lot of people in Armley seem to go to the Western."
K: "I don't go there now. I used to go but it's about 4 or 5 years since
I went. If you go and you win, they're all moaning and groaning because
you have won. They don't like you to win. If a woman goes one week and
wins and then wins again the next week, they're all moaning and groaning
because she wins twice. But I don't like that. I say, 'if you pay your
money and you win it's hard lines - you've paid your money'. "

P.: "Do you mean there's a lot of jealousy?"
K: "Yes, I think so.
I just say to them,

R: "Do you not get that up at St. Bart's?"
K: "Not a right lot, no."

"I wonder why that is: are they different people who play there? "
"I don't think so. They go up there because the Western's shut on

a Wednesday. You want to call in to-night; it's open to-night."

Mind you, they play pop if I win up at the bingo.
'I've paid my money same as you'."

Bingo in Working Men's Clubs

The organisers of Working men's clubs are diffident in discussing the bingo which is
played on their premises, due to the fact that it is organised under a different section
of the 1968 Act to that which controls commercial bingo. It is subject to less strict
regulations and the clubs are conscious of criticisms from commercial organisers. The
main attraction to players is that it doesn't occupy .the entire evening; it tends to be
cheaper than bingo in commercial clubs, and prize money is not taxed.
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"It's 25p for a book in t' club and then a flyer's 10p, which isn't
bad really, but you're not just drinking, you're playing bingo and
drinking. It does work out a bit dear sometimes. It depends what
you're looking for really."

Playing bingo at clubs, either social clubs or working men's clubs, tended not to
lead women to want to play at bingo clubs. This was not so for younger players, in
their late teens and early twenties, who had perhaps been introduced by parents to social
clubs, and who wished to try "proper" bingo at a commercial club. The majority, by the
ages of 40 to 50, had discovered where they preferred to play:

R: "Does your husband ever go?"
A: "Oh, yes. We go on a Suaday together."
R: "To the Western?"
A: "Oh, no. I don't go to the Western bingo. I"ve been a couple
of times and I found it very expensive. I an a member. I think
you can get addicted to it and spend your money, which I haven't got,
so I'd rather save mine. I don't mind going an odd once. I
promised to go actually this week, on Friday night, and I will do,
but I probably won't go again maybe this year. I might not do, but
I'm not bingo mad."

The Non-Players

The non players comprised 53% of the questionnaire sample. They were asked to give
reasons why they did not play bingo. The younger age groups saw bingo as a "game for old
biddies", and felt they had "much more interesting and rewarding things to do". Most
comments were short and to the point: "hate it", "dull", "boring", were typical. "It's
a moron's game of pure chance", and "all that smoke and bored by it" were more imaginative.
It was seen as a waste of time and the expense was also referred to; it was a "mug's game".
One, however, wrote "Find it makes my blood pressure go up - too exciting!"

The majority of the women interviewed had tried bingo, either at a commercial club or
elsewhere. Criticisms of bingo centred on the cost; non-players tend to see bingo playing
as instrumental activity from which they expect larger returns than the actual prize money
which is offered:

R: "Do you feel with the bingo you don't get your money's worth?"
Mrs.C: "No, I wouldn't say that, but I mean I'm not struck on it."
R: "Doesn't the chance of winning some money attract you?"
Mrs.C: "No: the last time I went there I was near the front at some
tables, and a mother and daughter were with me. The caretaker goes
and when I were explaining who it were, he said 'oh, they're there
two or three times a week'. They both must have had 5 (cards) at
least and then they paid for so much before each for different games,
but the mother was playing tele-bingo in between at interval. They
won £60 and they thought that was smashing, but how much had they
paid? If they went two or three times a week what was it costing them?
In the long run they hadn't won £60 - they'd won part of what they'd
paid out. If you go once a week, you go for the company, and you get
a couple, say, but when you get five and six you've to concentrate. To
me that isn't to get a night out. I wouldn't attempt to look at five
or six - I'd never get anywhere with them. Two's as much as I can manage
to be comfortable."

R: "Why do you think bingo's so popular?"
P: "I don't know really. The bingo up there is nothing compared with
other bingos. There's big money to be won at the big bingos. At
the Majestic they're paying out about thirteen or fourteen bundled pounds
a night. That's a lot of money. Some of the houses down there run
into a hundred pounds. Everybody gets to thinking that they're going

• to be lucky. It's easy money, but by the time they've finished paying
out they don't think what it's going to cost them. When they win, it's
only what they've paid out to go.

Other non-players criticised the amount spent in a moralistic way:

A 72-year old: "There's a place down there called Western. Well, a few
years back I was feeling rather fed up one night and I thought I'd go to
that place and see what it's like, and have a bash at it. Well I just
bought one book (mind you, it's got dearer since then) but there were
people sat round me and they had half-a-dozen books, whica was more money.
They were all sat smoking and then they all brought bags of sweets out and
chocolates, and then at half-time they all went and bought pies and peas.
I thought, 'my goodness, it must be costing a lot of money for all this.'
I was sat absolutely bewildered you know, I'd just paid a small amount
of money for one book. I came home and thought, 'I don't know whether
it's me or them that'.3 right or wrong. There's something wrong somewhere.
I thought they can't pay their way right at home - pay all their dues and
demands - the electric and gas and everything when they're spending all
that money. I only just manage to get through and pay everybody, but
anyway this is how they seem to go on nowadays."



Either way, bingo was seen as too expensive. One said, "It's awful to think that's
all there is (bingo). To spend all that money to go out." This woman, who plays
occasionally in a working men's club, felt that the perception of money differed between
classes:

R: "How much does it cost when you go to the Western for a night?"
A: "Well, you can quite easily spend £5 in that Western bingo if you
really wanted to, because you see if you get one book you've no chance,
because everybody gets five and six books, and then there's flyers which
cost a lot of money and half way through there's some machines that you
can spend quite a lot of money on - little machines, I don't really know
what they do; I've never been myself but I've seen women running down
there and I think to myself, 'well, half your money can go in that bingo
hall'. I think I've been, in five years, about five times."

R: "Why do you think it does attract so many people, the Western?"
A: "Well, they've only got to win once and you think 'oh, I'll go again
and win', and this is what it is really. I think it's people chasing
money. If you had a good wage you'd never find a better class people
going in the bingo hall, only the ordinary lower types, low wages and
working class people, and they're always chasing money. The attraction
is the money, but if you were better off you wouldn't think that way,
your mind fd think different. That's how I think. I mean, I've got
friends who've got their own businesses and worked their way up from
nothing and they're quite rich now; you wouldn't get them going in there.
Not because they've got more money, because I don't think they would if
they hadn't, because their mind doesn't think that way. They would be
thinking what they could do with that £5 note. I don't think you'd get
much change out of a fiver to go in there."

R: "Do you think people that go there are not bothered about saving money?"

A: "No, they have a slap-happy way of living. I think so anyway,-but then
again, everybody's got a different outlook on life, haven't they?"

Most knew bingo players, and shared the myth of bingo players as irresponsible women
who gambled away their housekeeping money. "Our Christine spends all her wages on bingo",
or, "I've a friend who says that from opening to starting the main session, she spent as
much as £3 - well I couldn't afford ....."

"You can go into town and pass the Majestic about half past one and see
* '; the pensioners and they look as though they could do with some new

clothes .... well to me it's all wrong."

In discussion groups, by the time that the non-players had put forward their views, all
but the most confident players lapsed into silence:

"... it's a fever with some people."
,, "...you get addicted at them places, don't they? - that's not pleasure

at all, you become addicted."
. , "I think it must be a disease for them."

Some non-players had a more realistic view of the appeal of bingo, usually because a
family member played:

R: "What do you think the appeal of bingo is?"
"It's easy entertainment. It's not demanding. You mark your card but
it's not like playing a sport or anything like that, and there's always
a chance of winning some money, but to me it's a waste because you
probably pay more .... you might win £50 one week but you could go another
two or three years without winning a penny, and pay as much back. It's a

__._ waste of money to me that sort of thing. My grandma won a few weeks ago;
she won £20 and she's over the moon because she won this £20, but she's
been going all her life as far as I can remember, and I don't think she's
won in the past four or five years anything, and she goes religiously every
week, and yet she won £20 and she was over the moon about it. She could
have saved a hell of a lot more than that just on money she spends going to
bingo. Not that I'm against people going out, but that to me just doesn't
appeal."

R: "So you don't play bingo?"
"No. I hate bingo."
R: "Have you ever been?"
"Only to the seaside ones and that's enough. The ones on the seafronts, they
bore me to tears, so I couldn't face the proper bingo halls. My Grandma's
always trying to persuade me to go - she's a bingo fanatic - she's 34, and
every week she comes over and says, 'I wish you'd come with me; I'm sure
you'd be lucky.' I have to think up a new excuse of why I can't go.'"

R: "When you say fanatic .....?"

"She's not a fanatic, but she goes regularly evary Tuesday. She can't miss
that for anything. Tuesday night is her night for bingo. She used to go
a lot more often but it's only since she got older and she finds it more
difficult to get about that she doesn't go as frequently."



R: "Does your Mum go?"
"No, my Mum can't stand it either."

This woman was a "bingo widcw" . Her husband, a bus driver who worked shifts, was a
regular player whilst she was bored by it :

R: "Why do you think that some people do like it?"
T: "It's the excitement of winning - a thousand pounds, a couple of
hundred pounds - you know. It's like smoking, it's an addiction I
suppose really. He seems to be addicted; he loves it, he won't miss
his bingo. To-night he'll probably come home at a quarter past seven.
He'll rush in and shave and have a cup of tea, and then he's off to bingo
again. He's got to be at bingo at half past seven, so he's only got
fifteen minutes to get ready and get to bingo.''

Ill

R: "Does he go to the Westers at
T: "No, he doesn't go to the Western. He likes to travel. He's got
a bus pass you see and he likes to travel to further binscos. He doesn't
like to play at the bingo places close to home. He likes to go to the
Silver Dollar and the Crown."

Some women hinted that the popularity of bingo had waned. In the 1960 's it was a. new
excitement, something to try, whereas now the novelty had worn off, whilst it was realised
that in the long term little financial profit was made.

"And at one time I think bingo was a thing that everybody went to; I'm
saying a lot of people. And then it started fading out, you know.
You only get a handful of people winning and then they realise that all
their money ' s going in t' bingo halls. It depends what you're looking
for in your life, really you know. Some people are content to go to
bingo and come home and win a few, some women just go to bingo and don't
drink and don't do anything else, so it depends what you like."

Differences between Players and Non-players

The major difference between players and non-players was age. The average age of the
players was 47.6 years, with 46% below the age of 40, and the average age of the aon-players
was 35.3 years with 68% below the age of 40. Many of the other differences between the two
groups are related to this fact. When only those aged 40 or less are considered, however,
there are significant differences in levels of educational attainment. 34.6% of the non-
players (aged 40 or less) has continued beyond the age of 15 at school, compared with 6.2%
of the players (aged 40 or less).

Players were less likely to have a car in the household (Table 26), more likely to live
in Council housing (Table 27), note likely to be widowed (Table 28), more likely to have grown-
up children (Table 29), and to live alone (Table 30). Players who worked in paid employment
were more likely to have full-time jobs; 61% of the players worked full-time, compared to
49% of the non-playing workers (Table 31).

Bingo players were more likely to say that over the last five years their standard of
living had gone down (Table 32) . They were also less likely to see the point of planning
ahead (Table 33) .

Table 26 : Comparison of players and non-players : Car Ownership . ..

Plavers

No car
One car
Two cars
Three cars

55
39
4
a

tt

Non-players

35
49
14
2

,*»

Table 27 : Comparison of players and non-playars Type of Housing

Council House
Council Flat
Rented accommodation
Owner-occupied

% Players

19
13
7
61

% Non-players

17
-
8
75
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Table 28 : Comparison of players and non-players : Marital Status

Married
Single
Widowed
Divorced
Other

Table 29 : Comparison of

None
Under 5
Aged 5-14
Aged 15-18
Aged over 18

% Players

70
6
21
-
3

players and

% Players

11
14
15
16
44

% Non-players

73
11
8
2
6

non-players : Children

% Non-players

16
20
30
11
23

Table 30 : Comparison of players and non-players : Household Composition

Living:
Alone
With husband
With husband a children
With children
With parents
With friends
Other

Players

20
23
48
4
5

% Non-players

7
14
60
2
4
4
9

Table 31 : Comparison of players and non-players (excluding retired women)

% Non-players

Paid Emolovment

Housewife
Full-time employed
Part-time employed

% Players

46
32
22

31
34
35

Table 32 : Comparison of players and non-players : Standard of Living

% Players % Non-players
Standard of living
over past 5 years has:
Gone down 34
Stayed the same 21
Become a bit better 25
Become a lot better 20

22
23
35
20

Table 33 : Comparison of players and non-players : Attitudes to Planning Ahead

% Players % Non-players

"You've got to plan
ahead"

"Sometimes planning
ahead gets you
nowhere"

"There's no point
planning ahead"

42

22

36

47

36

17
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Table 34 Comparison of players and non-players : Church-going

% Players % Non-players
Goes to church:
Regularly
Sometimes
Only for special
occasions

Never

Table 35 : Comnarison of

23
13

51
13

players

16
23

51
10

and non-players : Gambling

Proportion which in
last 12 months has:

Done football pools 55
Put money on a horse 36
Put money on a dog 8
Bought a lottery ticket 59
Gone to a casino 5

34
25
1

51
2

Table 36 : Comparison of players and non-players : Holidays

% Players % Non-players

At least once a year 59
Almost every year 22
Every few years 7
Very rarely 8
Never 4

69
16
8
6
1

bnt

Leisure Behaviour

There were no statistically significant differences (using Chi-square tests) between
players and non-players in terms of church-going (Table 34), or involvement in other forms
of gambling (Table 35). A larger proportion of the bingo players also did the football
pools and bet on horses, but the differences were not statistically significant. Non-
players were more likely to take a holiday every year (Table 36), and they had the TV on
for longer periods (Table 37). The players were more likely to prefer ITT to BBC 1 and
none liked BBC 2 (Table 38). There were no significant differences between players and
non-players in the amount they liked to read books (Table 39).

Table 37 : Comparison of players and non-players : Extent of Watching Television

% Players % Non-players

TV is on:
All the time
Half the time
Only for certain
programmes

Rarely

15
54

28
3

8
66

24
2

Table 38 : Comparison of players and non-players : Preferred TV Channel

ITV
BBC 1
BBC 2

% Players

64
36
0

% Non-players

49
38
13

Table 39 : Comparison of players and non-players : Reading Books

"Always have one book
I'm reading"

"Now and then I read
a book"

"Don't like to read"
"No time to read"

% Players

48

42
6
4

Non-players

50

40
5
5 . -



The Middle Class Response

The most vehement anti-bingo stance came from the 'respectable working class' and
those sections of it which were upwardly mobile. Middle class women, in contrast, were
remarkably liberal and objective in their discussion of bingo. Conversations with a
dozen or so women, in the academic, administrative and caring professions, recorded some
interesting responses. None had played bingo.

It was felt by the middle class women that they were more financially restricted than
working class women and were therfore less able to pursue activities such as bingo. "You've
got to keep up appearances and make the money go round", said one, and "you're supposed to
spend time and money in your home and not out of it", said another. There were some points
in common with working class women, notably in child rearing:

"My husband expected to go out after we'd had children more often
than I did."

"No assumptions were made about specific times which were put aside
for when I was 'at leisure'."

"He assumed he could just go ahead and book a squash game."

Most of the women felt they had forfeited friendship with other women for a career
and had made other sacrifices for the sake of full-time jobs. They, therefore, felt that
to spend their hard earned income on activities such as bingo was feckless - "I wouldn't
want to part with money if I couldn't be sure of getting it back."

The women were aware of the caricature of the bingo player, and whilst all saw "the
bingo player" as female and middle-aged, they felt that the caricature presented a distortion.
One women remarked, "every time I've heard the word used, it's been with the most profound
contempt." Another said:

"I'm trying hard to think of examples of other non-productive, presumably
wasteful, not particularly admirable leisure activity, which is ever treated
in the same way. It's because it's a working class cum female activity."

Bingo was "a shorthand way of putting people down"; "there is an underlying assumption
that it is a social evil, 'what can we do to help these people?' - but most people don't use
all their time in productive ways", reasoned one woman. Another stated that'there was no
"rational grounds for picking one particular type of time passing for contempt that amounts
to aggression". The "steady stream of disruptive consequences" from alcoholic drinkers was
noted, along with a "jocular and affectionate acceptance of their behaviour".

It was felt that a great deal of sexism persisted in leisure activities in Great Britain; on
the continent,mixed cafes provided an alternative for women. Middle class equivalents to
bingo were seen as coffee mornings, which brought women together, and also auctions, which
were 'rituals' in which money was 'gambled' on household goods and furniture.

Husbands

Non-players were more likely to describe their husbands as "family men"; 70"* of the
husbands of non-players compared to 5l"-> of the husbands of players were described so.
However, husbands of bingo players were more likely to help with housework. Only 20%
rarely or never helped, compared with 35"? of those of non-players. There was little
difference in the husband's occupation, in the tendency to bring work home, or in the extent
to which husbands were described as ambitious.

Husbands of players were twice as likely to belong to a working men's club as were non-
players' husbands. Husbands of players were significantly more involved in gambling
(Table 40).

Table 40 : Comparison of nlayers and non-players : Husband's involvement in Gambling

Proportion which:

Bets on horses
Bets on dogs
Plays bingo
Does football pools
Buys lottery tickets

% Husbands of
players

50
12
58
74
40

Husbands of
non-players

36
5
6
60
41
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Women in Armley - Ladies of Leisure?

It was stated above (Chapter III) that leisure research collects data on behaviour
which has adapted to the limitations of a situation, and that it was interesting to note
what people do not do as well as what they do. In Armley, it was interesting to note what
women did not talk about; the absences and the gaps revealed much about their lives. It
is not intended to fall into the same trap as those sociologists criticised by Pearson, who
label "an entire way of life as deprived or stunted without any evidence that the people
concerned feel that way". (106) There is room for comment, however, on other people's
lives, particularly if Deem's caveat is adopted: "we cannot accept the views of individual
women as our only source of evidence about whether or not their way of life and leisure
experiences are deprived and unequal and inferior to those of men." (107)

Women in Armley "made the best of things". They drew on people and facilities in the
locality for their leisure and took time for themselves when they could. Some had a
particular time set aside for "their leisure", perhaps every Saturday afternoon at the
bingo. Their ill defined "leisure" activities were part of a routine, with special nights
out at the cinema or a restaurant interspersed with more regular visits to the pub, bingo
and relatives:

"Sometimes, if there's any good pictures on I go with my sister to that
one up Tong Road. Or if there's anything good in town we go there.
I do a bit of gardening - plant some plants and that, you know. I cut
the lawn and do all sorts. Sometimes I'll do a bit of painting (i.e.
decorating). I do all sorts, really."

"Sometimes I go out. Usually on a Monday at St. Mary's at the bottom
of Tong Road there's a bingo - prizes and that, you know - I usually go
there. Sometimes I go down to my Auntie's or go down so see my Gran'ma.
Sometimes I stop in and read a couple of books or do some knitting, or
play with our John if he wants me to. I teach him a bit if he wants
anything doing, or bake with him a bit if he wants."

Two particular absences were striking. One was a lack of variety compared with the
activities of men and less restrained, middle-class women. This lack was felt by the
women, who were conscious that there were all sorts of activities which they would like to
try but, for a variety of reasons, could not. Women often described their husbands as
having relatively full and varied leisure lives:

R: "Does he do any other sports?"
E: "Not now - he's too idle, (laugh) He likes now to sit in the car and
drive round, but he used to be the chess champion. That's what Julie and
he like to play - chess. I don't like it; I play backgammon with him quite
a lot. He was the chess champion for Whitwood College and Hunslet Boys' Club
and he used to do weight lifting and javelin and running for Hunslet Boys' Club.
He used to swim for Central and he used to do bikini? for another club. He used
to play rugby for Hunslet Boys as well, so he was all ..... He's gone to seed
now; (laugh) He still has a racing bike which he'll sometimes take out, but it's
got to be really good weather. At one time it wouldn't have bothered him. It's
more swimming that he's really kept up, and his bike. The weight lifting and the
others he used to do he doesn't do now, but he keeps up with his chess with Julie,
and he plays backgammon with me, although he doesn't like to play with me because
I always win."

The second absence was concerned with the quality of the leisure experience. None of
the women interviewed had one particular interest or hobby about which they enthused. The
difficulties facing women wishing to pursue individual interests are clearly outlined above,
but whilst some women could describe a special meal out or a syberitic bath with obvious
relish, few women spoke of their activities with enthusiasm. There was little expressed
deep-down satisfaction with an activity or way of spendinf time. Only one woman (below)
exclaimed with real gusto "Oh, I love it I"; it was the absence of this experience which
seemed saddest of all.

"When I was a kid I once read a story about a caravan. I must have read
it at school, and I must have had a dream in my imagination, I don't know.
I used to read this story time and time again. I can't remember much about
it, but it were a runaway caravan, and when I was a kid I wanted a caravan,
always. It was a lifelong dream to own a caravan, I don't know why. And
when I got it four year ago I thought to myself, "fancy, dreams do come true".
To me it were everything having that caravan, really owning it .... I mean to
me it's lovely to get t1 seaside and take all the kids there and look at the
sea while you're eating and look on t' lovely big cornfield and think, "oh,
it's lovely is this". And in the morning you're just walking and going to
Hornsea, which is where my caravan is - between Hornsea and Brid - and then
going strawberry picking and making things. Oh, I love it!"
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THE NATIONAL SURVEY

Organisation of the National Survey

For the survey, the aim was to visit nine major areas of the country. A number of
omissions - East Anglia, the South-west and parts of the South - were made, but it is felt
that the survey provides an adequate national picture. A range of communities was included,
urban and rural, small and large.

It was hoped to include a balance between the large companies and the independent, small
owners. What this balance should have been is difficult to ascertain; whilst the distri-
bution of clubs between the large, intermediate and small owners is known, the distribution
of the bingo playing public between them is not known.

Contacts were made with some of the NALBSC representatives, and with the organisation
managers of the largest companies. From a list which had been compiled over the nrevious
twelve months, comprising approximately 1,500 clubs, 35 owners were contacted. The large
majority of individual owners did not respond to correspondence. Two medium sized' companies,
members of the NALBSC, replied that they did not wish to take part in the survey. Full
co-operation was met from the larger organisations, including Mecca which is not a member of
the NALBSC. The regional NALBSC representatives were most helpful. A number of individual
owners, with whom personal contacts had been made, mainly in the north of England, were also
most helpful. Because of the greater willingness of the large organisations for their clubs
to be included, some bias emerged in the sample. 65% of the included clubs were owned by the
"giants" of the industry.

Within each geographical area, a balance was sought between large and small owners,
between large and small clubs, and between very busy sessions, link sessions, and quiet
sessions. Arrangements were made with the respective owners and managers, and two visits
were made to most clubs, with an afternoon and an evening session included on the same day.
Usually, one week was spent in each area; two weeks were spent in the north west.

Players were approached before the start of the main session, and it was explained briefly
what the questionnaire was about. The large majority of players were happy to fill in the
questionnaire, which was short enough not to be tiresome; most players appeared to enjoy the
experience. There was a number of refusals, ranging from those who had difficulty reading
and writing or in seeing small print, to those who were concerned about the invasion of their
privacy (names and addresses were not required). A few players were concerned about possible
repercussions from, for example, the DHSS if they found out how much is spent on binso.
Refusal rates were highest in Manchester, where there was a great deal of suspicion regarding
the purpose of the questionnaire. (On arrival at a club, the managers would take the attitude
taken to Christians being sacrificed to lions; most were surprised at the researcher's
re-appearance, like Daniel's, unscathed.)

Questionnaires were filled in at 80 bingo sessions, 55% of which were in the evening and
45% in the afternoon. An average of 38% of the players at each session filled in a question-
naire. The highest number filled in at any one session was 217, and the lowest 11, at a very
poor afternoon session in Leicester. The returned questionnaires totalled 7166.

A Note on the Tables

To a large extent, the tables speak for themselves, and only the main points have been
highlighted. Most tables provide the percentage response to each question, with percentages
being read vertically (in nearly all cases) to total 100.
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1- Areas included in the sample, with towns and number of questionnaires from
each area.
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Scotland 783

1 Edinburgh
2 Glasgow
3 Hamilton
A Irvine
5 Gin/an

West Midlands 693
19 Hanley (Stoke on Trent)
20 Shrews bury
21 Wellington
22 Birmingham

Wales 571
25 Aberystwyth
26 Llanelli
27 Cardiff

15 Southport
16 Liverpool
17Birkenhead
18 Manchester

North East 852
6 North Shields
7 Gateshead
8 South Shields
9 Ushamoor (Durham)

Yorkshire 820
10 Harrogate
11 Bradford
12 Leeds
13Mirfield
KWakefield

East Midlands
———— 585 |
23 Leicester |
240akham

London 689
28 London

29 Brighton
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1. How did you get to the bingo club tonight?

By taxi

Tick one:

By bus By car Walked By train

2. Is this the nearest club to your house? Yes No

3. Do you usually play in: Tick one:

The evening |___J The afternoon Both/Either

« How many years ago did you start playing bingo?

How often do you play bingo now?

Every day
Three or more times a week
Twice a week
Once a week

Tick one:

Once a fortnight
About once a aonth
Not very often

5«> Do you always play on the same nights or days each week? Yes

7. Do you play bingo anywhere else apart from in this club?

At a working men's club
At a social club
At a church

At a community centre
At another bingo club
Other (specify)

8. How many books do you usually play at this club?

9« Do you play on the fruit machine? Yes No

10* Do you play any interval games (such as prize bingo)? Yes No

11. How much do you, usually spend in one session? &,

12* Aa a night out, do you think that bingo is: Tick
*••..!!• MH,. , II IIM.fc T™ ' ""1

one

Cheap Fairly cheap A bit expensive Expensive

13« Is bingo your main entertainment outside the home? Yes

. Does your husband ( or wife) play bingo?

Never __I Sometimes

Tick one:

Often Not applicable

By yourself
With your husband or wife
With a friend

15« Who do you usually sit with in the club? Tick one:
With a group of friends
With someone from your family;

16. Do you always like to sit in the same seat if you can? Yes . No

17. Do you usually buy drinks from, the bar? Yes No No bar



18. What is the main reason why ;
To be out of the house
To win some money
To be with company

you play bingo? Tick one:
To be with people who are like you
There's nowhere else to go
To relax

Other (please specify) ............

19. What is the most important reason for coming to this club? Tick one:
It's cheap
It has good prizes
The staff are friendly
It has a bar

It's close to home
Your friends come here
It's nicely furnished

and comfortable

20. If another club opened just down the road, what would make you go there instead?
Tick one:

If it was closer to home
Other (please specify).

If it had bigger prizes
If it was cheaper
Would never change to another club

21. Would you say that bingo is gambling? Yes|_ No
22. When was the last time you won anything at cash bingo?

23. How important do you think a bar is to the club atmosphere? Tick one

Very importantNot important Fairly important

Would you say that: Tick one:
Bingo is very important to you
Bingo is fairly important to you

You can take it or leave it
You'd do other things if
you had the chance______

25. Looking back to a year ago, do you play bingo:

Less often nowMore often now

Tick one:

The same

26. If you have answered 'more' or 'less' what is the reason for that? Please state:

Now we'd like to ask just a few questions about yourself:

Are you; male
female

Are you: Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Housewife

How old are you? .̂ ..years

What is the occupation of the main breadwinner
in your household? ...........

you have children under the age of 16?

""Yes No

Please write here any comments about bingo, the club etc. if you wish:



Table 2 : Size of Clubs included in Sample

Less than 500 Seats
501 - 750
751 - 1000
1001 +

% Respondents % Clubs

2.9
16.2
17.7
33.2

207
1164
1266
4529
7166

6
19
20
55

6
13
16
45
So

Table 3 . Proportion of seating capacity filled by. area

% Full

South
London
E. Midlands
W. Midlands
Wales
Yorkshire
North West
North East
Scotland

Afternoon
23.5
25.6
11.5 •
16 '
19
22.3
33.6
24.7
21.2

Evening
24
18
21 .3
48.7
34
36.5
46.8
44.4
36.6

Total Average 19.8 35.6
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Size of the Clubs included in the Sample

The sample was biased towards larger clubs, but as the total number of operating
clubs in each size category is not known, it is difficult to extimate the size of the
bias. 55% of the clubs were over 1000 seating capacity (Table 2, column 3), but this
size category produced 63.2% of the respondents. (Table 2, column 1)

The actual seating capacity of each club was used to calculate the proportion of
-seats filled on the session visited. For the whole sample, clubs were on average
35.6% full on the evening session, and 19.8% full in the afternoons, giving an overall
average of 27.7%. The large organisations were not more successful than the independ-
ents in filling their clubs: the independent clubs were 27.8% full and the large
organisations 28.6% These figures accord with the Gaming Board's figures for 1980,
which showed that clubs were 28.8% full. On a regional basis, there is a large
variation. (Table 3) Clubs were nearly half full on average, in the North West, North
East and West Midlands and less than one quarter full in the evenings in the East Midlands,
London and the South-. Clubs were uniformly less full in the afternoons, except in the
South and London.
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Table 4 : DISTRIBUTION OF PLAYERS BETWEEN SESSIONS

4.1 % of male and female players playing at afternoon and evening sessions

Afternoon
Evening

Male

30.3
69.7

Female

35.8
64.2

Both

35.2
64.8

4.2 % Playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

Afternoon
Evening

49.8
50.2

37.6
62.4

29.9
70.1

29.9
70.1

20.4
79.6

23.8
76.2

32.0
68.0

27.5
72.5

43.8
56.2

4.3 Playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by age group (see Figure 1)

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+
Afternoon 19.4 22.9 27 28.4 38.4 51.9 53.9
Evening 80.6 77.1 73 71.6 61.6 48.1 46.1

4„4 Age composition of afternoon and evening sessions

Afternoon

18-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
76+

4.1
6.5

10.1
14.5
28.1
29.3

7 .4

Evening
%

9.3
12.2
15.3
20.0
24.8
14.8
3.6 "
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knd

Distribution of Players Between Sessions : 1

The majority of questionnaires were completed in the evening sessions, due to
the larger numbers playing then than in the afternoons. A larger proportion of
women compared to men played in the afternoons; the afternoon sessions were made up
of 87.1% women and 12.9% men, and in the evenings of 84.1% women, 15,9% men. The
distribution of men and women between sessions is shown in Table 4.1. The distri-
bution of each age group between sessions is shown in Table 4.3, clearly indicating
the tendency of the younger age groups to play in the evening.

Table 4.4 shows that, in the afternoons, 64.8% of the players are aged 56 or
older, compared with 43" in the evenings. This reflects the tendency for old age
pensioners to play in the afternoons, mainly due to older women especially, not
wishing to venture out at night for fear of attack.
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Table 5 : DISTRIBUTION OF PLAYERS BETWEEN SESSIONS : 2

5.1 % usually playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by sex (see figure 2)

Evening
Afternoon
Both/Either

Male

63.7
15.3
21.0

Female

58.6
21 .6
19.8

Both

58.9
21.3
19.8

5.2" % usually playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.w. N.E. Scotland

Evening 41.0 41.1 80.6
Afternoon 35.4 31.3 7.6
Both/Either 23.6 27.6 11.8

62.2
20.2
17.6

71.1
7.5
21.4

70.8
16.0
13.2

60.3
22.1

65.8
17.0

17.6 17.2

49,7
22.5
27.8

5.3 % usually playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by age

18-25 26-35 36-45

Evening
Afternoon
Both/Either

77.0 72.2
8.7 8.6

14.3 19.2

68.9
11.5
19.6

46-55

65.2
14.9
19.9

56-65

54.5
22.7
22.8

66-75 76+

40.9 40.2
37.5 41.5
21.6 18.3

5.4 % usually playing at afternoon and evening sessions, by occupational category

Evening
Afternoon
Both/Either
(read across)

Employed

45.8
17.2
28.8

Unemployed

5.6
7.3
8.4

Retired

22.9
53
36.9

Housewife

25.7
22.5
25.9
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Distribution of Players between Sessions : 2 (Question 3)

Although it was known at which session the questionnaire was filled in,
players were also asked at which session they usually played. This question
was included so that it could be seen what proportion of players played in both
the afternoon and evening. One fifth 'floated' between sessions, sometimes
playing at both in one day, or choosing to play in the afternoons on certain
days and in the evenings on others. The latter category often included shift
workers and the unemployed. (Table 5.4) Scotland and London emerged as the
areas in which the largest proportion would play at either or both sessions.
Men were more likely than women to play in the evenings, and so were the younger
age groups.
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Table 6 : PROPORTION OF FEMALE AND MALE PLAYERS ,.

6.1 Total Sample

Male % Total Female % Total No Response Total Grand Total

14.4 1031 82,9 5941 2.7 187 7166

Excluding
Non-response 14.8 1031 85.25941

6.2 % of male and female players, in areas

South London 3.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W.

6972

N.E. Scotland

Male
Female

24.1
75.9

14.7
85.3

23.2
76.8

18.4
81.6

10.5
89.5

9.9
90.1

14.5
85.5

12.8
87.2 91 .2

6.3 % of male and female players, in age groups

18-25 26-35

Male
Female

6.4

Male
Female

15.4 11
84.6 89

36-45

13.3
86.7

46-55

14.0
86.0

56-65

16.8
83.2

66-75 76+

19.2
80.8

20.9
79.1

of male and female players at sessions

Afternoon

12.9
87.1

Evening

15.9
84.1

Proportion of Male and Female Players

14.8% of the sample of players were men, and 85.2"?- women. There were
significant differences in the number of men playing by region. Less than
9% of the players in Scotland were male, whilst in the South, nearly one
quarter were male. Generally, fewer men played in the North of the country,
Scotland and Wales than in the Midlands and South. Table 25.2 reinforces this
picture - husbands of players are more likely to play in the South and Midlands
than elsewhere. Also there may be larger numbers of retired people in the
South (see Table 10.2) and Table 6.3 shows that the proportion of"men playing
rises with age, with a peak of 20.9% male players in the oldest age group.
This table also shows that 15.4% of the youngest age group are males, indicating
either a trend towards more men finding bingo attractive, or possibly that men
play between the ages of 18 and 25 but then drop out, probably when they first
have a home of their own and start a family. The figures might also reflect
the relative strength of attraction of working men's clubs in the North of
England.
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1 Percentage of players in each age group playing at afternoon and evening sessions.
(Table 4-3)

80-

70-

SO-

SO

40'

30-

20'

10-

Afternoon

Evening

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55
AGE GROUPS

56-65 66-75 76*

Figure 2 Percentage of men and women playing at afternoon and evening sessions.
(Table 5-1)

Men Women
2VO°/o

PLAY AT BOTH
OR EITHER SESSION

PLAY

63-7%
PLAY IN THE

EVENINGS

153%
IN THE AFTERNOON

19-8%
PLAY AT BOTH

OR RTHER SESSION

58-6%
PLAY IN THE
EVENINGS

^

21 '60/
PLAY IN THE AFTERNOON
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Table 7 : AGE GROUPS OF PLAYERS (see Figure 3)

7.1 % of players in each age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55

% 7.5 10.1 13.4 18.5

Cumulative % 7.5 17.6 31.0 49.5

N 448 606 799 1076

36-65 66-75 76 +

25.9 19.8 4.8

75.4 95.2 100

1541 1132 290

7.2 % of men and women players in each

18-25 26-35 36-45

% Men 7.3 7.0 11.4

Cumulative % 7.3 14.3 25.7

% Women 7.6 10.8 13.8

Cumulative 7.6 18.4 32.2

7.3 % of players in each age group, by

South
13-25
26-35
38-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
76+

Mean Age

Mode
(Single
Year)

Median

4,

3.
8,

12,
25.
34,
10,

60,

70

64.

.7

,5
,4
,3
,4
.3
,8

,3

3

London E.SIidlands
4
6,

11,
24
23,
24,

5,

56,

60

59.

.7

.2

.2

,8
,6
, 5

,4

9

5,
14,
14,
24,
21,
16,
2.

50,

60

52.

,8
,4
,3
,9
,5
4
7

.9

6

age group

46-55

16.1

41.8

18.6

50.8

area

W. Midlands
6
12
15
20
26
14
4

51

60

53

.2

.3

.3

.6

.7

.3

.6

.6

.7

56-65 66-75 76+

27.6 24.2 6.4

69.4 93.6 100

25.6 19.0 4.6

76.4 95.4 100

Wales Yorkshire N.W.
7
9

11
25
26
17
3

52

65

56

.2

.8

.1

.3

.0

.3

.3

.7

.6

6
11
15,
19,
25,
15,
6,

52.

60

54.

.6

.0

.6
,8
,5
,5
,0

.5

2

9,
11 ,
12,
17.
23.
20,
4,

47.

60

50.

, 9
,4
,3
,5
,9
8
2

,3

4

N
9

10
14
19
28
13
3

46

SO

48

.E.

.4
c. tj

.5

.8

.8

.5

.5

.0

. 9

Scotland
9

12
17
19
25
12
2

49

GO

51

.5

.3

.9

.9

.1

.9

.4

.3

.7
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Age structure of the Sample

The majority of players were middle-aged. The mean age for women was
52.5 years and for men 55.4 years; the modal age for both sexes was 60:
(i.e. more players were aged 60 than any other age). The median age for
women was 55.1 years: (i.e. half the women were aged below this age, and half
above), and for men the median was 59.2 years. One quarter of the women
and almost one third of the men were over 65, whilst only 14% of the men and
18% of the women were aged less than 35 years.

The average age of players was rather lower in the north of the country;
almost 10% in the North East, North West and Scotland were aged less than 25.
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Table 8 : AGE OF STARTING TO PLAY BINGO

8.1 Age at which men and

Starting to
play at age :

18 or less
19-25
26-35
36-45
46-55
56-65
66-75
76 +

8.2 Mean age of

Mean age of
starting (years)

. 8.3 Mean age at

South
18 or less 3.4
19-25 5.7
26-35 12.1

. 36-45 20.3
46-55 26.1
56-65 22.8
66-75 9.0
76+ 0.5

Mean 47 . 3
Median 48.5

women players start to nlay

Male Cumulative Female Cumulative
% % % %

6.4
11.4
14.1
23.9
23.9
16.2
3.7
0.4

starting

18-25

18.9

6.4 9.1 9.1
17.8 14.2 23.3
31.9 18.8 42.1
55. S 23.1 65.2
79.7 21.1 86.3
95.9 10.8 97.1
99.6 2.7 99.8
100 0.2 100

to play, bv age grouo (%}

Both Cumulative
% Both %

8.7
13.7
18.2
23.2
21.6
11.6
2.7
0.3

26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75

22.9 29.3 37.3 46., 1 54.4

8.7
22.4
40.6
63.8
85.4
97.0
99.7
100

76+

62.9

which players start to play, by area (%)

London
5.4
9.9

16.9
24.1
26.2
13.4
16.9
0.6

42.3
43.4

E. Midlands W. Midlands Tales
8.4 6.2 5.7

16.2 15.2 16.6
18.9 18.0 20.7
28.0 22.4 22.0
17.1 23.0 23.0
8.7 12.2 - 11.0
2.4 3.2 1.0
0.3 . 0.2 0.0

38.0 39.9 38.4
38.7 40.7 39,1

Yorkshire
11.1
15.3
19.6
23.2
17.0
12.0
1.6
0.2

37.7
37.1

N.W. N.E.
9.4 12.6

15.2 15.6
17.4 19.8
22.4 26.8
21.8 16.6
10.7 7.3
2.9 1.3
0.1 0.1

38.7 36,2
39.5 36.4

Scotland
10.8
16.5
20.0
21.3
21.2
8.0
1.8
0.4

37,2
37.0
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Age when starting to play bingo (Question 4)

Perhaps more important than the actual age of players, in terms of future
trends, is the age at which people start to play. Respondents were asked for
how many years they had played bingo, and this was then subtracted from their age.

Table S.I shows that 64% of players were already playing by the age of 45.
The mean age for women to start playing was 38.9 years, and for men 42.3 years.
The respective medians were 39.1 years and 43.6 years. Analysis by region shows
that the "strong" bingo playing areas, such as the North West and North East, have
a larger proportion of players starting to play at 18 (Table 8.3) and have a lower
average age of starting. For example, the average starting age was 36.2 years in
the North East compared with 47.3 years in the South. The greater success of
bingo in the northern areas can therefore perhaps be related to its attraction for
a wide spread of ages, as well as for larger numbers of the middle-aged.
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Table 9 : NUMBER OF YEARS BINGO HAS BEEN PLAYED

9.1 Total sample by calendar years

Cumulative
No.

9,2

Mean
no.

of Years
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21 ' :

22
23
24-31+

By area

years

°c

4.
4.
4.
4.
5.
3.
2.
3.
0.
13.
1.
4.
0.
2.
9.
2.
1.
2.
0.
16.
1.
1.
0.
0.

South

12.2

0
7
8
1
0
7
4
3
8
7
3
8
9
5
2
7
6
7
9
3
4
6
7
5

%
100.
96.
91.
86.
82.
77.
73.
71.
68.
67.
53.
52.
47.
46.
44.
34.
32.
30.
27.
26.
10.
8.
7.
6.

London E

13.5

0
0
3
5
4
4
7
3
0
2
5
2
4
5
0
8
0
5
8
9
1
7
1
4

N
235 Year
276
285
239
293
218
143
197
49
809
74
283
56
147
544
161
92
161
54
991
85
94
39
374

.Midlands W. Midlands

12.0 11.2

t.
ending Feb. 1982

1981
1980
1979
1978
1977
1976
1975
1974
1973
1972
1971
1970
1969
1968
1967
1966
1965
1934
1963
1962
1961
1960
1959-1952+

Wales Yorkshire N.ff. N.E.

13.1 13.9 12.3 13.3

.1

Scotland

12.2
Median
no.

Mode

years

% playing for
less than 2 yrs.
% playing for
less than 5 yrs.

11.7

20

10

23.3

14.5

20

7.8

18.7

11.6

10

8.0

20.8

9.9

10

.' , 10.9

30.6.

13.0 14.3 11.1 12.4

20 20 20 20

5.4 5.7 10.8 4.3

20.3 16.3 25.0 24.5

10.4

20

8.2

23.6
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Number of Years for which Bingo has been played

Players were asked for how many years they had been playing bingo. Some error
is introduced, as players tended to round the number of years for which they have been
playing, for example to say 10 or 20 rather than 9, 11, 19 or 21. The data from this
question are presented in Table 9.1, which shows the percentage of the sample which has
been playing for each number of years. The actual year is also given, to indicate the
year in which the players started to play.

As it stands, this information has limited use. However, it can be used to
calculate the annual number of new players, the rate at which new players replace the
old, the growth rate of bingo playing, and also the age and sex structure of bingo in
each year since the beginnings of commercial bingo. In relation to the latter, it must
be remembered that the data only refer to players who are still playing; if all those
who started to play and stopped were included, the age and sex structure could be different.

Table 9.1 shows the percentage of the sample which joined the bingo playing population
in each year; the cumulative percentages show that 74% of the sample ha-d been playing for
seven years or more, and 52% for twelve years or more.

When these findings are broken down by area, Yorkshire and London emerge as having the
longest-playing population. Half the Yorkshire sample and half the London sample had
been playing for fourteen years or more (Table 9.2). Conversely, in the West Midlands,
over 10% had been playing for less than two years; almost one third for less than five
years, and one half for less than ten years. This area appears to have been the most
successful in recently attracting younger players.

The data have been reassembled in Table 9.3 to show the rate of growth of bingo playing.
If 1960 is taken as a base year, to include all players playing in that year and prior to it,
it can be seen that by 1982, almost five times as many people are playing. The annual rate
of increase shows that there was a large leap in the number of new people playing in 1963,
and smaller increases in 1968 and 1973. For the last eight years, there has been a
steady average increase of 5% per year. Unfortunately, it is not possible to calculate an
annual rate of increase of new admissions, nor of people ceasing to play.

Tables 9.4 and 9.5 show the extent to which new players have not replaced the old. It
is not known to what degree Table 9.4 gives an accurate picture of the age structure of the
bingo playing population in the 1960's, as older players will have died, and therefore are
not included. Thus the average ages given in Table 9.5 will probably be lower than were
the actual ages of bingo players, particularly in the 1960's. At the same time, it is
clear that the bingo playing population has aged, and there is a difference between the
average age in 1960 (36.1 years) and that in 1982 (52.9 years) of 16.8 years. Those aged
more than 75 years number 4.8% of the total sample in 1982. The proportion aged 18-25
has fallen from nearly 20% in 1960 to only 7.5% in 1982. It is possible that these
findings describe a trend of younger people ceasing to play at the onset of family responsi-
bilities (either temporarily or permanently). However, the proportion in the youngest age
group during the last three years, 1980, 1981 and 1982, is higher than it has been in any of
the previous six years.

Table 9.6 presents the proportion of men and women playing in each year since 1960.
It was expected that at a certain point it would be obvious that more men were beginning to
play. In fact the figures indicate an overall decline in the proportion of men playing,
with only a slight upturn in 1982.

The occupational structure of the bingo playing population appears to have remained
remarkably consistent (Table 9.7). Although less than one quarter of the 1982 sample
were playing in 1960, a similar proportion from 1960 and 1982 are found in the six occu-
pational categories. (The retired and unemployed are excluded), 69.9% in!960 were
involved in manual work, compared with 69.8% in 1982.
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9.3 The growth of bingo playing 1960-1982 *
Fi

Year Index % Increase from
previous year

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

100
128
147.
340.
344.
354.
359.
367.
395.
400.
402.
413.
415.
441.
443.
448.
451.
456.
463.
467.
473.
478.
482.

8
6
1
4
7
5
0
8
9
3
7
9
1
1
5
5
0
9
5
6
8

-
28.0
19.8

192.8
3.5

10.3
5.3
7.8
27.5
5.8
2.1

10.4
2.4
26.2
1.2
6.0
3.4
5.0
6.5
4.9
5.6
5.1
4.2

^

*It should be noted that this includes only players who have continued to play
and not those who have stopped.
1960 is taken as the base year, and new players added in the year they started
to play.

9.4 Age structure of the

18-25

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

-

19
18
16
14
12,
12
11
10,
10.
9.
8,
8.
7.
7.

-7,
7.
6,
6,
7 ,
6 .
7.
7.
7.

.8

.6

.9

.2

.9

.6
,6
,8
,3
.2
.4
.1
, 7°
.9
,0
.1
,7
,5
,0
,9
,2
.8
5

26-35

20.6
20.5
20.3
19.3
18.3
17.0
15.7
14.7
15.2
13.9
13.9
13 4
12.7
13.1
12.4
11.9
11.6
13.9
10.7
10.1
10.1
10.1
10.1

bingo

36-45

33.2
31.5
29.0
30.9
29.7
28.9
28.9
27.5
26.2
23.8
22.4
21.7
21.0
19.4
18.9
17.7
16. 9
16. 0
16.0
14.9
14.9
14.3
13.4

playing

46-55

22,
24.
27.
28.
30.
31.
31.
32
31.
33.
33.
32.
30.
29.
28.
27,
27.
26.
24.
22
21 .
20.
18.

9
3
3
3 '
4
1
4
0
9
6
6
3
6
8
4
8
3
3
9
2

0
1
5

population 1960-1982 (see Figure 4)

56-65 66-75 76+

3.
4.
6.
6.
8.
9.

11.
13.
14.
16.
18.
20.
23.
23.
26.
27 .
27.
28.
27.
29.
28.
27 .
25.

2
3
2
8
1
5
4
6
5
9
5
4
0

9
3
0
3
2
6
3
8
5
9

0.3
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.6
0.9
1.0
1.3 0,1
1.7 0.2
2.4 0.2
3.0 0.2
3.7 0.4
4.6 0 4
5.5 0.4
6.5 0.5
7.8 0.7
9.4 0.8
11.0 1.1
12.3 1.5
14.5 2.1
15.4 2.6
16.9 3.3
19.8 4.8



Figure 3 Age groups of players 1982 (Table 7-1)

18-25 26-35 36-45 6-55 56-65 66-75 76*
AGE GROUPS

Rgure A Number of 18-25yrolds & 76yr olds playing 1960-82 as a percentage
of total bingo players (Table 9-4)

3Ch

20

10

76+yr olds

18-25 yr olds

1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1982
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9.5 Structure of the bingo playing population 1960-1982 : average age by year

I960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

9.6

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Mean
36.1
37.1
38.1
39.5
40. 2
41.1
42.0
42.9
43.4
44.3
45.2
45.8
46.7
47.1
48.0
48.6
49.3
50.1
50.4
51.0
51.4
51.7
52.9

Structure of the bingo

Male
18.6
18.3
17.7
15.6
15.4
15.3
15.3
14.9
14.8
14.7
14.6
14.4
14.4
14.6
14.6
14.4
14.4
14.5
14.4
14.4
14.4
14,5
14.9

Median
38.4
39.0
40.0
41.0
41.9
42.6
43.5
44.4
45.1
46.1
47.0
47.8
48.7
49.4
50.4
51.1
51.9
52.6
53.0
53 6
54.0
54.0
55.7

Dlaving population

Female
81.4
81.7
82.3 -
84.4
84.6
84.7
84.7
85.1
85.2
85.3
85.4
35.6
85.6
85.4
35.4
85.6
85.6
85.5
85.6
85.6
85.6
85.5
85.1

Mode
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59

1960-1982

•F

% Male/Female by year
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9.7
(excluding retired and unemployed)

Professional

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.1

.1

.1

.3

.5

.5

.5

.2

.2

.2

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.1

.0

.0

.1

.0

.0

.2

.2

W. Collar

7
6
7
6
7
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

.6

.6

.1

.9

.3

.9

.6

.4

.4

.6

.4

.4

.6

.6

.6

.8

.7

.6

.9

.6

.7

.6

.8

Service

21.
21 .
20.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
22.
22.
22.
22.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
21.
22.
22.

4
0
7
8
9
9
9
9
5
6
6
1
7
6
6
6
6
5
9
9
7
2
2

Manual 1

38.5
39.4
39.4
38.9
38.5
38.8
38.8
39.4
37.8
37.9
38.3
38.5
38.5
39.2
39.2
38.8
38.8
38.8
38.6
38.8
38.9
38.8
38.4

Manual 2

17.
18.
18.
17.
17.
18.
18.
18.
19.
19,
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.
19.
18.
18.
18.
18.
18.

9
4
1
8
5
4
6
4
4
3
3
3
9
5
5
4
6
8
9
8
8
6
8

Manual 3

13
13
13
13
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

.5

.5

.6

.3

.3

.5

.6

.7

.7

.4

.3

.6

.2

.0

.0

.3

.3

.3

.6

.9

.9

.6

.6

N
Cumulative

1680
1774
1859
2850
2904
3065
3157
3318
3862
4009
4065
4348
4422
5231
5280
5477
5620
5838
6131
6370
6655
6931
7166
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Table 10 : OCCUPATIONAL STATUS

10.1 % of male and female players in each occupational category (see figure 5)

Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Housewife

10,2 % of

Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Housewife

Male

44.9
14.3
40.8

—

players in each occupation

South London E. Midlands

23.7 42.8 51.6
5.3 2.8 4.7

46.3 36.6 25.1
24.7 17.8 18.6

Female

35.0
5.2
30.4
29.4

category, by

W. Midlands

34.5
8.4

30.7
26.4

Both

36. 4
6.5
31.9
25.2

area

Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.

33.1 38.5 35.0 37.7
4.5 4.9 8.5 6.1

25,0 28.8 32.8 26.3
37.4 27.8 23.7 29.9

Scotland

37.6
9.8
27.0
25.6

10.3 % of players in each occupational category, by age group

18-25
Employed
Unemployed
Retired
Housewife

10.4 Activity

45.4
22.0
.

32.6

rates
and of

26-35
47.3
10.5
-

42.2

(%) of
women

36-45
65.0
10.6
-

24. 4

women
in the

46-55
59.
8.
2.
29.

in the
sample

2
1
8
9

56-65
30,
4,

42-,
23.

general

,0
,1
,5
,4

66-75
3.6
-

80.9
15.5

population

76 +
1 .
-

83.
15.

0

6
4

("Great Britain)
, bv area

South E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. North Scotland
East* &

Humberside

Great Britain 47,6 47.2
Sample 55.8 68.8

49.0
49.6

41.5
44.1

46.3
54.0

47,1
52.0

45.3
51.2

49.1
51.4

*South East = Areas 'South' and 'London' from the sample
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Occupational Status

Respondents were asked two questions regarding occupation, their own
employment position, and the actual occupation of the main household breadwinner.
The figures show the dependence of the bingo industry on those who are in a
disadvantaged economic position relative to the population at large. Only 36.4°f>
of the total sample were in waged employment; 38.4% were on fixed incomes; and
25.2% had no income of their own.

A larger proportion of male players were unemployed than the proportion of
male unemployed in the general population. At the time of the survey, 12.4% of
men in Britain were unemployed, whilst 13.8% of the men players were unemployed.
Unemployment of players by area reflects the unemployment pattern in Britain, with
more players in Scotland, the North East and North West unemployed than in London
and the South (Table 10.2). There was little difference between the findings of
the survey and figures from the Central Statistical Office, which show that 19.7%
of the labour force aged 29 or less are unemployed. This suggests that bingo does
not attract a disproportionate number of the young unemployed.

Women players almost certainly will have categorised themselves as housewives
rather than as unemployed. The number who are employed, 35%, gives a slightly
higher activity rate (i.e. involvement"in the work force) than that found in the
general population. That is, bingo players have an activity rate of 50.3% compared
to 47% for the female population of Britain. Table 10.4, which compares involvement
in waged employment for the female population of Great Britain with that for the
women players, shows that, in each area, bingo players are drawn disproportionately
from women in waged work. This reinforces earlier suggestions that women are more
likely to play bingo if they use money which they themselves have earned, and which
they can call their own.

31.9% of the players are retired, compared with 18.9% in the general population.
A larger proportion were retired in the South than in any other region, which should
be borne in mind when examining the results from other questions, when region-related
variables are discussed.
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TABLE 11 : OCCUPATION OF THE MAIN "BREADWINNER" IN THE PLAYER'S HOUSEHOLD

11.1 % of household breadwinners in each occupational category, by sex of the
player (where a 'housewife' is the main 'breadwinner' she is included as

retired or unemployed, depending on age)

Unemployed
Retired
Professional
White Collar
Non-manual-service
Manual-skilled
Manual-semi skilled
Manual-unskilled

Male

11.9
45.3
0.3
4.2
8.3

17.3
7.2
5.5

Excluding
Unemployed
& Retired

.7
9.8

19.4
40.5
16.8
12.8

Female

5.4
43.0
0.7
3.3

11.6
19.7
9.8
6.5

Excluding
Unemployed
& Retired

1.3
6.3
22.4
38.6
18.9
12.5

Both

6.4
43.6
0.6
3.4
11.0
19.3
9.4
6.3

Excluding
Unemployed
a Retired

1.2
6.8
22.0
38.4
18.8
12.8

11.2 % of household breadwinners in each occupational category, by area

Unemployed
Retired
Professional
White Collar
Non-manual-

service
Manual - 1
Manual - 2
Manual - 3

South

5.6
61.1
0.7
2,9

13.3
10.4
1 .1
4.9

London E.Midlands W..Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

1.6
49.2
0.4
2.0

14.0
20.0
5.5
7.3

4.8
32.1
0.5
5.1

23.5
19.3
5.1

6.2
39.7
0.7
4.3

13.2
20.5
7.8
7.6

5.5
46.4

2.0

11.3
21.2
7.5
6.1

5,
40,
1,
5,

8,
16,
13,
7,

.8

.2

.3

.9

.6

.6

.3

.8

6
42
0
1

9
20
11
7

.3

.8

.5

.3

.7

.9

.5

.0

8
37
1
5

10
22
8
5

.7

.6

.0

.6

.3

.9

.9

.0

11
36
0
4

11
IP
9
6

.6

.2

.2

.9

.6

.3

.8

.4

11.3 . % of household breadwinners in each occupational category,

Unemployed
Retired
Professional
White Collar
Mon-manual-s(
Manual - 1 " "
Manual - 2
Manual - 3

11.4

by age group

irvicf

i ' *-.

Occu]

18-25

23.4
-

0.8
5.4

3 16.5
28.5
14.4
11.0

Dational

26-35 36-45

12.4 9.5

1.
6,

17.
35,
16.

9.

.6
, 6
,5
.5
.9
.5

categories

1 .0
1.1
6.6

18.0
36.7
15.9
11.2

of

of player

46-55

8.9
8.
0 ,
4 ,

19
30,
16,
11.

general

.2

.5

.4

.3
,4
.6
.7

56-65

3.7
55.1
0.5
3.0
8.8

18.0
7.7
5.2

population,

66-75

95
0
1
1
0
1
-

1979

.3

.4

.2

.4

.7

.0

(%>

76+

97
0
0
0
0
-
-

(see

.5

.7

.7

.4

.7

t igure 6)

South E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. North Scotland G.3.

Humberside

Professional
White Collar
Service
Other

20
35
12
33

14
27
13
46

13
25
13
49

15
28
16
41

13
26
13
48

15
30
13
42

15
26
13
46

16
29
14
41

16
30
13
41

(source: General Household Survey 1979)
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11.5 Occupational categories of the sample population (%) (see Figure

South London

Professional
White collar
Service
Other

2.1
8.7

39.9
49.3

0.9
4.1

28.4
66.3

E.
Midlands

0.7
8.0
15.4

75.9

W.
Midlands

1 .2
7.9
24.4
66.5

Wales

4.3
23.4
72.3

York-
shire

N . W . N.E. Scot-
land

2.
10.
15,
70.

.5

.9

.9
,6

0
2 ,

19.
77.

.9

.5

.2
, 4

1 ,
10.
19.
68.

,8
,3
, 0
9

0
9

22
68

.3

.3

.2

.2

Total

1.2
6.8

22.2
69.8

Occupation of the Household "Breadwinner"

Respondents were asked the occupation of the main household breadwinner.
19.5% did not answer this question, and all percentages relate to the remaining
80.5% It was interesting to note that a number of women still referred to their
husband as the 'main breadwinner' even though he was unemployed and they were
working. In general, the replies relate to the female player's husband's
employment, to their own if they have no husband, and to the male player's own
employment.

Again the figures show that bingo does not attract disproportionate numbers of
the unemployed. 11.9% of the male players stated that the main breadwinner was
unemployed (usually themselves), whilst the unemployment rate for the general
population at the time of the survey was 12.4% The discrepancy between the number
of unemployed men in Table 10.1 and in Table 11.1 is probably due to the male
player not always being the main breadwinner (e.g. sons living with parents).

Only 5.4% of the female players had unemployed breadwinners, i.e. less than half
the national unemployment average. It cannot be said with any certainty that the
majority of women stop playing if their husbands become unemployed. However, if
the number of unemployed in the general population is similar to the number of
unemployed breadwinners in the bingo playing population, it could be postulated that,
for every one woman with an unemployed breadwinner who continues to play bingo, 1.3
women with an unemployed breadwinner stop playing. Therefore, for every 100 men-
who become unemployed, 43 of their wives continue playing, and 57 stop. There is
some evidence to suggest that, when unemployment hits a family, it is the wife's
personal money which is first affected.

The single occupational class to which more players belonged than any other was
the relatively well paid 'manual-skilled' class. (Table 11.1) The occupational
structure of bingo players' household heads is quite different to that of the general
population. (Tables 11.4 and 11.5) As the older age group is excluded from the
analysis of occupational categories, the difference between the two populations cannot
be attributed to age. Table 11.5 clearly shows that bingo does not appeal to the
professional and white collar classes to any great extent.

The Occupational Categories used ' .

Professional : higher and intermediate professional; e.g. doctors, lawyers, teachers,
senior civil servants.

White collar : lower professional; e.g. draughtsman, chiropodist, commercial traveller,
shop-keeper arid self-employed.

Non-manual-
service : supervisory, inspectional, minor officials, self-employed with no

employees or expensive equipment; e.g. shop assistant, foreman,
meter reader, bus conductor.

Manual -
skilled : i.e. with an apprenticeship, or other training; e.g. skilled craftsmen,

miners, qualified mechanics, electricians, etc.

Manual -
semi-skilled : e.g. machine operator, assembler.

Manual -
unskilled : e .g. farm labourer, builder 's labourer.
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Figures. Occupational status (fromTablelCH)

Male Bingo players Female Bingo players

*

EMPLOYED UNEMP RETIRED EMPLOYED UNEMP RETIRED HOUSEWIFE

Figures Occupational categories (fromTables 11-4 & 11 -5)

Population of Great Britain
(Household heads)

Bingo players (Household heads)

1-2%

SERV1CEQWH1TE COLLAR HfflMANUALHPROFESSIONAL
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Table 12 : PRESENCE OF CHILDREN (UNDER 16 YEARS) IN THE HOUSEHOLD

12.1 % of male and female players with children aged less than 16

With children

Without children

Male
17.9

82.1

Female
23.0

77.0

Total
22.2

77.8

12.2 of players with children aged less than 16, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

With 7.6 16.0 29.8 23.7 - 22.4 24.7 23.2 26.4 29.1

Without 92.4 84.0 70.2 76.3 77.6 75.3 76.8 73.6 70.9

12.3 % of players with children aged less than 16, by age group

With

Without

18-25
40.8

59.2

26-35
79.2

20.8

36-45
60.3

39.7

46-55
20.5

79.5

56-65
2.0

98.0

66-75
0.3

99.7

76+
0.7

99.3

Children

As the majority of players are middle-aged, a minority had children under
the age of 16 living at home. As we have already seen, young children present
a major constraint on the leisure activities of women, affecting the ability to
plan an evening out and the amount of finance available. It was expected that
the younger age groups would be most affected by the presence of children. 79%
of the 26-35 year olds had children aged less than 16, as did 41% of the 19-25
year olds. In total, however, 77.8% of the sample had no children under the age
of 16, which would seem to contradict the Police Superintendents' Association's
contention that bingo leads to "considerable family hardship". The inaccuracy
of this "mythology" of child neglect is further underlined by the findings on the
age structure of the bingo playing population (see Table 7),
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Table 13 : FREQUENCY OF PLAYING

13.1 Frequency of playing by sex

Male Female Both

Every day
3 or more times per week
Twice a week
Once a week
Once a fortnight
About once a month
Not very often

13.2 Frequency of playing, by area

5.
33,
39.
16,
1.
0.
1.

. 5

.9
,3
.8
8

,9
8

5 ,
35,
35.
18.
1 .

0 ,
2 .

,9
.5
. 7
.3
,5
,6
,5

5
35
36
18
1
0
2

.9

.4

.3

.0

.4

.6

.4

South

Every day 5. 5
3 or more 31 . 7
Twice/week 36.9
Once/week 21.2
Once/2 weeks 1 , 7
Once/month 0.9
Not often 2.1

13.3 Frequency of

18-25

Every day 1 . 6
3 or more 16. 5
Twice/week 31.3
Once/week 33.3
Once/2 weeks 6.0
Once/month 2.4
Not often 8.9

13.4 Frequency of

Every day
3 or more
Twice /week
Once/week
Once/ 2 weeks
Once/month and

not often

London E.

8.9
34.3
39.8
13.8
0.7
0.4
1.6

playing, by

26-35

2.6
26.3
29.9
30.4
3.5
1.7
5.6

playing, by

Employed

3.7
31 .1
36.7
22.8
1.9

3.8

13.5 Weekly admissions, by age

18-25

Admissions *
from sample
per week 702
% of total
admissions 5.3
% of samples **
in each age
group 7 . 5
Average visits
per week 1 . 7

26-35

1116

8.4

10.. 1

1.9

Midlands W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.

3.0
30.2
37,1
26.5
0.9
0.7
1.6

2.9
28.6
39.2
24.4
1.6
0.7
2.6

6
37
36
15
1
0
1

.6 5.7 5.1 6.6

.5 38.4 35.8 35.6

.7 34.8 34.0 37.4

.6 15.6 19.8 14.9

.4 2.3 1.4 1.3

.7 0.3 0.7 0.9

.5 2.9 3.2 3.3

Scotlandt
7.3
38.5
35.0
15.6
0.5
0.3
2.8

age group

36-45

4.3
31.3
36.2
23.0
1.9
0.8
2.5

46-55

5.6
37.4
36.5
17.6
0.7
0.4
1.8

occupational status

group

36-45

1684

12.7

13.4

2.1

Unemployed

5.1
31.7
37.3
17.4
2.5

6.0

(see Figures

46-55

2476

18.7

18. 5

2.3

56-65

6.7
40.0
39.0
12.2
0.8
0.3
1.0

( see

66-75 76+

7.7 12.2
40.8 41.9
37.3 32.2
12.7 11.4
0.5 1.0
0.1 0.3
0.9 1.0

Figure 7)

Retired Housewife

8.2 6.0
40.1 35.8
37.8 34.2
12.1 18.9
0.5 1.6

1.3 3.5

8 a 9)

56-65

3575

27.0

25.9

2.4

66-75 76+

2925 757

22.2 5.7

19.8 4. -8

2.5 2.6

* number of each age group x frequency of playing
** from Table 7.1



Frequency and regularity of playing

The tendency for women to make some kind of weekly timetable or routine has
already been discussed in Chapter IV. Where bingo fitted in to this process of
planning was measured by asking questions with regard to both frequency and
regularity of playing - frequency to measure the importance of bingo in their lives;
and regularity to measure the extent to which bingo was planned for in the weekly
timetable - a technique used by women to avoid erosion of leisure activities.

Frequency of playing (Question 5)

It is not known how honest players were in answering this question, since
existing data sources tend to describe only admissions totals, rather than
frequency of individual players.

The figures support the earlier suggestion that players either play very
frequently, or rather infrequently, with few falling in between. 95.5% play
once a week or more often, and 77.6% play twice a week or more. The largest
group in each region is that which plays twice a week. Those who play every day
are small in number, ranging from 8.9% in London to 2.9% in the Midlands (Table
13.2), and from 12.2% of the oldest age group to 1.6% of the youngest (Table 13.3).
The modal number of times which each age group plays is once a week for the 18-25
and 26-35 year olds, twice a week for the 36-45 and 46-55 year olds, and three times
a week or more for the oldest three age groups.

There were no statistically significant differences between the number of times
the unemployed played each week, compared to the employed (Table 12.4). The
average weekly attendance can be calculated. The proportion of the sample which
answered the question regarding frequency of playing was 99.6% or 7,140. This
proportion gave a total of 16,231 admissions per week, or 2.27 admissions per head
per week.

The proportion of admissions from each age group can be calculated. If the
number of players in each age group is multiplied by the number of times they play
each week, a total of 13,235 admissions per week is obtained from the section of the
sample which gave their ages (i.e. 82.9% of the sample). Table 13.5 shows that,
although 7.5% of the players are aged 18-25, this age group accounts for only 5.3%
of weekly admissions. The oldest three age groups account for more admissions than
expected according to the proportion of these groups in the sample, whilst the
younger age groups account for fewer admissions than expected from their proportion
in the sample. The number of visits per week rises steadily with age, and therefore
presumably with available free time. Some of the rise in number of visits with age
is also associated with the greater tendency to attend afternoon sessions among the
older age groups.
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Table 14 : REGULARITY OF PLAYING

14.1 Regularity of playing, by sex

Male
%

Always play on same night(s) 72.0

Don't play on same night(s) 28.0

14.2 Regularity of playing, by area

Female
%

77.4

22.6

Both
%

77.0

23.0

Same night(s)

Not same

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland
% % % % % % % % 1

77.6 77.6

22.4 22.4

83.5

16.5

75.9 78.0 76.6 73.1 77.7 76.1

24.1 22.0 23.4 26.9 22.3 23.9

14.3 Regularity of playing, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55

Same night(s) 66.3 70.1 74.7 76.2
Not same 33.7 29.9 25.3 23.8

56-65 66-75 76+

78.0 81.6 82.2
22.0 18.4 17.8

Regularity of playicg (Question 6)

The regularity of bingo playing and the routine of the activity have
already been remarked upon. Respondents were asked whether they always
played on the same nights of the week, from week to week. Three-quarters
of the sample tended to play on the same night each week, with little
variation by region or sex. The elderly (14.3) were rather more likely
than younger people to go out on the same night of the week. It is
apparent from conversation, with players and managers that those who regularly
go out on a Sunday night are those least likely to change their preferred
night; whilst promotions on a mid-week night might draw those from other
nights, this tends not to be the case with Sunday players.
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Figure 7 Frequency of playing by occupational status (Table 13-4)
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Table 15 : NUMBER OF BOOKS PLAYED

15.1 of men and women playing each number of books I
Books

1
2
3
4
5
S
7
8

15.2 %

Books
1
2
3
4
5
6
7 .
8

Average
no. of
books
(irom
sample)

(from
club book
sales)

15.3 %

Books

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Average
no. of
books

Playing

Male Female
1.0 0.4
7.7 7.6
38.8 38.6
31.2 33.9
1.7 1.9

19.4 17.3
0.2 0.1

0.2

each number of books , by

Both
0.5
7.7

38.7
33.4
1.9
17.6
0.1
0.1

area

South London E. Midlands W. Midlands Wales
0.6
1.9

22.1
40.0
2.5

Q2 7
-
0.2

4.4

4.0

Playing

18-25

A ••?
V i (

16.5
36.7
30.5
3.2
12.2
0.2
-

3.5

0.7 0.
5.2 3.6 6.
22.2 46.4 41.
42.7 32.3 26.
3.6 2.2 1 .
25.7 14.8 24.
0.3 - 0.
0.3 -

4.2 3.7 . 3.

4.3 3.9 3.

each number of books , bv

4

1
O

0
0
9
3

9

3

age

26-35 36-45 46-55

0-3 0.6 0.
4.4 4.9 4 .

33.4 29.9 38.
36.1 35.4 36.
4.0 2.3 1.

21.2 26.6 19.
0.3 0.2 0 .
0.3 0.1

4.0 4.1 3.

4
6
4
0
4
0
2

9

1
14
41
29
1

13

3

3

group

.0

.2

.0

.0

.5

.3
-
—

.5

.6

56-65

0
7
42
32

L
16

3

.4

.5

.1

.2

. 5

.3
-
-

,7

V.

Yorkshire N.w. N.E.
0.
13.
55.
22.
0.
7.
0.
-

3.

3.

3
3
4
3
7
3
2

3

2

66-75

0.
9.

41 .
32.
1 .

14.
-
-

3.

5
6
6
1
4
8

6

0.
4.
39.
40.
1 .

13.
0.
-

3.

3.

76+

1 .
12.
43.
28.

j. .

13.
0.
-

3.

3 0.2
2 11.9
9 47.0
5 30.6
2 2.2
8 7.8
1 0.3

-

7 3,4

4 3.6

5
0
1
0
5
5
4

5

Scotland
0.4

10.2
34.6
31.4
3.4
19.3
0.2
-

3 8

3.8
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Expenditure (Questions 8, 9, 10, 11, 17)

Total expenditure inside the club is made up of several items. Firstly there
are the books for the main session which, with very rare exceptions, everybody buys.
The main session is usually made up of a main session book plus a series of
individual games - "flyers", "quickies", "scoop", etc. There may also be a link
game (when the club links with another club, thereby doubling the prize money). The
player may choose to play any number (usually from one to six) of cards, that is, to
have one to six cards in front of her on each game, with the cost varying accordingly.
The player can also choose to take part in interval games, such as mechanised cash
bingo, to play on the fruit machines, and to buy refreshments from the snack bar or
alcoholic drinks from the licensed bar. Expenditure can therefore vary a great deal
between players.

Main Session Books (Question 8)

An average of 3.8 books were played, with no differences between men and women.
Two ways of calculating average number of books played were used, one from the
questionnaire sample, and one from admissions and book sales figures from each club.
The latter, therefore, includes the total admission and the former a sample from it.
The results of the two are quite similar (Table 15.2). This is an encouraging
indication of the honesty and accuracy of response of the sample. Tables 15.1 to
15.3 give the proportion playing each number of books. Very few play more than six
books, whilst only 8% play less than 3.
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Table 16 : PROPORTION PLAYING ON FRUIT MACHINES

16,1 % of men and women playing on fruit machines

Male Female

Play on fruit machines 30.8 25.7

Do not play on fruit machines 39.2 74.3

Both

26.5

73.5

16.2 % of players playing on fruit machines, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

Yes 34.5 28.3 30.0 25.3 24.5 26.7 25.7 22.3 22.2

No 65.5 71.7 70.0 74.7 75.5 73.3 74.3 77.7 77.8

16.3 % of players playing on fruit machines, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

Yes 28.9 21.0 19.9 28.7 29.3 2,7.1 30.1

No 71.1 79.0 80.1 71.3 70.7 72.9 69.9

Fruit Machines (Question 9)

Managers were often heard to say that it was the fruit machines and the
interval games, which kept the club as a viable business. If this is the case,
the profitability of bingo rests on the shoulders of a minority of its players.
One quarter of the sample said that they play on fruit machines,'with slightly
more men than women playing. The fruit machines appeared to appeal equally to
all age groups, although it had been expected that the younger element would
find them more attractive. The age groups 26-45 were the least likely to play,
whilst the incidence of playing decreased significantly moving from the South
to the North; 34% in the South compared to 22% in Scotland played on the machines.

The average spent at one session by those who play on the fruit machines was
£4.80, compared with £3.58 for those who did not.
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Table 17 : PROPORTION PLAYING INTERVAL GAMES

17.1 % of men and women playing interval games

Play interval games

Do not play interval games

Male

28.6

71 .4

Female

40.2

59.8

Both

38.5

61 .5

17.2 % playing interval games, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

Yes 39.0 44.1 38.6 36.2 44.9 57.2 31.6 29.3 33.2

No 61.0 55.9 61.4 63.8 55.1 42.8 68.4 70.7 66.8

17.3 % playing interval games, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

Yes 42.7 44.2 43.5 42.6 39.3 30.4 29,2

No 57.3 55.8 56.5 57.4 60.7 69.6 70.8

Interval Games (Question 10)

Just over one third of the sample took part in interval games, such as
mechanised cash bingo and prize bingo. There was a significant difference
between men and women in the likelihood of playing interval games. Mechanised
cash bingo is a very fast game and men and older women tended not to be able to
keep up. There were also significant differences by area, with as many as 57o
playing interval games in Yorkshire. Two of the clubs visited in Yorkshire
played "board" bingo rather than mechanised cash bingo, which may explain this.
(Board bingo does not require the player to leave her seat, and does not require
quite the same concentration and speed). In the North East, continuous pre-
session games of bingo are played, which can tee joined at any point after .
arrival, and therefore there were fewer sessions of mechanised bingo.

Significantly more younger than older people played interval games. The
latter often said that it was too fast a game for them, and that it was possible
to spend a great deal of money. Those who played_the interval games spent an
average of £4.82, compared to the non-players' £3.53.

A large number of complaints were made about mechanised cash bingo from those
who did not play it, regarding the noise caused by it and the intervals which
accommodated it being too long, thus highlighting a possible conflict between the
commercial function of the club, and the social function of the club as perceived
by these players.
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Table 18 : PURCHASE OF DRINKS FROM LICENSED BAR

18.1 % of men and women buying drinks from the bar

Usually buy drinks

Do not buy drinks

No bar

Male

55.8

38.2

6.0

Female

37.4

50.6

12.0

Both

40.0

48.8

11.2

18.2 % of players buying drinks from the bar, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

Yes 48.4 42.8 41.3 53.7 34.1 42.7 42.6 46.4 7.3

No 51.6 57.2 42.7 46.3 65.9 43.4 57.4 53.6 26.4

No bar - - 16.0 - - 13.9 - - 66.3

18.3 % of players buying drinks from the bar, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

Yes 56.5 47.4 39.6 40.7 39.6 33.3 35.2

No 29.2 37.2 45.8 47.9 50.7 59.4 57.4

No bar 14.3 15.4 14.6 11.4 9.7 7.3 7.4
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Drinks from the Licensed Bar (Question 17)

The other item which made a major difference to total expenditure was
drinks from the licensed bar. 45% of the sample in clubs which had a bar
bought drinks from the bar. (13% of the clubs, most of them in Scotland,
had no bar). There were minor variations between regions (possibly related
to licensing hours), and more important variations between age groups and
between men and women (.also, it appears that men were more likely to visit a
club with a bar than one without a bar).

e s
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Table 19 : "SPEND PER HEAD"

19.1

£1 and
£1.01 -
£2.01 -
£3.01 -
£4.01 -
£5.01 -
£6-01 -
£7.01 -
£8.01 -
£10.01

19.2

Spend per head

under
• £2.00
• £3.00
• £4.00
• £5.00
• £6.00
• £7.00
• £8.00
• £10.00
plus

S.p.h. , bv

, by sex (see Figure 10)

Male

0.7
15.1
24.7
19.5
17.8
9.2
2.8
3 .2
5.1
1.9

area

South

£1 and
£1.01 -
£2.01 -
£3.01 -
£4.01 -
£5.01 -
£6.01 -
£7.01 -
£3.01 -
£10.01

Average

19.3

under
£2.00
£3.00
£4.00
£5.00
£6.00
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00

plus

£ spent

S.p.h. ,

1
16
19
15
24
10,
3.
2.
4,
0,

4.

by

.8

.4

.6

.9

.9

.1
,7
.3
,6
,7

,30

age

18-25

£1 and
£1.01 -
£2.01 -
£3.01 -
£4.01 -
£5.01 -
£6.01 -
£7.01 -
£8.01 -

£10.01

under
£2.00
£3.00
£4.00
£5.00
£6.00
£7.00
£8.00
£10.00

plus

i.
15.
30.
17.
19.
7.
3.
2.
2.
0.

,2
3
0
9
2
3
5
1
8
7

London

0.6
5.8

16.8
16,0
24 . 8
14.4
4.8
5.6
8.4
2.8

5.19

group

26-35

0.8
11.6
22.5
22.4
23.0
9.0
2.6
2.6
4.4
1.1

E.
Midlands

0.5
3.9

15.9
31 .7
28.0
10.3
3.7
3.0
2,8
0.2

4.61

36-45

0.9
9.9
27.5
20.4
22.5
6.8
3.0
2.9
4.8
1.3

Female

1.5
17.8
30.0
18.9
18.3
5.9
2.3
1.9
2.6
0.8

W.
Midlands

1.9
11.7
24,9
17.7
23.9
7.8
3.5
3.0
4.7
0.9

4.37

46-55

1 .0
12.3
28.9
20.5
19.9
8.0
2.5
2.6
3.4
0.9

Both

1 .4

17 . 5
29.3
19.1
18.1
6.3
2.4
2.1
2.9
0.9

Wales York- N.W.
shire

% % ^
1.5

17.5
30.8
18.7
21 .1
5.3
1 .2
2.4
1.0
0.5

3.82

56-65
or

1.4
19.5
30.2
13.3
16.9
5.8
2.3
2.0
2.6
1 .0

1.5 1.
13.4 24
39.3 32,
19.0 18
16.9 14
4.7 3
1.3 1
2.1 1.
1.3 2,
0.5 0

3.76 3,

66-75

1.8
28.4
29.7
16.4
15.1
3.8
1.8
1.3
1 .3
0.4

.9

.1
,8
.0
,2
.4
.6
.0
,4
.6

.57

V.

N.E. Scotland
« 0̂

0.5
28.5
38.9
18.9
8.7
2.1
0.5
0.4
1.2
0.3

3.25

1 .9
23.3
34.0
20.2
13.4
3.7
1.5
0.8
1.1
0.1

3.40

76+

4.
29
29.
16
13,
4,
0,
0,
0.
0,

.1

.4
,6
.0
.6
,9
,8
,4
,8
,4

Average £ spent 4.05 3.73 4 . 3 ? 4.1! 3. 85 3 .48 3 . 3 3
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19.4 S.p.h., by employment status

Unemployed Employed Retired Housewife

£1 and under
£1.01 - £2.00
£2.01 - £3.00
£3.01 - £4.00
£4.01 - £5.00
£5.01 - £6.00
£6.01 - £7.00
£7.01 - £8.00
£8.01 - £10.00
£10.01 plus

19.5 Opportunity
(occupation

Unemployed
Retired
Professional
White collar
Service
Manual - 1
Manual - 2
Manual - 3

0.7
10.4
27.2
21.3
20.6
8.1
3.4
2.8
4.5
1.0

index showing the

0.7
18.2
23.4
17.9
20.9
8.2
3.5
2.0
4.5
0.7

2.3
26.3
32.6
15.8
14.4
4.1
1.6
1.3
1.3
0.3

likelihood of each occupational
of household breadwinner) to spend

Col.l
% in sample

6.5
41.4
0.6
3.7

11.3
20.0
9.8
6.7

Col. 2
% spending
£5 or more

, 6.8
24.4
0.6
3.8

18.2
27.5
10.3
8.4

more than £5

Col. 2 f Col.l
01

1 .04
0.58
1.00
1.02
1.60
1.36
1.05
1.20

1.5
16.9
30.3
19.5
18.6
5.8
2.0
2.3
2.3
0.8

category

Col. 4
% of each
category
spending
£5 or more

14.8
8.3

16.1
14.7
23.9
19.4
14.9
17.3
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Figure 10 Amount spent at one Bingo session (Table 19-1)

30'

SPENDING
EACH 20'
AMOUNT

10

.09%

£ 2-01 2-01 4-01 5-01 6-01
under 200 3-00 4-00 5-00 6-00 7-00

AMOUNT SPENT

7-01 8-01 10 & over
8-00 10-00

Figure 11 Mode of transport to the club (Table 22-1)
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Total Expenditure (Question 11)

Respondents were asked their expenditure at any one session, in order to
calculate the "spend per head", to use the jargon of the leisure industry.
Whilst it was clear, from the sums written in the margin of the questionnaire,
some players had worked out exactly how much they spend, others gave a round
figure which approximated their actual expenditure. 13.8% declined to say
how much they spent.

Total expenditure from the remaining 6,307 respondents was £24,525.09,
giving an s.p.h. of £3.88. Between the area with the lowest s.p.h., the North
East, and that with the highest, London, there was a difference of almost £2.
The least spent was 85p, whilst 2.6% of the sample spent an average of £10;

and £15; and 0.31"- spent more than £15. 0.21̂  of the latter
These "big spenders" are therefore in a minority, but their

0.6% between £10.01
spent £20 or more.
spending raises the average for the whole. The mode for men and women was £3.
The average s.p.h. in the evening was £4.14, and £3.74 in the afternoons.

The age group with the highest s.p.h. was the 36-45 age group. Tables 15.3
and 17.3 show that this group plays a greater number of books than other age groups
and is more likely to play interval games.

The s.p.h. of the unemployed, compared to that of the employed, did not show
the differences which might have been expected (Table 19.4). This suggests that
unemployment does not affect the amount spent at any one session. 80.2% of the
unemployed, 81.1% of the employed, 91.4% of the retired, and 86.8% of the housewives
spent £5 or less. This pattern remains when the occupational status of the house-
hold breadwinner is considered (Table 19.5). Those with an unemployed breadwinner
were as likely to spend £5 or more as those where the breadwinner was in white
collar work, for example (Table 19.5, column 4).

An "opportunity index" (01) was constructed to quantify precisely the likeli-
hood of each occupational category spending more than £5. If the proportion in
each category which spent £5 or more was equal to the proportion of that category
found in the sample, the 01 would be equal to 1.00. The table shows that those with
an unemployed breadwinner were as likely or more likely than those whose breadwinner
was in other occupational categories to spend more than £5. The retired were only
half as likely to spend £5 or more as most other groups, whilst those whose bread-
winners were in "service" occupations were over half as likely again as most other
groups to spend more than £5.

There were no significant differences in the amount spent between those who
play more now than one year ago, those who play less, and those who play as often
as they did a year ago. This suggests that people spend as much per visit, but
play less often when affected by a change in income.
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Table 20 : PERCEPTION OF COST OF BINGO

20.1 Perception of cost, by sex

Cheap
Fairly cheap
A bit expensive
Exoensive

Male
%
5.1

30.9
47.5
16.5

Female
%
5.0

28 . 5
48.3
18.2

Both
ĉ

5.0
28.8
48.1
18.1

20.2 Perception of cost, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.W. Scotland
% % % % % %

Cheap
Fairly cheap
Bit expensive
Expensive

5.1
34.0
45.6
15.3

3.6
21.0
51.8
23.6

2,
19
55
23.

.3

.1

.3

.3

3
25
45
25

.8

.7

.4

.1

3.9
22.5
56.2
17.4

4.5
27.7
49.9
17.9

%
4.4

29.4
48.4
17.8

<*
6.3

42.8
41.5
9.4

or

11.0
33.5
46.3

9.2

20.3 Perception of cost, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

Cheap
Fairly cheap
Bit expensive
Expensive

6.8
42.4
40.8
10.0

4.6
32.5
47.6
15.3

4.2
29.3
48.0
18.5

3.1
29.6
49.2
18.1

5.7
27.9
49.6
16.8

5.8
27.2
48.5
18.5

8.8
31 .2
45.6
14.4

Table 21 : PROXIMITY OF CLUB TO HOME

21.1 % of men and women playing at the club nearest to home

Male Female Both

Nearest 53.6 63.7 62.5

Not nearest 46.4 36.3 37.5

21.2 % of players playing at the club nearest to home, by area

South London E.Midlands W,Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

Nearest 42.5 69.0 76.3 61.7 75.7 67.5 60.0 54.0 67.7

Not nearest 57.5 31.0 23.7 38.3 24.3 32.5 40.0 46.0 32.3

21.3 % of players playing at the club nearest to home, bv age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

Nearest 59.5 62.7 61.4 61.5 62.2 60.6 69.4

Not nearest 40.5 37.3 38.6 38.5 37,8 39.4 30.6
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land

Perception of Cost (Question 12)

Although players are more likely to say that bingo is expensive than cheap, in
the knowledge that there would be more room for price increases if many of them
regarded it as inexpensive, it is apparent from responses to this question that
bingo is not seen as a particularly cheap night out. Two thirds of the sample felt
that bingo is a "bit expensive" or "expensive" (Table 20.1). The age groups which
were most likely to regard bingo as expensive, the 36-45 and 46-55 groups, were also
those which spent the most CTable 19.3). Conversely, the 66 years plus age group
were most likely to regard bingo as cheap, and also spent the least. Old age
pensioners tend to play more often in the afternoons, when in fact the tendency is
to spend less.

Bingo seems to be played very cheaply in the North East compared to the rest
of the country, which is reflected in Table 20.2.

11% of the comments written in the space on the questionnaire for "further comments"
stated that bingo had become too expensive, whilst this subject was invariably brought
up by players in conversation. A further 8.6% of the comments were complaints about the
low levels of prize money. A number of players keep a tally of how much they spent and
how much they won over a period of a year. As might be expected, in the large majority
of cases, more was lost than was won.

Proximity of Club to Home (Question 2)

Although approximately two-thirds of the sample played at the club nearest
to their home, it is apparent that many players are willing to travel long
distances to play bingo. One couple who had filled in the questionnaire at
Shrewsbury also turned up in Aberystwyth the following week. They explained
that this was a regular pattern, with Shrewsbury also being where they went
shopping. The one-third not using the club closest to their home (Table 21.1)
correlates with the one-third using a car to get to the club (Table 22.1).
Men were more likely than women not to play at the nearest club, which can be
related to their greater access to and use of cars. The younger age groups
were the most likely to by-pass smaller, local clubs to travel to city centre
clubs with larger prizes.
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Table 22 : MODE OF TRANSPORT TO THE CLUB

22.1 Mode of transport, by sex (see Figure 11)

Male Female Both

Bus
Car
Walked
Taxi
Train

22.2

Bus
Car
Walked
Taxi
Train

23.0
47 . 0

22.3
1 .4

1.3

Mode of transport. by area
South London E.Midlands

40.9
31.4
24.2
2.5
1.0

39.2
33.6
23.8
2.4
1.0

W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

34.7
35.8
25.4
4.1

39.6
29.9
27.2
1 .2
2.1

21.3
53.3
25.4

38.4
44.6
13.9
3.1

25.4
42.8
29.8
2.0

39.9
35.8
23 .2
1 .1

22.3 Mode of transport, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55

Bus
Car
Walked
Taxi
Train

33.7
34.3
26.8
3.6
1.6

26.7
40.1
27.7
5.2
0.3

29.3
44.6
23.0
2.1
1.0

37.1
38.5
21 .3
2.3
0.8

56-65

41.8
33.2
21.9
1 .8
1.3

66-75

51.7
22 .2
23.0
1 .4
1 .7

22.4 Mode of transport, by session

Afternoon

Bus
Car
Walked
Taxi
Train

52.9
18.0
25.3
2.4
1.4

Evening

32.0
41.6
23.1

_,,-_ 2 . 4
0.9

40.7 44.7
32.0 22.0
23.8 24.7
2.9 3.0
0.6 5.6

76+

52.2
14.7
29.0
2.9
1.2

46.9
24.6
24.9
2.9
0.7
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^t
Getting to the Club (Question 1)

In terms of getting to the club, bingo players appeared to fall into three
categories. First of all, there were those who lived near to the club, for
whom the bingo club was an important physical feature in the community and for
whom bingo was a "neighbourly game" in the original Gaining Act sense. They
would "pop down" to the club frequently, see their neighbours there, and were
not concerned with "dressing up" to go. Secondly, there were those who saw
going to the club as a special event in the week, who perhaps went with their
husbands by car, or with women friends or family members by bus, and for whom
it was an occasion to dress up, have a few drinks, and meet other friends like
themselves. The third group were those who fitted in bingo with other activ-
ities such as shopping, or visiting relatives in another area. This group was
likely to use either a car or public transport.

The bus was the most likely means of transport (Table 22.1). Men were
significantly more likely to use a car, and therefore in those areas where
husbands were likely to accompany their wives to bingo (see Table 25.2), the
car was also important for women in those areas. Often, too, husbands would
drop their wives by car at bingo and collect them later. The car was used
more frequently in the relatively affluent Midlands (Table 22.2), and was far
more likely to be used in the evenings than in the afternoons (Table 22.4).
52.9% of those playing in the afternoons arrived by bus (Table 22.4). The
new metro system was making a significant contribution in the North East
(Table 22.2).

<
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Table 23 : BINGO AS A MAIN LEISURE ACTIVITY OUTSIDE THE HONTE

23.1 % of men and women for whom bingo is the main leisure activitv

Bingo is main activity

Bingo is not main activity

Male

60.7

39.3

Female

72.9

27.1

Both

71.2

28.8

23.2 % of players for whom bingo is the main leisure activity, by area

South London E. W. Wales York- N.ff. N.E. Scotland
Midlands Midlands shire

Main activity 74.0 75.2 69.0

Not main
activity 26.0 24.8 31.0

72.0 72.3 72.8 66.4 71.0 71.1

28.0 27.7 27.2 33.6 29.0 28.9

23.3 % of players for whom bingo is the main leisure activity, by age group

18-25

Main activity 39.9

Not main
activity 60.1

26-35 36-45

50.9 62.7

49.1 37.3

46-55 56-65

71.8 81.0

28.2 19.0

66-75

85.6

14.4

76+

89.3

10.7

Bingo as a main leisure activity outside the home (Question 13)

This question was designed to establish the extent of dependence on bingo
in relation to other activities. In general it supports the earlier discussion
that bingo is one of the few acceptable sources of entertainment. Women, more
than men, and the older age groups rather than the younger, regard bingo as their
main entertainment outside the home. There was little variation by region.
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figure 12 Percentage of each age group which plays alone (Table 24-3)
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Figure 13 Involvement of spouse in Bingo (Table 25-1)

Male players Female players
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Figure 14 Reasons for playing: Importance of (a)\Vinning money"(b)'To be with company"
(c) "To be out of the house," by age
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Table 24 : PATTERNS OF COMPANIONSHIP INSIDE THE CLUB

24.1 Patterns of companionship, by sex
ao who play: Male Female Both
Alone 9.2 8.9 9.2
With spouse 53.4 11.2 17.4
With a friend 15.3 35.7 32.5
With a group of friends 12.0 20.6 19.3
With relative(s) 10.1 23.6 21.6

24.2 Patterns of companionship, by area

% who play: South London E. Midlands W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire
Alone 10.7 10.9 8.0 8.5 9.2 10.3
With spouse 28.3 18.0 25.7 18.5 13.9 13.2
With friend 31.5 34.0 28.7 33.2 35.3 35.1
With friends 17.2 20.1 17.2 15.2 21.7 16.2
With relative(s) 12.3 17.0 20.4 24.6 19.9 25.2

24.3 Patterns of companionship, by age group (see Figure 12)

% who play: 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75
Alone 2.5 5.6 6.5 8.9 10.3 12.9
With spouse 11.6 9.9 16.1 21.7 20.4 20.9
With friend 18.8 29.9 31.4 29.9 32.9 34.9
With friends 17.9 15.5 22.5 21.8 18.4 17.0
With relative(s) 49.2 39,1 23.5 17.7 18.0 14.3

Table 25 : INVOLVEMENT OF SPOUSE IN BINGO

25.1 % of men and women whose spouses play bingo (see Figure 13)

Wife of male player Husband of female player
Never plays 8.5 36.1
Sometimes plays 32.3 30.9
Often plays 44.2 9.3
Not applicable 15.0 23.7

25.2 % of players whose spouses play bingo, by area*
E. W.

South London Midlands Midlands Wales Yorkshire
Never 13.9(28) 33.1(46) 28.5(33) 30.2(38) 32.4(43) 38.0(45)
Sometimes 23.6(35) 26.0(36) 37.0(43) 31.2(39) 32.2(43) 34.6(41)
Often 25.0(37) 12.7(18) 21.0(24) 18.2(23) 10.3(14) 11.1(14)
N.A. 32.5 28.2 13.5 20.4 25.1 16.3

25.3 % of players whose spouses play bingo, by age group*

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75
Never 28.9(38) 39.3(43) 40.3(44) 35.3(42) 30.7(39) 21.6(35)
Sometimes 36.8(49) 42.4(46) 35.8(39) 33.3(38) 29.4(38) 23.4(39)
Often 9.4(13) 9.1(11) 15.7(17) 17.0(20) 16.9(23) 16.0(26)
N.A. 24.9 9.2 7.7 14.4 23.0 39.0

w

N.W. N.E. Scotland
10.1 6.1 6.5
17.6 15.2 11.1
31 .9 29.4 34.0
17.1 23.5 24.6
23.3 25.8 23.8

76+
IS .9
11.4
37 .2
14.5
18.0

Spouse of player
31 .9
31.2
14.5
22.4

.•«*'*

N.W. N.E.
33.4(44) 26.6(32)
27.8(36) 41.8(52)
14.7(20) 12.5(16)
24.1 19.1

76+
16.0(37)
15.6(36)
11.7(27)
56.7

Scotland!
40.5(50*
31.3(38)1
8.9(121

19.3 I

•

•iB

Figures in brackets show the percentages in each category when those with no spouse
are excluded
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Bingo Companions (Question 15)

Friendship patterns are important to the frequency and regularity of playing.
Nearly one quarter of the players played in their particular club as that was where
their'friends also played, (see Table 27.1). Choice of playing companions appears
to be most affected by age (Table 24.3). In the youngest age group, half the sample
played with a relative; usually daughters (or sons) are introduced to bingo by their
mothers. In the middle age groups, friends are more important than relatives, perhaps
as parents die and children are not yet old enough to play. As relatives (usually
mothers) become less important, friends are more likely to take over as companions
than husbands are. Playing is more of a "family affair" in the north than in the south;
it can be suggested that links with the extended family are more tenuous in the south
(Table 24.2). The incidence of playing alone rises with age (Table 24.3).

Involvement of Spouse in Bingo (Question

-"23

in ScotLnri U h^f n thl f i h l a K d V m e r ? e aS t h e a r e a s w h e r e h usbands are most likely to plav
a "woman s game" ^Tablels^ "^ P l a y 6 d ' ^ M n g° W a S Sti11 ^garded ver/much^'4fi ^ ™H -f 2* (Table 25 .2 ) . Players were more likely to play as couples in the46-55 and o6-65 year age groups (Table 2 5 . 3 ) . , ^P'-^ in me
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Table 26 : REASONS FOR PLAYING BINGO

36.1 Reasons for playing bingo, by sex

1. "To be out of the house"
2. "To win some money"
3. "To be with company"
4. "To be with people who are like you"
5. "There's nowhere else to go"
6. "To relax"
7. "Other"

26.2 Reasons for playing bingo, by area

Male Female Both

7
50.
15
3
4,

17,
1.

.8

.7
1

.3

.3

.8

.0
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43,
18
3
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17,
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, 6
.9
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.4
.5

11,
44,
18
3
4

17.
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.3

.1

.8
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.6
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3092
1266
262
316

1217
42

4
1
2
6
5
3
7
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1. "To be out of the 10.2 11.6 10.3 13.2 18.2 10.3 12.7 7.0 9.0
house"

2. "To win some money" 37.1 41.2 44.3 44.2 38.0 38.6 50.7 46.8 50.3

3. "To be with company" 24.0 16.9 18.2 18.9 19.7 17.4 14.9 18.6 17.3

4. "To be with people
who are like you" 5.5 2.8 3.0 2.8 3.5 5.5 3.0 4.7 3.0

5. "There's nowhere
else to go" 4.0 4.0 3.7 4.5 4.8 7.1 3.0 4.7 4.8

6. "To relax" 18.6 23.3 20.3 15.7 15.8 20.0 15.5 17.8 14.2

7. Other 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.7 1.1 0.2 0.4 1.4

26.3 Reasons for playing bingo, by age group (see Figure 14)
18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

1. "To be out of the
house"

2. "To win some money"
3. "To be with company"
4. "To be with people

who are like you"
5. "There's nowhere

else to go"
G. "To relax"
7. Other

17.5
61.3
8.5

0.9

2.7
8.2
0.9

15.9
57.5
9.1

2.0

3.6
11.1
0.8

10.4
54.3
9.4

2. 2

4.0
19.1
0.6

9.2
50.4
12.9

2.8

4.0
20.3
0:4

9.9
37.8
20.3

4.4

5.4
21.5
0.7

12.4
31.4
28.1

5.9

4.9
16.8
0.5

13.7
24.2
38.6

6.7

4.6
11.1
1.1

Reasons for Playing Bingo (Question 18)

The question most frequently asked by non-players during the course of the
research was "But why do they do it?". A reoly is not straightforward. The
success of bingo is related to the way in which it combines a number of features;
it is not played for one, outstanding, reason and players themselves find it
difficult to isolate and verbalise the single most important feature which attracts
them.

44,3% of the sample said that the main reason they play is to win money. The
attraction of prize money varies according to age. Two-thirds of the youngest age
group pux this reason first, compared to one-quarter of the oldest age group.
Reasons not related to money were put forward by 55.7̂ . 15.6% referred to the
club as a place to go, which allowed "getting out of the house" (reasons 1 and 5).
21.9% referred to the other players and companionship (reasons 3 and 4). The
older age groups placed greater emphasis on companionship (Table 26.3) and they
were probably more realistic about the chances of winning.



Table 27 : REASONS FOR PLAYING AT ONE PARTICULAR CLUB

27.1 Reasons for playing at one club, by sex

Male Female Both

1. "It's cheap"
2. "It has good prizes"
3. "The staff are

friendly"
4. "It has a bar"
5. "It's close to home"

"Your friends come
here"

"It's nicely furnished
& comfortable"

4.
16.

14.
7 ,

20.

17.

18.

6
.9

9
.3
.8

.0

.5

4 .
13.

15.
1 .

29.

23.

12.

5
1

0
5
8

3

8

4
13

15
2

28

22

13

.5

.6

.0

.4

. 4

.4

.7

27.2 Reasons for playing at one club, by area
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36-45

3.3
18.9

14.8
1.6
29.6

20 .3

11 .5

46-55

4.1
13.4

15.3
2.3
30.6

22.6

11.7

56-65

3.2
12.4

15.4
2.4
28.1

22.2

16.3

66-75

6.1
10.2

20.1
1 .8
23.7

21.1

17.0
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7 .
9.

21.
2.
21.
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15.

8
2

9

8
2

2
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Reasons for Playing at One Particular Club (Question 19)

Players were also asked what attracted them to the particular club where they
played most. Nearly 30% said that the most important attraction of "their" club
was its proximity to their home. The majority of players travel by bus and
therefore have fares to account for. Almost one-quarter played at'their club
because their friends did.

The prize money as an attraction ranked only fourth, suggesting that, although
this is the single reason for playing most commonly put forward, it is not important
enough to make players travel to other clubs or to play without their friends. The
friendliness of the staff was ranked third. Members take a great deal of notice,
not only of how the staff and management treat them, but also of how the management
treats its staff. A friendly relationship between staff and players is perhaps the
single most important factor in making a bingo session enjoyable; poor relationships
or a dislike of the manager can lead to players leaving the club's membership. 46"
of the comments on the questionnaire concerned the staff and the atmosphere of the
club.

Men were more likely than women to refer to the level of comfort of the club.
It is felt that women are more prepared than men to be content with less plush
surroundings. Often women said, in clubs which had been redecorated, that they
preferred the old level of comfort and decoration.
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Table 28 : REASONS FOR CHANGING TO ANOTHER CLUB

28.1 Reasons for changing to another club, by sex

Reason for changing: • Ma£» Fetn|le 3o|h

1. "If it had bigger prizes" 27.8 23.8 24.2
2. "If it was cheaper" 27.9 29.8 29.5
3. "Would never change" 26.9 24.3 25.8
4. "If it was closer

to home" 17.4 21 . 5 20.5

28.2 Reasons for changing to another club, by area

+> -a 1-1 -o •H'O ® & t-<9 c 5 c S c .-H S-.-H
0 O -ctf ' cfl oJ O •&
CO *4 Wr-c î-1 * >* M

Reason for changing: % «f, % % % %
1. "If it had bigger prizes" 21.7 20.7 23.4 20.6 24.8 27.9
2. "If it was cheaper" 22.5 31.6 35.5 36.6 33.3 24.3
3. "Would never change" 36.2 22.2 19.5 19.2 18.3 28.4
4. "If it was closer

to home" 19.6 25.5 21.6 23.6 23.6 19.4

28.3 Reasons for changing to another club, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65
Reason for changing: %
1 . "If it had bigger prizes" 36.3 37.2 34.2 26.0 18.7
2. "If i-c was cheaper" 24.3 27.7 25.9 28.5 33.1
3. "Would never change" 23.8 16.8 20.2 23.6 25.3
4. "If it was closer

to home" 15.6 18.3 19.7 21.9 22.9

Table 29 : INCIDENCE OF PLAYING AT OTHER LICENSED BINGO CLUBS

29.1 % of men and women playing at more than one club
Male Female Both

More than one club 31.7 25.9 26.6
One club 68.3 74.1 73.4

29.2 % playing at more than one club, bv area

South London E. Midlands W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire
More than one 34.7 31.0 27.4 25.2 24.3 27.4
One club 65.3 69.0 72.6 74.8 75.7 72.6

29.3 % playing at more than one club, by age group

18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65
More than one club 27.5 29.0 30.0 28.1 28.1
One club 72.5 71.0 70.0 71.9 71.9

w

i
* w oc
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26.0 27.0 27.5
30.5 25.0 27.9
24.6 29.4 25.9

18.9 18.6 18.7

66-75 76+

14.1 8.9
29.4 24.7
32.7 45.6

23.8 20.8

N.W. N.E. Scotland
22.3 22.7 30.8
77.7 77.3 69.2

66-75 76+
25.1 16.2
74.9 83.8
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Reasons for changing to another club (Question 20)

Whilst the previous question was designed to see what attracted players to one
club this question aimed to find out what would make players switch to another club.
Whilst it could be expected from Table 27.1 that the main reason for moving would be
if the club was closer to home, this was ranked last. This, of course, may reflect
players' awareness, in the current economic climate, of the unlikelihood of a new
club opening nearer their home. The most important attraction of another club would
be its cost, and the second reason would be if larger prizes were offered.

The question was also designed to test loyalty to one club. One-quarter said
that they would never change to another club. The older age groups in particular
showed greater loyalty to one club.

Incidence of playing at more than one club (Question 7)

Slightly more than one-quarter of the sample played at more than one club.
It was apparent that players could talk with knowledge of the costs, prizes, staff
and atmosphere of other clubs in the vicinity. New clubs were tried out of
curiosity. Some players played at one club, their "local" for a couple of nights
a week and then went to a different club perhaps once a week for a change. If the
husband accompanied his wife once a week, they might visit a different club from
where the wife usually played, often due to the availability of a car, A larger,
city centre club with bigger prizes might be preferred on its link night or on a
Saturday night, whereas for the rest of the week the local club sufficed.

In Leicester, three clubs belonging to the same company, were visited to gain
an impression of the extent to which players visited more than one club. Certain
faces were seen in all three and a larger number in two of the three, even though
the clubs were at opposite ends of the city. This also occurred in other cities
between clubs not owned by the same company. Sometimes the reason for playing at
more than one club is to disguise to the staff the frequency of playing.
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Table 30 : PREFERENCE FOR ONE SEAT INSIDE THE CLUB

30.1 % of men and women preferring to

Male

Prefer same seat 75.2
No preference 24.8

30.2 % oi players preferring to sit in

South London E. Midlands
Same seat 78.5 75.4 78.1
No preference 21.5 24.6 21.9

30.3 % of players preferring to sit in

18-25 26-35 36-45
Same seat 63.5 63.2 70.6
No preference 36.5 36.8 29.4

Table 31 : IMPORTANCE OF THE BAR TO THE

31.1 % of players regarding the bar as

Male

Bar is not important 31.9
Bar is fairly important 41.5
Bar is very important 26.6

31.2 % of players regarding the bar as

yt; • . South London E. Midlands
Bar is not

important 30.6 40.5 44.5

Bar is fairly
important 45.8 43.6 41.9

Bar is very
important 23.6 15.9 13.6

31.3 % of players regarding the bar as

18-25 26-35 36-45

Bar is not
important 37.2 39.5 48 . C

Bar is fairly
important 41.4 43.7 37.0

Bar is very
important 21.4 16.8 15.0

sit in "own" seat

Female Both

76.7 76.5
23.3 23.4

"own" seat . by area

W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.
72.1 76.2 81.5 71.5 80.3
27.9 23.8 18.5 28.5 19.7

"own" seat , by age group

46-55 56-65 66-75 76+
75.5 80.1 84.2 88.6
24.5 19.9 15.8 11.4

"CLUB ATMOSPHERE"

important, by sex

Female Both

45.7 43.6
40.4 40.5
13.9 15.9

important , by area

W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.

31.2 52.3 41.9 43.1 40.9

47.4 34.1 42.5 41.6 44.7

21.4 13.6 15.6 15.3 14.4

important, by age grour>

46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

43.9 41.8 43.6 42.3

40.0 42.4 41.2 42.3

16.1 15.8 15.2 15.4

Scotland
79.4
20.6

Scotland

69.3

23.7

7 .0
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Preference for One Seat (Question

Stories abound of players who refuse to sit in any seat other than "theirs1
who, on finding another in "their" seat, return home even if the hall is almost
empty, and of players who, during alterations to the club, risk climbing over
rafters and scaffolding to reach "their" seat.

The fear of sitting in someone else's seat in an unfamiliar club, or when
changing one's usual day of playing, is a problem. It also presents problems
to owners wishing to change the seating plan, and to introduce unit seating or
non-smoking areas.

Three-quarters of the sample, both men and women, preferred always to sit
in the same seat, and this preference was particularly strong amongst the older
age groups. Players like the familiarity of being associated with a certain
seat, and to know that the same faces will be in the seats around them. Indeed,
this constitutes their "meeting" - few players actually meet outside. Players
also like to be associated with certain parts of the club, and appear to find
clubs with a number of nooks and crannies and small rooms off the main hall
appealing, in contrast to the large open spaces of converted bowling alleys.

Importance of the Licensed Bar (Question 23)

Respondents were asked how important they felt the bar was to the club atmosphere.
Only one-third of the men regarded the bar as unimportant, compared to one-half of the
women. Differences also emerged according to age (Table 31.3).

In Scotland a great deal of discussion emerged regarding the desirability of bars.
It was strongly felt that men and youngsters already had too many places in which to
drink, and that bars in bingo clubs would change the character of the game. A bingo
club, it was felt, was one place to get away from drink and its consequences; drinking
was essentially masculine and that was not how bingo should be. Such feelings
evidently arose from concern over the drinking "problem" in Scotland.
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Table 32 : PERCEIVED IMPORTANCE OF BINGO

32.1 Perceived importance of binge, by sex

Male

1.
2.
3.

. "Bingo is

."Bingo is
, "You can

very important"
fairly

take it
important"
or leave it"

of

5.
15.
69.

3
3
7

Female
qj,

9.
23.
59.

4
2

5

Both
{

8
22
60

"£

.9

.0

.9
4."You'd do other things if you

had the chance" 9.7 7.9 8.2

32.2 Perceived importance of bingo, by area
South London EMidlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E. Scotland

1."Bingo is very
important"

2."Bingo is fairly
important"

3."You can take it
or leave it"

4."You'd do other
things if you
had the chance

12.7

27 .7

53.1

8.9

26.3

55.1

7 . 6

19.4

61.8

6.5

23.6

60.6

9.2

2 4 . 4

58.4

10.2

23 .2

59.3

6.5 9.7 11 .2 9.3

32.3 Perceived importaneeof bingo, by age group

18-25 26-35

1 .

2.

3.

4.

%
"Bingo is very

important" 2.3
"Bingo is fairly

important" 11.8
"You can take it
or leave it" 75.0

"You'd do other
things if you
had the chance 10.9

Table 33 : PERCEPTION OF

33 . 1 % of men and women

%

4.0

17.2

68.8

10.0

36-45
%

4.8

20.0

64.9

10.3

46-55
%

8.9

22.7

61.5

6.9

BINGO AS GAMBLING

regarding bingo as gambling

8.0

56-65

9.9

24.4

58.4

7.3

Male Female
Bingo is gambling 73.5 73.5
Bingo is not gambling 26.5 26.5

Both
73.5
26.5

7.3

66-75

12.8

25.7

54.9

6.6

8.2 7.3 8.fi

20.9 18.6 17.1

61.8 67.6 67.5

9.1 6.5

76+

21.6

29.0

45.0

4.4

6.8

33.2 % of players regarding bingo as gambling, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W, N.E. Scotland

Is 77.5 73.8
Is not 22.5 26.2

78.0
22.0

75.6 73.1 77.3 71.4 72.5 66.9
24.4 26.9 22.6 28.6 27.5 33.1

33.3 % of players regarding bingo as gambling, by age group

Is gambling
Is not gambling

18-25

78.7
21 .3

26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65

80.7
19.3

81.4
13.6

76.5
23 .5

71 .1
28.9

66-75

64.1
35.9

76+

60.7
39.3
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The Perceived Importance of Bingo (Question 24)

I land

h

Respondents were asked how important bingo was to them. Unfortunately, the
wording of the question, it is suspected, meant that players responded to it as
though it was asking whether or not they were addicted to bingo and they therefore
tended to give defensive answers. The phrase used in the scale to indicate
indifference was, "You can take it or leave it", which players may have understood
to be asking the extent to which they were "hooked". If the question was
interpreted in the way intended, the bingo industry has every reason to be concerned,
as 61% are indifferent and 8.2% would rather be doing something else: (Table 32.1).
Only 8.9% said that bingo was "very" important to them, and it was "fairly" important
to 22%. This is surprising, given that for 71.2% bingo is their main leisure
activity (Table 23.1).

The younger age groups in particular would "do other things" given the chance.
During the course of the survey, many of the elderly were most concerned that an
outcome of the research was to cut back bingo playing, and reassurance was required.
Bingo was often described by elderly players as a "lifeline", "what I keep living for",
and so on. Therefore, it was the elderly who were most concerned that bingo might be
taken away from them, if their dependance upon it became known, and they especailly
saw it as something to be protected from government intervention.

Perception of Bingo as Gambling (Question 21)

With changed attitudes towards gambling in the last twenty years, it was thought
that it would be of interest to see to what extent bingo is perceived as gambling, or
simply as "an entertainment". Three-quarters of the sample did regard bingo as
gambling, with little variation by sex or region (Table 33). The older age groups
were slightly less likely to see bingo as gambling, suggesting that they see their
involvement more in terms of the non-monetary, non-gambling elements. This is
consistent with the reasons which older people gave for playing (Table 26.3).
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Table 34 : NON-LICENSED SINGO

34.1 % of

Working Men'
Social Club
Church

men and

s Club

women playing at non-licensed facilities

Community Centre
Other

34.2 % of

W. Men's Club
Social Club
Church
Comm. Centre
Other

34,3 % of

players

South
2.6
7.6
1.5
2.2
0.7

players

Male
16.8
14.8
1.9
1.7
0.4

playing at

London E
2
10
1
4
0

.9

.9

.9

.2

.4

playing at

18-25
Working Men'
Social Club
Church

s Club

Community Centre
Other

14
21
0
1
0

.7

.0

.7

.3

.9

Female Both
11 .
16.
3.
3.
0.

non-licensed

.Midlands
25.1
13.6
1.1
2.1
0.2

W.

non-licensed

26-35
19.3
22.9
4.0
2.6
1 .2

7 12.3
4 16.1
1 2.9
3 3.1
5 0.5

facilities, by area

Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.
16.3 11.7 26.5 6.1 23.7
11.8 23.3 10.9 21.9 17,5
2.2 4.6 2.6 5.2 2.6
2.0 4.9 3.9 2.9 3.2
0.9 1.0 0.1 0.7 0,4

facilities, by age group

Scotland
5.0

23 .9
1.9
2.7
-

36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76+
17.
17.
3.
2.
0.

0 15.6 10.9 6.7 9.7
5 15.5 14.7 13.4 12.5
6 2.9 3.0 2.5 4.2
5 1.5 3.1 5.6 6.9
6 0.3 0.3 0.6 0.3
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Non-Licensed Bingo (Question 7)

It was noted previously that the bingo industry has become increasingly
concerned with competition from non-licensed bingo. Respondents were asked
whether they played bingo at any of four groups of facilities which provide
bingo - working men's clubs, social clubs, community centres and the church
(Table 34„1).

There were significant variations by region. Working men's clubs were
particularly important in Yorkshire, the North East and the East Midlands,
with one-quarter of the sample in each of these areas visiting them. Likewise,
a quarter of the sample in Wales, Scotland and the North 'Vest played bingo at
social clubs. The church was an alternative for 5% in Wales and the North West.

Of the two most important non-licensed premises, working men's clubs and
social clubs, 71'. 6* of the sample played at neither, 16.1"- played at social
clubs, 12.3% in working men's clubs, and 1.1% at both.

The sum of the percentages of people playing at non-licensed premises does
not give the total number of people playing non-licensed bingo, as a number
of respondents played at more than one type of facility, and of course, as
indicated in the community study, many people play bingo only at non-licensed
premises.
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Table 35 : RELATIVE INCREASE/DECLINE IN PLAYING BINGO

35.1 % of men and women playing more oi- less often than one year ago

More often now
Less often now
The same now
Difference between more + less

Male Female Both

14.9
22.2
62.9
-7.3

IP . 4
25.6
58.0
-9.2

16.2
25.2
58.6
-9.0

35.2 % playing more or less often than one year ago, by area

South London E.Midlands W.Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.T. N.E. Scotland

More
Less
Same
Difference

23.3
21.1
55.6
+2.2

17.3
25. '3
57.4
-8.0

11 .
28.
60.

-17.

0
4
6
4

13
27,
58.

-13.

.8

.4
,8
,6

13.5
30.8
55.7
-17.3

14.6
26.2
59.2

-11.6

17.3
24.4
58.3
-7.1

14.2
25.4
60.4

-11.2

17.9
21.4
60.7
-3.5

35.3 % playing more or less often than one year ago, by age group

.. .. 18-25 26-35 36-45 46-55 56-65 66-75 76 +

More
Less
Same
Difference

28.9
25.1
46.0
+3.8

17.4
26.5
56.1
-9.1

18.0
27.3
54.7
-9.3

14.5
24.0
61.5
-9.5

14.9
26.0
59.1

-11.1

14.8
24.2
61.0
-9.4

17.0
22.8
60.2
-5.7
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Increase and Decline of Playing (Question 25)

Respondents were asked whether they played as often at the time of the
questionnaire as one year previously. 16.2% played more often and 25.2^ less,
giving a net loss of 9%. The South was the only region where those playing
more often exceeded those playing less often, and the difference between the two
was especially high in Wales and the Midlands (Table 35.2). The youngest age
group was the only group where those playing more exceeded those playing less,
which can be expected due to the number which had recently started to play.
Losses were evenly spread through the other age groups.

It can be calculated what these figures mean in terms of the effect on total
admissions. As the figures stand, a person stating that they play less often
may have reduced from five to four times a week, whilst a person playing more often
might have increased from once a fortnight to once a week.

In fact,those who play more now, give an average admission of 2.6 visits per
head per week; those playing less, 1.9 visits, and those playing the same, 2.2
visits. If the latter are taken as an average, it can be said that those playina:
less often (n=1741) have decreased their playing by 0.3 visits per week (2.2 - 1.9)
and those who have increased (n=1116), by 0.4 visits (2.6 - 2.2). This gives a
total of 522.3 fewer visits per week due to the 1741 playing less, and 446.4 more
visits due to the 1116 playing more often. This gives a net loss of 75.9 visits
per week for this sample.

The proportion of the sample which answered this question, i.e. 96.7"?!, gave a
total weekly admission of 15,642. With a loss of only 75.9 visits per week, this
amounts to only 0.48% of the total. Given the relatively small loss it must be
concluded that the decline in bingo playing observed by the industry is due to
people stopping playing completely, rather than playing less often, or to people
playing more often in non-licensed clubs.
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Tab1e 36 : REASONS FOR PLAYING MORE OFTEN (OF THOSE WHO GAVE REASONS FOR PLAYING

36.1 Reasons for playing more often

Have more money
Have more time
Enjoy it more
Recently started (new players)
Others

36,2 Reasons for playing more often

South London E. Midlands

Money 4.8 8.0 6.9
Time 15.9 20.0 19.3
Enjoyment 52.5 46.0 44.4
Others 26.8 26.0 29.4

36.3 Reasons for nlaying more often

18-25 26-35 36-45

Money 10.6 19.9 12.2
Time 12.9 25.8 19.4
Enjoyment 19.9 28.8 41.0
Others 56.6 25.5 27.4

MORE : N = 510)

, bv sex

Male Female Both

12.2 8.6 9.2
18.9 28.7 25.8
39.2 42.5 42.0
18.8 11.9 13.7
10.9 8.3 9.3

, by area

W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.

8.6 - 8.0 6. 6 18. 6
29.8 26.3 21.0 16.9 28.8
32.8 42.1 35.5 46.8 39.0
28.8 31.6 35.5 29.7 13.5

, by age group

46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

8.4 5.7 1.5 6.3
21.8 35.3 19.4 12.5
45.8 44.3 65.6 50.8
24.0 14.2 13.5 30.4

Scotland

23 .2
30.4
33.9
12.5

Table 37 : REASONS FOR PLAYING LESS OFTEN (OF THOSE WHO GAVE REASONS FOR PLAYING

37.1 Reasons for playing less often

LESS : N = 1070)

, by sex

Male Female Both

Less money , . 1

Less time
Enjoy bingo less
Others

37,2 Reasons for playing less often

South London E. Mid lands

Money 80.8 74.6 83.8
Time 2.4 3.3 4.3 '
Enjoyment 5.9 5.9 6.4
Others 10.3 10.9 5.5

37.3 Reasons for playing less often

18-25 26-35 36-45
C7 Of Of

Money 61.1 68.1 73.8
Time 22.2 10.9 18.4
Enjoyment 13.9 6.0 3.0
Others 2.8 15.0 4.8

VB.V! . 78.9 79.4
9.4 9.8 9.7
8.6 5.9 5,3
5.8 5.4 ' 5 . 6

, by area -_..-—__.. ...._... ......... ———— : ————— — : — ; ___

W. Midlands Wales Yorkshire N.W. N.E.

79.5 82.2 71.7 69.3 81.0
9.4 7.6 10.8 13.7 11.8
6.2 7.6 8.3 7,0 3.6
4.9 2.6 9.2 10.0 3.6

, by age group

46-55 56-65 66-75 76+

84.2 80.9 82.1 60.0
7.9 4.9 4.2 3.4
3.9 4.9 3.6 10.0
4.0 9.3 10,1 26.6

Scotland

84.3
13.3
1 .2
1 .2
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Reasons for Playing More Often (Question 26)

Only 45% of those who play more often now gave a reason for doing so.
Table 34.1 relates to this 45%. This was an open-ended question, that is,
respondents could write what they liked. The reason given more often than
any other was thai; enjoyment of bingo had increased. Others had changed
their routine, had started work (and therefore had more money), or had
retired or stopped work (and therefore had more time).

Reasons for Playing Less Often (Question 26)

61.3% of those playing less often gave reasons for doing so. Financial
constraints were by far the most important factors. Lack of money affected
approximately 80% of those playing less often in each area, with the nroportion
falling only in the North West, to 69.3%; and in Yorkshire to 71.7%." Money
considerations affected the older age groups more than the younger; the latter
were more affected by a reduction in time available to them, perhaps as jobs
were found or children born. It was not statistically significant that more
women than men played less due to financial constraints.
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Players' Comments

A space was left at the end of the questionnaire and players were invited to
write any comments they wished to make. 1,213 players wrote comments, or 16.9%
of the total.

Nearly one quarter of the comments, 24.4%, were favourable comments about the
club, its staff, levels of comfort and so on. The second largest category of comments,
comprising 17.9% of the total, were adverse comments about the club, complaints about
the staff, and that the club was cold.

13.4% of the comments were favourable ones towards bingo. 7.9% of the 13.4% were
comments about the social contribution bingo made to their lives, and 5.5*- of the
13.4% referred to bingo as an important relaxation.

9.6% of the comments complained that bingo was expensive and a further 4.4% made
comments about the food and drink offered - mainly that they were too expensive. (In
fact, prices of tea and snacks are very competitive compared to other commercial
establishments, but players may not have the opportunity to compare prices.) 7.7%
complained that the prize money was too low, and 2.0% complained that they never win!
8.6% of the complaints concerned the bingo tax. Players do not like the amount of
prize money to be shown with the 10% tax not taken out. They like the amount to be
shown which is the amount they would receive upon winning. This caused an amazing level
of discussion in the clubs.

7.7% of the comments concerned suggestions regarding organisation of the game. Many
of these felt that the intervals were too long between games, particularly for those who
do not play interval games. 3.0% called for a no-smoking area. 0.8% complained of the
habit of players reserving seats for others, and 0.5% of the comments stated that bingo
was "bad" in some way, a waste of time and money.

There are too many comments to quote, but a selection representing the range of those
given are reproduced here:

•

"I never went out before bingo started.
67 year old man, Gateshead.

It gets you out and meet friends."

2. "It's a night out and added bonus if you win. Only place a woman can go on her
own without raising eyebrows." 41 year old woman, South Shields.

3. "I like bingo; it cheers you up, keeps your mind off anything troubling you;
keeps you in touch with the 'family when you don't live near them." 75 year old
woman, Edinburgh.

4. "It's the best thing to happen for lonely people." 65 year old man, Gateshead.

5. "I like the club because it is warm, comfortable and I think it is more of a
social club rather than just a place to play bingo." 22 year old woman, Hanley.

6. "Bingo is the best thing for pensioners. Looking back we had no place to go,
only sat at home looking at four walls. Now they look forward to an afternoon
out and meet people. Please take off tax for pensioners' sake." 69 year old
woman, Liverpool.

7. "I come to the club to get kindness and affection from staff and members. I need
this to go on living as I have rheumatoid arthritis." 67 year old woman, Brighton.

8. "Being a widow, I come to bingo to meet people, and have a good laugh and chat."
64 year old woman, London.

9. "It's getting more expensive. Women can come alone, not like walking into a public
house alone. Enjoyment, company, touch of luck to go with it. It gets old
people out of the home, something to look forward to," 59 year old woman, Hanley.

10. "I used to think it stupid until I tried it - now I wonder what elderly people would
do for amusement without it." 74 year old woman, Brighton.

11. "This club is not as good as it was due to the price of books going up." 20 year
old woman, Shrewsbury.

12. ''I think you should deduct the tax from the prize money before it is displayed on
the board. So you know how much you are playing for. ' 37 year old woman, Leicester

13. 'Do something to get mors people in, like cheap days and gifts-."
Brighton.

66 year old woman,
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14. "When you buy your tickets you should pay tax, not off the prize money."
44 year old man, Leicester.

15. "It beats hell out of the square box." 60 year old man, Gateshead.

16. "Bingo is a place where a widow like myself can go without being embarrassed.
Almost every other place of entertainment needs a companion." 66 year old
woman, Birmingham.

17. "I find Top Rank very homely, friendly people, good staff, always have a word
with you, sort of home from home." 60 year old woman, Gateshead.

18. "You never win." 20 year old woman, Manchester.

19. "I think bingo is as important to most women as football is to men, and it gets
them out of the house to give them the chance to mix more." 32 year old woman,
Manchester.

20. "Would like to see actual amount of money I could win; - without doing sums
(less 10%) in my head. An entrance needed at rear of building with no steps
for disabled patrons. Higher seats for same (and long legged people). Less
draughts." 52 year old woman, Brighton.

21. "Too many people saving seats for other people, and ones and twos seated at one
table and won't let anybody sit with them." 54 year old woman, Hanley.

22. "It would be a lot more pleasant if something could be done about the very smokey
atmosphere." 42 year old woman, Birmingham.

23. "Better seats to sit in and a table to lean your books on - to sit in a little
comfort for a change," 28 year old woman, Edinburgh.

24. "It's a great feeling when you win." 56 year old woman, Bradford.

25. "When one can go and feel content at my age and feel that one is among friends."
70 year old woman, Gateshead.
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VI

A SUMMARY OF THE FINDINGS

Social research rarely comes up with answers. Rather, at the end of a research
project, there is an awareness not only of how many questions are left unexplored and
unanswered, but also of how difficult it is to ask the right questions. The aims of
the research were twofold and simple: to find out more about bingo - who plays it and
why, and, aware of the dearth of literature about women's leisure, to provide more
material on women and leisure, in the belief that leisure is essential to well-being
and is an area in which women experience inenuality.

The research, it is felt, has been successful in revealing the extent to which
bingo is a very important component in the leisure lives of millions of people in
Britain. The questionnaires filled in by 71P6 bingo players provide a great deal of
detail about the activity of bingo playing. The research also was intended to collect
data on other activities in which women were involved, and to examine the relative
importance of bingo as an out-of-the-home leisure activity in a working class community.
The research did not aim merely to collect data on what women did, or did not do, though
it inevitably did collect data of this kind. Rather, a major aim was to show how women
experience the constraints placed upon them by their gender and class, and to indicate
some of the ways in which gender differences are expressed in terms of leisure activities.

The research adopted two main approaches - a community study with emphasis on taped
interviews with groups and individuals, some bingo players and some non-players, and a
national survey which used a questionnaire administered inside bingo clubs. Summarising
the large amount of data which was generated is difficult, but the main findings of the
two parts of the project are as follows:

1. Main Findings of the Community Study

To a great extent, the leisure of women in Armley took place within the community.
Women drew on the facilities and people which were immediately available. This was
partly due to a lack of resources, of money, time and transport. Women with young children
operated under considerable strain, with responsibility for children and the home, whilst '
working to limited budgets in a situation of economic uncertainty. They often felt
isolated and there was a general lack of awareness of what facilities were available in the
community, and how to take steps to make contact with others. Women were fearful of
committing themselves to activities, as they knew that they probably could not honour such
commitments. Women in full time employment may have enjoyed money of their own to snend,
but often this was spent on family, rather than on individual wants or needs, whilst the
time available to them was limited as housework had to be done in the evenings.

Husbands tended not to be particularly involved in the responsibilities of running the
house and looking after children. They went out more than their wives, but in general,
most families conformed to the model of the "privatised family", spending much leisure time
at home as a family unit.

The women found it difficult to say what "leisure" meant to them. Whilst they agreed
that they did enjoy some free time, this did not always constitute "leisure". Women were
grappling, perhaps, with the fact that they had free time, that is, time when they were
free from work or doing housework, but they were not free to engage in a particular leisure
activity. They were on "stand-by" in case the family needed them. Some saw having no
free time as a virtue, and that if free time was available, then they were not working hard
enough. Some younger women asserted a right to leisure and to time to themselves. The
large majority distinguished work from leisure, contrary to what has been written about
housewives.

It was almost easier to find out how women were constrained in their leisure time -
by children, by being required to fit in with husbands' work and leisure routines, by a
lack of resources - than it was to find out how women actually spent their free time.
One item included on the women's leisure questionnaire was to ask respondents to write down
everything they had done in the previous seven evenings. Although cumbersome, the raw data
provide interesting profiles of the typical weeks of women in a variety of situations and
stages of the life cycle. They illustrate the dominance of the television, and of local
facilities.

The questionnaire sample indicated that women in their twenties are still relatively
active, despite having very young children. Women in their thirties expressed a preference
for quiet activities, such as reading, and relaxing. This appeared to be a difficult time,
with children growing up and financial demands being made. The leisure of women in their
forties reflected the mixed nature of the group; some women were in full time employment
and therefore had little time but spare cash. others had children who were old enough to
allow parents to go out in the evenings and this apneared as a time of enjoyment and of
becoming involved in a variety of activities. Women in their fifties appeared to be the
least content and most unsure of what they wanted to do in their leisure time, whilst women
in their sixties could take advantage of the activities aimed at old age pensioners, and they
tended to do more things with their husbands. Women in their seventies and eighties spent
a considerable time in the home, were afraid to go out at night, and increased their
dependence on their families. Women in all age groups expressed a wish to go out to
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restaurants more often,
but few could afford it.

This emerged as a very popular way to spend an evening,
The incidence of playing bingo increased with age.

Women were not involved in a wide range of activities. Active involvement
in sport was low. Swimming was the physical activity most often engaged int but a
small minority, approximately 5%, took part in sport on a weekly basis. Enthusiasm
for keep-fit classes and certain sports such as badminton, were not lacking, but a
number of factors reduced opportunities for participation. Women's non-participatory
roles, as servicers, for example, of the family's sport involvement, were one reason
for their own non-involvement.

It was felt that for women, leisure revolved around the "big five'' of television,
people, drinking, reading and bingo. One third of all leisure time was spent watching
television. Despite its overwhelming dominance, women were surprisingly indifferent
to the content of programmes. However, the word "watching" must be used with caution;
women set aside time to watch specific programmes, but for the remaining time the
television was on as a background to other activities. Television was criticised as a
form of leisure as many women preferred to be out of the house in the evenings whilst
the family was content to watch. The content of programmes was also not accepted
without criticism.

Women relished reading, and regarded it as very important. It simulated privacy
and solitude and was a simple way to relieve boredom. The appetite of some women for
novels was insatiable; books were passed around in circles of friends, and the library
appeared an important resource. A very small number of women had "hobbies". Activities
such as knitting, sewing and cooking, which are often regarded as "hobbies" in leisure
surveys, were not seen that way by women. In fact many saw sewing, knitting and especially
cooking, as something they had to do, and therefore as work.

The women did not have large circles of friends, but perhaps one close friend and a
circle of "mates" or acquaintances. Much activity was based on the marriage partnership,
and the impression was that couples spent more time together than they did 30 or even 20
years ago. Husbands were willing to babysit for particular reasons, to allow the wife
to visit relatives, to go to church, to play bingo - but there was opposition to wives
going to less "safe" venues - to pubs or dancing. Neighbours were not important sources
of contact and sociability, but mothers and sisters were, and generally women saw their
families several times a week.

Outside the house, the pub was the most frequently visited
facility, but all the women felt uncertain about going to pubs unaccompanied. Husbands
would take their wives to pubs, and the same was true of clubs. Social clubs and working
men's clubs were an important asset to the life of the community. The churches were also
an important community asset, and more used their facilities than actively went to church.
St. Bart's, for example, held old time dancing, bingo, badminton and fellowship meetings
in its church hall, plus playgroups and activities for children and teenagers.

There was one cinema left in Armley, the other five having been closed. Cinemas were
infrequently visited; women's ideas of a "good" film seemed not to be the same as those
of the film makers. The cinema was also regarded as prohibitively expensive. Restaurants
too were seen as expensive, but going out for a meal was very much enjoyed. There were
both financial (e.g. having to pay for the whole course at the beginning) and social barriers
to attending evening classes, whilst women did not want to commit themselves to a course,
in the knowledge that family needs took precedence. Evening and day time classes were
activities in which women would have liked to be more involved.

Approximately one-third of the women filled in football pools, and a number also bet
on horses. Doing the pools was seen almost as a form of investment and not regarded as
"betting". Gambling was not seen as an attempt to escape to riches; it was part of life,
bringing a little excitement and interest and a point of conversation.

Bingo emerged as the one activity which successfully overcame the constraints facing
women. It was fairly cheap, allowed flexibility and lack of commitment, was local and
husbands did not mind their wives going. Nearly half the questionnaire sample played bingo,
in five venues - commercial bingo clubs, social clubs, working men's clubs, churches and
community centres. Approximately the same amount of bingo was played in each venue, with
slightly more played in working men's clubs. It is difficult to say why some women played
and others did not. Family links are important, with women often being introduced to bingo
by their mothers. A small number of statistically significant differences were found
between players and non-players, notably with regard to ages and also to education, even
when age is taken into account. A number of other differences emerged, some of which were
not statistically significant. Bingo was extremely important to those who played; to
younger women it was often the only period they had away from home and children, and to
older women it was an important source of companionship.

Of the 53% of the questionnaire sample which did not play, no single alternative
activity emerged in which they were involved instead. Reasons for not playing were
largely financial - it was either seen as a waste of money, or as boring and tedious.
Non-players were more likely to ';plan for the future". The response of a small group
of middle class women to bingo was positive though it was not seen as for them. The most
vehement opposition came from "aspiring" families and elements of the "'respectable" working
class.
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An overview of women's leisure in Armley suggests that "leisure" is not consciously
thought about and planned for. Women's leisure is restricted by their duties as house-
wives and mothers, and hence access to leisure time and activity is limited compared to
that of husbands. For both men and women, however, in Armley, leisure is part of
community life - it takes place within the community and is interwoven with other aspects
of life. Leisure time is not used to engage in varied, exciting, innovative, creative,
learning pursuits so admired by leisure policy makers and providers. It is used to be
sociable, to relax, to recuperate.

2. Main Findings of the National Survey

The national survey was based on 7166 questionnaires filled in by bingo players in
nine areas of the country, at eighty bingo sessions. On average, clubs were only 27.7%
full. There was little difference between the capacity for the large owners and the
independents to fill their clubs, but clubs were fuller in the North West, North East
and West Midlands than in other areas.

85.2% of the players were women, with an average age of 52.5 years. The average
age of male players was 55.4 years. The age balance was different at afternoon sessions,
with more elderly people playing during the day. The North East, North West and Scotland
had the most players aged less than 25 years, approximately 10%. The larger numbers
playing bingo in the "popular" bingo areas, such as the North East and North West, is due,
it is suggested, to the attraction of a wider spread of ages, and not to the attraction of
larger numbers of older people. On average, women start to play at the age of 38, and in
the North West and North East, a larger percentage starts to play at the age of 18.

The majority of players are drawn from a population which is in a relatively dis-
advantaged economic position. Only 36.4% were in paid employment with the remainder
being retired, housewives, or unemployed. Bingo does not attract disproportionate
numbers of the unemployed, and unemployment of men appeared to affect their wives playing.
Of those with a "breadwinner" in the family, the majority were employed in the "skilled
manual" category. Numbers of professional people playing bingo remain small. More women
players of working age (up to 60 years) were employed than were women in the national
population.

95.5% of the players played once a week or more often. Few played infrequently,
confirming the notion that bingo playing is a regular and frequent aspect of leisure.
Average visits per week varied with age, with the least visits, 1.7 per week from the
youngest age group - the 18-25 year olds, and the most, 2.6 visits, from the oldest age
group - those aged more than 76 years. Three-quarters of the sample always played on the
same night or nights of the week. For 71.2% bingo is the main leisure activity outside
the home.

The average amount spent was £3.88. Thi-s varied by region, and the most usual amount
spent was £3. (The average is inflated by a minority spending over £10.) Those players
with a breadwinner in a "service" occupation were most likely to spend more than £5,
followed by the skilled manual category. The professional and white collar categories
spent less than service and manual categories. Younger players spent more than the older,
with the 36-45 year olds spending the most. 26.5% played on the fruit machines. (31%
of men and 25.7% of women), and 38.5% played interval games (40.2% of women and 28.6% of
men). 40% bought drinks from the licensed bar. Nearly half felt that bingo was "a bit
expensive" and an additional 18% felt it was "expensive".

Two-thirds of the questionnaire sample went to the club which was nearest their home.
The bus was the most frequently used way of getting to the club, followed by a car, and
then by walking. Although the majority played at the nearest club, players were found to
travel substantial distances to certain clubs, particularly if they had a car. One-quarter
of the sample played at more than one club.

The majority played bingo with a friend. For younger players it was essentially a
group activity, whilst 19% of those aged more than 76 years played alone. Few men played
if their wives were not bingo players, and the number of married couples playing varied by
area.

44.3% of the players gave the possibility of winning as the reason for playing. The
remainder, 55.7% gave other reasons, related to companionship, relaxation and being out of
the house. The main reason for playing at one particular club was that it was the nearest,
and the second most important reason was that the players' friends also went to that club.
The main reason for changing to another club was not that it offered bigger prizes, but
that it was cheaper.

76.5% of the players preferred always to sit in the same seat. 43.6% felt that a
licensed bar was not an important feature of the club. 73.5% regarded bingo as a form of
gambling. A proportion of players also played in non-licensed facilities. Social clubs
attracted 16.1% and working men's clubs 12.3%
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The national survey ends, perhaps pessimistically, with figures on those who
play less than they did a year ago. 16.I" played more often in February 1982 than
in February 1981, but 25.3% played less often. A number of those playing more often
were new players. Reasons for playing less often related mainly to finance. It is
suggested that the decline in playing in clubs is due to players stopping playing
altogether, rather than to players playing less often. Where players have decided
to cut back on the amount they spent on bingo, they tend to visit the club less often
but spend the same at each visit as they used to, rather than to visit as often but
to spend less.

3, Discussion

A Woman's Place ....

It could be suggested that the social and economic changes of the 1950's, with
higher disposal incomes and more women going out to work, should have made it possible
and acceptable for married women to go out without their husbands. However, the male
dominated leisure institutions, the pub, working men's club and social club, were
still seen as closed to "respectable" women on their own. Membership to women in
their own right is still denied by the C.I.U. in working men's clubs (despite Sheila
Capstick's campaign), whilst few women will enter pubs unaccompanied with the same ease
felt by men. Given that the home was not (and is not) used to meet friends, the
problem facing women in the late 1950's was simply one of having a place to meet.
In Armley, friends and neighbours were seen at the washhouse and in the street. The
higher involvement of women in the church may perhaps be explained by the fact that they
find companionship with other women there.

In 1947 Rowntree explained women's non-attendance at social clubs as due to a lack
of interest and not to a mechanism of exclusion:

"Old men belong to clubs, where they can spend much of their time.
Old women are not apparently as interested in clubs, perhaps because
they are more fully occupied in their own homes." (1)

A decade earlier, in 1939, the need for a place in which women could meet was commented
on by Marjery Spring-Rice:

"Both young and middle-aged women need some form of recreation; they
need opportunities to use the leisure they may have, and to indulge
interests outside the home. They need to meet their fellows, to
form social ties, to laugh.... in short they need a club to which they
can go at any time on any day for a few hour's rest and recreation." (2)

Such a place was provided, in the early 1960's, by bingo clubs. Marjery Spring-Rice
may have envisaged working women's clubs, run by women for women, on the same lines as
working men's clubs, but, consistent with the pattern of leisure provision in contemporary
society, the clubs to which women go are provided by commercial (profit-making) concerns,
the bingo companies.

There are no social clubs for working class women which have a solid financial base
and in which women make the decisions regarding aims and organisation. In Armley,
individual women were important members of the community centre organising committees
and had a considerable voice in the running of the centres. Women also derived great
benefits from the use of the community centre. However, community centres usually rely
on local authority assistance and are subject to decisions which are outside the control
of the community. Hall Lane Community Centre in Armley, where women met in the mornings,
was continually faced with threats of closure over a period of several years, whilst at
Armley Lodge Community Centre,rents were raised by the local authorities without reference
to the organising committee.

The bingo clubs therefore play a vital role in providing a public space which is
local and handy. That the club is local is vital for women operating under constraints
of time and/or money. Moreover, the club gains a. local identity - it is an extension of
the community, a "home from home". Where men can regard the pub or club as their second
home, many binge players refer to the bingo club as "theirs". The importance of a sense
of place, of feelings of rootedness and "at-homeness" has been recognised by those
geographers who have adopted a phenomenological approach to the study of space. (3)
"At-homeness" refers to a state of being comfortable in and cosily familiar with a physical
place. In 1959 Hoggart made the point that in English working class life the living
room/kitchen constitutes a deeply private place, where the family is truly "at home". (4)
It was only men who experienced a similar feeling in other places, usually the pub.
Dennis et al. suggest that the miners they studied almost felt more "at home" in the pub
tnan they did in their homes. (5).
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Remarks made by women in the course of fieldwork suggest that the bingo olub is
a home-from-home. Many women, particularly the older ones, would arrive up to two
hours before the game started, to eat, talk, knit, read or play cards with others.
Some even said that they felt happier at the bingo than at home, where all too often
they would be alone. One club even opened on Christmas Day for those with nowhere
else to go.

The feeling of ease and familiarity in the bingo club is facilitated not only by
the club being an extension of the community, but also by the fact that clubs have
usually been physically present in the community for many years, as cinemas and later
as bingo clubs. The striking similarity between the use of the cinema in the 1940's
and the use of the bingo club since the 1960's was noted above. In the 1950's,

"It is not at all unusual for women to attend the cinema unaccompanied.
For many women with young children the cinema is the sole relaxation
outside the home and they often come alone while the husband looks
after the family." (6)

Whilst playing bingo replaced watching films in cinemas, and the two activities are
quite different, the way in which the two activities are used is remarkably similar. The
custom of women going unaccompanied to the cinema may help to explain why men readily
accept their wives going to bingo unaccompanied.

The fact that bingo is a home-from-home for many(not all) players, has implications
for behaviour inside the club. The notion of "at homeness" has a reverse side, that of
feelings of territoriality which involve aggression. Territorialitv involves the
organisation of space into "clearly demarcated territories which are made distinctive
and considered at least partially exclusive by their occupants." (7) Thus inside the
club, individuals or groups "always" sit in certain seats, and their right to sit there
is defended. It was seen above that 76% of the national sample liked to sit in the same
seat. Bingo players in Armley referred in effect to the defence of space, that having
their "own" seats.allowed them greater control over their choice of neighbours. Such
behaviour, however, can exclude outsiders and results in the "cliques" criticised by
non-regular players. Special characters in the clubs (such as Mrs. Guy at the Western)
occupy their own physical niche in the club in the same way that particular old men
occupy a special seat at the bar in their local pub.

Although the notion of at-homeness may have a negative side, in excluding outsiders,
it "may also have a major role in fostering community." (8) Certainly, the majority of
bingo players report the friendliness found in bingo clubs, and how quickly it is possible
to make friends.

It is also clear that the bingo clubs possess, for their working class, female members,
an ambiance and a possibility of entry which is conspicuously lacking in most^publicly
provided facilities. The mesh in the "social filter" appears to be very fine indeed around
sports facilities, arts centres, theatres and evening classes, for these women, who also
experience further feelings of exclusion from "men's" facilities such as pubs and clubs,
when they are not accompanied by men.

Sociability

The research findings would support the comments made by the Royal Commission on
Gambling, that bingo clubs "fulfil a valuable social function":

"The clubs introduce an element of pleasant diversion into the lives of
their members, nearly 85% of whom are women, mostly middle-aged or
elderly, and many of whom are of limited means .... They provide places
where people can meet at very little expense .... and the intervals
between play provide plenty of opportunity for chatting with neighbours.
These qualities are particularly apparent in the smaller establishments
where the players know each other and are often known to the management."
(9)

The research findings suggest that bingo clubs provide, for a minority of players,
their only source of companionship. This minority comprises mainly older players who do
not belong to the church or other organisations and who do not see family members on a
regular basis. Comments from elderly people such as, "Bingo is my lifeline", "Bingo is
the only thing that keeps me going", were frequently heard, whilst a handful of older
women were most concerned that the aim of the research was to "close down binfro clubs" -
"You're not going to take it away are you? It's all we've got."

It can be suggested that the bingo club provides a valuable social network in an
age when other social and caring networks have failed. A report prepared for the DHSS
in 1981 declared that the Government's attemnts to provide a system of voluntary care in
Britain, rather than investing in paid community care, had failed:

"Those most in need - the old with no relatives - were largely ignored
in urban areas unless there were paid social workers to watch over
their welfare." (10)



Other research has noted that the most reliable basis of care and attachment is the
family, and that much mutual aid and helping which occurs in the community in fact,

"...turns out on closer scrutiny to be kin care .... our next strongest
basis of social involvement is that of the non-located ''moral
communities" associated with churches, races,friendship nets and
certain kinds of occupations .... Neighbours, or more broadly local
communities, come a very poor third." (11) k

It can be suggested that bingo clubs provide such a "moral community" in which members
care for, and notice, the welfare of others. Don Dixon, Vf.P. for Jarrow, has gone so far
as to say that if pensioners cannot go to bingo regularly the local authority would have to
provide more home helps and other visitors to the elderly. (12) In some clubs, the
management too plays a welfare role; the staff listen to players' problems and chat, whilst
some clubs send flowers to widowed players or get well cards when players fall ill. Although
the Royal Commission on Gambling questioned the extent to which membership of clubs is based
on anything tangible (subscriptions are non-existent, membership lists are not kept up to
date, membership is given to anyone who asks for it, and players may belong to several clubs),
it is important to players that they are "members", and they do feel a sense of belonging to
their club.

The importance of bingo to the leisure lives of the elderly is not always commented
upon by those concerned with old people. Bingo is often curiously ignored in the literature,
even though it is known to be an activity peculiarly attractive to the elderly. Thus, one
writer notes,

"In open-air activities, cultural entertainments, social activities,
home-based activities and betting and gambling, the elderly
participated less in each of the thirty listed pursuits ....." (13)

It is one of the few activities available during the day-time, and one in which older people
are not in a minority.

It is not only for elderly people, who would otherwise be lonely, that bingo clubs fill
a "genuine social need", to quote the Royal Commission on Gambling. Rather, for women of
all ages, the bingo club provides something which no other facility provides - a largely
female environment in which women feel free from the possibility of unwanted contact with
men, where they can chat with other women about what concerns them, and where the sexual
innuendo (jokes directed to the male caller, for example) is under their control and, in
contrast to that in pubs and clubs, not directed at them: Young women are often initiated
into bingo by their mothers. It provides an opportunity for female family members to so
out or meet together; approximately one quarter of the national sample played bingo with
a relative other than their husbands. The strength of ties with mothers and sisters has
been commented on by a number of community studies. (14) Female family members are an
important source of help and companionship. Playing bingo may be used to arrange a regular
weekly meeting with sisters, whilst daughters and often sons sometimes finance their mother's
bingo playing.

Some, younger, women enjoyed playing on their own; sitting, not having to talk to
anyone, provides a useful break from the children. Other women set aside their "bingo
time" as the time which was theirs, away from home, with their own friends. The number
of references to "regaining sanity", or "a bit of peace and quiet" reflects the strains
imposed on mothers with young children.

The national survey indicated that for 72.2°!, of the women players, bingo was their main
leisure activity outside the home, and even for the 26-35 year old group, for just over half
it is their main leisure activity outside the home. The proportion rises to 89.3% of the
76 and over age group, and 85.6% of the 66-75 year olds.

Moreover, the type of sociability found in the bingo club is of the non-intimate.easy-
going, but also bond-forming type, based on an activity, which appears to be favoured in
working class communities.

Ritual

If ritual is activity which expresses a "striking or incongruous rigidity ... some
conscious regularity" (15) then bingo can correctly be called a ritual. (Goody, however,
points out that the description of action as ritual or the attribution of 'symbolic'
elements to action is often a way of announcing that the researcher is unable to make any
sense of the observed action or behaviour. (16)) Johnson points out that "for a ritual
really to succeed, more than regularity is required - it must express and encapsulate
things beyond itself in symbolic form." (17)

It may be argued that bingo symbolises the economic position of bingo players. If
the ideas of David Riches are used, that in all forms of gambling the essentials of
economic life are brought together in a condensed sequence and repeatedly and ritually
exposed, and that "the legitimacy of the gambling game may lie in its capacity to denote,
and give value to, the essentials of mainstream economic life" (18) , then it can be suggested
that bingo symbolises the fact that, due to their socio-economic position, bingo players
have to rely on luck in life as much as they rely en luck in the binso game. Such an idea
is open to criticism, although at times,particularly in clubs owned by giant organisations,
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bingo does appear to symbolise economic life - it is plainly obvious which group -
the players or the owners - gains financially from the "ritual". , Such symbolism is
probably unrecognised by the players, and it is more likely that for them the ritual
is given meaning through having a social basis.

The regularity of involvement in particular activities was noted in the leisure
lives of people in Armley, whilst bingo players in Armley had some interesting thoughts
on why they enjoyed the routine of bingo. Other researchers have noted that the most
popular leisure activities in certain communities are repetitive. Men in the pub and
women at bingo sit in the same places and meet the same people on the same nights each
week. It is suggested that reassurance arises from repetitive activities and from
spending time in familiar haunts and with familiar people and through playing familiar
roles. It has also been suggested that the working classes have a greater need to
play familiar roles than the middle classes. Harrison notes the 'fundamental uncertainty'
of working class life, and that working class families- are both more exposed to disaster
than the middle class, and also less equipped to cope with it if and when it arises. (19)
Likewise, Fyvel notes that the working class is more vulnerable to the socially and psycho-
logically harmful effects of rehousing and the break up of community life. (20) It would
be logical, if this 'fundamental uncertainty' is actual, that the working class would be
more likely to engage in activities which reduce uncertainty and are fairly repetitive:

"Through this constant repetition of the same kinds of activity it
seems that people find satisfaction in consolidating the world they
know rather than expanding it, and in making secure their old 'roles'
rather than seeking new ones. It is thus, by keeping 'still'......
that the individual can avoid the impact of the powerful and unknown
forces of 'society'." (21)

The repetitiveness of bingo and the fact that it is always known what will happen, is
therefore an asset, and is one of the attributes which players like. The possibility of
a win, which arises several times a night, disguises the actual extent of repetition -
there is always the chance that the next game will be slightly different and result in a
prize. It can be suggested that, for the elderly in particular, whose social role has
changed dramatically this century, there is a special appeal in the familiarity of the
bingo ritual.

The Game

It is easy, perhaps, when players emphasise aspects of bingo such as companionship and
having a night out, to forget the actual game of bingo itself. The game is relatively
simple; each card has fifteen numbers on it and the object is to cross them off as they
are called out in random order. If six cards are played in one game, every number from
1 to 90 is present and a number is crossed off at each call. Each game lasts several
minutes, with a brief interval of a further few minutes whilst the winning card is checked.
There is complete silence in the hall whilst the game is in progress, apart from the voice
of the caller, and then a release of tension as the winner shouts "House:" or, more usually,
"Here!". When a large prize is at stake, the atmosphere is charged with excitement: at
these times, players can hardly be charged with "mindlessness" - a label so often inaccu-
rately applied to bingo players!

It can be suggested that the popularity of a game of pure chance is that, as it
requires no skill, there can be no criticism for failing to win and neither can one's
confidence be undermined, as the result has nothing to do with one's own efforts. The
absence of competition or the opportunity to show skill minimises the possibility of
conflict and the game proceeds (usually) in an amiable manner. It is important that
individuals get along with each other and therefore that all players are equal before fate;
no-one can use skill to get ahead of the others. It can be suggested that a game not so
dependant on luck would not be as popular. The game has a rhythm which is compelling.
Players do describe a game when none of their numbers are called as "boring"; a "good
game" is one where the player comes close to the target of a full house or line. Players
assert that winning £50 is as good as winning £1,000. This perhaps relates to the fact
that the important point ̂ to gamblers is to be gambling - the act is as important as the
outcome, hence the cliche, "the next best thing to winning is losing".

The findings of the research also served as a "debunking" exercise with regard to the
mythology of bingo playing as a problem. Women are rarely defined as a problem group,
usually only when their behaviour is seen as adversely affecting their families. In the
case of bingo, as has already been mentioned, criticisms of women playing bingo have not
been concerned with its effects on women themselves, but have been based on assumptions
that women neglect their children to play, and spend money on bingo which should be devoted
to family expenditure.
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Neither of these accusations is borne out by the research findings. The age
structure, and number of dependant children, of women who play bingo, both indicate
that few bingo players have children of an age to need "minding" in the evenings.
The fact also that many female players mention bingo as their only opportunity to
get out of the house, and the apparent willingness of their husbands to look after
children when it is necessary, indicate that bingo playing forms part of a planned,
responsible routine, rather than a stimulus to the "gad-about wife" image so^often
portrayed in the media and by the police.

In addition, the impression of spending behaviour obtained during fieldwork,
was that bingo spending formed part of a planned, tightly controlled budget, and,
indeed, that one of the attractions of bingo for many women was that they could predict
precisely how much they would spend and that they did not get "carried away" and stake
more money than their income would merit. The tendency too, for those players with
financial constraints playing less often, also points to a pattern of responsible
spending.

Women's real "problems" highlighted by the research, and those acting as constraints
on their leisure opportunities, are those described in detail in Chapters II, III and IV -
feelings of powerlessness and lack of control; increasing aloneness and loneliness in
old age; "captive wives"; poverty, especially in personal spending terms; alienation
with those in power and controlling the media; fear of assault and harassment, especially
among the elderly; rigid division of labour associated with sex roles; and lack of
personal time and space.

The Future

The 1960's was a unique and remarkable decade, which saw a great number of changes,
particularly in the way leisure time was spent:

"The steady spread of affluence and the increasing tempo of change
was creating a rising appetite for excitement throughout England . . .
The bright lights were indeed reaching the provinces - and not just
the bingo palaces and striptease clubs and steak houses, but the
Chinese restaurants and French films and the taste for Spanish
holidays." (22)

It is not surprising that bingo was launched and had (perhaps) its heyday in such a
turbulent decade. The bingo companies acknowledge that the "rising appetite" for bingo
did not continue to rise much after that decade; the bingo market reached a plateau
during the 1970's. Indeed, the amount of money staked in all forms of gambling (apart
from in casinos) fell in real terms in the 1970's. In 1970, the bingo companies expressed
concern to the Gaming Board about the extent of competition from non-licensed bingo, and
they have lobbied the Board to change the regulations surrounding the advertising of bingo
clubs. In 1982 the NALBSC launched a compaign called "Survive to Thrive", which aims
partly at changing the restrictive legislation embodied in the 1968 Gaming Act, and hence
to take steps to ensure the survival of the bingo industry.

Bingo clubs still attract between a third and half a million people every day, however;
amidst talk of a declining market it must be remembered that millions of people still play
in bingo clubs each week, whilst non-licensed bingo attracts additional numbers. The
extent and significance of a 'decline1 in playing is not known. Players may simply be
transferring from commercial bingo to non-licensed bingo, perhaps at the churches and
community centres, and hence not be included in Gaming Board figures. However, there is
a decline in the numbers playing at commercial bingo clubs, and some speculation about this
can be made.

It is suspected that the present recession has simply speeded up, not caused, the fall
off in numbers. The national sample survey indicated that one quarter of the sample played
less bingo now than one year ago, and 80% gave a financial reason for doing so. The
research did not include a large enough number of ex-players (i.e. players who had stopped
playing altogether) to make generalisations about their reasons for doing so. During a
period of recession, it can be expected that families will not have surplus cash to spend
on going out. However, figures show that during a recession, it tends to be savings which
are affected rather than spending. Thus, in the first quarter of 1981, when both total
personal Income and total personal disposable income increased by the smallest amount in
ten years, by only 1%, consumer expenditure rose by 3.5%. This was financed by a fall in
the savings ratio, from 17% to 14%. (23) During times of economic uncertainty and social
instability, spending on alcohol and gambling tends to increase. The incidence of betting
increased during the two world wars, whilst, the major football pools firms, "with some fore-
thought", established themselves in areas subject to heavy unemployment, (24) The fact
that betting shops experience an increase in takings during times of unemployment has been
commented upon, whilst the Daily Mail has described bingo as the "Asprin of the Eighties."
(25) However, it is suspected that gender differences in patterns of spending are
probably more apparent in periods of recession, with women becoming more careful than ever
in the way they allocate the housekeeping money and spending less on themselves, whilst men
may indulge in spending splurges to compensate for a depressing economic situation. It is
women's expenditure on themselves which is first affected during hard times. There is some
evidence to suggest that the recession has begun to bite so deeply that even the phenomenon
of compensatory spending is affected - Deer sales, for example, are dramatically down in
1982. (26)
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The study ir. Armley found a minority of women who regarded themselves as upwardly
mobile, and who saw playing bingo as incompatible with their desired lifestyle and image.
In the main, however, the decline in playing bingo does not anpear to be due to changes
in the values of the population from which bingo players are drawn. The idea that the
working classes were becoming more middle class - the embourgeoisement thesis - and that
increases in working class incomes have led to a loss of clarity of class divisions (27),
was debunked by Goldthorpe and Lockwood's study. They shewed that middle class norms and
values were not adopted, nor were middle class lifestyles consciously emulated by the new,
relatively affluent working classes. As a whole they did not wish to be assimilated into
middle class society, though affluence had changed their values in certain ways. (28) It
is suspected that activities such as bingo will still be sought, but the activity mav be
used in different ways; for example, there appears to be a trend for more married couoles
to go to bingo together, and for women to "dress up" to go to the club.

Some reaction during the course of the research was encountered to the "respectabilising"
process through which bingo seems to be going. Certain bingo companies have made attempts
to maximise the attractiveness of bingo by upgrading their facilities and decor, and offering
large cash prizes. Some players do not like the carpets, soft lighting and potted plants
image. The closure of small local clubs and the tendency for the major companies to
concentrate on large, city centre clubs, may affect the frequency of playing of the elderly
and middle-aged, whilst attracting the younger and wealthier players. The costs of plaving
at large city centre clubs are higher than in the old fashioned local cinemas. The govern-
ment tax on winnings, raised during the last two years from 5% to 10"-, is criticised by
players and may be one reason why they seek non-licensed bingo, which is not subject to the
tax. During the Parliamentary debate discussing the tax increase, ".PS, mainly from the
north of England, described it as an attack on women and on the working class; "it is a
class issue and a sexist issue (and) an issue between North and South." (29) One Labour M.P.
suggested a reason for the 'attack': "Is it perhaps because when the caller shouts, "Number
Ten, Maggie's Den", the howls of derision and opposition which come straight from the neople
have been observed by the Government?" (30)

Although playing bingo is a popular pastime, there is evidence which suggests that manv
women would prefer to engage in other activities if they had the opportunity, and that bingo
is played not as a positive choice but due to a lack of alternatives. Dobbin provides
useful data by showing that, of his sample of retired people, 13.3"- play bingo - 4.2"" of the
men and 19.4% of the women. However, when asked which activities they would like to do more
of, only 1.7% mentioned bingo - 2.8% of the women and none of the men. Bingo ranked fourth
in a list of ten activities which respondents most often engaged in, but ranked last in a
list of activities in which they would like to be more involved. (31) As Cornish points
out:

"The presence of institutionalised expressive activities in a culture
does not necessarily imply that they owe their existence to their
superior ability at meeting special expressive needs .... for each
new generation the satisfactoriness of these contingent arrangements
is once more on trial." (32)

If bingo does not owe its existence to the fact that it is the best way of satisfying
people's (especially women's) demands for entertainment and excitement, it is still the only
form of leisure outside the home available to large numbers of people - particularly women -
at present. Furthermore, women are notoriously slow at articulating what they would like to
do - even if they know!

It can be suggested that other leisure providers, both "public" and "commercial" ,can
learn from the way bingo is organised and marketed. '̂ here providers are concerned only
to get "bottoms on seats" (or in the squash courts, pottery classes, etc.), and where
demand exceeds supply, there is no particular motive, apart from an altruistic one, to make
special overtures towards women. With marketing strategies such as those adopted by many
sports halls, which include pre-booking and not inconsiderable expense, it is not surprising
that the "bottoms on seats" tend to belon? to white middle class men. '"here demand does
not exceed supply, providers may have a larger incentive to appeal to women. Whilst it is
necessary for providers to adopt policies based on the material circumstances of women, it
is also necessary that women assert the right to their own leisure.

Large groups of people remain unaffected by the "leisure explosion" and by the expansion
of leisure time choices. In the 1980's an estimated ten million people live in "poverty"
(33) and 1.8 million live in physically unsatisfactory housing. One-quarter of all house-
holds consist of elderly people, (34) many of whom have limited financial means, and three-
quarters of whom left school at 14 without qualifications. A leisure future conjured up
by futurologists in which "only a small percentage of people work.... while the rest of us
get on with home computing, Open University degrees, learning foreign languages and other
edifying pursuits " (35) will be available only to a small minority, and certainly will not
be possible in most homes as they are designed at present. The need for cheap, sociable
entertainment outside the home in the 1980's has not diminished, whilst alternatives to bingo
have not been established.

The significance of bingo lies not in the game itself - a simple game of calling out
numbers and ticking them off, with a prize to the first person to tick off all the numbers.
Rather, bingo is a cypher to which different groups attach meaning: and content. To members
of the midd'le and upper classes it may still be pernicious, symbolic of the decadence and
apocalyptic powers of popular culture. (36) Commenting on a recent radio programme, a
reviewer wrote,

"'God knows what we'd do if we didn't go to bingo', said one hooked lady.
And that's surely a sad comment on our education system." (37)



To the Government, bingo represents a substantial source of revenue. Further,
it can be argued that bingo saves the Government expenditure on community care. Bingo
provides a living for large numbers of people, not only for the businessmen who own
Britain's 1,600 clubs and their 2,019 managers, but also for the several tens of thousands
of staff employed. (38)

To the players, bingo is an unremarkable fact of life, a home from home--, an invaluable
source of companionship, a refuge which offers excitement. It is not surprising that 84"
of players are women, given the options bestowed on them by virtue of their gender and class.
The future of bingo is dependent not only on changes in the leisure market and in the state
of the economy but also on changes in the allocation of gender roles. For the present,
bingo is an activity adopted and fashioned within the limitations of an imposed structure
by those not in an economically, politically or socially dominant position. Bingo is used
to give expression and meaning to that position; it is also a most important means of
coming to terms with that position and making it more attractive.
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APPENDIX

WOMEN'S LEISURE QUESTIONNAIRE

This questionnaire is being given out to women who live or work
in the area around Armley. We would like to know about the
types of things that you do in your spare time. Many women say
that they have no spare time, and we are interested in this too.
lour answers will be very helpful to those who are concerned
about providing leisure facilities.

A space is provided at the end for you to comment, if you wish,
on the provision of leisure facilities in your area.

The questionnaire is easy to fill in. Nearly all the answers
simply require a tick.

Tour help and co-operation on this important project is very much
appreciated.
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First of all we'd like to ask some general questions about the things
which you do in your spare time.

1. Are you a member of a social club?
If 'no' please go to the next question.

Yes No

If 'yes' please write here the sort of club, for example - Irish Club,
Liberal Club, etc.

2. Are you a member of a sports club? les
3. Are you a member of a working men's club? Yes

No
No

Are you a member of any other organisation? (for
example - The Women's Institute, Liberal Party) Yes No
If 'no1 please go to the next question.
If 'yes' please write the name or names of the organisation/s here,

5. Do you belong to a library? Yes No
6. Save you attended an evening class or a daytime

class since leaving school? Yes Non.
7. Have you ever attended a keep fit class? Yes
8. Thinking back over the last week, could you please write down all the

things that you did during each evening, for example - "Tuesday, watched
T.V. with husband". Start with what you did last night and work backwards
until all the spaces are filled.

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday Sunday

9. Was this a fairly typical week? Yes No L
10. Which of all the activities which you do regularly, would you miss if

you couldn't do it?

11. Could you please tick the number of times which you do the following things:
Twice a

week or more
Go to a restaurant

About once
a week About once

a month
Once or
twice ayear

Rarely

Go to a pub
Go to the cinema
Go to a social club
Go to a working men's club
Go to the theatre
Go to a disco
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12.

13.

There are many reasons why people don't go out more oi
How often have the following things stopped you from j

Very
Often Somet:

Can't afford to go out more
Too busy at home
No-one to go out with
Too tired to go out at night
Don't like to leave the children
Afraid of being mugged or attacked
Save nowhere to go
Husband doesn't like to do the

things I like to do

Would you prefer to go out more often that you do?
14. Do you ever play bingo?

If 'no' please go to question 1?
If 'yes! please go to the next question

15.

16.

Could you please tick all the places where you play b:

A Bingo Club
A Social Club
A Working Men's Club
A Church
A Community Centre

How often do you play bingo? m.

Every day j
3 or more times a week
Twice a week
Once a week
Once a fortnight
Once a month
Not very often

ft en.
going out?

Lines Never

i

Yes No

Yes No

Lngo?

Yes - No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No
Yes No

Lck one

.. ' •.-— ..-.-'. <;-----

17. Could you write down the reason or reasons why you don't play bingo?

18. Do you take part in any sports (such as swinging,
snooker, etc.)?
If *no' please go to question 20
If 'yes' please go to the next question

Yes No
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19. Please write down what sports these are, and tick how often you do them.

Name of Sport
Several times

a week
Every one or
two weeks

Every few
months Infrequently

20. Do you ever go to watch sports, such as football
or cricket? Yes No

Tick one
21. To what extent do you enjoy watching sports on television?

I like watching most sports
I like watching some sports
I don't like watching any sports

22. During the last twelve months, have you done any of the following?
Football pools
Put money on a horse
Put money on a dog
Bought a lottery ticket
Gone to a casino

Tes
Tes
Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No
No
No

23. How often do you go away on holiday'

At least once a year
*

Almost every year
Every few years
Very rarely
Never

Tick one

2k. Do you ever go away for weekends or short breaks? Yes No

25. Have you a caravan?
Have you a boat?
Have you a holiday home?

Yes
*" Yes
"•"• Yes

No
No
No

26. How often do you go to church?
Regularly Sometimes Only for special occasions Never

27« How much would you say that the church and church activities contribute
to your social life?

A great amount A fair amount A little Nothing at all

28. What is your favourite way of spending an evening?

29. Are you involved with any voluntary organisation' Yes No-

30. If you wanted to go to an evening class, would you
know where to find out about them? Yes No
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Now we would like to ask a few questions about the things which you do at home.

1. Would you say that in your house the television is on:

All the time
Half the time
Only for certain

programmes

Tick one

Rarely on
Never on

2. Which TV channel do you enjoy the most?

ITV BBC 1 BBC 2 Tick one

3. In the time which you don't spend at work or doing housework,
who do you spend most time with?

Your husband
Your children
Your whole family

By yourself
With friends
With one special

friend

Tick one

. Thinking about the following activities, how would you describe them?

A Hobby Something
you enjoy

Something
you don't
mind doing

Something you
do only because
you have to

Something
you never

do

Knitting
Sewing
Cooking
Decorating
Gardening
Ironing

Are there any other hobbies or interests which you have which have not
already been mentioned? If so, please write them here:

6. Bo you read a daily or Sunday newspaper? Yes No
If "no1 please go on to the next question
If 'yss' please write hers the name/s of the newspapers which you read:

?. How often do you rsad a book?

Have no time to read
Don't like to read

Now and then I read a book
Always have one book which

I'm reading

Tick one

8. Do you read any magazines regularly? Yes No

If 'no' please go on to the next question
If 'yes1 please write the name/s of the magazine's here:



1. Thinking about leisure in general, could
disagree with each of these statements.

1. "I never have any free time*"
2. "I can't really tell what's 'leisure'
3. "Whp_ you do things with is more
*K "I can't sit and do nothing; I
5. "I don't have enough time to do
6. "I like leisure activities

to think."

you say whether you agree or

and what ' s ' work ' . "
important that what you do."
like to be occupied."
all the things I'd like."

where I can relax and don't have

7. "My choice of leisure activities is limited by my not
knowing how to do some things."

8. "People who are out at work all day deserve more leisure
than those who are at home all day."

9. "I like leisure activities which are
10. "I often have time on my hands
11. "I can never really be 'at
12. "I am perfectly happy with

which
leisure '
how

intellectually stimulating."
I don't know what to do with."
when the family is around."

I spend my free time."

Agree Disagree

——————
——————

2. Here are some ways in which people sometimes describe themselves.
Thinking about yourself, would you say that you are:

.„
Outgoing Yes
Sporty
Qiiet
Clever

Yes
Yes
Yes

Homeloving Yes

3. Here is a list o
Please would you
those activities

Horse riding.
Squash
Badminton
Chess
Bingo
Greyhound racing
Skiing
Bridge
Evening classes
Darts

f activitie
look at th
are like y
Like me

No
No
No
No
No

s which some p
e list and dec
ou or not:
Like me but
richer

Sociable
Busy
Overweight

Yes
Yes
Yes

Jashion-conscious Yes
Maternal

eople do.
ide whether the

Like me but
poorer

Yes

people who do

Different
to me

No
No
No
No
No

;

!

i

. Thinking back over your life, at what age did you enjoy your leisure time most?
And at what age did you enjoy your leisure time least?



5. Of the following activities, which do you think could be
considered as gambling?

Playing cards for matches Yes
Playing cards for money Yes
Playing on a one-armed bandit Yes
Doing the football pools Yes
Playing bingo Yes
Putting money on a horse Yes
Playing roulette Yes

No
No
No
No
No
No
No

6. Do you think that ordinary people have a say over decisions made by
the Government, such as about the closing of leisure facilities?

Ordinary people have no say
Ordinary people do have a say

Tick one

Thinking: about the future would you say that:
You've got to plan ahead
Sometimes planning ahead gets you nowhere
There's no point in planning ahead

Tick one

Over the last 5 years would you say that your standard of living has:
Tick one

Gone down
Stayed the same
Become a bit better
Become a lot better

9. Thinking about your life in general, would you say that you are:
Tick one

Completely content
Content most of the time
Content only some of the time
Not content
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1
We'd like to ask a few questions about your husband's leisure.
If you have no husband go to question 13» . .... ., . ... .. „,__!
1. Would you say that your husband goes out without you:

Often Sometimes Never

2. Would you say that your husband goes out:
Less than you
The same as you

3. Does your husband play sports

More than you
Much more than you

regularly? Yes
k. Is he a member of a working men's club? lea
5« In the last 12 months has he done any of the following?:

Bet on a horse Yes
Bet on the dogs Yes
Played bingo Yes

No Done the football p
No Bought a lottery ti
No

Tick one

- ———— -H
Tick one

No) j

n NOCZL
sols Yes | Nof~~
sket Yes Not

6. Would you describe your husband as a "family man" who likes to spend j
big fr»- *•?*»» a-h horn* with the family? Tick one

Not at all He's a little like that He'a very like that

7. What is your husband's occupation?
If he is retired, what was his occupation:?

8. Does your husband bring work home?

C
9. In his job,

Very kee
get ahea

10. How often d

Always

ft en £om<jtimes Never
would you say that your husband is:
n to 5air
rf ge

17
t i

oes your husband help

Sometimes

keen to Content to
ihead stay where he

you with the housework?

Rarely Never

11. Would you like him to help you more often? I

Tick one

Tick one

is

Tick one

es No '

12. Do you and your husband ever have disagreements about the sorrs 01 -cnings
which you both want to do in your leisure time?

Tick one

Often Sometimes Never
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13. How often do you see your parents and/or your grown up children^

Every day
A few times a week
Once a week
Once every few weeks
Once every few months
Rarely
Never

Parents Grown up children

Thinking of the area where you live, would you say that Tick one

You'd never leave it
You'd prefer to live there rather than

most other places
It's all right for the time being
You'd like to move

15« How well do you know most of the neighbours who live on, your road?
Tick one

Know them very well __ Know them fairly well
Know a few very well Don't know them
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Now we'd like you_±0.. answer just a few more important questions about yourself.

I 1. Do you have a job at the moment?
If 'no' go to question k
If 'yes' go to next- question

Yes

2. Do you work full-time or part-time? Pall

3. What is your job?
Are you: {ferried

Single
Widowed

Divorced
Other

6. Do you live:

Alone
With your husband
With, your husband and children
With your children
With your parents •
With friends
Other

7. What sort of house do you live in?

A council house A council flat
A privately rented house or flat
A house which you are buying

8. How old are you?

No

Part

Tick one

5» In. which of these categories do you have children?

Under 5 Yes No
Aged 5 to 1̂ f Tes No
Aged 15 to 18 Yes No
Aged over 18 Yes __ No

Tick one

Tick one

years
9. How old were you when you finished your full-time education? years
10. Which part of the Leeds area do you live in?
11. Can you drive' Yes No
12. How many cars does your household have' Tick one

None One Two Three
Do you smoke? Yes
Are you on the telephone? Yes

No
No
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Thank you very much for filling in this questionnaire.
If you wish, please comment below on the provision for
leisure and entertainment in your area:
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